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DISSERTATION ABSTRACT 
 
Nicholas Allan Henson 
 
Doctor of Philosophy 
 
Department of English 
 
June 2012 
 
Title: The Pen, the Scaffold, and the Sword: Representations of Labor and Class Conflict 
in American Historical Fiction After 1945 
 
The Pen, the Scaffold, and the Sword traces sympathetic representations of class, 
labor, and radicalism in American literature from post-war modernism through the rise of 
postmodernism. I investigate two distinct but interrelated questions: How have authors 
writing after 1945 used history to represent labor and radicalism in their work? 
Furthermore, how have these historical representations explored avenues for resistance 
by exploited workers and their supporters? I use critical approaches to postmodern 
literature that have emphasized the proliferation of previously unheard narratives focused 
on race, gender, and sexuality as they are presented against dominant white male 
representations. However, I turn to class and labor as complementary avenues for 
critically investigating similar unheard historical narratives. I argue that by depicting 
specific labor conflicts each of these texts present counter histories to standard or popular 
historical narratives that have ignored the breadth and importance of class conflict in U.S. 
history. These texts retell the stories of historic labor struggles to rejuvenate an awareness 
of class and labor issues in contemporary readers. In doing so, they establish counter 
narratives meant to be read against common conceptions of the past. I contend they 
change reader perceptions of history and contemporary social and political issues by 
demanding we abandon totalizing conceptions of history and emphasize contingent or 
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limited representations instead. Chapter I establishes the parameters of the project. 
Chapter II turns toWallace Stegner’s Joe Hill (1951) and its often ignored sympathetic 
portrayal of labor. Chapter III focuses on the 1954 film Salt of the Earth and its 
communication of historical lessons as a basis for future social reforms. Chapter IV 
compares Denise Giardina’s coal mining novels Storming Heaven (1987) and The 
Unquiet Earth (1990) with Upton Sinclair’s work in King Coal (1917) to examine the 
former’s emphasis on agency and environmentalism.  Chapter V compares Thomas 
Pynchon’s exploration of history through the motifs of the frontier and families in 
Against the Day (2006) and Vineland (1990) with Owen Wister’s work in The Virginian 
(1902). Finally, Chapter VI examines historical fiction in the age of postmodernism 
though an examination of E.L. Doctorow’s Ragtime (1974). 
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CHAPTER I 
 
INTRODUCTION: CONSTRUCTING HISTORY 
 
On Friday November 18th 2011 students and local community members engaged 
in a peaceful sit-in at the University of California, Davis campus as part of ongoing 
protests related to the Occupy Wall Street movement. The dispute at Davis was primarily 
motivated by the precipitous rise in student tuition costs at the University. As with all the 
Occupy related protests in the late summer and fall of 2011, the protesters’ strategy was 
to occupy public property in order to highlight economic and class based issues. At UC 
Davis this took the form of an encampment on the University Quad. University officials, 
in particular University Chancellor Linda P.B. Katehi, responded to the protest at first 
with restraint. They allowed the encampment for a short period of time before demanding 
that the protesters leave the quad or face arrest. A group of protesters at UC Davis defied 
this demand and subsequently faced University police in full riot gear acting on orders to 
forcibly remove the encampment. 
The stunning aspect of this confrontation that allows UC Davis to stand out from 
other Occupy protests that Fall comes from the contrast of violence and peaceful protest 
and the way this contrast was widely captured on video and quickly posted on web based 
video services like YouTube. In response to the arrests, a number of protesters formed a 
large seated circle enclosing the officers conducting the arrests. The protesters linked 
their arms and sat with their backs to the officers. In response, Lieutenant John Pike 
stepped over the seated protesters and brazenly showed off his canister of pepper spray to 
the crowd who had gathered on the quad to watch the confrontation. Lt. Pike then 
nonchalantly walked along the line of seated protesters spraying military grade pepper 
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spray into the faces of the protesters at point blank range (“Occupy Davis”). Even more 
stunning than the violence was the peaceful response of UC Davis students and 
community members to Lt. Pike’s actions. During the confrontation the crowd of non-
protesters stayed out of the fray, yet as University police escalated the situation, the 
crowd reacted vehemently. In videos of the incident, the crowd can clearly be heard 
gasping and crying out against Lt. Pike’s actions. As Lt. Pike finished spraying the 
protesters, the crowd’s reaction turned towards an outcry against the unwarranted act of 
violence. The crowd began chanting “shame on you” as the University police, now facing 
a much larger and angrier group of protesters, regrouped and backed out of the University 
Quad. After being escorted by the crowd for roughly a block the now fragile looking 
police were in essence “removed” from the quad as the crowd began to chant “Whose 
quad? Our quad!” (“Occupy Davis”). 
Since the protest, the scene has gained a unique sort of notoriety only available in 
our historical era marked by the prevalence and ubiquity of the Internet. Lt. Pike has been 
immortalized in any number of parodies for his casual violence against the protesters. 
These parodies stand out both in their irreverence and their creativity. Through 
Photoshop and other programs for editing digital photography Lt. Pike has become a 
member of Sgt. Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club Band, interrupted the signing of the 
Declaration of Independence, assaulted a woman in Georges Seurat’s A Sunday 
Afternoon on the Island of La Grande Jatte, and stood in for Bowser, the arch nemesis of 
Mario in the Super Mario Brothers series of video games to name just a sampling of the 
memes’ more creative endeavors. Lt. Pike’s internet notoriety is intriguing in a number of 
ways: first, the events at UC Davis quickly entered into a lexicon of familiar symbols of 
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protest and was ensconced into our collective memory of the massive protests about 
labor, unions, and the economy in 2011. Second, as Xeni Jardin has noted, they act as a 
type of indirect punishment for Lt. Pike, and through him all violence aimed at peaceful 
protesters (Jardin). When comparing the pictures of the Lt. Pike meme with photos of the 
protest itself we are left with a clear distinction between the historic and the parodic as 
well as the uses of these two approaches to the incident: one shocks our conscience, while 
we use the other to protect ourselves from the ramifications of that shock. These images 
disconnect Lt. Pike from the historical incident itself and threaten to overwhelm the effect 
of the protest with the admonishment of one who is quickly becoming a symbolic figure. 
 The events at UC Davis reverberated deeply for me on multiple levels. 
Personally, I am an alumnus of UC Davis. The undergraduate education and the values I 
was exposed to there helped inspired me to continue my education and have, in no small 
part, led to this project. On a more academic level, the protest at Davis represents many 
of the issues of class, radicalism, and economics that reside at the heart of this project. 
The Occupy Wall Street movement, which at the time of this writing dominates the news, 
harkens back to a long history of civil protests based on issues of class throughout the 
twentieth and now twenty-first century. One need not listen very hard to the rhetoric of 
Occupy Wall Street protesters to hear echoes of the Industrial Workers of the World in 
the early twentieth century. The arguments against the abrogation of civil rights for 
protest mirror those made by blacklisted Hollywood talent in the McCarthy era. The 
labels of radical, communist, and general anti-Americanism leveled against the Occupy 
protesters can be seen in the armed rebellion of West Virginian coal miners in 1921 as 
they fought for their dignity against the coal companies. These connections do not merely 
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suggest that history has something to teach us about the roots of these protests. Neither do 
they present the clichéd assumption that history is cyclical and that these social concerns 
will eventually fade away. Instead, these connections point to a larger and unending 
discourse surrounding these issues that, though it ebbs and flows through time, 
nevertheless remains integral to our capitalist and industrialized world. 
 The question facing both the legacy of the UC Davis assault, and the Occupy 
movement as a whole, is how they will be recorded in our history and how, if at all, they 
will continue to influence our cultural narratives about class, labor, and social inequities. 
Just as the rhetoric of Occupy Wall Street protesters mirrors that of past protests, we can 
look to attempts to examine these past events, particularly those that have fallen out of 
our popular consciousness, to gain a greater understanding of our cultural priorities and 
how we, as a society, speak to the social inequities that fuel these protests. Our cultural 
memory of these protests is often ensconced within cultural products such as literature 
and film. When this history is lost to us, often simply due to a lack of interest, these 
cultural products often seek to “rediscover” specific historical incidents and reignite a 
social interest in them. The most important aspect of studying cultural representations of 
these protests is to recall how serious each one was. In each of the historical incidents 
explored in this study the lives of working class people were destroyed. Far too often this 
meant the death of workers or their family members and not merely economic issues. 
Even in fiction, these incidents carry the added weight of this real world suffering. As 
such, each text in this study attempts to carefully represent this suffering and convey it to 
readers in a way that propagates sympathy with the working class. With this in mind, this 
project investigates two specific but interrelated questions about historical class and labor 
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conflicts in the United States: How have authors writing after 1945 utilized history to 
sympathetically represent labor and radicalism in their work? Further, how have these 
historical representations explored avenues for resistance by exploited workers and 
communities and those who sympathize with those workers? 
The wide-ranging nature of these questions leads to numerous investigative 
threads in this project. This breadth is meant to provide the foundation for a nuanced and 
thorough investigation of literature focused on class and labor and the historical novel in 
general. I hope to open up three key areas for further investigation: First, I establish that 
the concept of history remains a critical focus for literary authors after 1945 despite, or 
even because of, the rise of postmodern and poststructuralist conceptions and critiques of 
history. If, as critics writing in the cultural milieu of postmodernism, we deny this history 
or declare history dead we subsequently harm our conception of historical efforts towards 
social equality. Furthermore, it harms our ability to comprehend the modes and methods 
of historicization these authors and artists applied to their art as a means to protest social 
inequity. Second, labor continues to play a distinct and integral role in American fiction 
and art in the latter half of the twentieth century despite the rise of globalization and the 
decline of unions and blue collar work in America. Part of my goal is to broadly examine 
the proletariat nature of these texts and to suggest ways to expand the definition of fiction 
sympathetic to laborers in light of the methods authors and artists developed after 1945. 
Third, many of the texts I examine turn to the past, and particularly the late nineteenth 
and early twentieth century, to explore methods of worker empowerment and 
opportunities to pursue social equality. This is in part likely due to the ascendancy of 
global capitalism in the twentieth and now early twenty-first century and the decline of 
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visible signs of a labor movement in the United States. The focus on this time period is 
not meant to suggest that this time period is the only one suitable for such an 
investigation. Indeed, I readily step outside this boundary in my examination of the film 
Salt of the Earth to avoid this assumption. I interpret the prominence or resurgence of this 
historical time period because it is a setting rife with not only labor conflict, but also 
labor empowerment. I wish to suggest that these texts focus on a certain representation or 
story of the Progressive Era in order to denaturalize common conceptions of the past. By 
encoding the missed opportunities of this era the authors in this study highlight 
alternative roads equally relevant and realistic to the paths our society has taken to our 
current position. Within a questioning of historical representations and a dismantling of 
the “inevitable” power structures and relations therein, these texts promote change by 
establishing the possibility for it in their representations of a historical period similar to, 
but still distinct, from our contemporary time. 
While this project investigates multiple critical threads, each chapter is meant to 
operate as its own separate case study of a text. The focused nature of these case studies 
allows this project the versatility to be read in two manners: as an overarching 
investigation and as individual arguments. One can approach it as a collection of texts 
presenting a broad constellation of interrelated themes. Through this presentation I trace 
the narrative and stylistic concerns of authors using history to depict class and labor 
written after 1945. While this project should not be read as a comprehensive investigation 
of the historical novel or class focused literature, my hope is that it will provide a 
foundation for such an examination in the future. Alternatively, each case study in this 
project is meant to present individual arguments regarding the texts and authors in 
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question. Each chapter scrutinizes the critical approaches to the genres and texts in order 
to illuminate the style, structure, and the legacy of these texts. As such, I have sought to 
make each chapter function individually as a comprehensive and self contained endeavor. 
Readers interested in specific texts, authors, or genres can therefore peruse individual 
chapters without being overly burdened by the larger implications and structures of this 
project.   
As a whole, however, this investigation is interested in the discourse created in 
the manipulation and representation of history as a means to convey sympathetic 
narratives about the working class in the United States. This has led to my use of Michel 
Foucault’s work in The Archaeology of Knowledge as a key component of my theoretical 
framework. Following Foucault’s example, I do not wish to isolate foundational drives 
for American class warfare in literature. I also seek to avoid a sense of an all-
encompassing theory for the depiction of labor issues by a diverse set of authors. Instead, 
my project functions as an exploration of how historical representations of labor and class 
warfare can represent a discourse in this contemporary time period. This project 
represents a first step towards examining the boundaries of this discourse as well as its 
schisms and discrepancies. Foucault’s description of such a project in The Archaeology of 
Knowledge has served as the starting point for my study. In such an investigation one 
would:  
try to show whether the political behavior of a society, a group, or a class is not 
shot through with a particular, describable discursive practice. This positivity 
would obviously not coincide either with the political theories of the period or 
with economic determinations: it would define the element in politics that can 
become an object of enunciation, the forms that this enunciation may take, the 
concepts that are employed in it, and the strategic choices that are made in it. 
(194)  
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My purpose in examining this series of case studies is to trace the “describable discursive 
practices” of these authors as they attempt to both represent and sympathize with the 
working class through historical fiction. In particular, I will be focusing on the strategic 
choices of authors who challenge typical conceptions of class struggle. Each of my case 
study texts focuses on a unique set of historical circumstances, yet they share a set of 
specific themes and goals: sympathetic portrayals of laborers, depicting and repudiating 
unfair labor practices, instigating class consciousness in readers through these portrayals, 
and proclaiming historical relevance and importance through their use of “factual” 
representations of class struggle. 
This enumeration of strategies for depicting class struggle allows this study to tie 
together a wide range of texts from disparate time periods and radically different literary 
and artistic schools. By bringing these texts together my goal is to take a step towards the 
level of specificity Foucault describes as possible in the examination of discursive 
practice:  
Instead of analyzing the knowledge – which is always possible – in the direction 
of the episteme that it can give rise to, one would analyze it in the direction of 
behavior, struggles, conflicts, decisions, and tactics. One would thus reveal a body 
of political knowledge that is not some kind of secondary theorizing about 
practice, nor the application of theory . . . If such a description were possible, 
there would be no need of course to pass through the authority of an individual or 
collective consciousness in order to grasp the place of articulation of a political 
practice and theory . . . instead one would analyse the formation and 
transformations of a body of knowledge. (194) 
 
Foucault describes the examination of discourse as separate from an observable political 
movement controlled by individuals. Instead, the observation of the development of a 
discourse through actions made across a wide spectrum of society provides a concrete 
examination outside the speculative nature of theory. Obviously that body of knowledge 
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is limited to the scope of discourse in American historical fiction in this study. Yet 
through this limited scope my goal is to present the similarities found across the wide 
spectrum of discourse without resorting to the application of a specific theory. Given my 
subject matter, the theory most readily applicable would be that of Marxism. Adopting 
Foucault’s approach allows this study to avoid such a limited interpretive motion.1 The 
diversity of the texts and creators in this study points not to one specific approach to 
class-consciousness, but rather a constellation of interpretations and critiques 
communicated through the examination and representation of history. 
The feature common to each text in this study is the retelling of historical 
incidents to present a revised moral or ethical interpretation of those events. This is often 
done in order to instigate social or political reform. The utilization of history in literature 
here seeks to establish narratives meant to be read beside or even against “official” or 
more popularly accepted narratives of history. As such, these narratives necessitate 
contingent rather than totalizing interpretations of historiography. Similar critical 
approaches have already established the importance in the postmodern proliferation of 
previously “untold” (though unheard is a more appropriate phrasing) histories of ethnic 
minorities in American literature as they are told against the dominant white 
representations. This project follows in the significant critical footsteps of such research, 
but differs in its focus on representations of aspects of labor and labor movements in 
America through a wide range of literary and artistic genres.  
                                                 
1
 This is not to suggest that Marxist criticism is unhelpful or incorrect regarding class struggles or that this 
study is insensitive to Marxist critiques. Instead, avoiding one interpretive lens in this study allows me to 
avoid the pitfall of simply uncovering the open or veiled socialist influences in authors writing in genres as 
diverse as realist fiction and postmodern metafiction. It also allows me to approach the political and social 
influences of each text individually. 
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The texts collected here seek to question established norms and assumptions 
about the past in relation to U.S. workers and their disinheritance from social and 
political power. They do this through various representations of the past and by assuming 
the power functions of history – that is, the application of history to justify political, 
social, or ethical demands for authority and justice. Their representations of history serve 
to open up a variety of interpretive possibilities in regard to the role of labor and the 
importance of social justice in the United States. Moreover, many of the authors and 
artists presented in this study leave these interpretive possibilities open for readers rather 
than creating totalizing narratives for history. By examining the historical interpretive 
lenses present in these texts, I examine how each interpretive lens limits or enables 
readers to envision opportunities for social change or resistance to dominant power 
structures. To say that these authors have the same motives for writing would be to 
ascribe too much credit to a hazy claim of authorial intent. The authors and artists 
collected here are not connected by genre or school of thought so much as by equal 
concern with pressing societal issues. While their styles and approaches differ, their 
subject matter remains surprisingly constant. As such, I focus on each text’s interests in 
labor and radicalism and examine how they challenge our notions of morality and justice 
as a nation.  
By rejuvenating and promoting awareness of class and labor issues in readers 
these texts develop specific stylistic features inherent to historical fictions grappling with 
real world ethical concerns while also struggling to account for poststructural theories 
that emphasize contingent conceptions of historical knowledge. First, historical fictions 
sympathetic to labor and radicalism often function as counter narratives meant to be read 
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against common conceptions or knowledge of the past. As such, they mean to change 
reader perceptions of history and contemporary social and political issues by demanding 
we abandon totalizing conceptions of history and emphasize contingent or limited 
representations instead. Subsequently, the historical narratives these authors ascribe to 
also take on a contingent quality through their very counter historical nature. While they 
could feasibly make a totalizing historical claim – that popular history has essentially 
gotten the story wrong, and that the new history being presented should represent the new 
true history – their efforts in pointing out historical errors necessitate an 
acknowledgement of deficiencies in historiography. If a mistake was made once in telling 
history there is every possibility of it being made again. Texts created under the influence 
of postmodernism readily acknowledge and ascribe to this contingency and offer the most 
advanced example of this issue. Second, even when a text embraces contingent modes of 
history, the sympathetic portrayal of labor or class struggles nevertheless necessitates that 
these texts attempt to accurately depict historical incidents. They often turn to specific 
historical class struggles and incidents in order to make their claims about social 
inequality. Stylistically, then, these texts display a counterintuitive struggle with the 
nature of history. On the one hand they represent a contingent portrayal of history 
through their nature as counterhistories. On the other hand, they turn to factual depictions 
of labor and class conflicts in order to provoke sympathy in readers and make an ethical 
claim about the inequities at play in these conflicts. This ethical claim is based on the 
cultural belief in history’s ability to tell us the truth about the past. It becomes a claim to 
power and authority that is itself undermined by the contingent mode of history that these 
authors turn to in order to explore and confront these social inequities in the first place.  
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The third feature of these historical fictions can be seen in an intense oscillation 
between two poles: projecting a belief in the immutability of history and using history as 
an interpretive exercise. At this second pole, any possible interpretation is valid and can 
therefore allow the projection of various reforms and lessons. This oscillation develops 
from the counterintuitive struggle within the nature of historical knowledge. As Amy J. 
Elias has put it, these texts can be seen as “doing backflips to try to wed two seemingly 
incompatible ideas: that history is not true, but that it is reasonable” (“Metahistorical” 
162). These texts display an attempt to deal with the consequences of class inequalities in 
an ethical manner, while nevertheless understanding the philosophical limitations of 
history as a means of discovering infallible Truth. The inherent fallibility of history, and 
indeed language, leads to the final feature of these texts created after 1945: while they 
point towards specific social inequities and possible reforms for those inequalities, they 
also explore the concept of missed opportunities for social reforms. Due to the fallible 
nature of history, these texts cannot posit flawless reforms for society. Yet by embracing 
the importance of opportunities for reform they can emphasize the existence of future 
opportunities not based on historical lessons or burdened by epistemological 
shortcomings.  
In order to explore these stylistic features I have divided my investigation into 
two distinct parts in order to trace developments in historical representation in fiction 
after 1945.  In chapters II and III, I focus on two thematic uses of history based on the 
temporal direction of their critique – one towards revising our understanding of the past, 
the other one influencing the future: Wallace Stegner’s The Preacher and the Slave 
(1951) and the film Salt of the Earth (1954). Both of these texts were created well before 
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the influence of poststructural critiques of history reached their height during the 1970s. 
However, both were produced when Cold War anticommunism and McCarthyism were 
significantly influencing discourses surrounding labor and radicalism in the United 
States. As such, both texts turn to history as a means to situate and promote specific 
criticisms and reforms for the labor movement in times hostile to labor endeavors. 
Stegner does this through his focus on a historical investigation of the life of the labor 
agitator Joe Hill. Stegner’s historiography looks backward to revisit and revise popular 
versions of U.S. labor history through his exploration of Hill’s life and martyrdom. Salt 
of the Earth, on the other hand, projects lessons based on interpretations of history 
through its portrayal of a specific labor strike. For Salt, history becomes primarily a 
means of influencing the future by interpreting and communicating historic lessons about 
social reform. I elucidate the methods used in both texts to cast labor and class struggles 
in a sympathetic light and the profound ramifications of these depictions despite common 
critical misinterpretations. I use both case studies as a means to establish the underlying 
stylistic themes found in later historical novels. Both display counterhistorical tendencies 
and in doing so ascribe history as a means of establishing the authority of their narratives.  
In chapters IV and V I trace the development of this openly contingent mode of 
history and the oscillation between history as “untrue yet reasonable” by examining the 
use of history in both realistic and postmodern literature. Chapter IV focuses on the work 
of Denise Giardina in her coal mining novels Storming Heaven (1987) and The Unquiet 
Earth (1992). I follow this with an investigation of Thomas Pynchon’s Against the Day 
(2006) and Vineland (1990) in chapter V. Despite the distinct generic differences 
between Giardina’s realism and Pynchon’s postmodern pastiche, they both approach 
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historical depictions of late nineteenth and early twentieth century labor issues in similar 
manners. For instance, both authors focus on unionism and the effects of political 
radicalism among workers. Both authors also display many of the same techniques and 
sympathies of Stegner and the creators of Salt of the Earth. However, they show the 
thematic concerns of historical fiction under the influence of poststructural critiques of 
history that emphasize the unreliable nature of history as a discipline capable of 
determining infallible truth. As such, these works oscillate between ascribing to historical 
facts while still projecting fictional interpretations that can lead to social reform. 
Additionally, as a means to counteract the fallibility of history, both novelists turn 
towards the depiction of opportunities in the past where history might have taken a 
different course. The emphasis on these opportunities in history, whether factually 
accurate or not, suggest that such opportunities for change and reform can exist in the 
present and future. This attentiveness towards opportunities then allows these authors to 
circumvent the underlying epistemological problems of history in order to project new 
opportunities unburdened by their unique and fallible interpretations of the past.  
For Giardina this approach takes the shape of a long historical focus on 
Appalachia that traces the agency of the local community and the impact that agency has 
had on the local environment. I argue that through this focus, Giardina is able to tie 
historic labor struggles to a contemporary theme of environmentalism as a means to 
agitate for reform. Pynchon also emphasizes a long historical scope and uses it to explore 
opportunities for change. Pynchon provides a concentrated critique of historicism and an 
embrace of alternative modes of relating history through the context of family stories. 
One of the major narrative threads in both Against the Day and Vineland is the family 
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history of the Traverses. This family history allows a contextualization of the past that, 
while deeply flawed, nevertheless insists upon a multiplicity of voices and interpretations 
of the past. Pynchon’s historical focus then turns towards projecting opportunities for 
reform, both large and small, that move toward addressing social inequalities rather than 
project any historically vindicated or determined answer to these inequalities. 
In order to provide a deeper comparison of the themes present in my case studies 
in chapters IV and V I turn to comparator texts written in the historic time periods 
Giardina and Pynchon use as their principal settings. With these comparators I assess the 
thematic modifications and radical tendencies of these post-1945 texts by comparing 
them with tropes established by earlier authors. None of my pairings are meant to 
represent a claim to influence or inspiration between authors. To say that authors are 
influenced by the literature that comes before them can be safely assumed even if the 
author in question is purposefully rebutting previous forms. My concern is not the 
specificity of that influence or even its scope. Instead this project is interested in critically 
examining the breaks between tactics in representing labor and radicalism in disparate 
eras and from different ideological approaches. As such, I have paired these texts and 
authors together as a means of juxtaposing specific themes and motifs while highlighting 
the development of tactics of representation. For instance, in my discussion of Giardina’s 
work, I turn to Upton Sinclair’s coal mining novel King Coal (1917), which approachs 
social reform in a different manner. While Sinclair’s attention is on social reform 
instigated by those outside the coal mining community, Giardina’s interest lies in using 
stylistic methods to display local voices and interests. In my investigation of Pynchon’s 
emphasis on family histories, I critically examine his use of the Western Frontier and its 
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mythology, one of the principal interests of the book. I contrast Pynchon’s embrace of 
family histories with Owen Wister’s representation of families in his seminal Western 
The Virginian (1902).  
 
Why History? Why Historical Fiction? 
 This study takes the approach that history is itself a discourse rather than a 
foundational and unquestionable a priori for our lived experiences in the present. Instead, 
history is the creation of the historian and marked by the projection of any number of his 
or her ideological impressions and the structural inheritances he or she receives from the 
discursive practices of historiographers over the centuries. While this study approaches 
the discourse of history as contingent and inherently marked by the long and continuing 
debates over its epistemological foundation, it readily acknowledges that events in the 
past have occurred and that these events have long reaching ramifications for our lived 
present. Yet these ramifications are deeply influenced by our collective and individual 
responses to how we speak about the past. This study focuses on those stories we tell 
about the past under the label of “history.” This is not to suggest that history has no place 
in scholarship, but rather to acknowledge the potential shortcomings of historiography 
and to establish the need for contingent readings of history rather than totalizing 
structures that establish one overarching explanation for historical events. This is true 
even if that overarching explanation is believed to be in the service of the underprivileged 
or castigated members of society. For instance, Marxist readings and interpretations of 
history have the ability to be socially conscious and focused on explaining the plight of 
the proletariat under capitalism. Nevertheless, establishing the dominance of economics 
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to explain history limits reality to one interpretive framework. The “accuracy” of this 
framework is delineated at once by the interpretive a priori that goes into the 
establishment of the historical narrative – history becomes determined by what the 
interpreter already believes to be true. History understood as a discourse can never be 
objective. It may provide useful interpretations for movements towards social justice, but 
its totalizing tendencies should not be mistaken for objective representations of reality. 
This conditional nature of history becomes apparent when examining texts that 
highlight the malleability of history. Histories told by those dispossessed or barred from 
social and economic power often carry with them equally legitimate interpretations of the 
past as do official histories. For instance, decades of dominant historical narratives in the 
United States told of the westward migration of American settlers into the deserted 
wilderness of the frontier. This frontier did contain “savage” natives, but the manifest 
destiny embraced in the story of American settlers was such that any claims, any 
histories, of existing civilizations in that “frontier” were illegitimate. Obviously, our 
historical narrative as a nation has undergone drastic and important revisions in recent 
decades. Nevertheless, an acknowledgment of the injustices perpetrated against the native 
populations of North America by white Europeans does not mean that one encompassing 
narrative is available to the historian. Instead, we are left with a milieu of seemingly 
indeterminate “facts.” A given battle may have occurred on a given date, yet interpreting 
such occurrences necessitates that any number of epistemological hurdles be braved. This 
seeming relativity of history continues to hold significant influence over our daily social 
and political lives.  
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This contingent approach to history comes from a number of poststructuralist 
critiques that have sought to undermine or replace Western traditions of historicism with 
postmodern philosophies. The title of this section comes from one such study: Keith 
Jenkins’s Why History? Ethics and Postmodernity. Jenkins’s approach suggests that both 
uppercase History – a discipline seeking objective truth or an overarching metanarrative – 
and lowercase history – academic and disinterested study of the past without claims to 
absolute truth – are both undermined by ideology. As Jenkins puts it, “history is always 
for someone” (2). Jenkins creates a strong indictment against history as we commonly 
conceive of it: 
No matter how ingeniously constructed the past has been in modernist (and other) 
historical/ethical practices, it is now clear that ‘in and for itself’ there is nothing 
definitive for us to get out of it . . . It is clear that the past doesn’t exist 
‘historically’ outside of historians’ textual, constructive appropriations, so that, 
being made by them, it has no independence to resist their interpretive will, not 
least at the level of meaning. (3) 
 
Jenkins rejects the power function of history and its claims to objectivity or standards of 
truth. The past, in essence, is inconceivable to humans in any objective way. Any 
philosophical – that is historical – exercise that attempts to make such a claim is 
automatically suspect. Instead, history functions for Jenkins and other critics as “just one 
more example of the many imaginaries we have fabricated to help us make some sense of 
the apparent senselessness of existence” in much the same way as religion used to fill this 
function for the greater part of Western civilization (14). Part of this move to reject 
history stems from the extreme malleability of history, which makes it suspect in any 
discussion of ethics or morals.2 As Jenkins states, “no matter how much we may have 
                                                 
2
 Jenkins’ move to reject history is in part a move to reject the claims of that history on our culture and 
society in order to open up what Jenkins describes as postmodern imaginaries and through them a new 
ethics for our society. 
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‘imagined’ that such meanings and significances . . . have been found by us in the past, in 
fact the current generation of interpreters, like previous ones, constitutes the only 
semantic authorities there are: it is we who do the dictating in history. Put simply, we are 
the source of whatever the past means for us” (14).  
Being the source of history also means that we are the source of its shortcomings 
thanks to interpretation, methodological practices, and the traces of ideological desire we 
bring to our interpretation. For Jenkins, this suggests that history can be used by anyone 
for any purpose. As any critic of historical discourse would be quick to point out, this 
does not mean that the past does not exist, but rather that our only access to that past is 
through texts whose interpretations are colored by our own situatedness in time. That 
situatedness, according to critics, necessarily colors our interpretations of history to the 
extent that history – the truth of the past – is always already beyond our comprehension. 
All we have are our attempts to project comprehension through whatever epistemological 
tools we have at our disposal.  
 Yet the malleability that causes Jenkins to reject both upper and lowercase 
varieties of history is exactly the reason I turn to historical fiction as a means to 
investigate representations of labor and class warfare in American Literature. The fact 
that history is always for someone and that the representation of “facts” may be skewed 
for ideological reasons play a central role in the fictional aspects of storytelling. By their 
very vocations, fiction writers have no obligation to tell a factual truth. Writers of 
historical fiction foreground their manipulation of history, either ideological reasons or 
simply for storytelling reasons. In historiography, the opposite motion used to be entirely 
commonplace. In his book The Writing of History Michel de Certeau describes the 
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historiographic issues residing behind the expression “making history”: “usually we are 
all too likely to erase the verb (or their productive act) to give more weight to the 
complement (the fruits of their labors)” (20). Another issue posed by postmodern critics 
of history involves the use of narrative structure to convey history. Hayden White’s 
seminal work in Metahistory: The Historical Imagination in Nineteenth-Century Europe 
examines this very issue: “the historian performs an essentially poetic act,” in which he 
“prefigures the historical field and constitutes it as a domain upon which to bring to bear 
the specific theories he will use to explain ‘what was really happening’ in it” (x). For 
White, this prefiguration takes the shape of linguistic and literary models of creating 
meaning, specifically through narrativization. These features, while potentially 
problematic for historicism making claims to factual investigations of the past, serve as 
self-evident features of historical fiction. In the study of historical fiction, the verb of de 
Certeau’s expression, that action of making history, becomes of paramount importance. 
Writers of historical fiction use historical knowledge as a means to present readers with 
the plausible rather than the factual events of history. In doing so they create compelling 
depictions of the past that color our perceptions of history itself.  
 The turn to history in the texts in this study returns us to Jenkins’s critiques and 
the inherent dangers he sees in history. As Jenkins describes it, history is at fault since its 
inherent truth quality is nonexistent. Historical “lessons” can be applied in the service of 
any ideology or school of thought no matter what political or social slant. However, 
rather than being a detriment to knowledge, in historical fiction this motion becomes a 
benefit. By turning to history to contextualize and pass judgment on class conflicts in the 
past the texts in this study create a conceptual framework for examining class struggle in 
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the United States. This is even true in cases such as Pynchon’s Against the Day where the 
postmodern stylistic influences lead to a text that directly questions the veracity of 
history. As we shall see, Pynchon establishes numerous counter narratives to “official” 
histories, whatever their source. One of the key factors of these histories is their 
malleable nature. Pynchon nevertheless mines historical accounts to juxtapose major 
historical incidents while presenting these counter narratives. In doing so he encapsulates 
what would be considered an “accurate” account of the 1914 Ludlow Massacre. He 
highlights this account by juxtaposing two historical tragedies: one well known – World 
War I – and the other largely forgotten – Ludlow. Like the other authors and creators in 
this text, Pynchon still turns to history as a means to encounter and examine the past, 
even if he does so as a means of engaging in much the same critique as Jenkins.  
 While Pynchon presents a particularly metanarrative critique of history, his 
general motion towards labor history mirrors the counter historical tendencies found in 
each of the other case studies in this project. I derive the term counter history from 
Foucault’s work in his 1975-1976 lectures at the Collège de France collected in “Society 
Must Be Defended.” In these lectures Foucault traces the return of “subjugated 
knowledges” – that is knowledge disqualified as being insufficient or unscientific – and 
how the return of these knowledges informs our understanding of epistemological 
constructions. As Foucault puts it, the history of these subjugated knowledges is 
important:  
simply because historical contents alone allow us to see the dividing lines in the 
confrontations and struggles that functional arrangements or systematic 
organizations are designed to mask. Subjugated knowledges are, then, blocks of 
historical knowledges that were present in the functional and systematic 
ensembles, but which were masked and the critique was able to reveal their 
existence by using, obviously, the tools of scholarship. (7) 
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This is not meant to suggest that labor history and the historiography of class warfare are 
“subjugated” in the sense that they do not exist or are unheard; obviously this is not 
entirely the case. Instead, Foucault’s description of subjugated histories focuses our 
attention on the contentious nature of labor history that often seeks to establish a 
concurrent or oppositional historical explanation to the more popularly known 
historiography focused on the deeds of nations and important figures. During his lectures 
Foucault points to counterhistories as being those histories that disrupt or remodel official 
histories.  
Foucault’s discussion of these counterhistories focuses on historicism in the 
sixteenth through nineteenth centuries; however, this structure remains useful in 
examining the contentious nature of the historical fiction in this study. As Foucault points 
out, “the history of some is not the history of others” (69). History, as the adage goes, is 
written by the victors. Historical narratives necessarily highlight one point of view above 
others, and in older iterations of historicism, tout that point of view as truth. In Foucault’s 
terms, “what looks like right, law or obligation from the point of view of power looks like 
the abuse of power, violence and exaction when it is seen from the viewpoint of the new 
discourse” or counterhistory (69-70). For Foucault, counterhistory “reveals that the light 
– the famous dazzling effect of power – is not something that petrifies, solidifies, and 
immobilizes the entire social body, and thus keeps it in order; it is in fact a divisive light 
that illuminates one side of the social body but leaves the other side in shadow or casts it 
into darkness” (70). Subsequently, counterhistories critique this power by narrating from 
the shadows. While labor history is not entirely hidden, it can nevertheless be categorized 
as struggling against or under the immense pressures of capitalism and nationalism. 
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These histories turn to similar historiographic structures to make their critique of power 
as well as their claim for justice – or, more accurately, power, since justice suggests a 
balancing of rights while power signifies force. The motion of counterhistories, such as 
those presented by the texts in this study, turn to the power function of history to make 
their claims. Counterhistories are “not only a critique of power, but also an attack on it 
and a demand” (73). They “demand rights that have not been recognized” by narrating 
the past that has been castigated, subsumed, or simply ignored by official or popularly 
accepted history (73). 
 The counterhistorical narratives I examine in this study can be read as making 
claims to power that critics such as Jenkins condemn at the most basic level. This concern 
will be the focus of the next section; however, it is important to note that while this 
project is not meant to be a direct defense of history as a discipline, it nevertheless shares 
sympathies with such a defense. This will become particularly apparent as I turn to 
history as a means to examine the historical labor struggles found in my case studies. As 
such, I shall briefly make a case regarding the usefulness of history while still 
acknowledging the epistemological shortcomings underlying the discipline. History, 
despite the numerous obituaries that have been written about it, remains integral to our 
society and our individual lived experiences. As Amy J. Elias suggests, history is a means 
of answering the question why, which represents one of the most essential questions we 
can ask ourselves. According to Elias human beings obsess about wh-questions: 
In order to answer the question, one must assume a reality that predates and offers 
keys to the wh-provoking present. One may quibble that this is cultural memory at 
work and not history per se, but the important point is that the question is not 
whether history exists or whether we can choose to have a historical sense. The 
question is how we answer the ‘Why?’ question, how we seek the history we are 
hardwired to desire. How we seek an answer to ‘Why?’ shows what kind of 
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society we are, what values we hold, how we think about the world. 
(“Metahistorical” 159) 
 
Investigating the attempt to answer these questions through historical fiction serves as the 
primary motivation for this study. Furthermore, this formulation points to the significant 
shortcoming found in rejections of history. Jenkins poses the question of why bother with 
history, literature, art, science, or politics. His answer is to write, “in the end the only 
thing we can fall back on vis-à-vis ‘why bother?’ is that, taken in the round, human 
beings just do” (5). The human tendency to make sense of our existence – be it in the 
form of historicism, politics, literature, art, or any other number of activities and 
discourses that make up our society – marches on.  
Investigating these activities and their lasting effects on our society makes up one 
of the central concerns of both history and literary criticism. It is under the umbrella of 
this shared concern that I undertake this project. I nevertheless wish to foreground the 
contingent nature of this criticism and its use of the past. In no way should the historical 
studies here be seen as all encompassing or totalizing. The underlying critique of 
historicism pertinent to this study is not that truths cannot be found, but rather that they 
exist in tandem with a multiplicity of discursive truths, each making a claim to power and 
each based on particular and limited perspectives. Postmodern conceptions of history do 
not completely eschew meaning or the importance of searching for meaning in history. 
As Hayden White has described it, “we postmodernists are serious about our need for 
meaning, even if we are scientistically ironic about the possibility of ever finding 
meaning in the congeries of things we call ‘reality’” (“Historical Fiction” 151). The 
important aspect of postmodern critiques of history is that they point to how historicism 
is used to present totalizing and limiting conceptions of history:  
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The anti-postmodernist handwringers are wrong when they say that the 
postmodernists are ‘against’ history, objectivity, rules, methods and so on. What 
we postmodernists are against is a professional historiography, in service to state 
apparatuses that have turned against their own citizens, with its epistemically 
pinched, ideological sterile, and superannuated notions of objectivity – a 
historiography which, in cutting itself off from the resources of poiesis (invention) 
and artistic writing, also severed its ties to what was most creative in the real 
sciences it sought half-heartedly to emulate. (152) 
 
As we turn to poiesis in the form of historical fiction the purpose of this study is to 
examine how creators have turned to the objectivity of history to posit deep and 
occasionally troubling questions about historicism, our culture, and our individual lives 
that deserve investigation. 
 
Defining and Defending Historical Fiction 
 In his overview of the historical novel Jerome de Groot notes both the draw of 
historical fiction and its versatility of form. As de Groot puts it, “the form manages to 
hold within itself conservatism, dissidence, complication and simplicity; it attracts 
multiple, complex, dynamic audiences; it is a particular and complex genre hiding in 
plain sight on the shelves of a bookshop” (2). More importantly, de Groot argues that the 
historical novel demands an active response from readers:  
An historical novel is always a slightly more inflected form than most other types 
of fiction, the reader of such a work slightly more self-aware of the artificiality of 
the writing and the strangeness of engaging with imaginary work which strives to 
explain something that is other than one’s contemporary knowledge and 
experience: the past. (4) 
 
 Much of the criticism that surrounds historical fiction centers upon this very awareness 
as readers and critics seek to determine a text’s historical accuracy.3 Yet the important 
aspect of such an investigation is its attempt to ascertain the authority, the historicity, of a 
                                                 
3
 Even this work of criticism will find itself falling into that pattern from time to time. 
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piece of fiction. Critics of the form have traditionally been concerned with “its innate 
ability to encourage an audience into being knowingly misinformed, misled and duped” 
about the reality of history (6). The move for authenticity in historical fiction relies on 
our beliefs about the truth of historical knowledge and our collective attempt to make 
sense of the past.  
This criticism of fiction’s innate “falseness” could suggest an epistemological 
disconnect between history and literature and serve to undermine historiographic 
knowledge. But, as White points out, this is not necessarily the case: “it would only 
detract from it if we were to believe that literature did not teach us anything about reality, 
but was a product of an imagination which was not of this world but of some other, 
inhuman one” (“Historical Text” 99). Instead, in both history and literature “we recognize 
the forms by which consciousness both constitutes and colonizes the world it seeks to 
inhabit comfortably” (99). White’s premise points toward the inherent power of historical 
fiction: through the collusion of authors and readers to accept a “vision” of history, both 
are able to explore social concepts of the past and its ramifications on our lived present. 
This is not to suggest that historical accounts cannot achieve the same end, but rather to 
point out the open connection available in historical fiction that can be obfuscated in 
historical annals. 
 Whatever the power of historical fiction, the versatility of the form makes 
defining it difficult. Elisabeth Wesseling has described two conceptions of the historical 
novel. First, the broad conception “simply regards the genre as fictional narrative which 
incorporates historical materials, without any further qualifications” (27). Second, the 
more narrow outlook identifies “narratological and thematic features which a text has to 
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possess if it is to count as an historical novel” (28). These narratological and thematic 
features are themselves difficult to identify thanks to the way the stylistic concerns of 
historical fiction have mirrored those in general fiction. Looking at a novel like William 
Faulkner’s Absalom Absalom one can easily identify it as a novel obsessed with history in 
the form of the Sutpen family history and through it the history of the destruction of the 
South in the Civil War. Yet stylistically, Faulkner’s attention to psychology through 
stream of consciousness and other modernist methods clearly separates it from other 
novels holding similar historical questions. Certainly it is different from Sir Walter 
Scott’s groundbreaking work on the form in realist novels such as Waverley. It is also far 
different from a postmodern and highly metafictional work like Pynchon’s Mason & 
Dixon, which highlights the drawing of the Mason-Dixon line in colonial America with a 
clear eye towards a critique of U.S. history as a whole. It is even different from the 
historical focus of John Dos Passos’s realist forms contrasted with his experimental 
stream of consciousness in his U.S.A. trilogy, which is roughly contemporary to Faulkner. 
These authors work in significantly different forms, yet they share a focus on history.  
 For Lukács the historical novel is one that views history itself as its subject. In 
many ways, this broad concept informs my use of the term historical fiction. In Lukács’s 
formulation, the historical novel need not portray significant people, or “world-historical 
individuals,” in significant situations. Instead the form lends itself to a focus on everyday 
lives:  
What matters therefore in the historical novel is not the re-telling of great 
historical events, but the poetic awakening of the people who figured in those 
events. What matters is that we should re-experience the social and human 
motives which led men to think, feel and act just as they did in historical reality. 
And it is a law of literary portrayal which first appears paradoxical, but then quite 
obvious, that in order to bring out these social and human motives of behaviour, 
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the outwardly insignificant events, the smaller (from without) relationships are 
better suited than the great monumental dramas of world history. (42)  
 
This description raises an issue with categorization since the formal structure of literary 
portrayal of history becomes so intricately tied with literary forms in general. As Lukács 
aptly puts it, “The historical novel does not differ from the novel in general . . . it does 
not form any genre or sub-genre of its own. Its specific problem, the portrayal of human 
greatness in past history, has to be solved within the general conditions of the novel” 
(127). The key to the historical novel for Lukács lies in the “creating a plot in which these 
significant situations become necessary, organic parts of a much broader and richer total 
action” (127). Sweeping historical sagas must then be couched in the seemingly 
insignificant in order to capture the nuance of history itself. 
 It is this movement towards the specific and seemingly insignificant that best 
captures the historical focus of the texts in this project. These texts embody Lukács’s 
description of one of the historical novel’s primary tasks:  
The interesting and difficult task of the historical novel is to represent the 
significant qualities of the ‘historical individual’ in such a way that it neglects 
none of the complex, capillary factors of development in the whole society of the 
time; that, on the contrary, the significant features of the ‘world-historical 
individual’ not only grow organically out of this development, but at the same 
time explain it, give it consciousness and raise it to a higher level. (127) 
 
The crucial distinction for the texts in this study resides in the effort to show the complex 
and “capillary” factors permeating the time periods depicted in these novels. Wallace 
Stegner’s The Preacher and the Slave provides an example of this distinction. Stegner’s 
choice to write about what is arguably a world-historical figure like Joe Hill would seem 
to approach the subject of history by retelling and interpreting the historically significant 
actions of a major figure. As we shall see in chapter II, this approach has served as the 
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primary critical approach to examining the novel. Yet much of the novel’s energy is spent 
in exploring the complex, capillary factors in society that motivated Hill to agitate for 
labor reform. The important factor in defining all of the texts in this study as historical 
fictions becomes their exploration of broad social movements and labor reform rather 
than their focus on a single historical figure. 
The issue with this broad definition of historical fiction is that it can expand 
indefinitely and encompass any number of texts that turn to the past as a setting or motif. 
I wish to narrow this definition slightly: I apply the label of historical fiction to any work 
that engages either in a serious revisionist historical project or in a critique of historicism 
through the creation of counter historical conceptions of the past. For my purposes, 
historical fiction cannot be identified merely by a narrative’s turn to the past as a 
principal setting. Instead, it must be found to actively incite the self-awareness of readers 
in order to provoke them into actively questioning either the ability to have knowledge of 
the past or to question their own understanding of historical facts. This latter motion can 
move in one of two ways: first, the narrative can lead readers to a broader understanding 
of history in an educative motion, which is partially how Scott’s novels work. The second 
direction can be to undermine the historical knowledge of readers causing them to 
question the nature and reliability of their knowledge. Obviously this definition has at 
least one shortcoming; it does not limit the number of texts that can be classified as 
historical fiction in a significant manner. However, what is crucial to this definition is 
that historical fictions be identified through their confrontation with the pitfalls inherent 
in the representation of the past. This project does not present an argument about genre so 
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much as an argument about the representation of labor through fiction. This definition 
serves as the thematic lens for such representation. 
Defining historical fiction is not meant to close off other possible formal 
investigations of the genre, but rather to point to the reasons for the turn to history found 
in this study. The exploration of labor and class issues by these authors localizes around 
wh-questions found in history. These texts often explicate historical lessons and represent 
historical alternatives that bring their audiences towards a historical consciousness. 
Histories, in the sense of the events of the past, are ever present in these texts just as they 
are in our contemporary lives. We are capable of functioning without interpreting that 
history. However, we are creatures of time. Our existence is permeated with signs of our 
demise though our aging, as well as the continuation of the world’s existence beyond that 
demise through our families and friends who will carry on – just as we do after the death 
of loved ones. As we live in that time, we narrate the indelible marks it leaves on our 
existences. It is in these stories – these fictions – that we communicate not only to our 
present, but to our future as well. More than simply communicating history, historical 
fiction presents audiences with a meta-textual understanding of this relationship and 
through it the interpretive nature of our lived existence. The past represents an important 
facet of who we are, and that past cannot be changed. While we could ignore it in favor 
of our current problems, there is little solace in abandoning it entirely. Historical fiction 
allows us the opportunity to explore that past in a meaningful way, to seek contingent 
answers, and perhaps to find the solace in the communication of our stories. History will 
remain at our backs no matter what our conception of it. If we make the effort to engage 
in the labor of interpreting it, however, we may well learn as much about ourselves as we 
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learn about the past. In short, laboring to rejuvenate the past in fiction allows us to tell 
truths wherever we please. 
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CHAPTER II 
DEFINING A MIDDLE GROUND: WALLACE STEGNER’S THE PREACHER AND 
THE SLAVE 
In August 1913 the small community of Wheatland, California played host to the 
largest uprising of California agricultural workers up to that point in time. The details of 
this ignominious claim to fame have faded into history and remain largely unknown even 
to many of the residents in the region. Despite this, the Wheatland Historical Society and 
the local chapter of the Native Daughters of the Golden West commemorated the riot in 
1988 with the placement of a historical marker (DiGirolamo 237). More recently, the 
land immediately adjacent to the marker has been developed into an electrical substation. 
The marker is now nestled into a small alcove in the substation’s chain link fence, which 
has been rerouted around it. This rerouting means that the marker now disrupts the clean 
lines of the substation’s boundaries (Figure 2.1.). It jabs into the side of the substation 
and metaphorically into the side of progress, industry, and the community’s development. 
In the midst of electricity, a constant symbol of progress that feeds all of society’s 
technological wonders, sits a small stone reminder of labor, exploitation, and violence. 
The text of this peculiarly placed marker reads: “Site of Wheatland Hop Riot” and a little 
later declares “Second major labor dispute in the U.S.A initiated by the IWW Labor 
Movement.” The text, like the common reaction after the riot, places the responsibility 
for the labor dispute at the feet of the Wobblies, yet the Wheatland Riot had roots much 
deeper than the agitation of one radical union. The conditions that the migratory workers 
in Wheatland found themselves facing were untenable. Even before the onset of the hop-
picking season, Wheatland was set for a disaster.  
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Figure 2.1. Wheatland Riot Historical Marker. Photograph by the author. 
Workers came to Wheatland following the clarion call of advertisements that gave 
them no idea of what they were getting themselves into. Advertisements in papers as far 
away as southern Oregon and Nevada proclaimed that the Durst Brothers’ Ranch needed 
the labor of at least 3,000 pickers for the 1913 hop harvest (Foner 261-262). A motley 
collection of approximately 2,800 men, women and children laborers arrived at the 
ranch.4 Upon their arrival in Wheatland workers were faced with the reality of only 1,500 
jobs and quickly deteriorating camp conditions (261). The mass of laborers who stayed at 
the ranch still hoping for work quickly overwhelmed the meager sanitary conditions the 
                                                 
4
 Foner notes that between them they spoke 27 languages and came from a wide range of ethnic 
backgrounds. The workers included “Syrians, Mexicans, Hawaiians, Japanese, Lithuanians, Italians, 
Greeks, Poles, Hindus, Cubans and Puerto Ricans” (262). 
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Dursts provided in the labor camp.5 The eight toilets available were “revoltingly filthy” 
according to Carleton Parker who led an investigation on the causes and aftermath of the 
strike for the state of California (Parker 111). Additionally, no toilets were allotted for the 
use of the female hop-pickers (111). Despite the fact that the temperatures in the fields 
exceeded the century mark, no water was delivered to the fields for workers (111). The 
two water faucets in the camp were dry by daybreak and the large number of people 
using them created stagnant pools and contaminated water supplies (DiGirolamo 240). 
Three days into the hop-season the camp was seeing cases of typhoid and dysentery 
(Foner 263). 
Added to these conditions was the active exploitation of the workers by their 
employers. The Dursts sold provisions in a camp store where they received half of the 
profits, but refused to allow deliveries from local shops on their property (Parker 111, 
DiGirolamo 240). In the fields, water was provided only if workers purchased a meal 
from a wagon that came around at noon or if an acidic “lemonade” was purchased for 5 
cents from a Durst cousin (DiGirolamo 240). The Dursts also took advantage of the 
excess labor available to them by holding back ten cents of each dollar of pay per 
hundred pounds picked until the end of the season (Foner 262). If a worker were to leave 
the job prior to the end of the season he or she forfeited these wages (262).6 According to 
Foner, this resulted in a situation where workers “would rarely earn more that $1.50 per 
day for 12 or more hours as compared with $3.00 on other hop ranches” (262). Yet given 
                                                 
5
 Besides far outnumbering the number of available jobs, the workers also far outnumbered the year-round 
population of Wheatland itself, which was approximately 500 people (DiGirolamo 239). 
 
6
 The Dursts were then particularly driven to save money during the harvest. As DiGirolamo argues, the 
Dursts faced decreased earnings with the 1913 crop due to a smaller crop and an embargo on hops by 
England, the leading importer at the time (239). 
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the conditions in the camp, it was unlikely that a worker would stay or possibly even be 
able to work the entire season.  
It did not take long for workers to respond to their plight and soon a small number 
of IWW members began to agitate among the workers for improved conditions. There 
were approximately 100 card carrying Wobblies among the workers who were led by the 
chief agitators, Richard “Blackie” Ford and Herman D. Suhr (Foner 263). After forming a 
committee at the first mass protest on August 2nd, the leaders were elected to present 
worker demands to Ralph Durst the following day (263). The demands included 
improved camp conditions, better wages, drinking water in the fields, and a flat payment 
rate of $1.25 per hundred pounds of hops picked (263). Ralph Durst listened to the striker 
demands and “promised vaguely to improve camp conditions, but refused the 
committee’s demands to raise wages” (263). After some heated exchange “Durst slapped 
Ford in the face with a glove and ordered him and the rest of the committee to pick up 
their pay and leave” (247). Durst, “a nervous man” according to Parker, immediately 
sought help from local law enforcement (113). The local constable at first tried to order 
Ford off the ranch and later to arrest him, but he failed to produce a warrant (Foner 263). 
On Sunday afternoon Ford reported to a mass protest meeting and agitated for a strike if 
the worker demands were not met (263). When a posse of law enforcement officials and 
quickly appointed deputies led by District Attorney E.T. Manwell and the Yuba County 
Sheriff arrived at what the sheriff described later as a peaceful meeting, they attempted 
once again to arrest Ford (263-264). As they approached the crowd Parker describes how 
one member of the posse “fired a double barreled shot gun over the heads of the crowd, 
‘to sober them,’ as he explained it” (113-114).  
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At this point the exact events of the confrontation are entirely lost to history. 
Chaos erupted and the ensuing violence resulted in the deaths of the district attorney, a 
deputy sheriff, a Puerto Rican worker, an English worker and the wounding of many 
more workers and law enforcement (Forner 264, Dubofsky 296). Despite the chaos, 
hindsight does allow us to pass judgment on many of the riot’s participants. As Parker 
notes, “Any romance which the far west had thrown around a sheriff’s posse was rudely 
stripped from the institution” in the Wheatland Riot (115). Fearing further violence or 
retaliation from the IWW, the governor dispatched the state militia who arrived on 
Monday and spent the next week in Wheatland (DiGirolamo 249). After the posse and 
the workers both fled the Durst Ranch, Ford and Suhr were arrested and charged with 
murder based on their leadership roles in the strike rather than any evidence of partaking 
in the violence or shooting the district attorney or deputy sheriff (Dubofsky 297). As 
Foner describes it “the theory was that they were guilty of conspiracy to murder Manwell 
by leading the strike which resulted in the shooting and by urging the workers not to 
permit the officers to arrest them” (270). On January 31, 1914 both men were convicted 
of second-degree murder (Foner 270).  
The strike, the following riot, and the scapegoating of Ford and Suhr represent a 
historic episode overflowing with significance from the moment that the Yuba County 
appointed posse approached the gathering of workers.7 For the prosecutors in the case the 
                                                 
7
 While the Wobbies were the chief spokespersons during the mass protests that occurred starting Saturday, 
they should not be considered the instigators of the riot. As DiGirolamo argues, “Wheatland was not a 
Wobbly riot but a communal strike” sparked in large part by the presence and active participation of the 
workers, and the female workers in particular who sought to protect their families (237). In his history of 
the IWW Melvyn Dubofsky points out that any systematic program of agitation was severely limited by the 
circumstances of the situation at Wheatland (296). The short time between the beginning of harvesting on 
Wednesday July 31st and the first public meetings on Saturday August 2nd does not represent the ideal or 
practical amount of time for a union to organize the large and diverse worker population (296). This is 
particularly true considering that the chief agitator, Ford, spoke only English fluently (296).  
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riot was the work of outside agitators who were therefore responsible for the murder of 
the Yuba County district attorney and deputy (Foner 270). For the IWW the riot 
represented another battle in the ongoing class war and a subsequent unfair trial where 
Wobblies were guilty until proven innocent.8 For those advocating for peaceful labor 
reform, the riot was a debacle that ultimately encouraged violence. In summarizing 
Parker’s response, Foner notes that Parker disapproved of the IWW and its methods, but 
he believed that they were “expressing the legitimate grievances of the migratory 
workers” (271). Despite this justification Parker believed the riot “served many purposes, 
one of which was to lend dignity to the IWW in a very appreciable manner” (114). For 
the workers the riot was akin to a disaster. As Jack London wrote after speaking with a 
group of fleeing workers, “they reminded me of nothing so much as the refugees after the 
earthquake. When I did get one of them to tell about the affair they all spoke of it as an 
accident, a spontaneous, unpremeditated explosion. They were dazed by it” (26). The 
confusion of the event was such that London added “I am willing to bet that if every one 
of these witnesses went before God Almighty and told the best of his recollection, no two 
of them would agree as to the facts” (26). 
London’s colorful description perhaps acts as the most poignant of any 
interpretation of the Wheatland Riot because it latches onto the emotional tumult and the 
inexplicable speed of events, which keep us from knowing exactly what occurred there. 
While it provides a succinct description of the riot’s aftermath it does little to trace the 
root causes of the riot. As DiGirolamo aptly puts it, “to live through the tumult of history 
                                                                                                                                                 
 
8
 For better or worse, the events in Wheatland also represented a recruiting mechanism for the union. As 
DiGirolamo notes, “the Wobblies could easily be blamed for strikes they had little to do with. The IWW as 
an organization did not plan or promote the Wheatland revolt but clamored to take credit for it, which 
contributed to the union’s vilification” (244-245). 
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is often to experience great chaos and confusion. Events can unfold with baffling speed 
and force. But allusions to natural disasters and spontaneous combustion do not make for 
satisfactory historical explanation” (249-250). Since it deals in facts, history demands the 
examination of the factors leading up to the “natural disaster” of the riot, an analysis of 
the reliability of the available evidence, and a tracing of the repercussions of the event. 
Nevertheless, strict adherence to the facts cannot fully account for deaths of the two hop-
pickers and two county officials in Wheatland or for the emotional turmoil that resulted 
from the melee.  
It is this uncertain realm of speculation and exploration that Wallace Stegner uses 
the Wheatland Riot in his novel The Preacher and the Slave, later re-titled Joe Hill: A 
Biographical Novel (1951).9 Wheatland takes up a relatively small portion of Stegner’s 
longer fictional representation of the Wobblie songwriter Joe Hill, but it plays a 
significant role in Hill’s development in the novel. For Stegner, the Wheatland Riot 
becomes a setting wherein he is able to portray Hill’s commitment to radical unionism 
and display the effect of Hill’s songs on workers. More importantly, Stegner’s treatment 
of the episode displays many of the problems and contradictions that face historical 
fiction. Stegner’s work with Joe Hill provides an example of a historical novel committed 
to the idea of historical accuracy. Stegner’s approach even functions as a counter history 
to the common liberal view that sees Joe Hill as a martyr. Yet the novel’s primary 
importance comes not from its historical accuracy, but rather from its exploration of the 
aspects of Joe Hill’s life that simply cannot be determined based on any evidence we can 
                                                 
9
 I have chosen to identify this novel by its original title for two specific reasons: first, using the original 
title allows me to more easily distinguish between the historical Joe Hill, Stegner’s character Joe Hill, and 
the novel as a whole. Second, and as I will fully explore later, the change in publication title has significant 
ramifications in regards to Stegner’s claim regarding the fictional nature of the novel and its separation 
from historical fact. 
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access. While historical fiction is based on the facts of history it nevertheless often turns 
to speculation to fill in the blanks of history for verisimilitude. Historical fiction often 
undermines the concept of truth insofar as truth in such narratives is limited to the 
projections of their creators. Readers are left in the dark when dealing with historical 
novels where they may not delineate the difference between historical fact and authorial 
speculation. By tracing the contradictions in historical fiction it is possible to also fully 
grasp the speculative possibilities it provides readers.  
Stegner was quite right in believing Hill was a figure that could serve as the 
central figure for a novel (Figure 2.2.). Indeed, what we know of Hill’s biography already 
makes for sensational reading. The most recent biography of Hill’s life and times, 
William Adler’s The Man Who Never Died, collects the factual fragments of Hill’s life to 
paint the picture of an artistic and, perhaps, overly proud labor martyr. A Swedish 
immigrant, Hill was an itinerant worker from the moment of his arrival in the United 
States in 1902 (Adler 113). In 1906 Hill survived the earthquake and fire that destroyed 
San Francisco and wrote home to Sweden about the event (118-120). He eventually 
joined the IWW sometime around 1907 and it was with this union that he gained his 
artistic claim to fame through the creation of numerous pro-labor songs whose lyrics 
often parodied popular or religious songs. Hill’s true notoriety came with his 1914 arrest 
in Salt Lake City for the murder of John Morrison, an ex-police officer turned grocer. 
Hill was accused of the crime after a local doctor reported Hill to the police because he 
had treated Hill for a gunshot wound on the same night as Morrison’s murder. It was 
believed that the suspect in Morrison’s murder had been shot and wounded. Hill’s 
explanation for the wound centered on a fight with another man over the affections of a 
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woman he refused to name in order to not besmirch her honor. Despite this coincidence 
no connection beyond circumstantial evidence connected Hill with the crime. Hill’s 
subsequent trial, conviction, and execution became an international sensation due to its 
serving as a proxy for ideological battles between labor and capital. The conduct of Hill’s 
trial and appeals in Utah hardly met standards of fairness.10 Furthermore, Hill himself 
caused numerous sensations in his refusal to explain where he received his gunshot 
wound and his dismissal of his lawyers and decision to represent himself during his trial. 
Needless to say labor and radical organizations all rallied around Hill both before and 
after his death by firing squad on November 19, 1915. 
 
Figure 2.2. A young Joe Hill before his arrest in Salt Lake City. Photo courtesy of Wikimedia Commons. 
The Preacher and the Slave, though not widely read, represents Stegner’s attempt 
to move beyond the sensationalism of Hill’s life and get at the man beneath the myth. 
                                                 
10
 For more see Adler and Gibbs Smith. 
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The novel is also an important stylistic forerunner to Stegner’s critical and popular 
success with Angle of Repose (1971). While it lacks the later novel’s intricate layering, 
the carefully constructed fictionalization of Hill’s life in The Preacher and the Slave 
deserves more critical attention. Given its general lack of readership, a brief overview of 
the novel’s structure and narrative mechanisms is advantageous. The Preacher and the 
Slave follows a fictional representation of Joe Hill from his first involvement with the 
IWW in 1910 through his death by firing squad in Salt Lake City in 1915. Throughout 
this span of time Stegner focuses on Hill’s interactions with the IWW in San Pedro 
during a railroad strike in 1910. From there, the plot turns to Hill’s actions in the 
fictionalized version of the Wheatland Riot and his subsequent escape down the coast of 
California. While on the run, Hill robs a ranch owner in Gaviota before eventually 
returning to San Pedro. The novel then traces Hill’s time in Salt Lake City until eight 
o’clock on the night that Hill is suspected of committing murder. Stegner skips over the 
actual crime and instead focuses on an attempt to understand the details of Hill’s 
supposed crime and Hill himself through Hill’s trial, appeals, and eventual execution. 
Throughout these episodes the narration remains in the third person and primarily 
centered on Hill, but Stegner also sprinkles in other perspectives. The most important 
perspective is that of Gus Lund, a Lutheran preacher and Hill’s would-be friend. After 
Hill is imprisoned on murder charges the point of view shifts to Lund and the narrative 
moves towards an attempt to interpret Hill’s motivations. Finally, the novel is framed by 
the reminiscence of an unnamed narrator who recalls May Day 1916 in Seattle where 
union members collectively mourned for Hill and numerous other martyrs to the IWW 
cause. 
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Much of the focus on The Preacher and the Slave has hinged on the question of 
historical accuracy in the novel. This has often led the novel to be regarded poorly by 
literary critics and historians due the numerous embellishments that Stegner adds to the 
life of his fictional Hill. This chapter will move away from a purely historical critical 
approach and examine the novel as historical fiction. By tracing Stegner’s use of the 
mythology surrounding Hill, it quickly becomes apparent that Stegner’s subject is less the 
historical Hill than it is the mythological Hill; that is, the figure that grew out of Hill’s 
legacy. Finally this chapter will examine The Preacher and the Slave as a literary 
endeavor that challenges ideologies of radical unionism with rhetoric supporting steady 
progressivism. The Preacher and the Slave, far from condemning Hill and the labor 
movement he comes to stand for, presents a sympathetic portrayal of labor and labor 
issues in the United States that affirms the mythological Joe Hill while still questioning 
the real life origins of that figure. 
 
The Tenuous Middle Ground of Historical Fiction 
While Stegner is never cavalier in his utilization or fictionalization of history, his 
work throughout The Preacher and the Slave indicates a contradictory approach that 
emphasizes historical accuracy while demanding the novelist’s freedom to create and 
mold narrative. The result of this approach is a nuanced representation of character, but 
one that must continually be reconsidered against the underlying primacy of historical 
fact. In writing a “biographical novel” focused on a historical figure, Stegner immediately 
places The Preacher and the Slave into comparison with the recorded history. This 
dialogue calls into question any number of possible comparisons between fact and 
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fiction. Yet to examine The Preacher and the Slave through a historical lens at once 
places critics at odds with Stegner’s warnings about the nature of the novel. As he claims 
in his foreword, “The Preacher and the Slave is in no sense a history of the IWW, even 
by implication. It is not history, though it deals here with historical episodes” (Joe 13). 
The novel and its methods are those of fiction “with fiction’s prerogatives and none of 
history’s limiting obligations” (13). The force and importance of this claim are, of course, 
evident to readers of the novel who are knowledgeable about Hill’s biography, or, more 
accurately, lack thereof. Yet it also exists in what Stegner describes as a “middle ground” 
between fiction and history (“Writing” 206). Stegner’s fictionalization of Hill raises the 
question of methodology in historical fiction in general: When do authors change 
historical facts in their fictional representations? How are readers to distinguish between 
the two as they read? Do we even need to? Is fiction’s molding of history a one-way 
street or should readers, and indeed authors, be aware of the creative effects of fiction on 
historical facts?  
The distinctions between history and fiction that Stegner straddles in much of his 
work approaches the literature/history debate from the side of fiction rather than through 
a debate about historical methods. Stegner’s use and of history in The Preacher and the 
Slave raises the question of the nature of history itself. In the case of The Preacher and 
the Slave, Stegner’s blurring of the lines between history and fiction inadvertently forces 
readers to question the veracity of history itself despite his commitment to historical 
authenticity. What Stegner’s middle ground of narrative history represents is an 
ideological battleground. By using events from the past that are unknown by readers or 
simply indeterminate, The Preacher and the Slave becomes deeply enmeshed in a 
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struggle between two versions of history: one that ennobles Hill and one that castigates 
him as a murderer. This division exposes the schisms between different ideological 
interpretations of labor history that are emotionally charged and carry with them far-
reaching ramifications. The legend of Joe Hill is situated at just such a focal point of 
ideological meanings to history: Hill can either be considered a murderer or a labor 
martyr. If he is a martyr he and his songs symbolize the oppression and resilience of the 
labor movement in the progressive era. If he is a murderer his prominence and the 
prominence of his songs in labor struggles of the last century become discredited. While 
there exists a middle ground of indeterminacy in this dichotomy, these two extremes 
nevertheless represent the reasons for the fervor of opinion surrounding Hill’s guilt or 
innocence. Stegner’s fictionalization becomes even more significant in this debate 
through its ability to influence our understanding of history. Factual histories do not 
necessarily ring “true” the way fictional histories might, because the former can 
obfuscate the nuance and heighten the emotion of historical confrontations and struggles. 
By creating a fictional portrayal of Hill’s life and times Stegner inadvertently fleshes out 
our historical understanding of an enigmatic figure.  
The result of Stegner’s portrayal of Hill is to present not only a formal middle 
ground between history and fiction in his historical narrative, but also a political middle 
ground. For Stegner, history is itself immutable. As such, Stegner’s work in The 
Preacher and the Slave displays two distinct counter historical tendencies: one against 
supporters of Hill and one that highlights lower class suffering. As we shall see, Stegner’s 
research into Hill’s life led him to believe that Hill committed murder. This belief put 
Stegner at odds with labor sympathizers who felt Hill was innocent and therefore a 
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martyr. At the same time, Stegner’s work highlights the possible motivations that Hill 
had in embracing a life of radicalism and for writing inflammatory protest songs: 
grinding poverty, unfair working conditions, and violence from police and other 
authorities. The novel emphasizes these features in an effort to get at the man behind the 
legend and demythologize him. For Stegner, this middle ground was compatible with the 
immutability of history since his investigation into Hill’s history led him to believe both 
historical and fictional writing were capable of accurate interpretations of the past. 
Stegner’s investigation and subsequent fictionalization of Hill’s life then displays 
two issues inherent in historical fictions representing labor struggles: factual 
indeterminacy through the intermingling of historical fact and how fictional creations can 
emphasize historical judgments. In regard to the former, this indeterminacy is at once 
bridged and exacerbated by the work’s narrative voice, which conveys a sense of 
judgment on the events and figures depicted in the work. This narrative voice provides a 
compelling case for this judgment through the presentation of evidence in the form of the 
narrative’s development. The movement towards judgment functions in much the same 
way as history writing itself in that the narrator and writer of history both choose what 
evidence to display and how to display it to readers. To some extent both the writer of 
fiction and the writer of history choose to display those details that will be most 
beneficial for a compelling story. In short, both use historical imagination to convey 
history to readers. What differs for these writers is the boundaries constricting their 
storytelling methods. The writer of fiction will lean towards fictional elaboration to 
heighten suspense and reader engagement, while the writer of history will focus on telling 
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the most engaging, yet accurate, story possible as delineated by historical evidence.11 
Historical fiction also buoys the movement towards historical judgments through the use 
of these fictional elaborations. These narrative judgments can proliferate beyond the 
fictionalizations within the narrative and impact historical understanding of the labor 
movement as a whole. This broader impact represents the crucial area for investigation in 
regards to historical fictions that sympathetically recast or recuperate labor struggles. 
For its part, The Preacher and the Slave’s artistry and powerful renderings of 
labor issues have been overshadowed due to questions of the novel’s historicity regarding 
Hill. Stegner challenges the ideological implications of Hill’s history through his refusal 
to portray Hill as a hero. While this refusal is often interpreted as an indictment of Hill 
and therefore an attack on the labor movement, the novel is actually a sympathetic 
portrayal of labor. By concentrating on Hill as an ambiguous figure motivated by harsh 
social and economic conditions, Stegner reinterprets the goals and methods of the 
progressive era labor movement. As such, the novel’s use of history undermines the 
ideological dichotomy surrounding Hill’s life. The Preacher and the Slave ultimately 
denounces the violence Stegner’s fictional Hill embraces, but not the conditions that 
motivate him. Rather than an attack on labor, Stegner’s reassessment of Hill lays the 
groundwork for a renewed, if muted, sympathy for working class suffering.  
Understanding Stegner’s sympathy for the working class in the novel dictates that 
we move away from critically examining the novel only in terms of historical accuracy. 
Instead, we must read it as literature first and as one of the outstanding examples of 
                                                 
11
 This is not to suggest that writers of history are constrained to mere chronicles of history. Stegner makes 
this case in his essay “On the Writing of History.” For the purposes of this investigation though, I wish to 
stress that I am making a distinction between the narrative possibilities present in each type of writing. 
While a historian can speculate, the fictional writer can create “facts” within the context of his or her fiction 
that openly contradict known history. 
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Stegner’s theories of writing historical fiction. In his essay “On the Writing of History” 
Stegner defends the practice of historical storytelling: “too many trained professionals 
consider narrative history, history rendered as story, to be something faintly disreputable, 
the proper playground of lady novelists” (202). His approach emphasizes the properness 
of utilizing drama to convey history while still noting the importance of rigorous 
methodology.12 This approach “often tempts a writer into misrepresentation” but Stegner 
claims, “the excitement of analysis, the excitement of generalization, can do the same” 
(204). More importantly, “the laudable lust for absolute accuracy can lead to dullness, 
can cause a man to proffer a set of notes instead of a finished book, as if one did not write 
history, but collected it” (204). For Stegner history requires an emphasis on stories, and 
historical writing that amounts to mere lists of facts about the past do not sufficiently 
convey the meaning embedded within those facts. Stegner feels that it is the job of the 
historian to uncover and convey those meanings to readers in the present and that doing 
so requires an artistic flair. 
Stegner’s own historical work displays this devotion to storytelling and accuracy. 
As Rob Williams argues, Stegner’s view of history has an “emphasis on the continuity of 
historical experience” (119). In tracing Stegner’s historical work Williams outlines four 
goals shaping much of his historical work: 
(1) connectivity – connecting the past with the present; (2) didacticism – 
exploring the dilemmas and ambiguities of the past, to question and problem-
solve in the present, and perhaps, to make corrections in the future; (3) 
demystification – illuminating the historical complexities of the past by probing 
beneath the layers of myth and illusion; and (4) historicizing the relationship 
between communities and the land. (125) 
 
                                                 
12
 Despite the obviously gendered rhetoric Stegner uses here, he does not elaborate on the role of “lady 
novelists” other than to insist on the validity of narrative history in general. 
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The importance of history for Stegner lies on one hand in its communicative properties 
and on the other for conveying truth to readers that enlightens our contemporary lives. 
His largest complaint in “On the Writing of History” revolves around history books 
incapable of connecting with readers. In Stegner’s opinion, “it is not the presence of 
dramatic narrative that makes false history false. Falseness derives from inadequate or 
inaccurate information, faulty research, neglected sources, bias, bad judgment, 
misleading implication, and these afflict the expository among us about as often as they 
afflict the narrative” (“Writing” 203-204). Stegner obviously makes a distinction between 
the disciplines of history and fiction. For Stegner, history can be helped through literary 
techniques, but it in no way should be mistaken for fiction. Likewise fiction’s use of 
history should not lead it to be read as fact. As Stegner poignantly put it, “Calliope and 
Clio are not identical twins, but they are sisters” (205). Speaking as a self-described 
amateur historian, Stegner supposes “the trick is to make the twin cutting tools of sound 
research and a sense of the dramatic work together like scissor blades” (204). Stegner not 
only is aware of the importance of literary techniques in the representation of history, but 
also a supporter of the historian’s active application of these techniques.  
In The Preacher and the Slave, Stegner focuses on categorizing the novel as 
fiction, yet the methodology he engages in matches his approach to historical narrative. 
The focus on methodology elevates his depiction of Hill and displays all of the goals 
Williams enumerates from Stegner’s historical writing. Yet Stegner’s categorization of 
The Preacher and the Slave as fiction fails to explicitly explore the ramifications of these 
goals as they are exercised in fiction. In “On the Writing of History” Stegner outlines the 
important connections between his historical methodologies and his historical fiction 
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writing. Stegner notes, “objective and sociological novels come very close to history, the 
difference being principally that history reports the actual, fiction the typical” (205). 
Stegner then turns directly to historical fiction, which “transposes the fictional into the 
actual, may have every degree of historical authenticity to the highest, while things called 
history and biography may be treated with so little of the historian’s responsibility to fact 
that they amount to frauds” (205-206).  Again, categorization becomes the focal point for 
Stegner. Each type of work has its place and “it is important that they be called what they 
are, and do not pretend to be what they are not” (206). Yet within this categorization 
Stegner puts forward the importance of factual accuracy and elevates historical fiction 
based on the premise of historical methods. As we shall see, the result of this 
methodology in The Preacher and the Slave is to make the typical, that is Hill’s 
likelihood of being a murderer, into a semblance of the actual. 
What Stegner’s distinctions do not answer, however, is exactly how readers 
should categorize the meaning derived from the “middle ground” between history and 
fiction. Stegner’s defense of narrative history in some ways hinges upon a defense of 
historical fiction as the epitome of history through its use of narrative techniques. 
Stegner’s first motion for defending this middle ground in “On the Writing of History” is 
to point out the intense historical research he undertook to write The Preacher and the 
Slave. While he reinforces the role of invention in the novel and his bending of facts, he 
carefully ties his changing of historical facts to his research: 
The bending that seemed needful was also imposed on me, in a way, for I had 
spent four or five years collecting documentary and other evidence on both Joe 
Hill and the IWW, had hunted down seven or eight people who had known the 
elusive Joe Hill in life, had studied the trial transcript and many newspaper files, 
had talked with the family of the two men Hill was accused of murdering, and 
with the sheriff who conducted the execution by firing squad, with the Wobbly 
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editor who arranged Hill’s public funeral in Chicago, and with balladeers who had 
written Joe Hill songs. I had attended IWW martyr meetings. I had gotten the 
warden of the Utah State Penitentiary to walk me through a mock execution so 
that I would know imaginatively how a condemned and blindfolded man might 
feel in the very soles of his feet his progress toward death down iron stairs, across 
paved courtyard, into cindered alley to the chair with the bullet-battered backstop. 
(206-207) 
 
This list of research presents a methodological question: which aspects of this list can be 
considered historical research and which represent research for fictional writing? 
Certainly Stegner’s archival work represents commitment to factual accuracy. Stegner’s 
blindfolded walk and mock execution presents a more challenging question. Taking 
Stegner’s commitment to both narrative history and fiction seriously dictates we take 
each aspect of his research seriously. Stegner’s methodology presents readers with a 
distinction in historical fiction between truth and accuracy. If The Preacher and the Slave 
is fiction, there exist moments where the text may be accurate, but not necessarily factual. 
For instance, Stegner may know in the soles of his feet the path to execution, but we 
cannot take the representation of Hill’s walk as precise truth.13  
These distinctions may seem obvious, particularly when dealing with texts such as 
Stegner’s where he often explicitly categorized them for readers. Yet Stegner’s historical 
fiction problematizes the way we read both history and fiction through the judgment they 
pass on particular aspects of history. Stegner says that with The Preacher and the Slave 
he “took every bit as much pains” as he would have writing a history and that the end 
result was that he “knew as much IWW history as anybody in the world and could judge 
                                                 
13
 It goes without saying that we cannot take Stegner’s portrayal as truth when read in contrast of William 
Adler’s newfound evidence that suggests Hill was innocent. Adler’s discovery of a letter written by Hilda 
Erickson corroborates Hill’s explanation for his gunshot wound. In the letter Erickson declares that Hill’s 
supposed accomplice in Morrison’s murder, Otto Appelquist, actually shot Hill because he believed Hill to 
be the reason Erickson broke off her engagement to Appelquist (294-297). While this evidence does not 
necessarily exonerate Hill, it does highlight the need to understand Stegner’s novel as an exploration of 
what he considered the likely explanation for the mysteries surrounding Hill’s life and death. 
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its passions and its ambiguities almost as impartially” (207 my emphasis). The motion 
towards judgment Stegner hints at here represents the sticking point of historical fiction 
focused on labor and class. History seeks understanding and passes judgment, or at least 
invites readers to do so, as they make connections between the represented past and the 
present. Historical fiction carries a related weight of judgment through its “needful” 
attachments to the imposition of fact. Stegner’s categorization of the novel as fiction 
suggests that it does not accurately represent the IWW or the historical Joe Hill. Yet it 
can, and has, been read to do exactly that, thanks to how compelling judgments in literary 
representations can be. 
Proof of this movement of fiction towards fact can be seen in the publication 
history of The Preacher and the Slave and the marketing efforts to tie the novel closer to 
the historical Joe Hill. As Stegner writes in the foreword to The Preacher and the Slave, 
“Joe Hill as he appears here – let me repeat it – is an act of the imagination” (13-14). Yet 
the book has nevertheless moved towards a closer connection to the historical Joe Hill 
with each edition and title change. The cover of the first edition conveys the separation 
Stegner insists upon in the novel’s foreword. It features an artistic rendering of Hill 
writing and surrounded by various settings and events depicted in the novel (Colberg 51). 
The first English edition of the novel features another illustration of Hill, but Gus Lund is 
also featured on the cover (53-54). The novel moved toward a stronger connection with 
Hill when it was published under the title Joe Hill: A Biographical Novel in the third 
edition. This edition, published in 1969, does not feature any illustrations on the cover 
(55-56). The most recent edition of the novel, a Penguin paperback, retains the title 
change, but rather than an illustration of Hill it sports a photograph of Hill from the IWW 
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“Little Red Song Book” (Smith 125). With each edition the novel has moved increasingly 
closer to the historical Hill. Whether purposeful or not, this movement comes to color the 
historical Joe Hill as well, since with each edition the story of Hill’s life becomes less 
well known among the general public. 
Part of Stegner’s defense for the sort of connections between the fiction of the 
novel and the real Hill is distinguishing between known and unknown histories. This was 
a common defense for Stegner in regards to his historical novels. His defense of Angle of 
Repose is telling in this regard. In response to a question about claims he has abused or 
misused history in Angle of Repose by using Mary Hallock Foote as inspiration for that 
novel’s protagonist, Susan Ward, Stegner states, 
I was just following my usual procedure, and it never occurred to me that I was 
abusing [history]. And I wasn’t warping any of the history which people know; I 
was warping the biography of the woman on whom I was drawing as a model, but 
I wasn’t warping her life. If I had been writing her life, I wouldn’t have done any 
such thing. But in writing fiction you have to keep a character flexible. You can’t 
freeze her, and historical events have a tendency to freeze. (163) 
 
While this comment does speak to Stegner’s attempts to be historically accurate, it also 
suggests the discrepancy in Stegner’s adaptations of historical fact for fictionalizations. 
The distinction lies in the history that people know. So long as Foote remains 
unacknowledged as an inspiration for Susan Ward the adaptation of history remains 
acceptable because accuracy is preserved and any character changes are kept from 
harming anyone who may still have a stake in the nature of the fictional representation. 
So long as the events are relatively unknown, Stegner’s classifications would require that 
readers approach these novels only as fiction. Nevertheless, this undermines the generic 
power of historical fiction in regard to its authenticity. One of the troubling aspects of 
Stegner’s defense is that his fictional speculations gain their authority from mimicking 
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historical accuracy – in essence using historical methods and research to create the image 
of historical veracity. The distinction in The Preacher and the Slave is that there is very 
little in the way of clarification for readers beyond dismissing the work as merely fiction. 
This not only discounts the importance of the history depicted in Stegner’s work, but the 
importance of fiction as a means of confronting ethical and historical dilemmas. 
The issue of conflating fact and fiction in his writing is one that has been 
prominent in criticism surrounding Stegner’s literary work to the point that he has been 
accused of slander.  The presentation found in the publication history of The Preacher 
and the Slave serves as the basis for the sort of critique found in Mary Ellen William 
Walsh’s “Angle of Repose and the Writings of Mary Hallock Foote: A Source Study.” 
For Walsh, any examination of Stegner’s use of Foote poses numerous ethical questions: 
Does writing “fiction” allow Stegner to ignore the constraints that are in effect for 
other scholars who must identify passages quoted and paraphrased from another 
writer? By writing “fiction,” is Stegner absolved from obtaining permission to 
quote Foote’s letters when other scholars must do so? Does Stegner escape 
responsibility under the aegis of artistic license for sensationalizing Mary Hallock 
Foote’s life and bringing real grief to her heirs? (206) 
 
For Walsh, the answer to each of these questions is a resounding no. In Walsh’s opinion 
Stegner used Foote’s life to the point that Foote was recognizable to readers. Walsh 
believes it to be “reasonable to suggest that he placed himself under moral obligation – if 
not an artistic one – to avoid slandering Mary Hallock Foote through Susan Burling 
Ward” (208). By drawing a direct parallel between Susan Ward and Foote, Walsh places 
Stegner under the same ethical obligations as historians in his use of Foote’s papers. This 
ethical obligation would seem to be even more imperative to a novel like The Preacher 
and the Slave, which depicts Hill more directly and makes specific judgments about his 
conduct in life. In short, Walsh’s critique demands Stegner accurately describe historical 
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figures. Her claim of an artistic obligation goes even further in this regard. What, one is 
left asking, exactly constitutes an artistic obligation in Stegner’s depiction of Hill? 
For Stegner, historical accuracy remains secondary to the needs of the story. 
Notably, Stegner defends Angle of Repose as a novel with narrative demands that cannot 
be changed. Walsh’s critiques, on the other hand, demand a greater level of historical 
authenticity. As a result, the reader is left in the intermediary position unsure of the 
historicity of the novel and potentially questioning any number of its aspects. This issue 
serves as the foundation for much of the crtiticism surrounding The Preacher and the 
Slave.14 Robert Keller points to this distinction as well with the novel by describing its 
historicity issues as being a problem of how to read rather than a problem with how it 
was written (“Joe Hill” 163). This distinction likely comes in part from Stegner’s own 
claim to Keller in an interview that “a novel has its own kind of logic that has to come 
out, and you have the conflicts and the climaxes. Something to get our teeth into” (“Art” 
52). Yet as Walsh points out, readers of historical novels “accept the convention that the 
fictional portraits are the author’s interpretation of what these people must have been like, 
based on known historical events in which they participated or on the details of their lives 
that are known through their recorded acts and statements” (208). Stegner’s comments 
suggest an artistic obligation that can be directly opposed to the historical obligation 
                                                 
14
 For his part, Stegner describes his use of Foote’s papers as “simply the raw material out of which a novel 
might be made” (Conversations 86). Stegner did not feel he “did Mary Hallock Foote any damage at all” 
(86). Instead he locates the problem with Walsh’s critique as being the problem “that certain people weren’t 
able to see it in a novelistic way” (87). This need to read in a novelistic way represents one of the major 
shortcomings of the criticism surrounding The Preacher and the Slave.  
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Walsh’s critique suggests.15 Once again, Stegner’s defense points towards a middle 
ground wherein the likely takes the place of the factual.  
Stegner’s use of Foote’s papers or the life of Joe Hill as raw material nevertheless 
points towards the difficulty of representing the facts of history inherent in the genre of 
historical fiction. The problem of determining the historical “truth” is prevalent in a novel 
like The Preacher and the Slave where Stegner does not change character names to 
protect the historical figures inspiring him. Stegner’s choice to change Foote’s name in 
Angle of Repose further suggests that his depiction of Hill is biographically sound. This at 
once seems supported by his commitment to researching Hill’s life, yet also undercut 
through his numerous warnings about his fictional elaborations on Hill’s life. The 
question for readers becomes how to read Stegner’s middle ground. This is difficult when 
the text itself does not hold any markers of the author’s movements between fact and 
fiction.16 As Stegner notes in his interviews with Richard Etulain, he mixes history and 
fiction so that “whenever fact will serve fiction – and I am writing fiction – I am perfectly 
willing to use it that way. When fiction will serve fact . . . it seems to work the other 
way” (Conversations 86).  
If we trace Stegner’s purpose in Angle of Repose to providing a compelling 
narrative based on, but not constrained to historical fact, The Preacher and the Slave 
represents the methodological precursor to Angle of Repose. In The Preacher and the 
                                                 
15
 While Walsh discounts Stegner’s avoidance of directly identifying Foote in the novel, Stegner felt it 
would have been unforgivable to use Foote’s real name “because people would have taken it as history” 
(52). As Stegner puts it, “when I use as a model somebody like Mary Hallock Foote, which is all I was 
doing, that is one thing, but if I had literally put her name in it, all kinds of people would have assumed that 
it was biographically sound, and that wouldn’t have been right” (52-53). 
 
16
 For instance, in Wolf Willow Stegner freely mixes biography, documented history and two fictional short 
stories, “Genesis” and “Carrion Spring,” yet each section is clearly delineated though Stegner’s narrative 
voice. Unlike Wolf Willow there are no clear chapter or section breaks to mark the beginning or end of 
fiction in the Preacher and the Slave. 
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Slave Stegner wrote what he described to Etulain as a “proletarian novel fifteen years 
after the proletarian novel was dead as a doornail” (99). Stegner adds “I didn’t do it from 
the proletarian point of view. I did it from a more or less judicial stance” (99). Certainly 
The Preacher and the Slave does not fit into a conception of the proletarian novel in so 
far as Stegner refuses to endorse a radical or political agenda within the novel’s 
framework.17 Robert Keller argues for this interpretation by noting that the writing and 
publication of the novel came slightly before the height of the McCarthy era. For Keller, 
Stegner wrote in the political atmosphere of his time and sought to undercut the 
radicalism present in Hill’s story (“Joe Hill” 176). Yet this interpretation also fails to 
fully account for the ideological examinations throughout the novel. As I will go on to 
show in the rest of this chapter, the novel problematizes Hill’s myth through this rejection 
of the ideological grounds of radical unionism surrounding it, while still affirming the 
issues motivating Hill. Stegner’s approach to historical fiction allows him to layer quite 
complex and conflicting historical narratives into his representation of Hill. This aspect 
of his writing has been noted in Stegner’s other works, but remains unexplored in regard 
to The Preacher and the Slave.18   
One apt description of this can be found in Susan Naramore Maher’s work on 
Wolf Willow. Maher applies William Least Heat-Moon’s concept of a “deep mapping” to 
                                                 
17
 In my identification of the proletarian novel I use the description Barbara Foley provides in Radical 
Representations: Politics and Form in U.S. Proletarian Fiction, 1929-1941. Foley specifies on the self-
described proletarian literary movement originating in the 1930s often written by, for, about or from the 
perspective of the proletarian class. It is this movement that Stegner references in his comments. While The 
Preacher and the Slave shares certain features and sympathies with proletarian fiction, it cannot be counted 
as an example of that genre because it does not share the overt politics of that literary movement. 
 
18
 The critical focus on Stegner’s layering of historical mythologies has generally focused on Angle of 
Repose thanks in part to the layered perspective provided by the novel’s narrator, Lyman Ward. Peterson, 
Rhonda, Ladino, and Graulich (in “Book Learning”) have all explored the importance and shortcomings of 
Lyman as a narrator.  
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Stegner’s historical work. As she puts it, the deep map describes, “multiple histories of 
place, the intercalated stories of natural and human history as traced through eons and 
generations” (40). While The Preacher and the Slave does not contain as deep an 
investigation of time as this, the concept of the novel as an exploration of the multiple 
mythologies, facts and ideologies conflated around Hill serves as a useful descriptive 
tool. The deep map Stegner creates around Hill acts less as a map of a geographic 
location and more as a map of the ideological boundaries surrounding his life, death, and 
legacy. The Preacher and the Slave functions as just such an exploration in its emphasis 
on working class suffering and the desire many feel to identify Hill as a labor martyr. 
Stegner’s approach, while troubling in its conclusions regarding the facts surrounding 
Hill’s life, nevertheless allows him to highlight labor issues, and particularly those 
surrounding the IWW, through fictionalization in order to reclaim it in the public 
consciousness and remove the violent radicalism he identifies with the IWW. This 
reclamation, while problematic in its conclusions about Hill and the IWW, conveys 
Stegner’s themes of connectivity and didacticism between the past and the present. The 
question inherent in The Preacher and the Slave is not how to denounce Hill, but rather 
to explore the man behind the legend. For Stegner, the ability to identify with Hill is as 
dependent on the reader’s desire to do so as it is with anything Hill did in life. As we 
shall see, Hill’s legacy is as much about his actual actions in life as it is about the legend 
that grew up around him and his ability to stand in for all labor suffering. 
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A Lengthening Shadow: Mapping Joe Hill’s Legacy 
The judicial stance of The Preacher and the Slave remains one of the most 
misunderstood aspects of the novel. The power of this historical judgment has caused 
many critics to confuse Stegner’s investigative claims and his subsequent conclusions 
about the historical Hill as being a definitive statement for his depiction of Hill in the 
novel. More often, the critical focus on the historical Hill has obscured Stegner’s deft 
work in exploring the reasons for Hill’s legend and legacy in the novel. Instead, much of 
the criticism surrounding Stegner’s work with Hill has conflated his work in the novel 
with his findings in two historical essays he wrote during the course of his research for 
the novel. In both essays, Stegner compares Hill’s myth with the facts he established 
during the course of his investigation. As published, both essays show Stegner to be a 
weak historian, and they lack sufficient sourcing or bibliographies of any sort to represent 
definitive histories of Hill. In the shorter “I Dreamed I Saw Joe Hill Last Night,” Stegner 
references Wobblies who remembered Hill “as a very tough citizen indeed, a cool, quiet 
well-dressed singleton, a lone wolf who kept his mouth shut and worked alone, but who 
occasionally dropped hints of having ‘made a score’” (186). Stegner’s second article, 
“Joe Hill: The Wobblies’ Troubadour,” describes Hill as “belonging to the general type 
of Western gambler and badman” (22). After running through the details of the crime Hill 
was accused of, his conviction, and subsequent execution, Stegner makes a clear 
judgment about Hill’s guilt. He still acknowledges the unfairness of Hill’s trial: “I think 
he was probably guilty of the crime the state of Utah executed him for, though I think the 
state of Utah hardly proved his guilt beyond a reasonable doubt” (24). For Stegner, the 
case comes down to plausibility rather than fact, in much the same way that his focus on 
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historical fiction turns to the typical rather than the factual. It is plausible that Hill 
committed murder, but the lack of facts prohibits an outright conviction.19  
Stegner’s subsequent work in The Preacher and the Slave has come under 
sustained criticism over the years precisely because of his personal judgment of Hill. For 
Franklin Rosemont The Preacher and the Slave represents a “sustained defamation of the 
IWW poet and martyr [that] regrettably remains the most widely circulated and most 
influential book on Hill” (211). Rosemont describes two myths surrounding Hill, and 
Stegner’s implication:  
1) the Hill-the-martyred-saint legend, upheld by a few radicals in the labor 
movement along with a handful of folk-singers and other romantics outside it, and 
2) the Hill-the-bad-guy legend, which was “official policy” not only in Utah but 
also in mainstream (conservative and liberal) opinion throughout the country. In 
his effort to bolster the bad-guy legend, Stegner merely added his yea to what was 
then and is still the dominant ideology, and then spruced it up a little with a few 
fabrications of his own. (212) 
 
While Rosemont’s work provides a heartfelt and partisan defense of Hill, his description 
of Stegner’s work here provides a clear indication of how the nuance of Stegner’s work 
in The Preacher and the Slave is generally ignored.20 No matter what decision Stegner 
made about Hill’s guilt or innocence, the true subject of the novel is the mythology 
surrounding Hill.  
                                                 
19
 As Stegner stated later in life, “I don’t think they had enough evidence to shoot him for it. He shouldn’t 
have been executed, maybe not even convicted” (“Art” 50). 
 
20
 Rosemont does provide a case against the character witnesses that Stegner utilizes in his essays by 
claiming that Stegner was a poor historian duped by men seeking to defame Hill to increase their own 
reputation. The result, however, is to place the investigations of both Stegner and Rosemont firmly in the 
realm of hearsay. In turn, the reader has no authority to go on besides researchers who simply contradict 
each other based on the limited evidence available. More compelling is Adler’s examination of the 
circumstantial evidence surrounding Hill’s prosecution and his alibi as circumstantial evidence that neither 
damns nor exonerates him entirely. Instead, what can safely be surmised is that Hill’s execution was 
unwarranted and unjust. 
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It is true that as he investigated Hill Stegner came to believe he was guilty of the 
murder he was accused of, and he kept the name of Hill at the forefront of the novel due 
to this belief. As Stegner put it in an interview with Robert Keller, “It never occurred to 
me not to use his real name, partly because he was a legend to begin with – he was so 
shadowy a figure” (“Art” 50). Stegner defended this decision by stressing his 
investigation into Hill. As he told Etulain, “if I had been writing his biography I couldn’t 
have gone any deeper. I couldn’t have found out any more” (Conversations 87). Yet in 
regard to biographies that debunk their subjects Stegner states, “I haven’t much sympathy 
with the debunking biography, I guess. It always seems to me a kind of spiteful and 
devious and underhanded sort of job” (“Art” 55). The Preacher and the Slave is, of 
course, a “biographical novel” as opposed to straight biography. Yet this statement does 
highlight the nuance of Stegner’s depiction of Hill. If we read beyond Stegner’s 
demythologizing of Hill, the judgment in the novel becomes more focused on the 
ideological ramifications of such a legend rather than on the man himself. For his part, 
Stegner cannot, and notably does not, make an irrefutable case for Hill’s guilt in the 
novel. For readers, Hill’s history comes to represent the sort of history that Stegner feels 
there is no harm in using because it is a history we do not know. Hill’s past is mostly an 
enigma.  
What this enigma results in, however, is a blank slate on which numerous 
narratives have been written to fill the void. Hill’s songs are utilized in continuing labor 
struggles; his death comes to be seen as a sacrifice that ennobles all of his work. 
However, the mythology surrounding Hill encompasses more than merely a sacrifice. 
Hill, the historical man that we know so little about, becomes effaced by the discourse 
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surrounding his legacy. The lack of clear facts about Hill allows authors and historians to 
fill in the void with whatever image they prefer. Discursively, Hill comes to define his 
work inasmuch as his work defines him. The legacy of Hill’s songs, their importance to 
labor movements and their idealized promise of labor’s ultimate victory all become tied 
up in the question of the author. To declare Hill a murderer would inadvertently 
undermine the labor ideals that Hill is so closely associated with thanks to the 
proliferation of his songs.21 
 The importance of Hill’s legend was no surprise to Stegner, who found Hill to be 
an intriguing figure worthy of further investigation no matter what his crime.22 In his 
essay “I Dreamed I saw Joe Hill Last Night,” Stegner argues, “it does not really matter 
whether or not Joe Hill was guilty” (187). Instead Hill the poet went on to organize and 
“as legend, he is whole and unambiguous” (187). The oscillation between Stegner's 
attempt at historical accuracy and finding the ambiguous man at the bottom represents 
perhaps his most ambitious goal in the novel. In his foreword to the novel Stegner 
declares “I hope and believe it is after a kind of truth, but a different kind from that which 
historians follow” (Joe 13). Stegner goes on to write, “fact and fiction had already 
become so entangled around the controversial figure of Joe Hill that it seemed 
permissible to leave him as tangled as I found him” (13). Stegner concludes this 
summation by stating whether “murderer or martyr, [Hill] was certain to resist absolute 
definition. So I contented myself with trying to make him a man, such a man as he might 
have been, with his legend at his feet like a lengthening shadow” (13). Despite 
                                                 
21
 My approach to Hill’s legacy here is greatly indebted to Michel Foucault’s “What is an Author?” 
 
22
 In “The Wobblies’ Troubadour” Stegner points out that “even if one accepts the evidence that Hill was a 
yegg he remains ambiguous. Was he a yegg for the usual reasons, or was he a defiant enemy of an unjust 
society, revolting against the bosses and the boss-owned world?” (24, 38) 
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Rosemont’s criticism, Stegner was well aware of the opposing legends surrounding Hill 
and he was fully engaged with both of them. What Stegner’s nuanced approach in The 
Preacher and the Slave shows is that his representation of Hill is capable of serving as 
the vessel of the mythology, both good and bad, that sprang up around him because both 
interpretations serve as our only truly unambiguous access to the historical Joe Hill. 
This struggle to get at the man behind the legend has allowed critics to delineate 
specific goals Stegner may have in using writing about Hill. The foremost tendency is for 
critics to read Stegner’s portrayal of Hill in the novel as stemming directly from his 
personal judgment of Hill’s guilt. Jackson J. Benson takes this stance and argues 
Stegner’s representation of Hill undermines the “archetypal rugged individual, the 
western bad-man who has been elevated to folk hero and legend” (27). This Hill is 
summed up by Benson as “a sociopath, without glamour when one encounters him in the 
flesh” (27). The demythologizing motion Benson points to certainly fits into the approach 
Williams identifies as a goal in Stegner’s historical work. Yet the goals Williams 
enumerates also guide us to problematize Benson’s description of a one dimensional Joe 
Hill. Forest and Margaret Robinson point to this complication by describing Hill as not 
only an “irascible felon and a self-generated martyr,” but also a “talented, intelligent, 
sometimes gentle man whose human potential is blocked by vague fears and by a 
crippling sense of personal inadequacy” (128). Joe Hill, they conclude, "is basically a 
good man whose background and circumstances combine to bring out what is weakest in 
his nature” (128). Between these two readings the Robinsons’ more accurately reflect 
Stegner’s work in the novel specifically because it leads us to question the importance of 
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Hill’s background and circumstances in light, or perhaps in spite of, the legend 
surrounding him. 
Viewing Stegner’s Hill simply as a western bad-man is a fundamental misreading 
of The Preacher and the Slave. Stegner does not make Hill a caricature in his depiction. 
While Stegner’s research, and Hill’s own lack of clear biography, places Hill into the 
category of a western bad-man, the Hill of myth is of a man committed to the betterment 
of working class. A comparison of Hill’s self-image from his own writing shows the 
extent of Hill’s growth as a mythological figure. Perhaps the most prominent example of 
Hill’s self-depictions comes from his prison writings prior to his execution. The most 
famous of these comes from Hill’s final messages to Bill Haywood where he declares 
“Don’t waste time mourning – organize!” (Smith172-173). With these few words Hill 
comes across as entirely committed to the larger goals of worker empowerment.23 Even 
Hill’s will, written in the form of a poem, connects Hill with all labor movements through 
his request that his ashes be spread and for the poem’s final statement: “My body?–Oh!–
If I could choose / I would to ashes it reduce / And let the merry breezes blow / My dust 
to where some flowers grow” (5-8). Hill creates a sentimental tone to this request with 
the hope that “Perhaps some fading flower then / Would come to life and bloom again” 
(9-10). Hill’s will ends with the simple statement “Good luck to All of you” (12). While 
not a direct statement on labor struggles, it does resonate with the hope for rejuvenation. 
                                                 
23
 My contention here is not to debate Hill’s guilt or innocence. Hill’s ability to represent a particular image 
of himself to the world is not dependent upon whether or not he actually committed murder. 
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This is particularly true of his final farewell to his audience, which can easily be 
interpreted to be the laborers who had supported him throughout his tenure in prison.24 
Identifying Hill with the working class becomes even more powerful when we 
take the narrative voice he often employs in his songs into consideration. The narrative 
voice in these songs acts as an omniscient figure capable of expressing the righteousness 
of the union movement and the foolishness of those who oppose worker empowerment. 
In “Casey Jones – The Union Scab” the narrative voice preaches the ramifications of 
scabbing. When Casey Jones will not strike and even scabs on the angels, he meets a 
fitting end: “Casey Jones went to hell a-flying. / ‘Casey Jones,’ the Devil said, ‘Oh, fine; / 
Casey Jones, get busy shoveling sulpher - / that’s what you get for scabbing on the S.P. 
line” (29-32). In other songs this narrative voice takes a more personal approach in 
relating these themes. In Hill’s song “Mr. Block” the narrator begins by directly speaking 
to the audience stating “Please give me your attention, I’ll introduce to you  / A man that 
is a credit to ‘Our Red, White and Blue’” (1-2). In the song, the title character is a 
common worker continually faced with harsh realities about his social position he will 
not or cannot fully comprehend. Like “Casey Jones,” the song turns towards faith that the 
workers will prevail: 
Poor Block, he died one evening, I’m very glad to state; 
He climbed the golden ladder up to the pearly gate. 
He said, “Oh, Mr. Peter, one word I’d like to tell,  
I’d like to meet the Asterbilts and John D. Rockefell.” 
Old Pete said, “Is that so? 
You’ll meet them down below.” (28-33) 
 
                                                 
24
 Hill’s other writings and songs display a similar self-portrayal as the statements close to the time of his 
execution. In his short essay “The People” Hill is a strong example of his written commitment to worker 
solidarity. It also serves as strong evidence against Hill as the image of the western bad man.. 
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“Mr. Block” points toward an unremitting ignorance about the societal problems facing 
the working class that is only resolved by death and heavenly judgment. In these songs 
Hill takes the position of a teacher conveying the lesson of the IWW’s form of working 
class revolution through this omniscient voice.25  
While it would be a mistake to equate the speakers of Hill’s songs to Hill himself, 
the narrative voices in these songs do lend themselves to a certain image of their author. 
If nothing else, the songs provide a compelling path that other authors and artists have 
followed to fill in the missing character of their author. One of the most prominent 
examples of this can be found in the Alfred Hayes poem, “I Dreamed I Saw Joe Hill Last 
Night,” which was later put to music by Earl Robinson.26 In the song Hill is a lingering 
ghost still struggling to organize laborers. While the poem’s speaker attempts to tell Joe 
that he is dead Joe replies “Joe Hill ain’t never died. / Where working men are out on 
strike / Joe Hill is at their side” (qtd. in G. Smith 194-195; 22-24). Joe goes further to add 
“‘In every mine and mill, / Where workers strike and organize,’ / Says he, ‘You’ll find 
Joe Hill’” (195; 27-30). The Hill of the poem is depicted as being triumphant against the 
opposition to the union: 
And standing there as big as life 
And smiling with his eyes, 
Joe says, “What they forgot to kill 
Went on to organize, 
Went on to organize (194; 16-20) 
 
                                                 
25
 An additional example of this can be seen in Hill’s song “What We Want.” This song presents an appeal 
to many types of workers to join together and illustrates how Hill’s work and his legend became ubiquitous 
because it reached out to so many occupations and walks of life. 
 
26
 According to Benson, Stegner was originally inspired to write about Hill in The Preacher and the Slave 
thanks to hearing the song for the first time while working at Harvard (Wallace 100). 
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The speaker’s specter of Hill in his dream identifies with the workers. However, the 
poem works on multiple levels. While Hill’s songs continue to be found on many strikes, 
the fact that the Hill of the song is only dream being reported to readers indicates the 
ephemeral and ubiquitous nature of Hill’s presence. Hill haunts labor strikes in a way that 
other labor martyrs do not, through the prevalence of his songs. In the poem, and 
arguably in the mythology surrounding him, Hill gains solidarity with all workers.27 
The fact that Stegner refuses to depict Hill in the light of a labor hero does not 
mean that he ignored Hill’s stature. He was well aware of the extensive reach of the 
mythology surrounding Hill. After listing all Hill’s appeal to numerous leftists and 
liberals in “The Wobblies’ Troubadour” he declares: “Apparently Joe Hill is all things to 
all men” (20). Stegner displays a particular disdain for Hill’s all encompassing popularity 
among labor and radical groups. For Stegner, approaching Hill as a martyr and ignoring 
the ambiguity of the case would represent a dereliction of history and continue one of the 
mythologies that undermines our ability to learn from history. This does not mean that 
Hill was merely a western bad-man as Benson suggests, but rather that Stegner rejects the 
radical ideological grounds that fuel representations of Hill as a symbol of labor 
struggles. Stegner personally had no tolerance for radicalism. Yet he was not opposed to 
liberalism or to unionism.28 Stegner started his research sympathetic to Hill, but his 
conclusions about Hill’s guilt did not lead him to condemn the entire labor movement. 
Politically, Stegner had liberal tendencies. He was a reserved man who carefully thought 
                                                 
27
 This manner of identifying Hill are quite common in literature. Outstanding examples of this include 
John Dos Passos’ brief depiction of Hill in his novel Nineteen Nineteen (1932) and Barrie Stavis’ 1951 play 
The Man Who Never Died. Both imagine a Hill that is a tireless fighter for workers. 
 
28
 In his biography of Stegner Benson points out that “Stegner had great sympathy for the union movement 
and detested the red-baiting that had already started in Congress and around the country in the late 1940s” 
(Wallace 179). 
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through his opinions, but who was not afraid to stand up for his ideals in his writing. As 
Stegner put it to the Wobbly writer Ralph Chaplin, “I have been convinced for a long 
time that what is mis-called the middle of the road is actually the most radical and the 
most difficult position that a citizen can take – much more difficult and radical than either 
reaction or rebellion” (Quoted in “Joe Hill” 176). Understanding his approach towards 
labor in The Preacher and the Slave then requires that we carefully trace the “radicalism” 
of this middle ground. Stegner’s stance against radical political ideology in The Preacher 
and the Slave originates in the middle ground between history and fiction: rather than 
merely repudiate Hill, Stegner is careful to acknowledge Hill’s importance as a symbolic 
figure and, more importantly, acknowledge the suffering of the working class that 
embraces Hill as a matyr. 
 
The Speculative “Pow’r” of The Preacher and the Slave 
One of the best means of examining the nuance of Stegner’s approach to radical 
ideology in The Preacher and the Slave is to look to his failure to achieve a similar 
artistic stance in his early novel Fire and Ice (1941). This otherwise forgettable novel 
follows the radical student Paul Condon through a series of events that eventually lead 
him to lose control of himself, attempt to rape a fellow student, and ultimately reject the 
Communist ideology that he sees as one of the roots of his problems. Condon is a poor 
college student working multiple jobs and active in the Communist Party in his university 
on the eve of World War II, who randomly encounters the beautiful and well to do 
Miriam Halley. Halley asks Condon for an interview for the school paper about the 
conditions facing poor students. The novel’s climax occurs during the interview with a 
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powerful juxtaposition of Condon’s rage and poverty. After railing against charity 
workers like Halley, Condon grabs her wrist as she attempts to leave his room and forces 
her to look at her soft hand. As Condon puts it: 
That’s the kind of hand you always have, you society social workers . . . I can 
remember my mother’s hands. They were like claws. You know why? Because 
people like you hog all the good things in the world and leave the dirty work to 
people like her. She was a scrub-woman in an office building on her knees half 
her life being brushed by the skirts of women like you, and the only thought they 
ever gave her was that maybe they’d got their dresses soiled brushing close to her. 
(175) 
 
Condon’s descriptions of his family’s poverty and his anger over it mark the novel’s most 
gripping passages. While Condon’s anger tends to override much of the action of the 
novel, when it is tied to his poverty it gains a focus that allows readers to finally identify 
with Condon’s hardship.  
 From this climax, the novel’s dénouement turns to the rhetoric of a classic 
anticommunist refutation of radical socialism. After the assault, Halley flees school and 
does not press charges against Condon. His brief time in jail and his disgust with himself 
over his actions lead him to reexamine his life and his adherence to the Communists. As 
he puts it to a friend before leaving, “Maybe I wouldn’t have got into this mess if I’d not 
belonged to the Party” (211). As Condon walks away from the ideological fuel of his rage 
he comes to lay much of the blame for his actions on the Communist Party and his 
unquestioning acceptance of its rhetoric. Referring to a conversation with a Party leader, 
Willem Trapp, earlier in the text Condon notes he did not have the vision the Party 
required: 
He meant something else, something like mysticism, something like religion. And 
the more I think, now that it’s pretty clear to me that I didn’t know myself, the 
more I’m convinced I wasn’t cut out to have that kind of faith. I’m suspicious of 
it. It’s too easy when you’ve got that kind of faith to do one thing and make 
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yourself believe you’re doing another . . . I couldn’t really accept the ready-made 
answers and the opportunist methods. (212) 
 
Condon’s growth in the novel is dependent upon a rejection of radical ideology. The 
novel acknowledges the suffering that Communist ideology responds to, but ultimately 
ignores that suffering in the novel’s dénouement. Instead, Stegner turns towards an 
individualist moral to the story that demands Condon take personal responsibility for his 
actions rather than justify his rage through socialist ideology.  
The key to understanding Stegner’s examination of radicalism in the novel though 
is to distinguish this individualist rejection of ideology from his portrayal of actual 
economic suffering. Despite Condon’s growth as a character, a number of issues keep the 
conclusion of Fire and Ice from being successful in its message. As Forest and Margaret 
Robinson accurately note, that the novel is close to a failure “because it tampers with the 
internal logic of its plot, Fire and Ice strikes us as a confused and weak argument” (110). 
The Robinsons add that we are obviously meant to approve of Condon as he abandons 
the radical ideology that he has identified with for much of the novel, but that Stegner’s 
conclusion ignores Condon’s own history. As the Robinsons put it, Condon has forgotten 
“what we cannot help remembering: the grinding poverty of his youth” (111). Condon’s 
poverty represents the key aspect of his character, and his rage stems directly from this 
background. The novel’s conclusion fails on multiple levels through Stegner’s choice to 
ignore this connection. As Condon leaves “on the straight road” he walks away from his 
past, his crime, and from the deep societal problems the novel has depicted with some 
success (Fire 214). In each case the reader is left only with the example that walking 
away from problems or ideological battles will somehow result in satisfactory 
conclusions. Condon’s newly found steadfastness of character implies that the social 
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problems of poverty are personal problems to be overcome through determination. Yet 
the power of Stegner’s portrayal of poverty in the novel suggests Condon will be 
unsuccessful in truly overcoming these societal forces. 
 In many ways The Preacher and the Slave revisits the premises of Fire and Ice 
and more successfully navigates the same social and ideological problems by exploring 
history and the connections between Hill’s motivations in more depth. It also refrains 
from directly depicting the crimes of the protagonist or presenting readers with a clear 
moral. Both novels concentrate on bright, but deeply angry protagonists who feel trapped 
in an unfair capitalist society. These protagonists are also both criminals, but Stegner’s 
Hill does not escape justice as Condon does. More importantly, Stegner leads readers to 
closely examine Hill’s crimes and question his motives for them, whereas Condon’s 
motives are secondary to the depiction of his overwhelming rage.29 The Preacher and the 
Slave also does not directly depict the Hill’s supposed crime. Rather than repulsing the 
reader from the protagonist as the rape scene in Fire and Ice does, the murder Hill is 
accused of invites further reflection on the protagonist. Stegner focuses on his distrust of 
blind allegiance to radical ideology in both novels, but manages to keep The Preacher 
and the Slave’s conclusion from denying the suffering fueling that ideology. The 
Preacher and the Slave’s success resides in the multiple perspectives he uses to examine 
Hill’s life. These perspectives remove the need to directly depict his thoughts and impel 
readers to question his motives. While Stegner’s Hill is capable of the crime he was 
accused of, his depiction of Hill is far from simplistic. The course Hill follows to his 
                                                 
29
 In referencing Hill’s crimes in The Preacher and the Slave I am referring specifically to the robbery that 
Stegner depicts Hill committing in Gaviota. No matter how much he implies it, Stegner does not directly 
establish that Hill commits murder in the course of the novel. Instead I point to Hill’s robbery as the closest 
comparison for the graphic assault in Fire and Ice. 
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execution is marked both by Stegner’s portrayal of Hill’s inner motivations and an 
impenetrable front that keeps much of the narrative significantly removed from Hill’s 
consciousness. 
Nowhere is this impenetrable front more striking than the numerous descriptions 
of Hill’s eyes. These descriptions are particularly potent when the narrative voice is well 
separated from Hill’s consciousness and, though we are privy to more of Hill’s 
background, we are nevertheless confronted with the enigma that allows for a legend like 
Hill’s to propagate. After the riot at Oatfield – Stegner’s fictionlized Wheatland – and the 
robbery scene, Hill’s return to San Pedro presents one of the most striking examples of 
this sort of description: “His eyes are wide, gray-blue, and have a kind of stare in them, as 
if he is always looking beyond you. But when they level into yours there is a shock in 
them like ice water. Strange eyes. If it weren’t for them he would look like any other 
stiff” (Joe 175). The peculiarity of this cold and faraway nature is marked here not so 
much by a basic description as by the intrusion of the second person perspective to the 
text. The narrator is particularly removed from the action in this scene, which focuses on 
a number of minor characters whose dialogue is denoted by dashes rather than quotation 
marks. Yet the description of Hill looking into “your” eyes draws the reader closer to the 
text, and perhaps to the historical Joe Hill, than at any other moment. The narrator goes 
on to tell us that “the moment you see his face and eyes clearly, and feel the leashed 
intensity, the indescribable cold eagerness of his face, you find yourself watching him” 
(175). These eyes dominate the following descriptions of Hill in the chapter and they “fill 
for a moment with the blind blue cataract look” when he contributes some of the money 
he has stolen from the Goleta rancher to a Wobbly legal defense fund (177).  
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Later in the novel Hill’s eyes have a “pale steadiness” as he refuses to defend 
himself against the accusation of murder (257). Just before his execution, Gus Lund, 
Hill’s confidant, also remains perplexed by Hill’s eyes. Hill continues his refusal and the 
narrator reports that “even in profile the eyes seemed to Lund to glow and burn” (258). 
Stegner uses these descriptions of eyes to mark Hill’s reversion into stubbornness as well 
as denote moments where any insight into Hill’s interiority is simply impossible. Even 
when a description of Hill’s eyes betrays a recognizable desire, they quickly revert to 
merely hinting at hidden thoughts. When Hill shows Lund his final song, “Don’t Take 
My Papa Away from Me,” Lund realizes that “the eyes were asking for praise” (372). 
Lund gives Hill praise only to have Hill’s eyes go “dead and blank, as if there were some 
wandering of his attention, an interest in something remote and inward and inaccessibly 
private” (372). Even in fiction we are not privy to Hill's final thoughts and we remain 
limited to those aspects of his character Stegner has already provided. 
 These moments of inaccessibility mark the importance of Stegner’s creation of 
Gus Lund as a means of shifting the narrative perspective away from Hill. A Lutheran 
minister, Lund functions as something of a moral center to the novel as well as a 
protagonist searching for the “why” behind Joe Hill. Like Stegner in his research for the 
novel, Lund goes about physically retracing Hill’s steps. Lund’s description of the 
process finds it building “up for him...like something played on a stage” and this 
description would seem to be appropriate for both methods of research (Joe 249). The 
presence of a searching protagonist obviously draws parallels between character and 
author as well as the frustration of having that search end with a cold set of eyes. 
Stegner’s insertion of the Lund character into the text provides what Forest and Margaret 
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Robinson have described as something like “Stegner’s alter ego” in the text and the “only 
nonpartisan observer in the novel” (129, 130). Yet Lund is not nonpartisan, as is apparent 
from his self-perceived father-like role. Lund’s feeling for Hill “was almost a yearning, 
an emotional insistence, as if Joe were a son going stubbornly wrong, and Lund a father 
helpless to prevent him” (Joe 189). Though Lund is not caught preaching very often in 
the novel, he admits to himself “more than once...and always as a wry joke, that here was 
one soul he really wanted to save” (189). The affection would appear to be mutual since 
Lund is the only person Hill reaches out to before his execution. 
 Lund’s feelings for Hill provide him with a unique advocate who is able to allow 
readers to sympathize with this ambiguous figure. In Stegner’s descriptions of 
researching the novel he notes that he tried to contact anyone he could who had known 
Hill. He states, “I found, finally seven who pretty surely had. A lot said they had, but they 
obviously hadn’t because they had all their dates and facts wrong. They were in touch 
with a legend but not with a man” (Conversations 68). Lund seems to be a direct 
response to the lack of connection with the man Stegner faced in his research. The 
relationship Stegner creates between Hill and Lund provides Hill with an honest friend 
who does not become enamored with Hill’s legend. Lund is quite removed from Hill’s 
confidence, but attempts to know Hill as a man. Prior to Hill’s execution Lund is “sick, 
confused, a failure both as preacher and as friend, torn between morality and compassion, 
and bewildered at the way Joe had gone beyond him” (Joe 365). Nevertheless, Lund 
remains Hill’s friend, even when he metaphorically examines Hill’s heart prior to his 
execution and cannot find any answers about Hill’s guilt, innocence, or motivations. 
Bewildered by the “demands of vengeance, and justice, and love,” Lund cannot pass 
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judgment on his friend (379). This alone may be the most humanizing aspect of the novel 
since it breaks the figure of Hill out of the position of martyr and concentrates on him 
specifically through the point of view of a hurt friend. 
 Lund represents the power of the speculative side of historical fiction, since as a 
fictional creation his narrative viewpoint allows Stegner to follow his historical impulses 
to judge within the context of a fictional narrative. Lund’s viewpoint allows Stegner to 
counter the mantra of violent radicalism motivating Hill in the novel, by providing a 
critique of militant labor. The most prominent example of this occurs when Hill visits 
Lund after his robbery in Goleta and the strike in Oatfield. Hill explains Lund’s work as 
being part of the system where there are “armed men to hold the oppressed class down, 
politicians to promise them everything and pull wool over their eyes...and then preachers 
to make heaven so wonderful a man will stand for anything down below” (Joe 183). The 
narration in the chapter is focused primarily through Lund and we are privy to the 
rebuttal Lund chooses not to speak to Hill. Lund notes “the unshakable piety” motivating 
Hill and thinks to himself “ruefully that he had taken up the wrong mythology” (184). 
This faith has led Lund to “skepticism and humanitarianism” and he begins to think of a 
sermon that in no way resembles Hill’s mantra (184). Lund’s philosophy is based on 
moderation dictating that men try “to whittle their world into change and progress instead 
of blasting it” (185). As Lund thinks to himself, 
I could demonstrate to you that your way of righting wrongs may cure these 
wrongs but will surely create others. I could be eloquent to show you that there is 
no way but the way of peace. You sneer at peace, but I could show you that peace 
is not quietude, not meekness, not weakness, not fear. It need no more accept 
current evils than you and your fellows in the violent crusade. It doesn’t even 
demand what Christianity has been demanding for centuries. It doesn’t demand 
love, necessarily. It demands only reasonable co-operation, for which men have a 
genius when they try. (186-187) 
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Lund’s vision is focused on worldly problems and solutions. He is wary of violent 
solutions and the problems they can create, and dismissive of the idea that any resistance 
besides violent resistance is indicative of weakness. The audience for this sermon is not 
Hill, but rather readers, since Lund realizes that speaking these sentiments to Hill would 
be useless. Lund believes that “no communication [is] possible between a sceptic and a 
zealot” (185). While Lund is trapped by this impasse, Stegner is not. This scene, more 
than any other in the text, presents Stegner’s alternative to radicalism. 
 Stegner’s creation of Lund as the skeptic in the novel reverses the dichotomy that 
Hill himself creates in his most famous song, “The Preacher and the Slave.” Hill presents 
two versions of moral living in the song. While “long haired preachers” insist on the 
promise of redemption after death, Hill promotes the repudiation of that mantra in favor 
of the active promotion of social justice during life (1). Hill discounts the preachers’ 
account of redemption and justice as “grafters” who will denounce anything including “if 
you fight hard for children and wife - / Try to get something good in this life” (lines 28, 
21-22). As Hill suggests in the song the workers will eventually win their struggle for 
freedom and redistribute the world’s wealth. Once they’ve won they will tell these 
grafters, “you’ll eat, bye and bye / When you’ve learned how to cook and to fry” and 
otherwise done some work (lines 29-30). While the representation of the animosity 
between religious messages and labor struggles in the song is simplistic, it is also 
stunningly powerful in its refutation of delayed heavenly justice and its promise of the 
ultimate success of a worker’s revolution. The opposing promises of redemption and 
revolution both require an amount of faith when juxtaposed against the problems of 
worldly suffering and violent actions. In short, neither revolution nor redemption serve to 
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solve the immediate problems of the starving working class. The juxtaposition of these 
viewpoints and the leap of faith necessary for the song’s conclusion does provide the 
foundation for The Preacher and the Slave through Lund’s relationship with Hill. Lund’s 
character points to a middle ground in the novel by which Stegner is able to judge the 
philosophies surrounding Hill’s death while retaining a sympathy for the suffering that 
motivated radicals like him. As Lund conceives of it: “humanity moves both ways on a 
street with a double dead-end, and that Vengeance sits with an axe at one end and Mercy 
sits in weak tears at the other, and that only Justice, which sits in the middle and looks 
both ways, can really choose” (Joe 186). Stegner’s middle ground becomes once again 
firmly entrenched in judgment. It is only through Lund’s position between unionism and 
radicalism that Stegner is able to provide a thorough investigation by which readers may 
begin to judge Hill’s life and motivations.30 
The portrayal of this movement towards judgment displays the oscillation 
between vengeance and mercy in historical narratives. The novel’s different layers of 
narration are an integral factor in Stegner’s efforts at historicism. Using Lund to critique 
Hill allows Stegner to explore Hill’s radicalism and partisanship in a way that was 
impossible in the narrative structure of Fire and Ice. Lund is able to remain an advocate 
for workers and the underprivileged, yet still denounce partisanship. In Lund’s opinion, 
“a partisan is no man any more, he is a man whittled to a sharp point, every humane 
quality in him, all his compassion pared away in the interest of striking power” (186). To 
understand the significance of the juxtaposition Stegner creates between Hill and Lund, it 
is important to note once again Stegner’s preference for a middle ground.  
                                                 
30
 This judgment is focused more on the Hill that Stegner creates for the novel than on the historical Joe 
Hill. 
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While he is no fan of partisans, Stegner also refuses to sanction injustice. In this 
regard Angle of Repose provides a compelling example of Stegner’s sympathies through 
its narrator Lyman Ward, a historian with sympathy for labor issues. Early in Angle of 
Repose Stegner describes a trip Susan takes down into the New Almaden mine. Susan’s 
trip is a revelation to her. When asked what she thinks about the mine, she says, “I 
wouldn’t have missed it, not for anything. Oh, those men with candlelight shining off 
their eyeballs, and that awful cavern of a place where they work, and that tapping through 
the rock as if men buried alive were trying to make others hear . . .  It’s awful, really – 
isn’t it? They seem so like prisoners” (Angle 144). Susan’s sympathies are immediately 
countered by Mr. Kendall, the manager of the mine, who rebuts her, declaring those 
workers “hire out for wages, they get paid according to what they produce, they get their 
pay every Saturday...and drink it up before Sunday” (144). Lyman goes on to describe 
how Kendall’s running of the mine ruins Oliver Ward’s ability to work there, because of 
his sympathies for workers. Oliver agrees with his wife’s assessment of the conditions in 
the mine, but is trapped because, as Lyman wryly puts it, they live in the early West, “the 
last home of the freeborn American. It is all owned in Boston and Philadelphia and New 
York and London” (154). In short, their livelihood is limited due to their dependence on 
big business with its inherent inequities. When labor issues and personal vendettas such 
as those between Kendall and Oliver arise, the ramifications can be tragic for the workers 
involved. This can be seen when Tregoning, a miner at New Almaden for fourteen years, 
buys supplies from outside the company store. Kendall immediately fires him and then 
burns down the house Tregoning built on company land. Oliver believes that Kendall 
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fires Tregoning because he dislikes both Susan and Oliver and their sympathy for the 
mineworkers. 
Stegner uses this scene as a means of conveying a message about the importance 
of history. As Lyman suggests after describing Tregoning’s dismissal, “tell a story like 
this to any twentieth-century American and he will demand to know how authority got 
away with that sort of arrogance” (153). The lack of strikes or labor uprisings is shocking 
to someone who comes after the agitation of labor unions. Yet as Lyman points out, 
“when Kendall was running the New Almaden the United Mine Workers were a half 
century away, the Western Federation of Miners a generation off; the IWW wouldn’t be 
founded until 1905” (154). According to Lyman, this episode “demonstrates our need of 
a sense of history: we need it to know what real injustice looked like” (153). Stegner 
demonstrates the need for a certain representation of history through Lyman’s 
interjection. The episode here is a fiction, but this does not reduce either its strength or its 
ability to stand in for historical episodes. Stegner’s fictionalization allows him to imbue 
these episodes with empathy, not the least of which through the sympathies of Susan and 
Oliver, and to connect them to a contemporary setting by tying that empathy to a 
historical framework. 
Stegner’s methods and his ability to confront the darker elements of labor history 
through them are particularly strong in The Preacher and the Slave. The Tregoning 
episode in Angle of Repose straightforwardly comes down on the side of labor in the face 
of unfair treatment by the New Almaden manager. This sort of support for labor is more 
difficult to read in The Preacher and the Slave since Stegner provides a critical view of 
the violence he sees as inherent in both Hill and the methods of the IWW. The 
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sympathetic portrayal of labor is at once conveyed through Lund’s fondness for Hill, yet 
tempered by Lund’s own moderate viewpoints on labor reform. Lund’s criticism of 
violence, while integral to the novel, does not mean Stegner ignores the problems Hill 
and the IWW were struggling against. Instead, Stegner embellishes the story to highlight 
these violent trends while still acknowledging the historical suffering that created them.31 
For example, Stegner fictionalizes the Wheatland Riot but does not underplay the 
conditions that led to it. The IWW in the novel has a much larger role in starting the riot. 
Unlike the historical Ford, Fuzzy Llewellyn, Stegner’s fictional creation, is not elected as 
a representative of the workers. Instead, he is an agitator in a work camp full of “special 
deputies and finks” who have already been beaten and thrown out once before (Joe 124). 
Fuzzy’s efforts to call a meeting of workers therefore do not have the same structure or 
the justification seen in Wheatland. The IWW organizers, including Hill, are then put 
fully forward as instigators of the strike, though not necessarily the riot. The question for 
the IWW is, as Hill puts it to Fuzzy, “can we do anything with them . . . ?” (123). Yet 
drinking water, sanitation and wages are certainly a factor in Stegner’s fictional Oatfield 
as they were in real-life Wheatland.32 As Forest and Margaret Robinson note, “Stegner’s 
potent descriptions of unemployed workingmen struggling for survival in a San Pedro 
slum, or of grossly underpaid migrant workers living in squalor outside of Sacramento, 
                                                 
31
 While the IWW is often considered one of the most radical and violent unions in the history of the United 
States, it is nevertheless important to note the large amount of violence done against members of that union. 
IWW members were frequently faced unfair legal proceedings, police brutality, and lynching by local 
mobs. At the same time they often practiced nonviolent protest techniques in the face of overwhelming 
hatred and violence. Stegner may have judged the Wobblies as violent, the extent to which violence in the 
IWW was institutional to the union as a whole is questionable. More tenable is Stegner’s view of the IWW 
as extremely radical and partisan. 
 
32
 In his fictionalization, Stegner merely slows down the organization and outrage of the workers and places 
Fuzzy as an active agitator in the camp. In doing so, he also makes the camp more hostile to organization 
than Wheatland was, since “finks” assault Fuzzy prior to his holding a general meeting. 
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go far to account for Joe’s hatred of ‘the system’” (128). As with Lund’s imagined 
rebuttal of Hill, the labor issues Stegner explores in the novel are conflicts of philosophy 
and method. Stegner emphasizes IWW agitation in Wheatland in order to more closely 
examine the ideology driving that agitation. Nowhere in Lund's opposing view is there a 
denial of the suffering that fueled the militant union. As Lund points out in his first 
discussion with Hill in the book, “I’m a better union man than you are. I’m all for 
industrial unionism for that matter. But the IWW isn’t a union. It’s a revolution” (Joe 36). 
This distinction obviously serves Stegner’s goal to demythologize Hill, and to a certain 
extent the Wobblies as well. 
Yet when given more scrutiny Stegner’s critical look at Joe Hill also helps readers 
identify with the working class rather than just conceptualize their plight, as the 
Tregoning episode in Angle of Repose does. Stegner’s brief description of a summer 
afternoon in the Forecastle saloon in San Pedro early in the text stands out in this regard. 
Like the scene focusing on Hill’s eyes, Stegner inserts the second person perspective into 
this scene to great effect. He places readers into the shoes of the gambling laborer in a 
saloon, but it is the futility of the gambling that lends the description its strength. The 
narrator describes a set of punch boards and the many prizes to be won in these games, 
including a “.12-guage Marlin repeating shotgun worth twenty dollars” (43). According 
to the narrator “you can get it for a nickel. Everybody’s got a chance” (43). The reader is 
also given a voice as the narrator relates the reader's first attempt at the game: “You say, 
‘if it wasn’t for suckers like me, sharks like you would have to work as hard as I do’” 
(44). Immediately this declaration is countered with the promise of getting ahead through 
chance: “But there are all those chances. You can pick off a twenty-dollar prize for a 
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nickel. Everybody’s got the same chance” (44). The narrator functions as the means of 
explicitly naming the overarching possibility of getting ahead that the gambling 
represents for the laborer/reader. According to the narrator, “you push at random with the 
little punch,” subsequently lose the round and the bartender “slides your nickel off his 
edge and drops it in the till” (44). The scene ends as “you punch five...and then another 
five, and win a box of chocolates and then match the man for them and lose” (45). 
Meanwhile the prizes shine in their display, “a comfortable reassurance and a promise, 
and multiply themselves in the fecund deceptive glass” (45). The promise of getting 
ahead is hollow, and the prizes themselves are multiplied in a fecund lie. Despite the 
semblance of it, there are not enough prizes to go around, but as in the foundational 
myths of capitalism and American opportunity, everybody has a fair shot. The connection 
between the punchboard and capitalism is certainly bolstered by the reputation these sorts 
of games had for being rigged. These gambling workers, each after a bit of luck to get 
ahead, are placed into a continual competition with each other over uncertain returns. 
Through the scene Stegner provides a glimpse of the futility of this struggle, as “I” watch 
“my” hard-earned nickel slide into the till. 
The punchboard scene presents a nuanced description of working class hardship, 
but it also illuminates the radical ideology that the rest of the novel explores. The workers 
are placed in a gambling position in their choices of whether or not to identify with the 
IWW. While the second person narration leads us to identify with the workers, the act of 
gambling presents readers with an interesting dilemma. Getting ahead in life, the text 
suggests, will not come from gambles such as the crimes that Stegner suggests Hill took 
part in. Moreover, Stegner’s depiction of workers in the novel makes a clear distinction 
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between workers and radicals like Hill. As Forest and Margaret Robinson note, Stegner 
was “never sympathetic to labor agitation” and “in the light of Stegner’s previous 
pronouncements on radical movements, his hostility comes as no surprise” (126). What is 
intriguing about Stegner’s work in the novel then is how much sympathy Stegner still 
shows workers in his portrayal of them in the novel. As in Fire and Ice, Stegner presents 
convincing and sympathetic portrayals of working class suffering, but he refuses to 
extend this sympathetic portrayal to radical workers. This attitude complicates Melody 
Graulich’s discussion of the protective tendency Stegner has for his characters in many of 
his novels. According to Graulich, much of Stegner’s work “assumes that our sanctuaries, 
literal or metaphorical, will be threatened, that wounds will occur, that someone must 
take responsibility to protect, and that someone must make sense of the failure or 
inability to protect” (44). The Preacher and the Slave displays a unique exploration of 
this in Stegner’s work. Stegner felt no compulsion to protect either the IWW or Hill. 
Graulich argues that Stegner’s “narrators are often torn between the desire to expose the 
truth and a need to protect the characters they create” (44). As Stegner put it in his 
interview with Keller, “You know, what I didn’t have was a protective impulse to make 
the IWW glow like shining knights in armor. I think you can wear overalls and be a kind 
of a bum. It’s possible” (53). History for Stegner remains the receptacle for the truth of 
these issues even if it is not the truth that Hill and his supporters propagated. 
Furthermore, Stegner’s frank depictions of the social problems facing the working class 
serve to emphasizes their plight while avoiding the weak justification of ideological 
brainwashing that he resorts to in Fire and Ice. Stegner also avoids using the plight of the 
working class as a totalizing trope to justify all acts of resistance done in their name. 
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Stegner does not protect the version of Hill that he creates, but his depiction of Hill’s life 
and Lund’s attempt to protect Hill nevertheless resonate on this level. If Hill’s efforts at 
labor reform fail, the desire to protect workers and improve labor conditions does not.  
Stegner’s refusal to protect the IWW and the moments of sympathetic 
identification with the working class such as that found in the punchboard scene seems to 
fade by the novel’s conclusion. This is particularly true in light of Lund’s last description 
of the IWW and other supporters of Hill outside the prison after Hill’s execution as 
giving a “wild, savage ululation” in a “cry as direct as the roar of an angered animal” 
(379). The uncritical and unthinking cry would seem to close the door on any sympathy 
for these people, yet Stegner counters this through the novel’s frame. This frame is 
narrated by an unnamed member of the IWW at the spreading of some of Hill’s ashes in 
Seattle on May Day, 1916. While the first part of this frame serves as a solid introduction 
to Hill’s legacy among the Wobblies, the conclusion serves a distinctly different purpose. 
The mourners take up one of Hill’s songs, “There is Power in a Union,” and proceed to 
march to the King County Jail. This final scene shows that the novel retains a 
sympathetic and redemptive portrayal in general. This final march enacts the alternative 
view that Lund gave of social improvement earlier in the text. The most prominent 
features of the scene are its spontaneous and peaceful nature. As the narrator notes, “they 
fell in line by the hundreds until they were massed in a column half a mile long and 
singing as they went” (380). The march holds some of the promise Lund alludes to when 
he speaks of peaceful agitation for change. By quoting from the song, Stegner gives the 
final lines of the novel to the historical Joe Hill and his choice of lines from the song is 
telling. The novel’s final lines read “There is pow’r, there is pow’r / In a band of 
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workingmen, / When they stand hand in hand, / That’s a pow’r, that’s a pow’r” (381). 
This excerpt omits the next lines in the song’s chorus which declare “That must rule in 
every land - / One Industrial Union Grand” (9-10). This omission points back to the 
central didactic complication in labor history Stegner establishes between unionism and 
radicalism. The novel's conclusion acts as a salve for that complication, though, and ends 
on a moment of connection between the differing philosophies Stegner explores. The 
novel’s final message becomes the idea of co-operation, for which, as Lund points out, 
“men have a genius when they try” (187). As Hill wrote and Stegner chose to echo, 
“That’s a pow’r, that’s a pow’r” (8).  
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CHAPTER III 
THE FLOWERS ARE OURS: COMMUNICATION AND COUNTERHISTORY IN 
SALT OF THE EARTH 
 In the winter of 1953 an observer looking out over the dry landscape of 
southwestern New Mexico might have had the unique fortune to see the stunning sight of 
a line of women picketing outside the gates of the Delaware Zinc Mine. From a nearby 
hill husbands, some with children in their care, looked on at the picket line. Among these 
men were a few women kept from joining the women in the picket by husbands who saw 
the picket line as something of a disgrace. On the road, officials from the mine and law 
enforcement viewed the women’s picket with incredulity. They mocked the women with 
derision laced with sexual innuendo. One deputy even whistled and asked, “hey girls, 
wait a minute. Don’t you wanta see my pistol?” Despite the mockery, the women’s picket 
represented a troubling development in the strike at Delaware Zinc. The marching 
women were a new feature to the strike that was supposed to have been broken thanks to 
an injunction under the Taft-Hartley Act that banned miners, the men watching on from 
the hills, from partaking in the picket. However, the wives, sisters, and mothers of those 
miners had taken up the challenge posed by the injunction and had established their own 
picket to keep the mine from importing labor to break the strike. Since the women 
weren’t miners, their brazen picket was completely legal. Whether or not it would be 
effective remained to be seen. 
 The tense scene at the picket represented a confrontation waiting to happen. The 
mine representatives spurred law enforcement to action, but the local sheriff admitted that 
the women were not technically breaking the injunction. Nevertheless, the sheriff and his 
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men were unconcerned that the picket would last. As the sheriff put it, the women would 
“scatter like quail” when he and his deputies moved to break the picket line. He even 
refused to use teargas against the women and repeatedly compared the women to quail. 
Yet when the sheriff and his men rushed the line in their vehicles, the women stood firm. 
So firm, in fact, that as the cars screeched to a halt they hit a picketer and knocked her 
unconscious. In the melee that followed the women battled on two fronts. On one side 
they held the sheriff and his men back from breaking the picket line. On the other, they 
restrained their husbands, brothers, and sons watching on the hills from joining the fight, 
which would give the sheriff the excuse to use greater force and destroy the strike. As the 
sheriff and his deputies recovered from the women’s assault they finally turned to tear 
gas, which, thanks to the wind, the picketers were able to endure and hold their line. The 
women not only forced the sheriff and his men back from the picket, but also disarmed 
them in the process. In the end the women took up their picket once more singing “The 
Union is Our Leader.” 
This dramatic scene in 1953 was, in fact, an artistic recreation of the International 
Union of Mine, Mill and Smelter Workers (Mine-Mill) Local 890’s 1950-1951 strike 
against Empire Zinc for the film Salt of the Earth (1954). These events were played out 
by the members of Local 890 in front of cameras operated by blacklisted Hollywood 
talent (Figure 3.1.). Both groups sought to tell this story and capture the historical import 
of Local 890 and the women’s picket on film. Despite the artifice, the beginning of the 
women’s picket and the conflicts it instigated were accurately reflected in the film. As 
historian Ellen R. Baker has noted, though in reality sheriff Goforth and his twenty-four 
deputies refused to act hastily to break up the strike, conflicts such as the one depicted in 
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Salt nevertheless arose (120). The women threw rocks at the cars of strikebreakers and 
otherwise physically restrained strikebreakers from sneaking or breaking into the mine 
(123). The women picketers were berated and physically assaulted by law enforcement 
and scabs trying to intimidate them (125). Goforth and his deputies did resort to tear gas 
grenades, but were unable to break the picket line. The women’s picket also faced arrest 
and spent time in jail. As Baker notes, “Goforth moved in to arrest as many women as he 
could haul away, in a manner that would later be quite faithfully depicted in Salt of the 
Earth” (125). As fifty-three women were arrested they went to jail taking their children 
along with them (125). After refusing to promise not to rejoin the picket in exchange for 
release from the jail, the arrested women protested their imprisonment verbally and 
“made such a racket in the county jail . . . that Goforth released them that night” (126). 
The women subsequently returned to the picket the very next day (126). 
 
Figure 3.1. A sheriff’s deputy prepares to fire tear gas during a confrontation with the women’s picket in 
Salt of the Earth. 
 
Salt of the Earth is, on its most simplistic level, a pro-labor film recreating and 
communicating the events of this historic strike in the community of Bayard in Grant 
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County, New Mexico for an international audience. The strike was instigated by workers 
due to unsafe working conditions and the racial discrimination Mexican-American 
workers faced at the mine. The twist to the film, like the strike itself, is the Taft-Hartley 
law, which mine representatives used in a legal bid to forbid the union from picketing the 
mine. While the miners were forbidden from picketing, their wives were not, and the 
women of the community took up the picket line to continue the strike. More specifically, 
the film focuses on the effect of the strike and the women’s picket on the lives of 
Esperanza and Ramon Quintero. Both undergo significant development as individuals 
due to their growing perception of the gender roles they ascribe to and are judged by. The 
story of the ideological awakening of Esperanza, Ramon, and the mining community at 
large, provides the underlying basis for the film’s action.  
Overall, the film focuses on the lives of Esperanza, Ramon, and their children 
during the strike. Esperanza’s voice over provides the frame for the story of the strike and 
much of the film’s focus remains firmly on Esperanza’s individual growth. The film 
begins with a quarrel between Esperanza and Ramon caused by the working conditions in 
the mine and the union’s threat of a strike. Ramon forgets that it is Esperanza’s birthday 
and only later makes it up to Esperanza by throwing a late night party for her. Shortly 
after this an accident at the mine triggers a strike. The women in the community advocate 
making home sanitation part of the union’s demands, but the men generally ignore them. 
Ramon even goes so far as to chastise Esperanza for showing up at a union meeting to 
advocate for sanitation. The film goes on to depict the men on the picket line until Ramon 
confronts a union scab and is arrested. During his arrest he is beaten by police officers. 
Meanwhile, Esperanza goes into labor with her third child. The film emphasizes the 
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interconnectedness of the two characters pain through a series of cuts between the two 
characters as they express their pain and call out each others names. 
After Ramon is released from jail a month later the strike quickly escalates with 
the court injunction against the men. During the first day of the women’s picket, 
Esperanza rejects Ramon’s command that she stay away from the picket and runs to help 
the other women battle the sheriff and his men. Esperanza quickly becomes engaged with 
all aspects of the strike, much to Ramon’s dismay. When the sheriff arrests the leaders of 
the women’s picket in an attempt to break the strike, Esperanza is one of the key women 
to be arrested. Ramon’s distaste for Esperanza’s newfound power is accentuated when he 
goes to the jail to collect two of his children who went with Esperanza. Ramon silently 
takes his children home, but resents his new subservient position as Esperanza continues 
the fight for the union. Ramon falls into a depression and believes that the union will lose 
the strike. When Esperanza confronts Ramon about this, the two have a fight where 
Esperanza finally rejects all aspects of Ramon’s former control over her. Feeling hurt, 
Ramon leaves his strike duties and goes hunting just as the mine company officials 
decide to start evicting the strikers from company owned housing. The first house they 
attempt this at is the Quintero’s. Ramon realizes that Esperanza has been right all along 
just in time to return home and work with Esperanza to foil the eviction. Seeing that 
they’ve been defeated, the mine company officials decide to settle the strike. 
This summary, while technically accurate, is deceptively straightforward in its 
explanation of the film’s focus. Salt’s story, both its narrative and its creation, are best 
summed up through Esperanza’s opening question in her voice-over: “How shall I begin 
my story that has no beginning?” (Wilson 2). This narrative technique locates the events 
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of the film within the larger social history of the American Southwest, but it also provides 
a compelling method of examining the film itself, the real-life drama that inspired its 
creation, and contemporary critical reception of it. Like the story of Esperanza, Ramon, 
and the entire mining community they are a part of, Salt of the Earth has no single 
definitive beginning. One narrative could begin with the start of filming in January 1953 
(Lorence 74). Another may start with the fortunate meeting of the film’s producer Paul 
Jerrico and union leader Clinton Jenks while both were on vacation at a ranch 
sympathetic to Communists and radicals seeking a reprieve from the oppressive culture 
of Cold War America. The beginning could be traced to the Hollywood Blacklist and 
director Herbert Biberman’s refusal to testify to the House Un-American Activities 
Committee. Equally valid would be to start with Mine-Mill Local 890’s decision to strike 
in Grant County over wages and working conditions. Going even further would lead us to 
trace the roots of the ideologies of the film’s makers, both those from Hollywood and 
those from Local 890. The film has deep roots in unionism, popular front progressivism, 
radical and communist politics and deep commitments to social change through 
community activism. 
 Each of these starting points attempts to create a coherent historical narrative by 
which we may fully understand the film’s significance and legacy. Yet in each case they 
trace a counter- narrative to the dominance of Cold War patriotism and paranoia in the 
1950s. For the purposes of this chapter, I will examine Salt of the Earth as an attempt at a 
counterhistory that presents an idealized image of the past, but more importantly projects 
the social reforms contained in that past onto the future. As historian Ellen Schrecker has 
noted, “what was so striking about the unofficial censorship that Jarrico and his partners 
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encountered was how many different forces were arrayed against the making and 
showing of their movie” (335). Salt inarguably represents an attempt by its filmmakers to 
communicate an alternative narrative to the dominant historical and political 
understanding of United States culture in the 1950s. This is particularly the case with 
regards to the red-baiting of liberal and radical citizens, most prominently through 
McCarthyism. Our understanding of Salt’s legacy and its functioning as a historic film 
must take into account the desire of the filmmakers to counter the red-baiting and its 
destructive propensities. It must also take into account the film’s critical success years 
after its suppression. While we may rightfully accept Salt’s ideological representations of 
sexual, racial, and economic equality through community activism as worthy exercises in 
human rights, the radical nature of Salt comes from its establishment of a counterhistory. 
This does not mean merely examining the socio-political atmosphere in which Salt was 
created, but rather investigating the film’s goals and the critical acceptance of its 
ideological lessons.  
The counterhistorical focus on inequities and injustices through laws points to the 
primary distinction between narrative interpretations of history like those found in 
Stegner’s The Preacher and the Slave and a film like Salt. While Stegner seeks a middle 
ground between historical fact and literary fiction in which he can explore the limits of 
our historical knowledge, he remains confident in the immutable nature of history. As 
such, Joe Hill’s life becomes one told with a historical point of view that posits historical 
lessons rather than projecting those lessons onto the future. As such, Stegner’s final 
depictions of labor moves toward a complex reinterpretation of that movement, but does 
not project judgments on movements contemporary to the novel’s publication. The 
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counterhistory in Salt utilizes history to draw conclusions in the opposite temporal 
direction: the future rather than the past. The story of Salt of the Earth uses a recent 
historical incident and openly interprets it with a specific focus on influencing the future. 
For Salt’s filmmakers it is less important that the history they depict be based on 
immutable fact than that it be useful for addressing problems of inequity in the future. 
Both texts suggest that we can learn from history, but while The Preacher and the Slave 
suggests that what we learn amounts to revised historical knowledge, Salt suggests we 
must turn to the past in order to learn how to fight inequity in the future. As such, the film 
turns to the motif of communication in order to emphasize this historical lesson. 
 
Backgrounds for a Counterhistory: The Suppression of Salt of the Earth 
Salt of the Earth operates as a counterhistory for contemporary critics in a number 
of ways. As a film, Salt places itself at direct odds with the status quo in 1950s America. 
Foremost it challenges gendered stereotypes and masculine and feminine codes of 
conduct. It confronts the issue of virulent racism in the American Southwest. It advocates 
for strong unionism at a point when unions were struggling to separate unionism from 
any connection with communism. Benjamin Balthaser describes it as a primary 
counternarrative of the Cold War that challenged “central cultural and institutional 
doctrines of the postwar order: maintenance of the color line, the cold war cult of 
domesticity, and more than anything, the notion of labor-management ‘peace’ as key to 
the prosperity of working-class Americans” (347). As a collective endeavor in 
filmmaking, Salt represents a direct challenge to both the Hollywood Blacklist and the 
traditional studio system of production and distribution of films. Since the end of 
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McCarthyism and later the Cold War, criticism surrounding the film has identified it as 
an alternative vision of U.S. culture that came too late for the popular front and too early 
for 1960s counterculture. In this sense, it is our contemporary understanding of Salt that 
places it as a counterhistory and its suppression underscores this identification. Despite 
the desire of liberals to identify with the sympathies of this film, its primary challenge is 
the communication of a set of ideals that, in the reality of the Mine-Mill strike, was 
unachievable. The reformed society that Salt projects makes its claim for the future in a 
demand for power by those ostracized from power, be they women, workers suffering 
under racial discrimination, or blacklisted filmmakers. Identifying Salt’s continued 
existence specifically as a counterhistory allows us to trace the radicalism of that 
challenge and to undermine our potential complacence in contemporary viewing. The real 
radicalism of Salt of the Earth does not become apparent until we examine the challenge 
it places through its communication to our own contemporary moment and, regrettably, 
find our society wanting. 
Perhaps the most compelling aspect of examining Salt of the Earth is the history 
of the film rather than any aspect its story or cinematography. The film’s genesis, 
production, and subsequent suppression provide critical examples of the lengths reigning 
political powers were willing to go in order to combat progressively liberal ideals in the 
name of defeating Communism. The suppression of the film and its makers can 
overshadow the film itself. Despite the danger of this, an analysis of the film’s 
background is helpful in understanding the communicative themes in the film. Salt’s very 
existence and the partnership between Mine-Mill and blacklisted members of Hollywood 
highlight the attempt to embrace alternative methods of communicating political 
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messages and ideals. As James Lorence puts it, the filmmakers’ “story documents a clear 
strain of independence in an age of consensus and probes some of the social tensions and 
fault lines of this period of emerging corporate hegemony” (7). Lorence goes on to point 
out that “the campaign against the film was a predictable by-product of the early Cold 
War social and political environment” (17). The ostracizing of Mine-Mill from the 
Congress of Industrial Organizations in 1949 and 1950 for what Baker describes as 
“inadequately ridding themselves of communist influence” shows the extent of the red 
scare in America outside of the Hollywood Blacklist (8). The cycle of speech and 
suppression then becomes self-propagating as each attempt to exercise freedom of speech 
is countered by further suppression. The filmmakers are aware of both the need to 
communicate this counterhistory and the difficulty in producing it under the rubric of 
Cold War repression. Our efforts to understand the film and its subsequent suppression 
hinge upon this understanding and should not underestimate the importance of the film’s 
emphasis on freedom of speech. 
  In exploring the barriers facing communication in Salt, the Hollywood Blacklist 
serves as the primary example and model for the suppression of communication the film 
was combating. The blacklist itself served to ostracize numerous members of Hollywood 
from being able to work in film. The experiences of Salt’s director Herbert Biberman 
provide ample evidence for the power of the blacklist. One of the Hollywood Ten who 
refused to testify in front of HUAC in 1947, Biberman was what George Lipsitz 
describes as “an irrepressible crusader” who argued for “the creation of an egalitarian 
society, for the realization of the artistic potential of each individual, and for the unity of 
life and art” (174). Lipsitz asserts that Biberman’s refusal to testify before HUAC was 
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based on his belief that “the hearings were an attempt to intimidate the film industry and 
keep it from making socially relevant films” (175). Biberman would go on to serve six 
months in federal prison for his beliefs (175). After Biberman and IPC’s, the film’s 
production company, inability to distribute Salt in the face of a massive campaign of 
suppression, Biberman was effectively removed from filmmaking. After Salt’s 
resurgence in the 1960s Biberman was able to make one more film in 1969 titled Slaves. 
This isn’t to say that blacklisted talent was never able work in Hollywood. In regard to 
the filmmakers in Salt the most prominent example of this would be Michael Wilson who 
enjoyed considerable success both before and after the blacklist. As Deborah Silverton 
Rosenfelt notes, Wilson would go on to co-author Bridge on the River Kwai (1957) and 
Lawrence of Arabia (1962) though with no acknowledgment of his work (“Commentary” 
103). Biberman, on the other hand, was forced to work in real estate in order to support 
his family (Lipsitz 175). Nevertheless, the experience of the film’s Hollywood talent 
provided the motivation for the film’s efforts to counter their own oppression by the 
Hollywood establishment by telling the tale of local 890’s success in countering a 
different sort of oppression. The blacklist foremost served as a means to silence 
filmmakers from communicating in film and the reaction of those involved with Salt was 
to immediately search for alternatives to Hollywood as a way to communicate through 
that medium. 
Salt was in no small part an attempt to counter the oppressive environment 
surrounding cultural production in Cold War America, but the political background of 
both the Hollywood talent and Local 890 served to amplify that oppression. The 
Communist sympathies in both groups provided ample fodder for criticism regarding 
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both its political message and can still lead to it being read more as propaganda than art. 
According to Tom Zaniello, for the film’s detractors the film unintentionally represented 
evidence that the blacklist was appropriate. Zaniello notes that the film “was the answer 
to the prayers of the McCarthyites and the members of the House Un-American 
Activities Committee” (214). As Zaniello puts it, the actual presence of a film “in which 
communists were fairly active participants” made anticommunist forces go “wild” (214). 
There are a number of important caveats to understanding the fervor that anticommunist 
forces brought to the suppression of Salt and to understanding Salt’s existence as a 
counterhistory rather than an artifact of Communist propaganda. First, while many of the 
filmmakers were Communists, the role of Communism in the film should not be over-
emphasized. As Deborah Rosenfelt aptly puts it, “what matters for the creation of Salt of 
the Earth is less that some of the Salt people belonged to the Party than that they 
participated in this common subculture and shared common assumptions about how 
society works, what is wrong with it, what they should be doing to set it right” (101).  
Of course, this common subculture was Communist to anti-communist forces no 
matter what distinctions Salt filmmakers might wish to make in regards to their politics. 
Second, and in connection to this, the common practice in 1950s anticommunism was 
parallelism. That is to say, Salt’s detractors felt they saw Communist influence and 
control – specifically the control from Soviet Russia – where what they in fact saw were 
socialist themes and subjects of criticism. As Lorence notes in his discussion of Pauline 
Kael’s 1954 review of Salt and Salt producer Paul Jarrico’s response, Kael saw Salt as a 
vehicle of Communist propaganda exploiting local grievances to spread Communist 
ideals. Jarrico argues that Kael fell into the “temper of the times” (196). The themes 
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expressed about equality in Salt share traits with Communism, but those traits do not 
equate Soviet control. As Lorence notes, “if propaganda was to be found in Salt, it 
resided in the strong argument the film makes against unrestrained capitalism, which was 
hardly the exclusive property of the” Communist Party (197). The end result of 
parallelism, however, is that it became a convenient argument supporting the suppression 
of the film: if it sounds Communist, it therefore is Communist. In this equation there is no 
argument the film could make that would validate it in the eyes of its critics. 
The story Salt is based on certainly lends itself to such a cursory appraisal of the 
filmmakers’ sympathies. The members of the film’s production company, IPC, originally 
had several scripts under consideration for production, most of which focused on the 
issues facing women or minority peoples. As Lorence puts it, these “issues provided fresh 
material for independent artists intent on creating films that might explore social realism 
and human struggle” (55). In short, the filmmakers sought to combat their own 
oppression by attacking oppression in general through the communicative nature of film. 
As Baker notes the company ultimately became “enchanted by the story of the women’s 
picket” (4). The coalition of artists and union labor that would result in Salt’s production 
came about primarily through a fortuitous meeting between Salt’s producer Paul Jarrico 
and Mine-Mill organizer Clinton Jencks and his wife Virginia while on vacation in New 
Mexico in 1951. The Jencks were fresh from months of the strike at Empire Zinc, but 
proceeded to tell the story of the strike to Jarrico until he “was sufficiently intrigued by 
the Empire Zinc strike that he decided to stop in Grant County on his way back to 
California” (Lorence 56). As Lorence notes, Jarrico and the rest of IPC were “deeply 
impressed with the parallels between the Empire/Mine-Mill story and the blacklisted 
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artists’ own political and economic predicament” (58). As Jarrico would put it, the 
filmmakers’ decision to focus on the Empire Zinc strike would be a “crime to fit the 
punishment” of the blacklist (58). According to Enid M.I. Sefcovic the end result of the 
focus on Empire Zinc was for the Hollywood members of IPC to “carry out a socialist 
realist vision about the purpose of art in society” (340). In short, it was a direct challenge 
to the blacklist and its imposed silencing of the artists. But, as Lorence notes, the creators 
were “fully anticipating commercial success, as well as a political victory” since they 
believed that the blacklist could not be sustained (54). 
While the filmmakers from Hollywood were certainly motivated to express 
themselves through the counter historical themes in Salt, the encouragement and the 
commitment of the Mine-Mill and Local 890 in particular should not be underestimated. 
Indeed, one aspect of Salt that stands out is the unprecedented collaboration between the 
union and blacklisted members of Hollywood on a motion picture. The subtext of the 
performances that the nonprofessional cast gave also held a level of communication about 
their societal position. As Lorence notes, “when nonprofessionals were complimented on 
their work, some asserted that as minority workers who had often experienced 
punishment for open expression of their true thoughts, they had learned to act before 
Herbert Biberman ever entered their lives” (75). The result of their participation in the 
film is to give voice to the issue of oppression, fittingly enough through the very skills 
that they learned from living under racism. As Baker put it, the “mining families’ eager 
participation and vocal opinions about the way the story should be told show that issues 
of culture and representations mattered greatly to working-class Mexican Americans – 
these were not esoteric issues” (12). Baker describes the collaboration on the film as 
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revealing “people laying claim to the ways the world would see them” (12). Salt then 
provided the opportunity to exercise a control of self-representation, albeit a self-
representation arbitrated through sympathetic members of Hollywood. Nevertheless, this 
ability to control and distribute a message about themselves and their experience 
significantly empowered the community who had a wide ranging veto over the film’s 
contents. As Juan Chacon, the union leader cast in the role of Ramon, wrote after the 
film’s completion, “Salt of the Earth was not intended to be a documentary record of that 
particular strike. But I will say this – it is a true account of our people’s lives and 
struggles” (181). The truth of the film for members of Local 890 revolved around its 
ability to effectively communicate their experiences of oppression and their story of a 
pending success over that oppression. 
The filmmakers understood that they would be face opposition in the making of 
Salt but they underestimated the scope of that opposition under the rubric of anti-
communism. Indeed, the scope of this oppression can overwhelm the film itself in favor 
of the compelling story of its production. Despite this danger an overview of the film’s 
production and suppression will prove beneficial in discussing the film itself. Early in the 
production the local community in Bayard was not hostile to the film and the presence of 
members of Hollywood represented a boon to business in the area. As Rosenfelt notes, 
the film “brought substantial economic advantages with them, depositing an initial sum 
of fifty thousand dollars in a Silver City bank . . . and purchasing supplies from local 
stores” (128-129). Instead the film’s difficulties originated from the larger social and 
political Cold War atmosphere prevalent at the time. The film met initially resistance 
from Hollywood craftsmen represented by the International Alliance of Theatrical and 
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Stage Employees Union (IATSE) reacting against the filmmakers’ blacklisted status. Roy 
Brewer, the head of IATSE and a powerful figure in Hollywood, blocked these efforts 
and further vowed to “do everything in his considerable power to keep the film from 
being made” (Rosenfelt128). In order to keep the film alive, Biberman arranged to shoot 
on location in Grant County and to partner closely with Mine-Mill and provide workers 
on the film with temporary Mine-Mill union cards to circumvent the IATSE boycott 
(Lorence 67, 75).33 As Sefcovic points out “technicians joined the Salt crew 
surreptitiously, sometimes staying only a few days, contributing to visual and sound 
discontinuities” (343) Furthermore, the production had difficulty finding high-quality 
filming equipment which results in the film suffering “from both photographic and sound 
recording deficiencies” (343).  
The film’s problems compounded as filming began and hostile press reports 
began to connecting the film to communism. Lorence notes how one columnist, Victor 
Riesel, “emphasized the geographic proximity of this Communist enterprise (led by 
‘commissar’ Clinton Jencks and ‘Tovarisch’ Paul Jarrico) to the Los Alamos proving 
ground” (78). Eventually Congressman Donald Jackson denounced the film on the floor 
of congress. Jackson described Salt as a film “designed to inflame racial hatreds and to 
smear the image of the United States abroad” (Lipsitz 175). Jackson subsequently called 
for the suppression of the film and received support from film industry unions related to 
its production. The scope of this suppression is particularly overwhelming. As Lipsitz 
                                                 
33
 Lorence points this issue out as one example of the lack of Communist influence of the Communist Party 
on the film. When faced with obtaining IATSE cooperation on the film the filmmakers were unable to gain 
support among either the Communist Party or rank and file communists in the IATSE. According to 
Lorence, “when IPC leaders appealed to the Communist Party to intervene with communists in the union, 
party ‘higher-ups’ refused to help” because according to Jarrico “the IATSE ties superseded Salt in 
importance” (68).  
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notes the boycott extended from “studios who announced that they would boycott any 
film laboratories, film suppliers, musicians, recording technicians, editors, suppliers of 
sound systems, or actors that participated in the film” (175). The film was also attacked 
by “Sinclair Weeks, Secretary of Commerce, who pledged all possible action to prevent 
the film from being exhibited abroad” (175). Howard Hughes outlined the means for 
suppressing the film in response in a March 18, 1953 letter to Jackson. Hughes’ letter 
notes that “Biberman, Jarrico, and their associates cannot succeed in their scheme alone” 
and goes on to outline the technical facilities and professionals that IPC would need help 
from prior to completing the film (Wilson 184). As Lorence notes, “the carefully crafted 
Hughes letter was a blueprint for suppression” (83). According to Sefcovic “Hughes’ 
vision for suppressing the film, made it almost impossible to get the film developed and 
edited” (343). At one point the filmmakers even had to utilize “a makeshift developing 
room . . .  set up in an unventilated ladies’ room of a vacant theater, donated by its 
owner” (343). The boycott would extend to the film’s distribution when numerous theater 
owners would refuse to show Salt for fear of being subjected to boycotts led by the 
American Legion, which saw itself as combating communism (Sefcovic 343). The 
IATSE projectionists would refuse to run the film. Additionally, Hughes’ letter would 
later serve as a linchpin to the lawsuit Biberman and IPC would bring against the 
Hollywood studio system for conspiracy to boycott the production of the film. Eventually 
the lawsuit would fail in 1964 when the film’s backers could not prove that there had 
been a conspiracy or provide “evidence of action or collusion” on the part of Hollywood 
studios with Jackson’s calls for a boycott (Lorence 175). 
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The problems faced by the filmmakers were not limited to the rhetorical and the 
legal. During the filming the crew and members of Local 890 faced open violence and 
abuse from the community and law enforcement. The actress who played Esperanza, 
Rosaura Revueltas, was arrested on what Lorence describes as “questionable charges of 
failure to have her passport stamped on entry” which Lorence notes is “a government 
error” (83). Revueltas was arrested and taken to El Paso immediately and interrogated the 
entire way in the car. As Revueltas put it “they kept interrogating me. Was I a 
Communist? Weren’t the people I was working with Communists? Wasn’t this a 
Communist picture? For the first time I began to feel frightened. Not for myself, but for 
the picture. Some powerful man or men were out to kill our picture” (175). Revueltas was 
kept under guard at a hotel for ten days and eventually deported to Mexico (176). At the 
time there was still two weeks of filming left to complete on Salt, which led to the use of 
a double and to some filming of Revueltas in Mexico as well as recording Esperanza’s 
voiceover (Rosenfelt 133). Revueltas’ deportation was only one relatively mild threat 
faced by the filmmakers in New Mexico. Other threats were much more violent such as 
those perpetrated by local vigilantes whom Lorence explains as coalescing “under the 
leadership of the self-styled ‘Central Protective Committee’” (84). These “protective” 
members of the community perpetrated “several acts of violence and incendiarism 
against union property, union people, and filmmakers” (84). At one point Jencks and a 
fellow union officer, Floyd Bostick, were assaulted and Bostick’s home and the union 
hall were later burnt down. Sefcovic notes that “miners with shotguns protected the 
equipment and sets at night from drive-by marksmen and arsonists” (343). In his book 
describing the making of the film Bieberman paid tribute to these guards by recalling a 
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night he spent with them on guard duty. Of his guard duty Bieberman writes, “In that 
quiet I found physical fear. I found it in the grim, sober reality of men with families who 
without fuss were prepared to lay down their lives that night to keep the sets up for 
shooting the next day” (97). Eventually the State Police were brought in to protect the 
film crew (Sefcovic 343). As Tom Miller notes as filming neared completion “conditions 
deteriorated with helicopters overhead, stray gun shots whizzing by, stinkbombs, tapped 
telephones, and opened and resealed mail” (34).  
While the suppression threatened the filmmakers politically and physically, it also 
served to bring the Hollywood workers closer to the mining community and raise their 
mutual awareness of the importance of communicating their message. As Lorence puts it, 
“the result was the development of mutual respect and understanding among people of 
very different backgrounds, who joined to create a work of art that all believed would 
advance the cause of working people everywhere” (84). This sense of unity surrounding 
the film’s production served to strengthen the resolve of the filmmakers in expressing the 
themes of resistance against oppression that the Empire Zinc strike and the Hollywood 
Blacklist originally produced.  
 
 Communication and the Critical Legacy of Salt 
 Rather than dampening Salt’s long lasting impression on film scholars, the attacks 
it faced have served to bring a stronger critical focus on the film’s oppositional nature. As 
Lorence notes, while most scholars “find fault with its one-dimensional structure, 
romanticism, and lack of subtlety, few have failed to recognize the film’s boldness in 
addressing the problems typically overlooked in the barren film fare of its era” (195). The 
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majority of the scholarship on Salt has focused on the film’s focus on gender stereotypes 
and inequality. For Rosenfelt the film’s portrayal of a feminine heroine represents a 
crucial development in the depiction of women in film. The film’s triumph is in the rarity 
of its portrayal of “women’s daily lives and its vision of growing power through growing 
sisterhood” (94). Lillian S. Robinson also notes the feminist portrayal of the strike but 
emphasizes that the film’s triumphant conclusion is undermined by its ideological 
shortcomings. Robinson traces the film’s portrayal of Esperanza to Marxist positions on 
“the woman question.” As such, Robinson asserts that Wilson did not create “a fiction to 
embody his Marxist ideology” as he adapted “an actual historical situation that fit the 
theory so neatly” (176). To Robinson, the film is limited by our ability to see “Esperanza 
or Ramon as individuals, rather than as representatives of a collective body” (182). Since 
Salt is the story of a community, the film falls short by having too many areas of focus. 
Robinson asserts the film’s focus on collectivity causes the film to concentrate “on 
certain issues, those that have the most evident collective dimension, while it all but 
ignores others, specifically those that appear most private” (182). One element of that 
lack of focus occurs in Esperanza’s brief declaration of equality in the bedroom which 
Robinson stresses are not elaborated on in the film. For Robinson “none of the other 
issues high on the current American feminist agenda – an agenda that began, after all, 
with the declaration that the personal is political – has any place at all in the film” (182-
183). These shortcomings severely undermine the ability to view the film as either radical 
or feminist in Robinson’s view. 
These two approaches to Salt establish how much of the critical focus surrounding 
the film often fails to take in the entirety of its counter historical scope. This does not 
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mean that these criticisms are incorrect, but rather that they can be and should be 
expanded upon through a further focus on the other social inequalities that Salt 
challenges. To say that Salt is a feminist film is entirely accurate, but its feminism is 
inextricably linked to its portrayal of racism and class. What is surprising about Salt is 
not the fact that it embraces an assortment of themes, but instead that it does not prioritize 
or compromise any of them. Rather than prioritize worker issues in the mine over the 
worker in the home, Salt’s creators refused to make such a list. While Ramon holds the 
opinion that the safety of the men in the mine outweighs the desires of the women for 
better sanitation early in the narrative, it’s obvious that the film does not hold this same 
hierarchy. In its representation of the Mine-Mill strike, the filmmakers refused to 
delineate the boundaries between the liberal causes they were promoting. The 
relationship between Esperanza and Ramon serves as the territory where the interaction 
and relationship between these causes could be explored. It is impossible to say that 
sexist and racist discrimination are inherently isolated from each other or to a particular 
location, be it the workplace or home. It is equally impossible to say that discrimination 
or one variety is somehow “superior” or more important to discrimination of another sort. 
The nature of Salt’s creation and its political and artistic goals require that we look at its 
social representations and understand them in totality rather than individually. Salt then 
serves as a claim to power from multiple oppressed perspectives. While each issue is vital 
in its own right, Salt commits to examining discrimination through a wide lens presenting 
the big picture: each instance in the film is unique but nevertheless connected through the 
politics of power.  
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It is critical to note the thematic importance of communication in the film’s 
presntation of these social problems. From the opening scenes we are presented with a 
disruption of communication and a significant amount of separation. The film opens with 
a montage of work separated by gender: Esperanza labors at household tasks while 
Ramon works in the mines. This contrast is overlaid with Esperanza’s communicative act 
of actually narrating the film. Thus communication is cut off in the film’s narrative, but 
the film continues to operate metatextually as a means of bridging those breaks. 
Additionally, the poor working conditions that lead to the strike in the mine are based on 
issues of communication. The men are forced to work alone which means that the 
workers cannot warn each other about blasting and other dangers in the mine. This is at 
once symbolic of the attempt by management to defeat unionism, and an important 
contrast to the importance of communication to that unionism. The limits of simple unity 
are pointed to when Esperanza and Ramon fight over the union near the beginning of the 
film. Ramon argues for the importance of the union and of a strike only to have 
Esperanza separate herself from the ideals of the union. As the pregnant Esperanza tells 
Ramon, “All right. Have your strike. I’ll have my baby” (10). However, the subtext to 
this scene resides in Ramon’s forgetting that it is Esperanza’s birthday. Esperanza refuses 
to remind Ramon of this and symbolically puts away the birthday cake she has made for 
herself during the course of their conversation. Unity in the film, be it through unionism 
or marriage, is only as strong as the communication that is allowed to prosper among the 
group.  
The film’s most powerful scene of communication comes in the form of the union 
meeting that establishes the women’s picket line (Figure 3.2.). This scene serves as a 
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pivotal moment since it is Esperanza’s first truly open rejection of Ramon’s sexism. The 
scene is punctuated by two speeches: First, Ramon gives an impassioned speech about 
the humiliation that a women’s picket will cause the men. Shortly thereafter Esperanza 
makes her first significant rejection of Ramon’s rule as she stands to deliver a speech 
asking for the right of the women to vote on the picket since they will be the ones doing 
the picketing. The framing of this scene emphasizes Esperanza’s still weak position 
through the angle of the shot (Figure 3.3.). The camera is placed slightly above her and 
while she stands while her peers remain seated, the angle of the shot calls attention to her 
meager role in relation to the rest of the community. Esperanza’s position is also 
accentuated by the film’s quick cut to a close up of an angry Ramon. Esperanza’s 
faltering speech contrasts to the power of her voice in the narration and to the withering 
stare that Ramon gives her as she speaks. Her speech has the effect of opening the vote to 
everyone in the meeting and thus allowing the women not only to speak, but to be heard 
as well. The final vote is 103 to 85, which suggests that without the right of the women to 
vote the motion and the women’s picket would never have begun and the strike would 
have been lost. 
 
Figure 3.2. The depiction of a union meeting with men women and children present in Salt of the Earth. 
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Figure 3.3. Esperanza’s speech during the union meeting. 
 
This scene also shows communication to be a messy and time consuming process. 
The debate over the women’s picket stands out in regard to the amount of Spanish the 
filmmakers use. Salt utilizes a significant amount of Spanish, a feature that deserves 
praise for its attempts at realistic portrayals of the Bayard Chicano community. While the 
use of Spanish it also stands out in this scene as a significant break in the film’s pacing. 
The scene is marked by a number of statements that remain untranslated while 
Esperanza’s narration intervenes at points to provide a translated summary of statements 
made by women at the meeting. Most importantly, though, the scene’s long speeches – 
whether in English, Spanish, translated or untranslated – establish the right of all of the 
community to speak and be heard. This theme, of course, hinges on Esperanza’s 
quavering speech, which represents the significant break in her previous behavior. 
Nevertheless, the film’s commitment to open communication delays this crucial plot 
point in favor of displaying this theme. The role of the women in the meeting cements the 
communicative values that the scene espouses. While the men of the union may “allow” 
the women to vote there should be no confusion that the women could be silenced. Their 
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significant outcry at what they perceive as a rejection of their votes makes this 
abundantly clear. The scene, like the film, is art rather than documentary. The filmmakers 
have framed the scene to emphasize Esperanza’s speech and the importance of the 
women to the strike. Yet in its adherence to the debate the film nevertheless provides an 
appeal for the importance of communication, debate and democracy. 
 
Planting Seeds for the Future: Personal Growth and Children in Salt 
Bringing a stronger focus on the entirety of Salt’s counter historical scope also 
takes into account its most fundamental stylistic concerns. Much of the basis for the large 
focus of Salt can be found in the film’s commitment to the style of socialist or 
progressive realism. As Annette Kuhn describes, this style of film strives for what Stalin 
described in the 1930s as “a true and historically concrete depiction of reality and its 
revolutionary development” (136). Kuhn identifies two critical features to this style in its 
adherence to realism and its insistence “that representations either deal directly with 
history or inscribe historical specificity in some other way” (136). The realism presented 
by a film like Salt expresses a “typification” of characters. As Kuhn puts it: 
Characters may be drawn as rounded individuals with their own traits of 
personality, but at the same time they also function as embodiments of social and 
historical characteristics. The representation of reality in its historical 
concreteness thus takes place through fictional characters who partly operate as 
types expressive of social groups or classes and historical configurations. This is 
the fundamental difference between socialist realism and the realism of 
Hollywood cinema. (137) 
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Esperanza and Ramon, while having distinct characteristics, must also stand in for the 
social and political type of the Mexican-American mining family.34 The growth that I 
argue both characters undergo represents a development that brings them toward a greater 
political consciousness, which in turn is meant to convey that same political 
consciousness to the audience.  
This growth is conveyed through the film’s projection of counter historical 
narratives that emphasize the interconnectivity and continuation of the problems facing 
this typified community. In Salt, the continuation of history is marked by Esperanza’s 
closing narration that identifies the inheritance of pride that her children will gain through 
the community’s efforts in the strike. Yet as history marches on the problems that it 
carries with it are not resolved so much as delayed. The film’s conclusion shows the mine 
owners being satisfied only “for the present” (Wilson 90). The declaration of the mine 
owners emphasizes the threat of more strife in the future. The film’s resolution is then 
less about resolving Esperanza and Ramon’s problems as it is in identifying and 
disseminating successful responses to continuing threats. Critically, though, the film’s 
entrance to these issues is through Esperanza. As Kuhn notes, since “Esperanza’s voice-
over opens and closes the film and punctuates it at various points between, the story is 
told from the woman’s narrative point-of-view: woman is thus central at the levels of 
enounced and enunciation” (140). Notably, the narration establishes that the story is one 
told n retrospect. The film’s opening scene suggests that Esperanza is in control of 
communicating her story through her narration. Further, Esperanza’s growth “makes 
explicit the relationship between the particular struggle which is the immediate topic of 
                                                 
34
 This is not to suggest that Kuhn sees a one to one relation between reality and its representation in film. 
Instead, I turn to Kuhn here to emphasize the artistic ideology underlying the film’s representations of 
workers. 
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the film’s narrative and the broader historical process” (140). Seeing Esperanza as the 
film’s typified focus allows us to immediately see the numerous social problems facing 
the community and provides viewers with a clear avenue for the communication of those 
problems. As such, the film can typify the broad historical processes that have placed 
Esperanza in a subservient position at the start of the film. Esperanza suffers from 
discrimination based on her sex, her race, and her class. The result of this critical motion 
then emphasizes reading these discriminatory practices as inexorably connected and 
constantly feeding off of each other. 
 This theme of connectivity becomes apparent through Ramon, the character with 
arguably the most to learn during the course of the film. While Esperanza’s growing 
awareness of her individual rights as both a woman and a worker serves as the central 
narrative arc for the film, it is Ramon’s eventual acknowledgment of his wife’s inevitable 
freedom that allows the film to have its happy conclusion. For all his strength as a worker 
and a union member driving the strike, Ramon exhibits the prejudices that the film works 
so diligently against. These are laid bare during a poker game in which the union leaders 
begin to discuss Ramon’s shortcomings. Sal, a fellow Mexican-American miner, 
confronts Ramon about his “attitude towards Anglos” because he lumps “them all 
together – Anglo workers and Anglo bosses” (Wilson 42). Ramon points to his 
relationship with Frank Barnes, the white organizer from the union’s international, as a 
means to deflect this implicit racism. Yet Ramon goes on to critique Frank’s lack of 
knowledge of Chicano culture, pointing out that Barnes does not recognize the portrait of 
Juárez in Ramon’s home. After Barnes admits his lack of knowledge, Ramon does not 
make a similar acknowledgement of shortcoming. As one of the poker players remarks 
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“Try to give Ramon a friendly criticism and he throws it right back in your face” (43). Sal 
then brings the discussion away from race and to the issue of sexism, which is again 
focused on Ramon. As Sal puts it to Frank, “If it makes you feel any better, he’s got even 
less use for women” (43). Through the purposefully sexist humor with which Sal delivers 
the line, the film makes clear that Ramon, whatever his strengths, is critically flawed in 
his inability to acknowledge his own prejudices.  
While this scene begins with a discussion of Ramon’s racist shortcomings it 
quickly broadens the scope of its critique of discrimination by contrasting it with the 
sexual discrimination the male union leaders display towards their wives. These forms of 
discrimination are juxtaposed through a series of cuts from the poker game that controls 
the parlor to the women who have been forced to bide their time in the kitchen. When 
Consuelo asks what the men are talking about Ruth responds “each other’s weaknesses” 
while a third, Luz, quips, “I didn’t know they had any” (43).  As the women move out of 
the kitchen the critiques they level at their husbands’ sexism serve to assert their rights 
both in the house and in the strike. As the women enter the parlor, the men’s conversation 
explicitly turns towards sexism and the role of the women in the strike. Barnes declares, 
“We can’t think of them just as housewives – but as allies. And we’ve got to treat them as 
such” (43). The film immediately undercuts this assertion both through the fact that the 
women have just been shown as banished from the parlor and through Ruth Barnes’s 
reaction to her husband. As Ruth puts it, “Look who’s talking! The Great White Father 
and World’s Champion of Women’s Rights” (43). Ruth goes on to add, “Me, I’m a camp 
follower – following this organizer from one mining camp to another – Montana, 
Colorado, Idaho. But did he ever think to organize the women? No. Wives don’t count in 
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the Anglo locals either” (44). Ruth’s speech points out the distinct contrast in the film 
between statements – such as declaring that the men should see the women as allies – and 
actions – such as the banishment of the women from the main conversation about the 
strike. Ruth’s comments are particularly scathing for her husband, but despite the pointed 
words, the film undercuts the critique through Ruth’s actions in the scene. As she gives 
her speech, Ruth serves coffee to the men. Her self proclaimed status as a camp follower, 
or the characterization of the women as merely housewives rather than allies therefore 
remains intact through her still clearly subordinate position to the men at the poker table. 
 Ramon’s reaction following the criticisms of both the men and women is to seek 
out Esperanza, who is breastfeeding their youngest child in the back room. Ramon chafes 
under the implication that he is “no good” to Esperanza, yet the sequence of the following 
scene stresses his blindness to his own shortcomings (44). Upon seeing his son Ramon 
declares his son to be a fighter and tells him “drink, drink, Juanito. You’ll never have it 
so good” (44). Ramon’s comment places the focus on his youngest son and his 
inheritance of the masculine code of conflict. Esperanza’s role, the nurturing connection 
between mother and son, is elided in Ramon’s privileging of masculinity. Esperanza 
becomes a vessel for “the good life” through the act of breastfeeding. Yet the scene turns 
towards a more intimate concern as Ramon defends himself from the accusation of 
sexism. Ramon begins by declaring the love for Esperanza he felt during a recent 
separation while he was in jail due to his efforts on the picket lines: “I’d lie on my cot in 
the cell and I couldn’t sleep with the bugs and the stink and the heat. And I’d say to 
myself, think of something nice. Something beautiful. And then I’d think of you. And my 
heart would pound against the cot for love of you” (45). Ramon’s declaration of love 
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reflects the film’s emphasis on a loving relationship between Esperanza and Ramon.35 
The intimacy of the scene is emphasized through a series of alternating close ups of the 
two characters as they speak. Nevertheless, that loving relationship has its problems. 
Ramon thinks of “something” not someone or more simply his wife. Aside from the 
obviously sexualizing description of Ramon’s love, Esperanza is merely “nice” and 
“beautiful,” both features that are diminutive in comparison to her growth as an 
individual.  
 Ramon’s personal failings lead him to be the figure that the narrative uses to 
convey the larger lessons about Esperanza’s burgeoning freedom. If Esperanza serves as 
the film’s typification of the struggle and defeat of discrimination, Ramon’s growth 
serves as a typification of the growth the filmmakers were seeking in their audience. This 
role for Ramon becomes apparent through his exposure and subsequent adoption of the 
theme of a “larger picture” in the film. His first contact with this theme occurs when his 
self-perception of his masculinity is undermined after Esperanza’s arrest. While Ramon 
goes to the jail to take his children home, Esperanza and Ramon silently confront each 
other as the other imprisoned women and the police force look on. For Esperanza this is a 
triumphant moment as she begins to take part in the powerful collective action of yelling 
for basic supplies that the women have been using to protest their imprisonment. For 
Ramon the moment “unmans” him in front of the hyper-sexualized sheriff and deputies, 
who have been highlighted throughout the film by hip level close-ups of their weapons 
and the sexual insults they level at the women picketers. Prior to this scene though 
Ramon is confronted with the concept of a larger scope of the strike’s consequences as he 
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 It’s worth noting that the original script had Ramon in an affair with another woman from the camp. This 
aspect of the script was removed through the protests of members of Mine-Mill 890 who were afraid that 
such a depiction would reinforce stereotypes of Mexican-Americans. 
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overhears the district Attorney, the Sheriff and Hartwell, the representative of the mine 
owners, discuss their efforts at strikebreaking (Figure 3.4.). As Ramon listens Hartwell 
refuses to negotiate with the strikers and declares, “The company has other mines. 
You’ve got to see the larger picture. Once these people get out of hand…” (71). Ramon 
can no longer hear any more as Hartwell closes the door without seeing Ramon in the 
hall. Yet as Ramon lingers near the door considering Hartwell’s words, the “people” 
clearly “out of control” in the scene are the women who continue chanting for improved 
conditions in the background. The film then presents readers with a correlation between 
the women’s protest and the strike itself. For Hartwell, the larger picture is the overall 
suppression of the workers. For Ramon, the larger picture immediately becomes a 
personal question of masculinity through his bruised ego. For viewers, the juxtaposition 
between the Hartwell’s conversation, Ramon, and the chanting women make the larger 
picture the amalgamation of discriminatory practices at play in the film. 
 
Figure 3.4. Ramon eavesdropping on mine company officials and law enforcement as they plan their 
strikebreaking strategies in Salt of the Earth. 
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Esperanza’s growth and power culminate in the film’s late scene where she 
confronts Ramon over his desire to go hunting rather than working at the strike. This 
scene also completes the dismantling of Ramon’s stereotype of masculinity. In this scene 
Ramon adopts Hartwell’s line, and indeed position of unyielding oppressor, through the 
larger picture. Giving into defeatism, Ramon tells Esperanza “You don’t see the larger 
picture. They’ve got millions. Millions. They can out last us, and they know it” (81). 
Esperanza counters that the union is not weakening but that it is stronger than ever. 
Ramon’s disbelief in this statement results from the zero-sum approach his sexism leads 
him into with regards to his power relations with Esperanza. As Esperanza puts it to 
Ramon “Do you still think you can have dignity only if I have none?” (81). In one of the 
film’s most cited scenes, Esperanza entirely refutes Ramon’s sexism: 
Esperanza: Yes. I talk of dignity. The Anglo bosses look down on you, and you 
hate them for it. “Stay in your place, you dirty Mexican – that’s what they tell 
you. But why must you say to me, “Stay in your place”? Do you feel better having 
someone lower than you? 
Ramon: Shut up, you’re talking crazy. 
Esperanza: Whose neck shall I stand on, to make me feel superior? And what 
will I get out of it? I don’t want anything lower than I am. I’m low enough 
already. I want to rise. And push everything up with me as I go… 
Ramon (fiercely): Will you be still? 
Esperanza (shouting): And if you can’t understand this you’re a fool – because 
you can’t win this strike without me! You can’t win anything without me! (82) 
 
Ramon’s response is to raise his hand to hit Esperanza (Figure 3.5.). The power of this 
moment is underlined through a number of elements to the shot. First, both Esperanza 
and Ramon’s hand are highlighted by the scene’s lighting. The framing of the shot puts 
Ramon’s hand in the foreground, which in turn makes it as large as Esperanza’s head. 
This accentuates the Ramon’s threat. Yet the angle of the shot brings out Esperanza’s 
gaze. Despite being lower than Ramon in the shot, she will not be overpowered. Ramon’s 
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power is undermined in the emotional climax of the couple’s story when Esperanza 
unflinchingly tells Ramon “That would be the old way. Never try it on me again – never” 
(82). Ramon, insofar as the way his masculinity has defined him, is defeated by 
Esperanza’s speech, but more critically it leads to a realization, both on his part and on 
the part of the viewer regarding the big picture of the film. For Ramon up to this point, 
what represents the larger picture is the same as that of the mine manager: merely the 
culmination, for better or worse, of the strike. For Esperanza the larger picture is her 
awareness and subsequent escape from the bottom of a particularly cruel social 
stratification, which can be extrapolated out to encompass all of society. Esperanza, and 
the audience through her, is capable of seeing the connections between the racism of 
Anglo bosses and Ramon’s sexism. For the film, however, the larger picture becomes the 
communication of this connectivity, a feature that remains implicit until this final explicit 
confrontation.  
 
Figure 3.5. The final confrontation between Ramon and Esperanza in Salt of the Earth. 
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The move in Salt towards conveying this theme of communication onto the 
audience revolves around its projection of historical lessons into future reforms. For Jean 
Pfaelzer this takes the form of a utopic ideal the film presents in the organization of 
women into a political force. As she puts it: “The film portrays how the presence of 
utopian desire collectivizes female heroic activity, how it reconciles the tensions between 
public and domestic demands and the tensions between drives toward racial equality and 
women’s equality, how it politicizes the role of happiness and sexual desire and how it 
represents social change” (120). Pfaelzer goes on to add that “history in Salt suggests the 
possibility of understanding the significance of how we live class, how we narrate it, and 
how we might change it” (121). The film communicates these themes through its 
representation of history. The fact that Esperanza’s story has no beginning, as she tells us 
in her opening narration, integrates the events of the film within the vast milieu of 
history. One approach to this comes in the focus on the region’s history in Esperanza’s 
opening narration. Esperanza tells viewers that her home was once called San Marcos but 
this name was overridden when “The Anglos changed the name to Zinc Town” (Wilson 
2). Yet Esperanza and the people she and Ramon are meant to typify make a larger claim 
on the land when Esperanza says “our roots go deep in this place, deeper than the pines, 
deeper than the mine shaft” (2). Juxtaposed with this narration is the image of a church 
graveyard with a jumbled set of grave markers. These opening scenes establish the 
diagesis of the film’s setting by exploring the community’s key elements while 
highlighting the disenfranchisement of the film’s protagonists. Esperanza overrides the 
claims of not only the Anglos on the land, but casts the experience of lived human history 
as the principal context for history in the film. Neither nature – the pines – or industry – 
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the mineshaft – can outweigh the importance of the continual legacy of the people who 
call this place home. Furthermore, as Esperanza describes this history the film cuts to the 
image of the grave markers. Paired with Esperanza’s comment regarding the mine shaft, 
this image provides a reminder of the dangers inherent in mining and the claim by the 
workers to the area and the mine itself are also ingrained through the sacrifice of lives. 
This is further underscored by Esperanza’s later claim that Ramon’s grandfather once 
owned the land where the mine now stands.  
 As Esperanza’s narration moves towards the present moment in the film it 
continues establishing the historical themes for the film. As the shot moves over the 
Quinteros’ small home, Esperanza states, “This is our home. The house is not ours…But 
the flowers are ours” (2). This provides a crucial distinction for the film’s approach to the 
historical claims the laborers have to the area. While they do not own the house, the 
Quinteros nevertheless claim the region as their home. The scope of their history as well 
as the power of Esperanza’s narration provides the foundation for this powerful claim. 
Yet the brief scene also projects a powerful theme of continuation for this ownership. As 
Esperanza declares “the flowers are ours” the shot cuts to their small garden and to 
Esperanza and Ramon’s daughter, Estella, looking at the flowers (Figure 3.6.). The film 
then presents a focus on the act of cultivation and links that cultivation to the children of 
the community. Land ownership, be it in the form of the mine or the houses, may be 
overshadowed by the Anglo dominated mining industry, but the cultivation for the future 
remains distinctly in the hands of those residing in the area. This juxtaposition of child 
and flower suggest that the events of the past are to be read not in regards to the 
establishment of a status quo in the present, but as a projection onto the future. 
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Figure 3.6. Estella, the middle Quintero child, looking at the family’s flowers. 
This projection into the future is most vividly established through the many 
references in the film to improving the lives of the Quintero children. Ramon mentions 
this when he describes the importance of the union for the health of their children. Ramon 
asks Esperanza “have you forgotten what it was like…before the union came? (Points 
toward parlor.) When Estella was a baby, and we couldn’t even afford a doctor when she 
got sick? It was for our families! We met in graveyards to build that union!” (10). 
Esperanza makes a similar claim when she counters Ramon’s comments on her 
breastfeeding Juanito. Esperanza refuses Ramon’s suggestion that Juanito will never have 
it so good by stating “He’ll have it good. Some day” (44). However, the strongest 
articulation of this theme comes at the end of the film in Esperanza’s final narration. As 
we come to realize that the workers have won their strike, Esperanza declares “Then I 
knew we had won something they could never take away – something I could leave to 
our children – and they, the salt of the earth, would inherit it” (90). This claim 
concentrates not only future reforms and hope on the Quintero children, but it also makes 
the children the namesakes of the film itself. It should be noted that Salt refrains from 
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projecting an entirely utopic ideal onto the future. As Hartwell suggests the mine owners 
are settling “for the present” (90). The film’s conclusion suggests that the Quintero 
children will inherit not only the victory of the strike, but all of the struggles that the film 
portrays. What Esperanza and Ramon’s successful navigation of these challenges in the 
“present” suggests is the hope that their children, and indeed society in general, will be 
able to navigate those same obstacles in part through the example Salt has provided. 
 A prominent example of the promise of children in Salt can be seen in the 
Quintero’s oldest child, Luís. While his role in the film is relatively small, Luís is 
nevertheless present at many of the films most pivotal moments. His role as a fighter is 
clear from the start of the film when Esperanza scolds him for fighting with the Anglo 
children near the mine. He refuses to leave the picket and often hides nearby the line 
when he is supposed to be at school. Luís is also an active part of the strike since he is the 
one who spots the scabs that Ramon is sent to jail for confronting. He also wants to help 
the strike by being part of “the Junior Shop Stewards” where as he puts it, “there’s lots of 
ways we can help” (75). More importantly, Luís serves as a bridge between Ramon and 
Esperanza when their ability to communicate breaks down. At the opening of the film 
Ramon only remembers that it is Esperanza’s birthday when Luís follows him to the 
tavern and reminds him. Luís is also the first to openly defy the sheriff and his deputies 
when the attempt to evict the Quinteros from their home. In each of these instances, Luís 
foregrounds an attempt by a member of the younger generation to take up the struggle of 
his parents. 
 The most powerful visual reference to this can be seen in a juxtaposition of two 
scenes with Esperanza. The first is focused on her unborn child, Juanito. While in the 
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midst of despair, Esperanza thinks to wishes “that my child would never be born. No. Not 
into this world” (4). After this confession, Esperanza goes to pray to the Virgin for 
forgiveness (Figure 3.7.). Later in the film during her final confrontation with Ramon, 
Esperanza is once again framed with the same image, but with a much different attitude 
(Figure 3.8.). In the first scene, the emphasis is on the Esperanza’s despair and the fate of 
her child. The later scene echoes this earlier despair and Esperanza’s fear for the future. 
Esperanza voices her fears about a new assault on the strike, though she cannot guess at 
what it might be. As she says, “I can feel it coming. It’s like…like a lull before the 
storm” (81). Yet the coming storm is much different from the one that Esperanza suffers 
from at the start of the film. Esperanza is no longer the one despairing. The lighting of the 
film emphasizes this between the two shots. In the first one Esperanza is cast in shadow 
while the portrait is highlighted. The second shot reverses this lighting. Esperanza is also 
looking out, away from the wall and the ground. She is prepared for the coming storm, 
even though she does not know what it might entail. This juxtaposition stresses the 
change in Esperanza and her newfound ability to influence her life. At this point, 
Esperanza’s narrative voice that has guided viewers throughout the film’s story becomes 
matched with the Esperanza on the screen. 
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Figure 3.7. Esperanza gives in to despair early in the film. 
 
Figure 3.8. The scene revisited later in the film with a much stronger Esperanza. 
What comes after the close of the film is uncertain for viewers. Esperanza’s 
growth suggests the way to deal with this uncertainty is to learn and grow from past 
experiences. In many ways this simple lesson makes Salt appear to be far from a radical 
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film. Indeed, when showing the film to my students their most common reaction is 
confusion over how such an incredibly thorough effort at suppression could have been 
made over such a benign film. Yet in the social and political climate that surrounds the 
filming of Salt, its very existence constitutes its radicalism. Salt, for all its shortcomings, 
acts as an alternative narrative to the common conception of the United States in the 
1950s media. For contemporary audiences today, the historical narrative Salt provides is 
unsurprising and generally accepted. It certainly helps to have 1960s counter-culture as 
an interpretive lens in this regard, but more importantly Salt’s very existence allows it to 
serve as a record of counterhistory. The very act of recording and communicating 
alternative narratives – be they the history of the women’s picket of Mine-Mill 890 or the 
social visions of blacklisted members of Hollywood – becomes the determining feature of 
the film and its most valuable asset to those of us examining its legacy. Yet if, like my 
students, we accept some of the precepts of Salt’s ideology as givens, we run the risk of 
missing both the point of the film and its inherent strength. As we watch we agree with 
the precepts the filmmakers present us with: women should be equal to men, racism and 
sexism are inherently destructive, workers of all genders deserve respect and safe 
working conditions. In our haste to agree, though, we can fall prey to the misconception 
that these beliefs are in fact givens or that we have progressed so far from the repressive 
political and social atmosphere of the 1950s. Our contemporary moment provides strong 
examples of these issues that should be critically examined in light of the struggles that 
Salt’s creators faced. Needless to say there foremost continues to exist a significant 
difference in the earning power and equality and respect afforded to women in our 
society. Racism, explicit and otherwise, continues to be a major factor. In this regard we 
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need look no further than the recent controversies over Arizona’s immigration laws for 
proof of this. Finally the Occupy Wall Street protests in 2011 marked some of the most 
significant and sustained protests since the civil rights movement and the anti-Vietnam 
protests of the 1960s. The core issue behind these protests was essentially the right of 
unions to exist. Salt of the Earth has something to tell us about the historical roots and 
connectivity of each of these issues. Whether or not we agree with Salt’s message is less 
critical than that we take the most radical step of all by simply listening. 
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CHAPTER IV 
WATCHING FOR THE BUTTERFLIES: AGENCY AND THE COAL MINE NOVELS 
OF UPTON SINCLAIR AND DENISE GIARDINA 
 On August 30th 1921 over seventy coal miners assembled near Blair in southern 
West Virginia and prepared to go to war. Under the leadership of the Reverend John 
Wilburn, a pastor of the Baptist Church in Blair, West Virginia, the miners were set on 
overthrowing the governments of Logan and Mingo County in retaliation for their corrupt 
and coal company friendly governments. Standing in the way of that goal was Don 
Chafin, sheriff of Logan County, and an army of law enforcement, hired mine guards, 
and local volunteers (Figure 4.1.). These defenders had gathered and fortified the passes 
over Blair Mountain, the gateway to the counties the miners wanted to free from the 
corrupt grip of the coal mine owners and operators. Despite these obstacles, Wilburn 
declared that they would “eat dinner in Logan tomorrow” and instructed the men that 
followed him not to take prisoners (Shogan 192). The next morning Wilburn and his men 
encountered John Gore, Chafin’s chief deputy, John Colfago and Jim Munsie, two non-
union miners defending Blair Mountain. Both groups demanded passwords to determine 
friend from foe: “I come creeping” for the miners and “amen” for the defending forces of 
Logan County (192). Both groups gave the wrong answer. In the subsequent shooting 
Gore and Colfago were immediately killed while Munsie was killed by one of Wilburn’s 
men, Henry Kitchin. As he shot Munsie in the head with a rifle from point blank range 
Kitchen declared “That’s for Sid” (Savage 124; Shogan 192). The man that Kitchin killed 
for was Sid Hatfield, a martyr of the coal miners’ war with the coal operators. 
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Figure 4.1. Sheriff deputies in fortifications on Blair Mountain. Photo courtesy of Wikimedia Commons. 
This skirmish was merely one of many conflicts that arose in the coal mining 
districts in the United States during the early decades of the twentieth century. It was part 
of the largest such conflict: The West Virginia Mine War of 1920-1921. It was also an 
opening act in the larger Battle of Blair Mountain that would rage from August 30th to 
September 3rd in 1921. According to David Corbin, the conflict involved “a ninety-mile 
armed march of 20,000 coal miners” and resulted in “an untold number of deaths, 
indictments of over 550 coal miners for insurrection and treason, and four declarations of 
martial law” (xiii). The warfare at Blair Mountain was not limited to conventional 
firearms. Chafin employed a private air force of three biplanes that he used for 
reconnaissance and to drop homemade bombs on the coal miner forces to varying effect. 
The ridges of Blair Mountain were also fortified with machine gun nests. For their part 
the coal miners used high power rifles, confiscated or stolen machine guns, and the 
experience of the World War I veterans among their ranks to lay siege to the mountain. 
The miners also essentially shut down normal railroad operations in the area by 
commandeering trains to transport their ranks to the front lines. President Harding was 
eventually forced to order General Harry Bandholtz to intervene in the conflict with two 
thousand US Troops.  
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The scope of the battle and the efforts it took to bring it to an end denote the 
seriousness of the conflict, but they do not necessarily explain the origins of the emotions 
that fueled it among the combatants. As Corbin points out, many historical accounts have 
ascribed the violence of the conflict to the predominance of the mountaineer society in 
southern West Virginia. These accounts undercut the motivations of the coal miners for 
seeking change through violence. Corbin argues that the traditional perception of West 
Virginians as “‘feuding,’ ‘gun-totin’,’ and ‘moonshining’” are “erroneous, pejorative 
reasoning” (xiv). Even sympathetic historical examinations of the miners can fall into this 
trap. For example, Lon Savage describes the miners in terms that could easily be 
misconstrued as the pejorative reasoning Corbin denounces. Of the miners, Savage 
writes: 
They were unsophisticated men, thin-skinned, thick-headed, emotional, gullible, 
fierce in loyalty, dangerous in hatred. They were so straightforward that they 
might kill a man rather than dissemble. Although many were churchgoing 
Christians, they included a few exconvicts and still others who would be in prison 
except for good luck. Some were ignorant; most were unlearned; but many, too, 
were bright, alert, and perceptive. (6) 
 
Categorizations of the miners such as those that Savage puts forward are accurate to an 
extent. A group as large as 20,000 people is certain to yield all of the traits that Savage 
describes. Yet their movement to violence did not exist in a vacuum, and their efforts to 
assert their rights were active attempts to influence the direction of their lives. Savage’s 
work in Thunder in the Mountains carefully traces the reasons for the miners’ uprising, 
yet it also fails when it categorizes the miner’s agency. As Savage puts it, the miners “felt 
rather than knew, their history” (6). Under this formulation knowledge of the past 
becomes limited to an irrational understanding of family history and regional politics. 
Even among the least educated of the miners it is unlikely that they did not fully 
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comprehend the full scope of the power of the coal companies. These were factors they 
had individual experience in every day. Furthermore, Savage’s statement creates an 
inaccurate picture of the miners. As Corbin stresses, “about two-thirds of the area’s work 
force during this period came from outside the region, while two to three decades of 
industrialized life and work separated the native miners . . . from their mountain culture” 
(xiv). This suggests that the workers’ army that marched on Blair Mountain was as varied 
as their motivations. 
 Rather than focusing on an essentializing narrative of mountaineering pride to 
contextualize Blair Mountain, we must turn a wider lens on the conflict and trace the 
history of revenge and suppression in the region. To understand even a fraction of the 
underlying resentment of the miners and the reasons for their resorting to violence, it is 
useful to work backwards from Henry Kitchen’s declaration of revenge as he shot Jim 
Munsie in the head. Kitchen’s revenge “for Sid” references the murder of the miner’s 
hero Sid Hatfield (Figure 4.2.), which served as the spark that ignited the march on Blair 
Mountain. On Monday August 1, 1921 Sid Hatfield and his friend Ed Chambers arrived 
in Welch, West Virginia to testify to a Grand Jury that had indicted Hatfield and thirty-
five miners for an attack on nonunion miners a year earlier (Savage 66). As Hatfield, 
Chambers, and their wives climbed the courthouse steps, agents from the Baldwin Felts 
detective agency, including a man named Charlie Lively, waited for them. Lively had 
previously spied on union and union sympathizers for the Baldwin-Felts detective agency 
and was revealed as a spy in an earlier court case when he testified against Hatfield. As 
they mounted the courthouse steps Hatfield raised his hand in greeting to a group of 
fellow defendants of the upcoming court case. At this moment the Baldwin-Felts agents 
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pulled out guns and opened fire on Hatfield and Chambers. Both were struck by multiple 
bullets and instantly killed. After the two had fallen Lively ran to Chambers’s body to 
shoot him one more time. Even as Chamber’s wife, Sallie, begged Lively not to shoot her 
husband anymore, Lively placed his gun to Chamber’s ear and fired at point blank range 
(Shogan 158). The detectives subsequently removed Sallie Chambers and placed firearms 
on the bodies of Hatfield and Chambers (159). 
 
Figure 4.2. Sid Hatfield posing with his gun. Photo courtesy of Wikimedia Commons. 
Hatfield’s murder and the subsequent acquittal of the detectives responsible for 
killing him enraged the coal miners of the region. Hatfield was considered a hero by the 
miners because of his sympathy for them, which he often displayed in his role as the 
chief of police in the coal district town of Matewan. Hatfield’s sympathy for the miners 
eventually led to conflict with the coal companies. On May 19, 1920 Sid Hatfield 
presented thirteen Baldwin-Felts detectives with warrants for their arrest for illegally 
evicting striking workers from homes owned by the coal companies. Led by Albert and 
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Lee Felts, brothers of the head of the detective agency, the group of detectives working in 
Matewan refused to be arrested and instead immediately served Hatfield with a warrant 
for his arrest. Cabell Testerman, the Matewan mayor intervened and upon viewing the 
warrant for Hatfield declared it to be bogus. No one knows exactly what happened after 
this point but as Hatfield put it in his testimony at his subsequent trial for murder: “then 
the shooting started in general” (Hatfield 73). Albert and Lee Felts, five other detectives, 
two miners and Matewan Mayor Testerman were all killed in the subsequent firefight.36 
Hatfield was largely considered to be the one responsible for killing Albert Felts, both by 
miners and by his brother Tom Felts, the head of the detective agency. The subsequent 
murder of Hatfield by Baldwin-Felts detectives was considered to be retribution for 
Hatfield’s actions at what became known as the Matewan Massacre.  
To trace this string of violence shows the intensity of emotion between the 
combatants and a small portion of the infractions each party sought to avenge. This does 
little to explain the roots of the conflict itself. As Savage rightly points out, the history of 
the region’s mining population was filled with instances of violent oppression. The native 
population of the region had lost or signed away their land to the coal companies and, 
along with those laborers not native to the region, their lives were controlled by the coal 
companies: 
They lived on company land in company cabins, shopped in company stores, 
worshipped in company churches, died in company hospitals, were buried in 
company cemeteries. Their lore was bloody: they had been crushed and killed on 
their jobs and fired from them when they tried to organize a union that could 
articulate their needs. They had been evicted from their company homes and 
machine-gunned in their union tents. (6-7) 
 
                                                 
36
 Once again the struggle between miners and the coal company operatives was stunning for its violence. 
One detective A. J. Boohrer was murdered when a miner, Art Williams, shot him from such close range 
that Boohrer’s blood covered the pistol (Shogan 24; Savage 23). 
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The long history of oppression can be directly linked to the tactics and employment of 
detectives and private guards, particularly from the Baldwin-Felts agency, in the mining 
districts. As Shogan notes, the agency had “a nationwide reputation for its dedication to 
union busting” (18). Their tactics were also extreme as evidenced by their actions in 1913 
when Baldwin-Felts agents used machine guns from two armored cars to strafe striking 
miners in Colorado (18). They used machine guns against striking miners during the 
West Virginia Paint Creek-Cabin Creek strike in 1912-1913 (18). They employed 
undercover agents like Charles Lively to spy on the activities of the union and those 
sympathetic to it. Those workers unfortunate enough to be pointed out as union 
sympathizers were blacklisted and barred from employment with other companies. As 
Shogan puts it, “West Virginia’s law enforcement officials marveled at the zeal and 
ruthlessness of the Baldwin-Felts spies, likening the agency’s network to the secret police 
of Czarist Russia” (19). 
Shogan’s apt description captures not only the tone of life in West Virginia but 
also the assertion that life in West Virginia is somehow antithetical to what is common in 
the United States. This characterization is entirely accurate in regard to the suppression of 
the interest of mine workers during the first decades of the twentieth century. Yet this 
distinction has continued to this day, which causes complications when addressing the 
ongoing inequities and poverty in the region. To note that the economic conditions and 
quality of life in the coal regions of Appalachia have historically been lower than much 
of the rest of the nation should not be meant to construe that the people in the region are 
somehow inherently different. This is particularly true in light of the long lasting 
differences in economic standing between the region and the rest of the nation. In his 
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book, Power and Powerlessness: Quiescence and Rebellion in an Appalachian Valley, 
John Gaventa notes the multiple approaches to studying the discrepancies of power and 
the population’s acceptances of those differences in Appalachia. Some studies have 
focused on “a fatalism or backwardness of the culture” and draw conclusions about the 
need for the development of the local culture (40). Others have established the region as a 
“victim of ‘neglect’ or of ‘broken promises’ by the institutions which affect it” (41). A 
third approach has likened Appalachia to a colony “affected by the processes of 
colonization similar to the processes through which a metropolis develops and maintains 
dominance over hinterlands in other parts of the world” (43). Each of these formulations 
has specific ramifications for the representation of agency for the populations affected. 
Moreover, as Gaventa is careful to note, there may be no simple or singular all 
encompassing answer to the agency of individuals in a downtrodden region. 
The issue of agency in representation is, of course, not limited to historical 
investigations. Fictional portrayals of these regions and populations can carry the cultural 
baggage of stereotypes. Critically examining the representation and historicization of 
oppressed populations represents a crucial step in any investigation of any author or 
literary work that seek to deal with social injustices. Yet when dealing with a population 
or group that has suffered as much oppression and mischaracterization as those making 
their living from coal it is possible to lose sight of the agency of those people in favor of 
emphasizing their suffering. This chapter will focus on the representation of oppressed 
populations in the coal mining novels of Upton Sinclair and Denise Giardina. In the 
works of both authors we find deeply engaging narratives regarding the historical 
inequalities and oppression of workers by the powerful interests of coal companies. The 
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historical records both authors create in their works provide contextualization for the 
rebellion of coal miners and their families, but they both struggle with the issue of fairly 
representing the needs and desires of those workers. Sinclair’s work in King Coal (1917) 
particularly falls short in this regard. The characters populating King Coal display the 
hardships of working in the coalfields; however, the limited scope of Sinclair’s critique 
inadvertently places the workers into the position of helpless and uneducated masses in 
need of rescue. As a counter example I turn to Denise Giardina’s work in Storming 
Heaven (1987) and The Unquiet Earth (1992). Giardina’s work broadens the scope of the 
critique of workings conditions to encompass the ongoing economic and political strife 
these conditions have on the entire population in the West Virginia coal fields and on the 
nation as a whole.  
While the two authors are obviously writing in vastly different traditions as well 
as time periods with distinct social and political atmospheres, their different takes on 
similar subject matter highlight key distinctions in the treatment of oppressed populations 
in literature. Moreover, the natures of oppression these two disparate authors examine are 
essentially the same. Colorado and West Virginia may be geographically distant from 
each other, but the oppressive conditions in the coal camps were essentially identical in 
both states. Both authors explore these conditions with an intense focus on realistically 
portraying these conditions. Both look at the seemingly insurmountable problem of 
poverty. Yet their different approaches to narrative representation lead to vastly different 
results in regard to the agency of the very people they seek to benefit through their 
writing. This is to be expected since their methods also point to distinct political and 
ideological goals. Sinclair writes didactically to educate readers about the continuing 
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development of large historic social movements through current events rather than create 
an empowering character driven narrative. Giardina, on the other hand, focuses on 
providing an overarching history of a region to examine the effects and legacy of coal 
mining on both the local residents and nature.  
By juxtaposing Sinclair and Giardina I am not proposing a clear progression of 
political ideology, activism, or even a historical literary connection. Instead my 
comparison illuminates the strengths and weaknesses inherent in two stylistic approaches 
to historical fiction focused on a similar set of injustices. Moreover, this comparison is 
meant to closely examine the ways these authors use realist narrative techniques to 
display their historic investigations. The realist historical methods in Giardina’s work 
represent a combination of Stegner’s revisionist history and the projection of the reform 
minded historicism of Salt of the Earth. Yet Giardina’s development of counterhistorical 
claims is also dependent upon a refutation of the stereotypes that have haunted 
Appalachian history and the coal region for the last century. As such, it is important to 
examine the activism of these novels in light of their representation of individuals. 
Integral to this representation is the narrative perspectives that both authors use and the 
way that these perspectives create insider/outsider distinctions in their respective texts. 
Sinclair writes primarily from the perspective of an outside sympathizer while Giardina 
creates a multiplicity of unique narrative perspectives. These methods have direct 
consequences for the portrayal of worker agency in the novels and, subsequently, on the 
people these characters are meant to represent. Fully appreciating the effort towards 
reform in these novels requires that we examine not only the verisimilitude of their 
descriptions of labor conflicts, but how these authors also seek to empower workers.  
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Advocacy on a Lark: Sinclair’s Hollow History in King Coal 
In the beginning of King Coal the narrator describes Hal Warner, the novel’s 
protagonist, as being full of “youth in his heart, and love and curiosity” as he enters a coal 
mining district of Colorado (Sinclair 5). At the same time we learn that he looks the part of 
a miner in that if a photographer “could have got a snap-shot of him that morning, it might 
have served as a ‘portrait of a coal-miner’ in any ‘prosperity’ publication” (King 5). Yet 
Hal is not what he seems. For one thing he has “a ten dollar bill, for extreme emergencies, 
sewed up in his belt” (5). Readers also quickly learn that he has no idea what he is doing 
when he is stopped and robbed of his ten-dollar safety net by mine company guards who 
distrust him because he goes about getting a job in the wrong way. Hal confesses to the 
mine guards stating: “I’m a college boy and I wanted to see life and shift for myself a 
while. I thought it would be a lark to come here” (11). The narrative slowly reveals Hal’s 
reasoning for working in the mines is to gain a better understanding of the labor that he 
benefits from not only as an American, but as the son of the owner of a coal company. 
Hal’s lark is what he describes as “a summer-course in practical sociology” (158). This 
practical course in sociology in turn describes the intent of the entire novel and represents 
its largest artistic shortcoming. King Coal’s effectiveness as a text oriented towards reform 
is that Hal’s story never quite loses its sense of the being a lark for Hal. 
The sociology course of King Coal is not widely read today, and a brief overview 
of the plot is beneficial before discussing the novel’s approach to depicting labor and class. 
The novel follows Hal as he finds a position in a coal mine and begins to understand the 
plight of the miners by sharing in their labors. Hal befriends a number of people in the coal 
camp, the most important of whom is Mary Burke, the daughter of a coal miner. After 
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learning about the plight of the workers from his friends and a union organizer named 
Olson, Hal begins to agitate for better working conditions. His first effort, getting a fair 
checkweightman for the miners, causes the coal operators to threaten him with the prospect 
of going to prison. Under this threat, Hal finally reveals his identity and his aristocratic 
background. At that moment, a major explosion occurs in one of the mines trapping a 
number of miners. The coal operators quickly seal the mine to smother any fires in the 
mine, but this also sentences the trapped miners to death from asphyxiation. Meanwhile, 
the operators remove Hal from the camp. Hal is released in a nearby city where he fails to 
get any government officials or journalists interested in the story of the trapped miners 
because the coal companies have such an influence over both the government and the press 
in the region. Hal then learns that a number of his aristocrat friends are in the area including 
his fiancé, Jessie, and the son of the coal mine’s owner, Percy. Hal confronts his friends 
with the tragedy, convinces them to return to the camp with him, and eventually manages 
to get the mine unsealed so the workers can be rescued.  
While Hal is successful in helping to rescue the trapped miners, this is the last 
definitive victory for the workers or Hal in the novel. After the rescue of the workers the 
coal operators refuse to allow injured workers and the miners to reunite. The residents of 
the coal camp are so enraged about their conditions that this is the spark that nearly sends 
them into a riot and into a violent confrontation with armed mine guards. Hal intervenes 
and leads the workers towards the more productive goals of unionizing and striking. 
Throughout these efforts, Hal’s affections are torn between Mary, who quickly fell in love 
with Hal, and his fiancé Jessie. The two struggle for Hal’s affections, one by fighting for 
reform in the camps, and the other through tears and pleas for Hal to leave the camp’s 
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problems to the skilled hands of the operators. Hal continues to organize the camp until his 
brother, Edward, arrives in Colorado to chastise Hal for interfering at the mine and, once 
again, remove him from the camp. Upon leaving Hal gets into contact with the union and 
learns that it cannot support the strike Hal has instigated because the entire region must be 
unionized before a strike can be successful. Hal must then sneak back into the coal camp to 
stop the strike so that the miners can retain their jobs and bide their time until the real strike 
can begin. Despite his efforts a number of Hal’s friends in the camp still lose their jobs. 
The novel also concludes with a resolution of the love triangle between Hal, Mary, and 
Jessie when Mary declares that she and Hal can never truly be together because they are 
too separated by their respective class standing. 
Hal’s adventure at the mine provides a vehicle for readers to learn about life in the 
coal mines, but this narrative technique also inadvertently serves as a mechanism to 
undercut the severity of that life. Though Sinclair is accurate in his portrayal of the living 
conditions and concerns of coal miners, the novel never erases the class distinction between 
the life of its hero and the lives of the miners he seeks to help. As Hal begins to work in the 
mines and advocate for the rights of the miners, he comes to mirror the position of the 
reader as someone voyeuristically learning of this lifestyle, but not trapped by it. As the 
narrator informs us when Hal begins agitating, “this business of conspiracy was grimly real 
to men whose living came out of coal; but Hal, even at the most serious moments, 
continued to find in it the thrill of romance” (106). Despite the earnestness of Hal’s 
attempts to help the miners and Sinclair’s unquestionably sympathetic portrayal, the novel 
continues to display the thrill of romance for readers no matter how sympathetic they might 
be to the conditions of the miners.  
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This distancing thrill of romance and adventure represents the primary shortcoming 
in the novel’s portrayals of the miners. For the miners that serve as Sinclair’s focus the 
result is a narrative that essentially robs them of a sense of agency or any sense of well 
rounded characterization. Instead, within the portrayal Sinclair builds in King Coal, the 
miners are figures to be acted upon rather than active participants in their fates. This is not 
to say that agency is not necessarily one of Sinclair’s goals in writing King Coal. Sinclair is 
more concerned with educating his audience about the exploitation of workers in capitalism 
and explaining the historic scope of that exploitation. King Coal’s primary goal is to 
capture a moment in time and use it to educative ends to encourage readers to sympathize 
with unions, socialists, and labor reformers. Nevertheless, reform becomes possible only in 
so far as those outside the community are capable and willing to help. Subsequently, 
Sinclair depicts an outsider attempting to learn of these problems and then communicate 
them to an uninterested public. The novel concentrates its energy on addressing the 
conundrum of advocacy in the face of apathy.  
My critique of Sinclair’s portrayal of coal miners in King Coal should not be 
considered to be unappreciative of the efforts that he made in attempting to instigate 
political and social reform for the working class. Neither is this meant to question Sinclair’s 
record in advocating for change on the behalf of the real life miners in Colorado. Indeed, 
King Coal and its sequel The Coal War represent the culmination of Sinclair’s honest and 
wholehearted attempts to bring national attention to the devastating conditions facing 
striking coal miners in Colorado’s coal fields in 1913 and 1914 and that resulted in the 
Ludlow Massacre.37 Sinclair biographer Leon Harris briefly describes the strike and the 
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 For more on Ludlow please see chapter 4 where I deal with the massacre in detail. 
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violence that followed it by writing “setting up a tent city, the miners of the Trinidad-
Ludlow area and their families managed to survive for some months through the winter 
until gunmen paid by the Rockefeller owned Colorado Fuel and Iron Company set fire to 
the tents and fourteen women and children were burned or smothered to death” (144). 
Another biographer, Anthony Arthur, describes how upon learning of the massacre Sinclair 
immediately undertook his “most vigorous venture into public protest since the days of The 
Jungle” (150). Sinclair’s protest first involved picketing outside the offices of Colorado 
fuel and Iron and then took him to Colorado in order to conduct three weeks of research on 
the strike (Figure 4.3.).38  
 
Figure 4.3. Upton Sinclair (in the White Suit) protesting outside The Colorado Fuel and Iron Company. Photo 
courtesy of the Library of Congress. 
 
                                                 
38
 Sinclair’s first efforts were to picket the principal owner and director of the Colorado Fuel and Iron 
Company, John D. Rockefeller Jr. Kevin Mattson describes the picket in terms of a “new form of cultural 
politics” focusing on “publicity and shame” (88). According to Arthur, Sinclair attempted to speak with 
Rockefeller, was refused entry into the Standard Oil Building in New York and left a letter warning 
Rockefeller of his intention to press for the indictment of Rockefeller for murder. Sinclair’s actions fired 
the interest of the press, as did his subsequent arrest for his picketing Standard Oil. Sinclair’s visit to 
Colorado was equally inflamatory. While in Colorado he also spoke out against Rockefeller and the coal 
companies at a mass meeting of over two thousand people at the State Capitol where he declared that 
“Rockefeller has murdered labor” and asked if he should be “permitted to rob the corpse?” (Graham 62). 
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Despite the power of this advocacy, many critics have noted shortcomings in the 
novel’s effectiveness. Arthur argues that Sinclair “certainly contributed to public 
indignation over mistreatment of the miners, but the two novels he would write out of his 
experience lacked the insight, the control, and the power of The Jungle” (155). 
Additionally, Arthur asserts that Sinclair’s work did not “regain the precarious balance 
between activism and art that he had found in The Jungle” (156). One root for this critical 
comparison between The Jungle and King Coal can be located in their different narrative 
perspectives. The Jungle is written from the point of view of the laborer, Jurgis, while King 
Coal focuses on the sympathetic aristocrat Hal. This perspective keeps readers more 
removed from workers in that the novel’s descriptions are filtered through the view of the 
aristocrat. Though King Coal’s perspective may distance readers from the lives of the 
workers that novel is supposed to represent, it does present a fundamentally different 
question than The Jungle. Whereas The Jungle presents readers with the plight of 
Chicago’s working class, King Coal explores the problems of advocacy through Hal’s 
struggles. While this has detrimental effects on the representation of workers in King Coal, 
it nevertheless presents an intriguing question: what can and should reformers do when 
faced with obstinate resistance to reform and outright ignorance? To Sinclair, the facts of 
Ludlow pointed towards the criminal neglect of capitalist interests and the sometimes 
willful ignorance of the United States public. The remedy for the situation was then to shed 
light on the situation and hold the actions of Colorado’s coal interests up to the moral and 
legal standards of the United States of America. Hal’s efforts to spread this story in King 
Coal explore how difficult it is to instigate change, though. As Hal comes to find out, one’s 
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personal authority and experience is often not enough to alter entrenched opinions or 
ignorance in others. 
Both questions of worker advocacy and representations have generally been 
ignored in criticism. The novel has generally suffered from a lack of critical attention, both 
at the time of its publication and in relation to Sinclair scholarship. What attention has been 
paid to King Coal is intriguing due to its alternating focus on the novel’s historical 
authenticity and the literary shortcomings imposed through that adherence to historicity. 
William Bloodworth Jr. describes King Coal as “a novel with both factual and rhetorical 
merits, not as powerful as The Jungle . . . but a readable and only partly sentimental work 
that effectively pointed its reader’s attention to a serious industrial problem” (80). 
Bloodworth also notes the “real strengths of King Coal lie in its dedication to factual 
information, its absence of propaganda, its use of characters who have realistic inner 
conflicts in addition to idealized qualities, and its thematic maturity” (88). Yet Bloodworth 
is also critical of the novel’s fictional plot devices and stylistic tone. The novel fails to 
connect its two leading plotlines and “lacks the powerful, despairingly naturalistic tone of 
The Jungle” (89). On the other hand, R.N. Mookerjee considers King Coal “one of 
Sinclair’s more artistic achievements” (62). Mookerjee asserts that the novel’s detailed 
descriptions “gave Sinclair an opportunity to give vent to his imagination, since he could 
hardly do much imaginatively with the actual subject matter or facts of his story, which he 
felt had to follow the historical framework of the Colorado coal strike and be 100 percent 
true” (65). Nevertheless, the “descriptive parts of King Coal are important and give ample 
proof of Sinclair’s power and success as a practitioner of the naturalistic technique” (65).  
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Critically reading the literary qualities of King Coal suggests placing it within a 
tradition of Sinclair’s earlier work, particularly The Jungle, and the naturalistic motifs that 
Sinclair uses in that text. Yet as Christopher Taylor points out, if naturalism denies the 
possibility for social critique in favor of “embodying a deterministic philosophy revealed in 
a formulaic plot of decline,” Sinclair obviously falls short (168). Taylor argues that all of 
Sinclair’s work “appears deeply flawed” when measured against a naturalist aesthetic 
because “many of his novels abandon determinism, following not the plot of decline but a 
plot of socialist rebirth” (169). To Taylor accounting for this activist element in Sinclair’s 
work requires that we acknowledge Sinclair’s belief that “all art is propaganda” 
(Mammonart 9). Taylor rightfully asserts that “to judge Sinclair’s novels as flawed 
naturalism devalues the very didactic, crusading elements which Sinclair saw as central to 
his aesthetic project and which differentiates his work from that of the canonical 
naturalists” (167). Critical reception like that of Bloodworth and Mookerjee come at odds 
through an adherence to and interpretation of the literary techniques of naturalism while 
they fail to fully account for the propagandistic nature of Sinclair’s work. 
Under the rubric that Taylor suggests, it is then necessary to read King Coal and its 
naturalistic descriptions in light of Sinclair’s underlying motives for instigating political 
and social reform. Garnering sympathy for the coal miners represents both the primary 
focus in Sinclair’s portrayals of the miners in King Coal and the vehicle by which the 
narrative still robs these characters of much of their agency. Sinclair’s naturalist style 
abandons the determinist features of that form, but this merely means that the characters in 
the novel are not registered as a type destined for a specific fate – thus the lower class 
worker is not doomed to a life of ignorance and manual labor. Sinclair’s characters always 
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have the chance to be educated and to rise beyond the station of their birth. In some ways 
this is the structure of the novel. Many of the coal miners in the novel gain a level of 
education through Hal’s agitation and turn into ardent unionists. Despite this, the narrative 
structure of the novel makes the laborer characters dependent upon outsiders like Hal for 
the improvement of their lives and working conditions. The workers, though capable of 
improvement, are depicted as constantly needing to be led and controlled for their own 
good. Moreover, the critical emphasis on Sinclair’s historical accuracy suggests that this 
accuracy extends to his representation of the miners actions as well as their living 
conditions. 
Hal’s first observations of the living conditions at the mine provides a significant 
example of the dangers inherent in Sinclair’s sympathetic portrayals of the coal miners. In 
the “shanty-town” housing immigrant labor Sinclair provides a stunning and disturbing 
detailed description: 
These homes were beneath the dignity of chicken-houses, yet in some of them a 
dozen people were crowded, men and women sleeping on old rags and blankets on 
a cinder floor. Here the babies swarmed like maggots. They wore for the most part 
a single ragged smock, and their bare buttocks were shamelessly upturned to the 
heavens. It was so the children of the cave-men must have played, thought Hal. (21) 
 
Sinclair’s description essentializes the immigrant labor in the coal camps and places them 
at a distinct disadvantage as they are quickly represented by Hal as potentially savage 
through their cave-man qualities. Their perseverance under adverse conditions is at once 
admirable, but also capable of conveying an oversimplified image of dignity similar to that 
of the trope of the noble savage. Any subsequent characterizations then have the danger of 
projecting a sort of noble savagery on the immigrant miners.  
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Importantly, these early passages show Sinclair’s awareness of the dangers of 
mischaracterizing his subjects. Sinclair attempts to neutralize this danger by using Hal’s 
reaction as a stand in for that of his readers and through the novel’s narrative tone. For Hal 
the movement towards sympathy is delayed as “waves of repulsion swept over him” (21). 
Hal’s reaction is part of the novel’s practical education, which increases both Hal’s and the 
reader’s sympathies for those living in the coal camps. Sinclair cannily utilizes the novel’s 
narrator to challenge Hal’s early observations and to rhetorically establish potential 
objections readers may have held for his subject. As the narrator notes, Hal  
had come with love and curiosity but both motives failed here. How could a man of 
sensitive nerves, aware of the refinements and graces of life, learn to love these 
people, who were an affront to his every sense – a stench to his nostrils, a jabbering 
to his ear, a procession of deformities to his eye? What had civilization done for 
them? What could it do? After all what were they fit for, but the dirty work they 
were penned up to do? So spoke the haughty race-consciousness of the Anglo-
Saxon, contemplating these Mediterranean hordes, the very shape of whose heads 
was objectionable (21). 
 
The failure of Hal’s curiosity and love in turn mirrors the potential for readers to reject 
Sinclair’s subject matter due to his unyielding commitment to veracity. The series of 
rhetorical questions the narrator poses establishes the potential objections of readers. 
However these questions are thoroughly rejected through the narrator’s tone. The questions 
originate in “haughty” race-consciousness that cannot even contemplate the heads of the 
immigrant laborers. Thanks to this haughtiness, Sinclair cuts the rhetorical process short by 
showing the prejudiced undertones of Hal’s revulsion for what they are. 
As Hal moves towards sympathy, Sinclair also establishes the primary method by 
which he will explain the suffering of the miners and their families. Each of the 
shortcomings of these laborers can be traced directly to their work and audiences can only 
understand their shortcomings by understanding their labor. Sinclair establishes the nature 
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of this work as Hal begins his observations in the mines. The narrator notes that “after Hal 
had squatted for a while and watched them at their tasks, he understood why they walked 
with head and shoulders bent over and arms hanging down, so that, seeing them coming 
out of the shaft in the gloaming, one thought of a file of baboons” (22). Hal and the reader 
learn that the dehumanizing stance comes from the work at the face of the mine where 
there was little or no standing room. The narrator universalizes the theme that Sinclair’s 
work embraces stating “as always, when one understood the lives of men, one came to pity 
instead of despising” (22). Hal reflects on the miner’s work producing “coal which would 
go to the ends of the earth, to places the miner never heard of, turning the wheels of 
industry whose products the miner would never see” (22). The miner’s work becomes the 
foundation for civilization that would shun the laborers and this description subdues Hal’s 
“Anglo-Saxon pride” (23). Hal in turn finds “forgiveness for what was repulsive in these 
people – their barbarous, jabbering speech, their vermin-ridden homes, their bare-bottomed 
babies” (23). Hal’s sympathy does not change to respect, at least not immediately. The 
workers remain barbarous, but it is important to note that their barbarity is in light of Hal’s 
civilization and the civilization of Sinclair’s readers. The socialist message and propaganda 
Sinclair puts forward in King Coal suggests that the workers will, of course, rise up and 
become empowered in a more egalitarian society. While Hal has yet to convert to such a 
socialist point of view, the novel makes it abundantly clear that the civilization he judges 
the workers against is only possible through the labor of the coal miners. 
Despite the promise of socialist ideals, the novel ultimately calls into question the 
effectiveness of the educative function that Sinclair undertakes. While the novel’s depiction 
of workers is meant to create sympathy for those workers in readers, sympathy does not 
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automatically equate agency and empowerment for those workers. Hal’s ideological 
growth into a union supporter ultimately calls into question the ability of either Hal or King 
Coal to succeed in instigating change through the process of education and class 
intermingling. While working class characters, like Mary Burke, may grow, they are never 
fully realized. As we shall see, Hal’s effort to bridge the divide between the upper and 
lower classes is generally unsuccessful in the novel. Furthermore, the unsuccessful love 
story between Mary and Hal suggests that this divide is simply too great to be bridged in 
the first place. Hal is unique in the novel for his position as an aristocrat seeking not only to 
advocate a better life for the mine workers, but doing so by attempting to become one of 
them. Hal’s purpose is noble in that he wishes to understand the full consequences of his 
family’s wealth. While Hal’s purpose and methods are mostly commendable, there is scant 
evidence in the text that he can possibly be successful in convincing his fellow aristocrats 
of the injustices he witnesses, much less that they reform their capitalist practices.  
For instance, Hal is immediately met with resistance from his aristocratic friends 
when he seeks their help in forcing the coal operators to open the mine they sealed after an 
explosion. Hal’s friend Percy Harrigan, whose father owns the mine, declares “I don’t 
know just what you expect of me, Hal. My father employs competent men to manage his 
business, and I certainly don’t feel that I know enough to give them any suggestions . . . 
What can I do?” (246). Later, when his own brother, Edward, comes to Colorado to 
chastise Hal for interfering with the Harrigan family business at the mine, the narrator 
relates Edward’s lack of sympathy for the camp conditions and for the workers themselves. 
Edward’s reasoning is “if the people of North Valley did not like the conditions which the 
General Fuel Company offered them, they had one simple and obvious remedy – to go 
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somewhere else to work” (319). The alternatives presented by Percy and Edward point 
toward their own powerlessness and an odd empowerment for the working class. By their 
arguments the poor suffer through their own faults. 
While Hal’s reasoning falls on deaf ears, his turn towards attempts to stimulate the 
sympathies of the upper class highlights the problem of representing the needs of the 
working class while respecting their agency. When Hal becomes desperate to open the 
mine and rescue the trapped workers he turns to his fiancée, Jessie. Hal describes Jessie’s 
willingness to intervene on the part of an abused animal, telling her: 
You’ve never been rude to a friend. But I remember once you forgot your good 
manners, when you saw a rough fellow on the street beating an old drudge-horse. 
Don’t you remember how you rushed at him – like a wild thing! And now – think 
of it, dear, here are old drudge-creatures being tortured to death; but not horses – 
working-men! (248) 
 
Similarly Hal turns to another aristocratic lady, Mrs. Curtis, and thinks rather than says to 
her “Mrs. Curtis! You have founded a charity for the helping of stray cats and dogs!” (249). 
Hal’s thoughts do not continue the obvious reasoning of hypocrisy that is present in both 
Jessie and Mrs. Curtis’ selective philanthropy. On the one hand, Sinclair contrasts the fact 
that the upper class’s tendency for philanthropy looks more highly on animals than it does 
on humans. The insinuation here is certainly that the mineworkers represent the more 
worthy subjects for Jessie or Mrs. Curtis’ charity. On the other hand, Hal is forced to resort 
to animalistic descriptions in his attempts to prompt pity. For the mine workers the 
animalistic imagery continues to dehumanize them even though they remain the subject of 
the novel’s reforming efforts. 
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The intractability of Hal’s audience signals the difficulty facing any realistic 
movement towards reform.39 Members of the upper class like Hal who are willing to 
relinquish their social privileges in favor of egalitarianism are in short supply. Audiences, 
whether already sympathetic to Sinclair’s cause or having become that way through his 
portrayal of the conditions in Colorado, are certain to feel the same frustration as Hal in his 
failures to reach his intended audience with the truth. The question that Hal’s difficulties 
raise for Sinclair is the extent of reform that is possible under the conditions that Hal 
confronts and that Ludlow represented in real life. For Sinclair the remedy remains 
education. As Hal makes his case for the miners to his aristocratic friends, Jessie shows the 
difficulty in this educative effort. As Jessie puts it “I don’t understand such things, Hal” and 
later after Hal has proclaimed that he is explaining them she adds “but how can I know, 
Hal?” (248). Like Hal, Sinclair has only one response to this question: his own authority. 
Hal declares, “I’m giving you my word, Jessie. Surely I wouldn’t appeal to you unless I 
knew” (248). This scene displays the primary issue with reform in the novel: it is 
predicated on the dissemination of knowledge and the believability of the author and the 
narrative voice he creates to do the disseminating. 
The story’s focus on Hal’s growth then obscures the development of the worker 
characters. Certainly the mine workers and their families undergo an awakening of class 
consciousness during the course of the novel. However, the emphasis on Hal’s lark forces 
this awakening into the novel’s periphery. Aside from Mary Burke, to whom we will turn 
momentarily, none of the novel’s lower class characters exhibit a clear expression of 
power. Hal’s actions in organizing the workers, while admirable, are portrayed as being 
                                                 
39
 Hal’s problems relating working class suffering to the upper class should not be misconstrued as being 
the same problems that Sinclair faces with King Coal. While the class of Hal and Sinclair’s audiences may 
overlap they are certainly not equivalent.  
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forced upon him by the inadequacy of the workers he begins to represent. For instance, 
while working to assert the legal right of the miners to have a check-weighman to ensure 
that the coal company does not shortchange the workers, the narrator describes how Hal is 
forced into leadership. Hal instigates the idea for a check-weighman, but the men force him 
to be their leader despite his reluctance. As the narrator puts it, “it was something he was to 
experience many times in the future; because he was an American, and educated, he was 
forced into a position of leadership” (120). Hal, like Sinclair, has the means to speak 
eloquently for the working class. Yet this positioning nevertheless has shortcomings in that 
it fails to empower those that author and protagonist are speaking for. This is particularly 
troubling in light of King Coal’s fictionalization of the Colorado strikes in 1913-1914. The 
novel reverses the events that led to its creation as Hal spurs the strike rather than coming 
to a strike already in progress as Sinclair does. Instead of highlighting the importance of the 
local movement among workers to organize, King Coal inadvertently obfuscates this by 
placing the impetus for change in the actions of an educated and elite outsider. 
Furthermore, the narrator steps outside of the boundaries of the novel here to suggest that 
the pattern Sinclair has substituted will continue for Hal and for the workers he comes to 
represent. King Coal then suggests that self-representation simply will not exist for the 
workers. 
The problems for King Coal’s reformist goals propagated by educated outsiders 
become apparent in Hal’s discussions with Thomas Olson, a union organizer and the other 
character from outside the camp most interested in organizing the workers. In discussing 
the workers they wish to save, Olson states that the inaction of the workers is inevitable and 
that one should not be dismayed by their shortcomings: “one can’t blame the poor devils. 
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They’re ignorant – kept so deliberately” (83). Hal declares that the workers have “seemed 
to me like a lot of children crying in the dark – not knowing what’s the matter with them, or 
who’s to blame, or where to turn for help” (84). Sinclair’s narration also highlights 
opinions that are not entirely relegated to Hal’s experience. As Taylor has pointed out, 
Sinclair often uses his narrative voice to achieve his didactic ends and provide 
“unambiguous interpretations [to] foreclose any alternative meanings middle-class readers 
might find in such unfamiliar situations” (171). Sinclair uses Olson as an expert to explain 
to readers not only the situation of the working class, but their salvation as well. The 
narrator then juxtaposes common prejudices against the poor with Olson’s efforts. As the 
narrator puts it, “‘You can’t help them,’ people would say. ‘They’re dirty and lazy, they 
drink and shirk, they betray each other. They’ve always been like that.’ The idea would be 
summed up in a formula: ‘You can’t change human nature!’” (84). Yet, “Olson had faith in 
their manhood, and went ahead to awaken and teach them” (84). Sinclair formulates an 
entirely external salvation for the working class in King Coal. This inadvertently places 
some portion of the blame for their condition on the workers themselves. As Olson puts it, 
“they must be taught the lesson of solidarity” only then will they “really count for 
something” (84). Empowerment in King Coal only comes about through outside influence, 
such as Hal’s leadership roles.  
For example, when the workers do begin to agitate for their rights against their 
employers, Sinclair emphasizes that their outrage is something to be carefully controlled. 
When the workers and their families become furious at the coal operators, Hal quickly sees 
the ramifications of the situation: soon the miners “would be up the steps, and there would 
be shooting” (302). Hal steps in to control the emotions of the crowd and direct them 
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towards more productive ends than merely open violence. Sinclair places Hal’s experience 
as the means for educating the novel’s readers and a means of establishing Hal’s right to 
lead and speak on behalf of the workers. As the narrator notes, “Hal had their confidence, 
he had earned the right to be heard. Had he not been to prison for them, had they not seen 
him behind bars?” (302-303). As Hal takes charge of the situation he stops them by 
declaring that the workers do not want violence, but the narrator describes that “he knew 
that no mere negative would hold them at that moment. They must be told what they did 
want” (303). Hal eventually calls for a strike and is so stirring to the workers that “they 
would follow him to hell and back” (303). The novel’s subsequent movement towards a 
constructive future for the working class comes from the leadership of outsiders and 
momentary gains of self-leadership, though potentially violent, are disregarded.40 This is 
not to say that Hal’s position as leader is unwarranted. Within the confines of the novel he 
has gone to jail for the miners and stood by them in solidarity. Like the miners, readers are 
meant to trust Hal, and through him the novel’s narrative voice. Yet, like the workers, the 
reader’s education comes from without. Instead of a novel following a worker’s life, as is 
the case with Jurgis in The Jungle, readers receive a systematic and educated appraisal.41  
The counter example to this reading of King Coal is the most important female 
character in the novel, Mary Burke. Mary represents the most developed of all the working 
                                                 
40
 Olson again serves as a means to elucidate the plight of the workers. Part of the reason the workers trust 
Hal is that he has visibly suffered on their behalf. Olson notes that most of the time workers are completely 
bedeviled; they don’t know which way to turn” because they are surrounded by company spies and cheats 
(83). 
 
41
 What the novel lacks is historical scope by which readers can judge its narrative perspective. This will 
provide one of the primary distinctions from Denise Giardina’s efforts to depict similar conditions in her 
history of the West Virginia coal fields. 
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class characters in the novel and one of the leading figures of the miners.42 Hal comes to 
realize “that she was no pretty young working-girl, but a woman with a mind and a 
personality” (300). It is Mary’s speech that causes the near riot that Hal must defuse. 
Nevertheless, Mary’s step into a leadership role is also a step in the direction that Hal 
envisions for her. After getting to know Mary Hal determines that “Mary should become a 
teacher, a leader of her people” (300). Like Hal, Sinclair locates Mary’s right to leadership 
in her close relationship with the working-class. As the narrator puts it, “She loved them, 
she suffered for them and with them, and at the same time she had a mind that was capable 
of seeking out the causes of their misery” (300). While somewhat empowering, this 
description inadvertently emphasizes Mary’s separation from the rest of the working class. 
What makes Mary distinct for Hal is that she is unlike the other characters in her ability to 
lead the downtrodden coal miners. 
 Despite Mary’s qualities, she displays many of the same issues that Hal faces 
because her actions become entangled in Hal’s romantic adventure. For instance, her rise to 
a position of leadership is colored by her motivation in attracting Hal. Mary’s passionate 
speech inspiring the workers to struggle against the coal operators “was addressed, not 
merely to the . . . North Valley mine-slaves, but to a certain magazine-cover girl” (301). 
Sinclair’s insertion of the novel’s love plot at least partially undercuts Mary’s effectiveness 
as an empowered working class figure due to her conflicting motivations.43 King Coal’s 
                                                 
42
 As Ingrid Kerkhoff argues, “Mary Burke was more of a concept than the representation of a real-life 
rebel girl” (185). Kerkhoff adds that “she was created according to the dramatic needs of the story” (185). 
 
43
 According to Arthur, Sinclair’s early drafts of King Coal did not focus much attention on character 
development. As Arthur puts it, “the events and the real-life characters involved seemed so vivid to Sinclair 
that he though it unnecessary to expend much energy on creating a persuasively realistic protagonist” 
(167). With Mary this resulted in an equally underdeveloped character. Arthur writes that Sinclair admitted 
that “he had forced his beautiful young heroine . . . to run around ‘naked’ – lacking psychology and 
personality” (167). The mantra for Sinclair and his wife, who aided Sinclair immensely in the revisions for 
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love plot which has critically been considered one of the novel’s significant shortcomings 
Bloodworth points to Sinclair’s failure to fully combine the novel’s political plot and its 
love plot as one of King Coal’s most significant problems. As Bloodworth notes, “King 
Coal would be a better novel if Hal’s political activities in North Valley had been more 
obviously motivated by – or at least related to – his feelings for Mary Burke” (90). For 
Bloodworth, Hal ends the novel conflicted as on the one hand he “is determined . . . to 
‘fight’ for the workers; on the other he is almost hypocritically determined to return to 
Jessie rather than to act on his admitted strong feelings for Mary Burke” (90). While the 
conflict is compelling, Bloodworth contends that Sinclair “refuses to sew his hero up and 
let the reader see the results of the conflict in Hal’s life” (90). Mookerjee points to a similar 
problem as Sinclair allows the novel’s love triangle to recede into the background. For 
Mookerjee this “leaves the reader with a sense of incompleteness” (72). However 
Mookerjee also locates a purpose behind Sinclair’s dismissal of the love plot. Sinclair’s 
historical work with the Colorado strike dictates that he avoid engrossing the reader in a 
love story. As Mookerjee puts it, “as a social activist writing for a purpose, such absorption 
in the human story would have meant deviation from his set goal” (72). As such, Sinclair 
“deliberately avoided or became indifferent to treating the personal element in his novels in 
detail or to its logical conclusion for fear that this might interfere with or hamper the 
historical and ideological meaning” (72). Sinclair’s conclusion to Mary and Hal’s 
infatuation with each other highlights Mookerjee’s point as it moves away from 
romanticism and towards the realism of class-war. This highlights the problem Sinclair 
faced due to the thrill of romance inherent in Hal’s adventures: while attractive to readers, 
                                                                                                                                                 
King Coal, became “put some clothes on Mary Burke” and better develop the personalities of his characters 
(167). 
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they nevertheless distract from the immense social and economic problems the novel is 
exposing. The juxtaposition between the novel’s romance and its exposé of coal field 
conditions results in neither one being fully developed. 
More importantly, Mary shows the limitations of Hal’s approach towards the 
novel’s didactic function. Mary condemns Hal’s argument from earlier in the text that she 
should feel sorry for Jessie because Jessie cannot understand the truth of class warfare. This 
argument and the lack of knowledge on Jessie’s part fall flat in the face of Mary’s speech 
and her suffering. Mary proves that education can only bridge the class divide so far. Mary 
renounces her love for Hal declaring “I’d not have ye now; I’ve seen the other girl, and I 
know ye’d never be satisfied with me” (373). Mary and Hal cannot find a love that bridges 
the divide between their class distinctions no matter how much either of them may learn 
about the other. Instead, Mary becomes committed to class struggle. As Mary puts it: 
I’m no slave; I’ve just as good a right to life as any lady. I know I’ll never have it, 
of course; I’ll never wear good clothes, nor live in a decent home, nor have the man 
I want; but I’ll know that I’ve done somethin’ to help free the workin’ people from 
the shame that’s put on them. That’s what the strike done for me, Joe! The strike 
showed me the way. We’re beat this time, but somehow it hasn’t made the 
difference ye might think, I’m goin’ to make more strikes before I quit, and they 
won’t all of them be beat! (372) 
 
The strength of Mary’s conviction points towards an empowered working class that rejects 
the stigma placed on them by the social class. Yet the novel’s conclusion points towards 
conflict without end with no promise of victory or that the didactic function of Hal’s 
lessons or the novel as a whole can necessarily succeed. The novel feels like it ends much 
like the strike does: Sinclair may be beat this time, but there remains hope for future 
attempts.   
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This commitment to working for the future remains the novel’s redeeming point. 
Mary’s final speech where she accepts her unending role as a labor organizer serves to 
endorse the most compelling appeal for reform in the novel. John Edstrom, an old miner 
who is one of the few to recall an earlier strike in the coal mines, provides the working 
metaphor for Mary’s course of action after the novel’s close. Edstrom describes the ants of 
Africa to Mary stating “they travel in long columns, millions and millions of them. And 
when they come to a ditch, the front ones fall in, and more and more of them on top, till 
they fill up the ditch, and the rest cross over” (105). Edstrom poignantly concludes his 
metaphor by declaring to Mary that the workers are the ants that will keep working until the 
ditch is filled. The difficulty in this metaphor is the way that it suggests that these workers 
will be crushed in the effort. Unlike the conclusion in The Jungle where the novel’s 
protagonist is fully initiated into the socialist politics of Chicago, King Coal does not 
provide a powerful call to action. In The Jungle the narration concludes on the empowering 
note for the socialist forces seeking to reform labor in Chicago. King Coal’s equivalent 
mantra to “CHICAGO WILL BE OURS!” is the unyielding march into an abyss by 
characters like Mary (Jungle 412). This march represents a socialist ideal that places the 
promise of reform in the future, but this promised reform ends on a foreboding note within 
the context of the novel’s conclusion. As Walter B. Rideout points out, “the reader is left, 
not converted to Sinclair’s implied solution, but rather, intensely aware of the disparity 
between the author’s hopefulness of a ‘revolution by consent’ and the hopelessness of the 
novel’s events, which have demonstrated only the inevitable continuation of class warfare” 
(38). As Hal leaves Colorado “with more than a trace of moisture in his eyes” but 
determined to convert his fellow aristocrats to sympathy for the working class, the reader is 
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left with the implication that the gap between classes cannot be overcome (383). This in 
turn calls into question the entirety of the novel’s didactic function. Socialist revolution, 
however long it takes, may be Sinclair’s ultimate answer for society’s ills, but readers have 
no clear method for helping in that revolution now that their sympathies have been stirred. 
The only thing to do in the face of such inequity is to keep marching towards reform. 
Sinclair’s sympathetic portrayal of the working class certainly provides readers 
with a clear image of the suffering of the mine workers. Yet the narration’s focus on a 
single perspective in exposing social and economic problems in the coal fields erases 
worker agency. The novel spends considerable energy inadvertently recording a history of 
what is wrong with those workers rather than examining a history in which they are active 
participants. Even Mary is left as an ant marching to the dictate of the socialist revolution. 
The most significant shortcoming to all of Sinclair’s characters and depictions of the 
Colorado coal strikes comes back to the gap in perception between the insider suffering 
under oppressive working conditions and the outsider determined to help. Hal mirrors 
Sinclair’s own position as a concerned outsider. But by focusing the force of King Coal’s 
plot on the role of this outsider, Sinclair inadvertently removes the possibility for the coal 
miners to be participants in their own destinies. Instead, they must be told what they want 
and how they must go about achieving it. While Sinclair’s efforts may be valorous and 
while the methods he points to in King Coal may have merit, neither of these things 
provides oppressed laborers with true reform or with a true voice in controlling their own 
destinies. 
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Emphasizing the Local: Environmental Justice in Denise Giardina’s Coal Mine 
Novels 
If Sinclair’s efforts in King Coal fall short of an ideal representation of the working 
class it occurs despite the countless hours that the author spent attempting to accurately 
capture the crimes that came to pass in the coal fields. In the end, Sinclair considered 
himself an advocate and historian cataloguing the events in Colorado. But he did not have 
the benefit of extensive hindsight with which to contextualize those events. Instead, he 
gathered and recorded his materials and published the novel close to the time of the strike 
and massacre. Yet he also wrote in the shadow of World War I, which served to supercede 
his attempt to focus the judgment of history on labor conflicts. Despite his pains, the 
judgment of history moved to international events. Like Salt of the Earth the purpose of the 
story was to project reform into the future through the text’s didactic function. The issues 
that King Coal and Sinclair’s advocacy raise provide a means of critically questioning how 
these issues can be explored through fiction and through historical fiction in particular. 
King Coal points to a number of limitations in regard to formal and stylistic approaches to 
depicting ostracized and exploited communities. Perhaps the largest pitfall facing Sinclair’s 
work in King Coal is its dependence on one perspective to portray the history of a 
downtrodden portion of the population. This problem is exacerbated since this perspective 
was positioned as distinctly outside the population the novel was exploring. Sinclair’s 
work, while still a powerful statement about the coal industry, nevertheless falls into using 
harmful caricatures to communicate its historical message.  
The danger of caricature is, of course, not limited to fictional representations. 
Furthermore, it is a problem that continues to vex contemporary examinations of 
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economically downtrodden regions and representations of coal miners in particular. For 
example, on February 13, 2009 ABC’s newsmagazine 20/20 aired an hour-long special 
titled “A Hidden America: Children of the Mountains.” Hosted by Diane Sawyer, the 
special advertises itself as a hard look into the widespread poverty in Appalachia. As the 
program’s website notes, “Only one in 10 men in the region will get a college degree -- less 
than half the national average. For those who do not, the only employment options are Wal-
Mart, fast food, the drug trade or the mines” (Gray). The shortcoming of “A Hidden 
America” is that it fails to address the most poignant question that it raises: Despite the 
patriotism and honest determination of the people in this region, “how is it so many of 
these people have been left behind?” (20/20). As the program progresses it places less of an 
emphasis on a critique of the system that has led to the poverty threatening the population 
than it does on providing touching human-interest stories that focus on the children and 
young people in the region. The culmination of this movement towards human interest 
occurs in the program’s focus on the coal mining industry as the region’s highest paying 
employer, which can almost be seen as a sort of industrial savior for the region. The result 
is a program that stops short of any far reaching critique of the industry’s effect on the 
region both economically and environmentally. 
Like King Coal, “A Hidden America” focuses outside attention on poverty 
through the lens of outsiders. As such, it fails to capture the nuance of working class 
oppression and economic problems in the region and in areas where the economy is 
dominated by a mining industry. One critical method to provide a comprehensive scope 
to analyze these issues is to examine them through the lens of environmental justice. As 
Giovanna Di Chiro describes it, the environmental justice movement posits the 
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environment as “the place you work, the place you live, the place you play” (Di Chiro 
301). The benefit of such an approach in Appalachia is that it ties together social justice 
issues with environmental interests, but also provides a distinctly regional approach that 
focuses on the needs and desires of those living in poverty and under oppressive labor 
conditions. This approach can be found in Denise Giardina’s coal mining novels, 
Storming Heaven (1987) and The Unquiet Earth (1992).44 Roughly spanning the 
twentieth century, both novels provide a strong indictment of the coal mining industry as 
a key factor in the region’s economic problems. Yet Giardina’s work does not merely 
dramatize the social and environmental degradation the region has faced throughout its 
long history with the coal industry. Instead, Giardina’s novels highlight the inherent 
dilemma that many of the inhabitants face in the region: they must either find inadequate 
employment with the coal companies and destroy the land they cherish in order to 
survive, or they resist and become increasingly ostracized from the rest of the nation 
through their poverty and their appearance as agitators and communists.45  
Giardina’s novels attack these issues by depicting the long historical scope of the 
problems in Appalachia through a multiplicity of perspectives. Storming Heaven recounts 
the history of the region from the late 19th century through 1921. Giardina utilizes four 
distinct narrators: C.J. Marcum, Rondal Lloyd, Carrie Bishop, and Rosa Angelelli. C.J., the 
eldest of the characters, introduces the novel’s setting prior to the coal companies and the 
efforts by the region’s residents in trying to win back the land they lost to the coal 
                                                 
44
 Giardina even provides a critique of the sort of work that “Children of the Mountains” attempts by 
depicting the filming of a similar special in 1962. During this filming the local characters feel demeaned by 
the harsh judgments of the news agency and “feel like a specimen in a jar” (Unquiet 123). 
 
45
 For a more thorough account of Giardina’s personal history in the coal fields see Shurbutt and Giardina’s 
short autobiographical piece “No Scapin the Booger Man.” 
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companies. Rondal’s narration on the other hand, relates the hardships in the mine and the 
difficulty faced by union organizers in West Virginia. Giardina’s most powerful narrative 
voices, however, come from Carrie Bishop and Rosa Angelelli. Carrie’s chapters often 
focus on the conflicting loyalties felt by the region’s residents through family ties 
connecting them to both unions and the coal companies. Even more complex are Rosa’s 
brief chapters that focus on the tragedies surrounding coal mining as she breaks under the 
mental and emotional strain of being forced to immigrate to America and then losing her 
three sons to a mine explosion. The novel traces the rise of the coal industry and the 
struggle of workers to unionize. In particular, Storming Heaven focuses on the troubled 
relationship between Rondal and Carrie. While they love each other, their relationship is 
interrupted by Rondal’s commitment to the union. Eventually the two break up and Carrie 
marries another man while Rondal goes west to help the union in other strikes. The novel 
then culminates in two conflicts based on historical incidents: The Matewan Massacre and 
the Battle of Blair Mountain. During this last battle Rondal is disabled with a broken back 
and Carrie transports him to her family home in Kentucky to care for him until his death.  
The Unquiet Earth continues the story of this family until the 1990s through the 
voices of four primary narrators: Carrie; her child with Rondal, Dillon; his cousin, Jackie; 
and their daughter Rachel. Dillon continues to struggle against the coal companies by being 
active in the union and resorting to extralegal action. Jackie and Rachel both grow to be 
more accepting of the status quo in Appalachia. The Unquiet Earth follows the “forbidden” 
love of the cousins, Dillon and Jackie, until Dillon goes to prison for blowing up a bridge 
used to move coal during a strike. The narrative then turns to Rachel’s childhood 
perspective of Appalachia and her own struggles to battle the coal companies. It also 
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follows her love affair with a young social worker, Tom. The novel brings the history of 
the region up to roughly contemporary times by focusing on the region’s continuing 
poverty and the prevalence of strip mining and even more invasive methods like mountain 
top removal. Like Storming Heaven, The Unquiet Earth culminates in the fictionalization 
of a major event in the region’s history. In this case, it is the 1972 Buffalo Creek Disaster 
when a coal company dam containing a coal slurry failed and resulted in significant loss of 
life and environmental degradation. In Giardina’s fictionalization, the flood results in the 
deaths of Dillon, Tom, and a score of other characters from the novel. 
Examining any literary text through the lens of environmental justice poses a 
number of epistemological problems in regard to the nature and focus of environmental 
justice. The most common thread of environmental justice criticism focuses on political 
movements interested in addressing issues of environmental racism and inequalities where 
environmental degradation has been focused in economically downtrodden regions often 
populated by minorities. Environmental justice itself is a response to more traditional 
environmental movements that concentrated on “nature” as being wholly separate from 
human environments and urban spaces. As Di Chiro points out, the movement towards 
environmental justice is one that “requires a close analysis and historical reading of how 
different groups of people have understood their relationship to nature” (299). It also 
requires that mainstream environmentalists understand their own complicity in forms of 
environmental degradation. As T.V. Reed puts it in his critique of ecocriticism, “any 
serious environmentalist must now realize that for decades the worst forms of 
environmental degradation have been enabled by governmental and corporate policies of 
dumping problems on communities of color, poor whites, and the Third World” (Reed 
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146). Reed goes on to point out that the strong focus of middle class environmentalists on 
preserving nature merely leads to increased pressure on poorer communities that are 
overlooked in issues of environmentalism. 46 What environmental justice brings to the 
forefront of discussions of environmental issues “is the invasive, pervasive effects of 
corporate capitalism” on the idealization of nature “and the racial-class dynamic that has 
enabled that process to continue” (151).  
The coal mining industry in Appalachia provides a unique avenue for applying 
environmental justice issues thanks to its extensive history of exploiting both humans and 
nature. It also exhibits a peculiar dynamic where the region’s inhabitants are considered 
both a race and class apart from the rest of the country. Historically the coal mines and 
coal-mining practices have been destructive to both nature and the human populations near 
coal rich areas. In his history of West Virginia, John Alexander Williams notes the endemic 
destruction that coal mining causes to the land that yields it. In the broader view of the 
state’s history, coal created economic opportunities for the people of West Virginia, but the 
industry brought with it a series of problems. Foremost is the fact that “the owners of the 
industry have always tried and have usually succeeded in passing off the external or social 
costs of coal production to the public at large” (Williams 201). The systemic economic 
cycles of boom and bust in coal mining have led to a situation in Appalachia where the 
population has become too large for other industries to support it.47 The result is a state and 
community that Williams describes as “hooked” on coal, mostly to its detriment.  
                                                 
46
 In a traditional environmental critique of the industry the likely focus would be merely on the detrimental 
effects of mining and burning coal on nature. Little to no interest would be placed on the economic 
problems or working conditions of the communities that depend on coal mining as a means of survival. 
 
47
 Williams couches his criticisms of the coal industry by noting that a “tiny elite of smaller producers and 
middlemen” have grown rich from coal, but that the majority of the wealth has still gone to the nonresident 
owners of the coal mines (201). 
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The popularity of strip mining after World War II exacerbated these problems as 
well as led to a larger impact on the environment. Notably, the relative efficiency of strip 
mining compared to deep mining not only destroys whole mountains with all the 
environmental issues caused by such large level destruction, it also employs fewer workers. 
Chad Montrie’s history of opposition movements to surface mining To Save the Land and 
People provides a clear overview of the damage surface mining causes. According to 
Montrie, surface mining “exacerbated the poverty and chronic unemployment of the 
region” (Montrie 2). The environmental damage also ruined cropland and damaged the 
region’s ability to build infrastructure through the mining industry’s resistance to taxation. 
The environmental impact of strip mining cannot be understated either.48  
 Giardina’s work does not immediately stand out as a candidate for the sort of 
environmental justice activism that I am arguing for here. Indeed, both novels are over 
twenty years old and neither yield a clear plan of action or call for reform. What they do 
represent, however, are sustained critiques of the economic and environmental realities of 
the region streatching back for a century. Giardina’s long view of history gives a deeper 
scope for the issues facing the region. It also allows her to use multiple voices to tell that 
history. The drive towards judgment in this long historical representation provides the most 
compelling reasons for examining Giardina through the interpretive lens of environmental 
justice. Giardina’s presents readers with a strong regional focus that establishes the local 
                                                 
 
48
 Due to its wide reaching nature, Montrie’s overview of the environmental impact deserves to be quoted 
in full: “Stripping denuded millions of acres of steep slopes and rolling hills in the coalfields, and this loss 
of vegetation caused soil erosion as well as increased surface runoff. Erosion led to the siltation of streams, 
and this devastated aquatic life. Increased surface runoff caused heavier flooding and floods where there 
had been none before. The bare hills also deprived numerous animal and plant species of habitat. Acid mine 
drainage . . . polluted streams and groundwater.” (3) The Unquiet Earth fictionalizes these issues both 
through the extensive destruction caused by the dam collapse at the novel’s conclusion and the slower 
destruction of Trace Mountain where Dillon’s long-lost great uncle was believed to live and where Jackie 
was conceived. 
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residents as victims of an ongoing ecological crisis in part caused by a long history of 
discriminatory practices.  
Unlike the single perspective in King Coal, Giardina’s novels present a wide-
ranging approach to the issue of destitution facing West Virginia throughout the twentieth 
century. This long approach to exploring this history emphasizes the influence the local 
population has had on their own lives and the lives of their descendents. The critique of 
poverty and environmental degradation in the region is one that cannot be made without 
taking into account the agency of the people in the region. Examining the novels through 
the lens of environmental justice helps insure that the breadth of the critique takes into 
account depictions of agency and the depictions of both human suffering and 
environmental degradation. Giardina’s novels provide an avenue through which to 
contextualize the history of both of these factors as well as emphasize the agency of the 
region’s residents. The agency of these characters is expressed in their long struggles 
against the coal companies that often end in defeat. At the same time, the impact of these 
struggles can be seen as many of the characters come to inhabit a liminal space between 
life and death where their livelihoods and their acts of resistance often compete and 
require tremendous sacrifices of both body and mental stability. By looking at these 
sacrifices as claims for environmental justice, we can see that they are often dramatized 
through the close relationships the characters share with the land. In Giardina’s work, 
both land and people suffer from the influence of the coal companies. Giardina 
humanizes the results of the destructive power of the coal industry, but also brings its 
destruction of nature to account by connecting individual suffering to environmental 
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degradation. The result is two novels that historicize the adverse conditions in coal 
regions by emphasizing the agency of those living in the region. 
The movement towards historicizing in Giardina’s work provides the most 
compelling reason for investigating her novels through the lens of environmental justice. 
While much of the environmental justice field focuses on current movements, literary 
analysis offers the field a method of analyzing historic instances of exploitation. As Julie 
Sze argues, environmental justice is well served by literary analysis since it offers “a new 
way of looking at ‘real world’ problems in the contemporary moment, a perspective rooted 
in a broader time scope of history that links contemporary environmental racism to older 
exploitation of race, gender, and nature” (Sze 164). Moreover, Giardina provides what Sze 
describes as “a new way of looking at environmental justice, through visual images and 
metaphors, not solely through the prism of statistics” (163). Giardina’s work focuses on the 
collective attempts at resistance against the economic forces and social stereotypes that 
ostracize communities in Appalachia from the rest of the nation. These novels provide a 
strong indictment of these stereotypes, through Giradina’s critique on the interplay between 
these commonly held ideas about Appalachia and Appalachia’s existence as an exploited 
region.  
This interplay allows readers to understand and sympathize with the region’s 
inhabitants while also respecting their agency. Giardina shows the way the stereotypes of 
barbarity and ignorance that her characters deal with represent traditional exploitative 
colonial practices. In a brief history of the region titled “Appalachian Images” Giardina 
states, “it is hard to say who came to the mountains first, the mine owners or the 
missionaries. As in Africa and Asia, they seem to have arrived simultaneously, the twin 
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harbingers of empire” (“Appalachian” 164). According to Giardina’s description, “the 
initial probings of mineral agents were accompanied by missionaries and journalists set on 
reproducing the exploits of their colleagues in ‘darkest’ Africa” and like their peers they 
“came with a sublime faith in their own values and attitudes toward those they encountered 
ranging from pity and condescension to outright contempt” (168). With the influx of 
immigrants from southern and eastern Europe as well as African Americans, Appalachia 
only found new victims of prejudice and stereotypes from both native residents and mine 
owner and operators.49 Today they continue with instances like “A Hidden America” which 
also mark Appalachia as different from the rest of America only through its poverty and the 
accents of the people living there.50 As Terry Easton puts it, “Giardina asserts that the 
myths and stereotypes of Appalachians mask an economic structure that functions precisely 
to create poverty and injustice in Appalachia” (Easton 296). Much of the criticism 
surrounding Giardina’s work concentrates on her battle against these perceptions. Of 
particular importance is the concept of othering that occurs between the local inhabitants 
and the absentee owners of the coal companies.51  
                                                 
49
 In his expansive, if dated, history of the region, Night Comes to the Cumberlands, Harry M. Caudill 
romanticizes the history of the Appalachian mountaineer and describes them as a noble if uneducated breed 
that have at once been mislead into their poverty and trapped their by their lack of education. Meanwhile 
the natives of Appalachia and the coalmine operators both castigated immigrants to the region. According 
to Caudill, “In these early years of the mining industry, ‘Wops,’ ‘Hunkies’ and ‘Polacks’ were regarded by 
the mountaineers, and by most of the camp overlords, as ‘only one notch better than the niggers’ – and this 
notch was a narrow one” (104). 
 
50
 One of the disturbing features of “Children of the Mountains” is the choice by the program’s producers to 
subtitle many of the program’s interviews with poor members of the community. This is despite the fact 
that the accents are generally understandable. While the choice may have been made in an effort to help 
audiences understand the interviews, the result is that all the poor interviewees are marked by the need to 
have their words translated while rich or well-educated members of the community are free from such 
translation. 
 
51
 See Easton, Wolfshohl and Mooney for more. 
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Giardina begins Storming Heaven on this note of colonization by depicting the 
arrival of the coal companies in Appalachia and the legal and extralegal battles between the 
local community and the coal companies for the land. Giardina establishes the power 
structure that dominates the coal fields and places the local residents at a clear 
disadvantage. Storming Heaven opens with the birth of Rondal Lloyd, the novel’s unionist 
protagonist who will later lead union’s battle against the coal companies. Yet Rondal’s 
birth in the late 1800s is marked by the arrival of agents seeking mining rights to the land. 
This in turn foreshadows Rondal’s eventual defeat and the lack of power the community 
has against the coal companies. Shortly after Rondal’s birth the chapter’s narrator, C.J. 
Marcum, relates how his father, Henry Marcum, refused to sign over the mineral rights of 
his land to the “railroad men” (Storming 5). Nevertheless these men claimed the rights 
through legal loopholes and “senior patents” (6).52  Shortly after this Henry Marcum is shot 
through the head within earshot of both his wife and C.J.. While C.J. does not explicitly 
connect Henry’s murder to the coal companies, Giardina’s text makes this connection 
implicit. After Henry’s murder C.J. notes how he and his mother are quickly removed from 
their land a mere three days later. When questioned about what allows him to evict the 
family the sheriff states, “Henry set his mark to a paper didn’t he?”(6). C.J. quickly rebuts 
this claim by declaring, “He didn’t have no call to make no mark. My papaw could read 
and write” (6). In this brief passage Giardina establishes the pattern of abuse that will 
underlie both Storming Heaven and The Unquiet Earth. The interests of the coal companies 
manipulate the legal system in order to exploit the region’s mineral wealth, and they utilize 
the local sheriff to intercede on their behalf and betray the community that they come 
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 Many mountaineers had no formal title to their lands. Additionally the deeds to mineral rights provided 
loopholes that gave the coal companies rights to not only the minerals underground but to utilize the land’s 
surface to extract the minerals. See Caudill for more. 
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from.53 The Sheriff, a local, is noticeably uncomfortable serving the eviction notice, yet he 
serves it anyway with the shaky claim that Henry himself made it legal through his “mark.” 
Giardina undermines this mark and the stereotype of illiteracy through both C.J.’s own 
ability to eloquently narrate his story and his direct claim that Henry could read and write. 
Nevertheless, the coal companies can forge Henry’s “mark” even if he was literate, since 
his family and the other local residents have no access to legal recourse at this point. 
Henry’s death and the eviction of the Marcums also begin to establish the strong 
connection that Giardina’s characters feel with the land. Dillon Freeman, one of the 
principal narrators from The Unquiet Earth, best describes this theme when he explains it 
to his daughter, Jackie. While visiting the land that the family has lost to the coal 
companies Dillon pulls Jackie aside to explain how the land and the family’s history 
interweave: “One thing I want you to know . . . This is your land. They’s a piece of paper at 
the courthouse in Shelby says otherwise, but don’t never believe a piece of paper. Land 
belongs to them that love it. I want you to love this land” (Unquiet 102). Dillon’s sentiment 
undercuts the legal claims of the coal companies, but it also clearly separates the local 
community’s attitudes towards the land from that of the coal company. The land and the 
family graves that Jackie and her parents are visiting have become polluted since coming 
under the control of the coal companies. The river that runs through the land “was shallow 
and black with sludge. Pieces of tires and rusting drums littered the bank” (98). Part of the 
connection with the land that Jackie and her family feel is predicated on the simple fact that 
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 The Sheriff in this scene serves as a stark contrast to the character of Isom, Giardina’s stand in for Sid 
Hatfield. Both Isom and his real life model were sympathetic to the interests of the miners. The 
embarrassment of the sheriff in this early scene indicates a path by which the community can resist the coal 
companies. The legal system, while corrupted by the coal companies, nonetheless holds some recourse for 
the community if populated by the right people. 
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their ancestors are buried on it. They therefore return to the land to care for it.54 For the 
context of the novel, the land holds the spirits of the dead rather than coal, a theme that 
Giardina makes explicit with her spiritual references in The Unquiet Earth. For Jackie, this 
connection only begins to stand out once she leaves the mountains and lives in Washington 
D.C. It is only at this point in her narration that Jackie states “I crave the Mountains. They 
invade my dreams, and so do my kin, living and dead” (250). This underlying spirituality 
enhances the connection that Giardina’s characters share with the land and their respect for 
it through the inherent sense of respect that Giardina has for the region’s history.  
While much of both novels covers attempts at resistance against the destructive 
practices of the coal companies, the most intriguing portions of Giardina’s work focus on 
regaining a sense of pride in efforts to resist this destruction and conveying this attitude to a 
larger audience. As Giardina puts it in an interview titled, “True Stories”: 
I do think I’ve had a double audience in mind. On the one hand, I’m writing for 
people from this part of the world saying “This is what happened here and this is 
who we are.” I think this region has been so neglected and mistreated and exploited, 
and people have an inferiority complex over it. And to people outside, I am saying 
“This is who I am and where I am from, and this is my story” (“True” 150).  
 
Giardina’s first person narrators provide the vehicle to explore this disconnect.  
 
These narratives juxtapose the motives the local residents have for resisting through 
violence. At the same time they explore the historical ramifications of that resistance 
through its reception by the nation as a whole. 
Giardina’s characters are trapped between the exploitive practices of the coal 
companies and the label of traitors and communists when they resist these practices. The 
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 Certainly this caretaking is partially informed by an anthropocentric view of what nature holds and how 
it people should care for it. The characters’ conception of a cemetery should not be confused with a 
“natural” or untouched landscape. Nevertheless, the conceptions do overlap in relation to the preservation 
and protection of the land from the pollution that has overtaken it. 
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most blatant example of this is the union’s march on Blair Mountain at the end of Storming 
Heaven. The end of the march comes only after the United States Government threatens to 
send in airplanes and bomb the marchers.55 The armed resistance alienates the community 
from the rest of the country. Carrie Bishop highlights this when she encounters a group of 
reporters from New York after the march on Blair Mountain. One reporter declares, “this is 
a hell of a place you’ve got here” only to have Carrie respond “who made it that way?” 
(Storming 282). Both the reporter’s question and Carrie’s response mark the lack of 
attention paid to the roots of the problems in Appalachia by Americans in general. The 
reporter is only in the region to cover the armed uprising and not the conditions that led to 
it. The result is a complete disconnect between the Appalachian community and the rest of 
the nation. 
Giardina’s work begins to bridge this divide by reaching out to these two 
disparate audiences and relating the history of the Appalachian coalfields on a human 
scale. Integral to this is Giardina’s use of realism through first person narration. This 
perspective allows her characters to tell their own stories, which circumvents the problem 
of limited perspectives found in King Coal or “A Hidden America.” Any outside critique 
or attempt to improve the situation is in danger of reinforcing a long history of 
stereotypes about the region and the people that populate it.56 Both novels utilize multiple 
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 Dillon suffers a similar fate in The Unquiet Earth when he is accused of being a communist and thrown 
in jail after he destroys a railroad bridge leading to the coalfields. 
 
56
 The online response to “A Hidden America” provides a compelling case for this issue. ABC’s official 
follow up to the story emphasizes the outpouring of goodwill for the people depicted in the special from its 
viewers. Nevertheless, comments made on video websites like YouTube emphasized the betrayal and anger 
many people in the region felt at the newsmagazine for reinforcing stereotypes about residents of 
Appalachia. This is not to suggest that poverty is not an issue in Appalachia, but rather that an emphasis on 
the poverty alone fails to provide a clear picture of the reasons for that poverty. It also blatantly robs the 
people the ability to represent themselves when they have so often been denied that agency. Giardina’s 
work provides a bridge for these concerns by reworking the story of the region in a way that challenges 
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narrators, yet each narrator relates his or her story in the first person. The result is a set of 
stories, each broad in scope, yet human in scale. While the narratives interweave, each 
narrator approaches his or her story through his or her own prejudices and sympathies. 
Some characters only attack the coal companies. But the multiplicity of Giardina’s 
writing style allows for a much more dynamic depiction of the community. Giardina also 
manages to show the deep connections that the community has with the coal companies 
through the conflicting interests of her characters. Rather than providing a dichotomy 
between the unionists and the coal companies, Giardina clearly displays sympathy for 
characters who prefer to work with the coal companies. Carrie’s brother Miles in 
Storming Heaven and Rachel’s husband Arthur Lee in The Unquiet Earth both serve as 
examples of the interrelation between the coal companies and the community and the 
multiple perspectives available in the social and environmental concerns of the 
community. Both Carrie and Rachel interact with these coal company men on a personal 
level. Additionally, both men believe that they are attempting to help their community. 
Miles believes that he is setting an example for the people and that he can help raise them 
from their poverty. Arthur Lee, on the other hand, is less idealistic, but he also believes 
that he is helping the community by serving as a middleman between the miners and the 
coal company that has no sympathy for the community whatsoever.  
The scope of Giardina’s historical storytelling also allows her to avoid the sense of 
patronizing that occurs in other attempts at representing impoverished regions. The efforts 
of Arthur Lee and Miles to raise up “their people” from poverty creates a sense of 
possessiveness. Giardina actively attempts to avoid this in her writing. In one interview she 
                                                                                                                                                 
longstanding stereotypes about the people living there and by forcing readers to question their own 
complicity in a continuing tragedy. 
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relates that speaking of “my people” is similar to speaking of “my dog.” As she puts it,  
It makes my skin crawl, the paternalism and possessiveness of it, and so it bothers 
me, even when the characters are more progressive. I don’t think we can speak for 
other people that way. I don’t think other people think of themselves that way. 
Mountaineer people in West Virginia think of themselves as West Virginians, but 
they don’t think of themselves as ‘my people.’ So I think we have to be careful 
about that. (“Resurrecting” 257) 
 
The broad overarching history of the region in these novels shows the full extent of 
motions to raise up the residents there as well as the shortcomings of these self styled 
saviors.57 
In regard to environmental justice, this multiplicity of narrators provides readers 
with a far reaching critique of the issues facing the region, but it also emphasizes the 
multiple approaches and prejudices that burden any attempts at reform and resistance. As 
Carrie and Rachel’s conflicting interests show, it is impossible to simply resist the coal 
industry without alienating part of the community. This mirrors issues that are inherent in 
environmental justice. According to Mei Mei Evans, nature or wilderness are culturally 
constructed locations that have historically been foreclosed to various minorities.58 By 
emphasizing the multiple perspectives developed over time among the locals in 
Appalachia, Giardina provides a larger picture of how this construction has been created 
and how it is constantly in a state of fluctuation as the characters struggle with each other 
and with outside perceptions of Appalachia. This final point provides the most important 
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 In light of Giardina’s warning, it could be easy to cast my environmental justice reading of Giardina’s 
work as an attempt to put her in the position of speaking for “her people.” In part this is accurate since as an 
outside critic interested in the issues facing the residents of Appalachia, I am attempting to establish a local 
voice and perspective by which to examine and promote these issues. By utilizing multiple narrators and 
first person narration, Giardina creates the illusion of speaking for the entire region. In relation to other 
attempts to do this such as “A Hidden America,” the important factor is that Giardina has the opportunity to 
speak for herself and her narrative style evokes an attempt to allow many other perspectives to speak as 
well.  
 
58
 See Evans 183. 
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factor for outside critiques and supporters of environmental justice. For any justice to take 
place, it is important to understand how the stereotypes about Appalachia restrain the 
region’s residents from being able to be seen as active participants in environmental 
debates in the region. So long as the region’s residents are perceived as backwards or 
troublemakers the question of environmental justice may be overridden in favor of 
questions of caretaking or fixing Appalachia.  
 
Lasting Scars and Acts of God: Giardina’s Use of Nature and Relgion 
Giardina’s attempt to put a human face on the conflicting interests for the people in 
the Appalachian coal fields provides the most compelling aspect of any environmental 
justice reading of these novels. Rather than a catalogue of injustices, Giardina’s novels 
embody the moral bind that faces the residents of a region trapped in a situation where the 
only method for survival is to embrace an industry that threatens both their lives and their 
environment. Giardina expresses this through characters who come to inhabit a liminal 
space between life and death through their actions in the coal mines or their resistance to 
the coal companies. One example in Storming Heaven is Carrie’s husband, Albion 
Freeman, who wastes away long before the coal companies have him assassinated. Albion 
preaches to the striking miners in Storming Heaven, yet his own health suffers greatly from 
his time in the mines and his own self-sacrifice. Jackie’s Uncle Brigham’s slow 
deterioration of health after contracting black lung disease from working in the mines also 
highlights the close proximity these characters share with death in the novels. Brigham 
makes a connection between suicide and working in the mines when Jackie asks him why 
he drinks so much alcohol. Brigham states, “hit aint as final as a bullet and tastes better 
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than rat poison” (Unquiet 111). After a moment’s reflection Brigham drops his joking tone 
and suicidal claims and relates his self-destructive tendencies to working in the mines. He 
says, “my back hurts youngun. Broke it in the mines oncet, you know” (111). Brigham’s 
reference to a broken back also recalls Rondal’s fate at the end of Storming Heaven where 
he is left paralyzed after fighting at Blair Mountain. Rondal is disabled in his struggle with 
the coal companies. After his vitality in the rest of the novel, he is left in a mental state that 
is neither fully alive nor dead. 
 The long historical scope of these novels injects both didacticism and judgment into 
the development of the region. Giardina does this formally through the retrospective point 
of view she explores in her charcters. As characters like C.J. and Rondal die in the course 
of Storming Heaven, the question becomes one of temporality: when are these voices 
speaking and do their points of view come about after their deaths?59 This perspective may 
in part have to do with the afterword in Storming Heaven where Dillon Freeman recounts 
that he has collected the stories of the other characters in Storming Heaven. This allows 
Storming Heaven to act like a historical document even though it is fictional. The narration 
at once has a sense of historical authenticity while at the same time conveying the 
conviction of a retrospective perspective that comes, in some ways, from beyond the grave. 
Whether this is meant to be an artistic embellishment from the book’s “editor,” Dillon, or 
from Giardina matters less than the effect that it has in its retelling of the historic conditions 
in the coal camps. Historical judgment here is inextricably mixed with metaphysical 
judgment in the recollection of long dead voices that appear to speak from beyond the 
grave. 
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 Notably, The Unquiet Earth’s narrator’s perspective is contemporary to their age. As such, the novels 
characters speech is related to their age and they do not carry the retrospective judgment that comes 
through in Storming Heaven.  
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The most explicit exploration of this liminal space between life and death occurs in 
Rosa Angelelli’s narrative sections in Storming Heaven. Rosa narrates four short sections 
that cover her unhappy life in the coalfields and the death of her sons in the mines. Rosa’s 
narration forms a stream of consciousness and her thoughts shuffle between her memories, 
her delusions, and the action of the novel as it occurs around her. Rosa’s first section begins 
with the image of butterflies and her destruction of their ability to fly when she was a child. 
This opening narration foreshadows her last action in the novel when she attempts to free a 
butterfly collection, which she believes is full of living butterflies. In her first statement 
Rosa declares “Yes, I kill that butterfly. But I save all those others. I let them go. I throw 
them into the air and they fly away” (Storming 49). The impact of this statement is not felt 
until her final section of narration. At this time Rosa does not realize her sons are dead and 
believes they are with her as enraged miners burn down the coal operator’s house where 
she works. During this scene Rosa’s only concern is to save a butterfly collection, which 
suggests a chance for humans to redeem their interactions with nature as Rosa “saves” the 
butterflies.  
The butterflies that serve as the principal symbol of nature in Rosa’s sections also 
highlight the colonial and capitalistic practices of the coal operators. At one point 
Davidson, the coal mine operator whose house Rosa works at, remarks on the thoroughness 
of his collection as well as a particular specimen called Argynus Diana:  
 Look, he tells me. He points to the butterflies. I catch this one in this place, 
and that one in that place. Gold. Africa. Purple. Louisiana. He goes everywhere for 
the butterflies. 
 Rosa, he says. You should know some of these names. They are Latin. Your 
Italian language is from Latin. 
 I shrug my shoulders and smile. Still, I do not know it. 
 See this one. I go all over the world for it and never find. Then I catch it 
here, on Blackberry Creek. (67) 
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Giardina makes a connection here between the butterflies and the residents in Appalachia 
through the rich white capitalist who pins them down in his collection just as he uses the 
local community who are pinned in their subservient positions. The very act of engaging in 
such a hobby also marks Davidson as different from the rest of the community since he is 
capable of travel and leisure while the miners must concentrate on survival. Davidson’s 
insistence on the Latin classifications of the butterflies and his cataloguing their location to 
one of his housekeepers also marks the difference in access these two characters have to 
nature. Rosa, a poor immigrant woman from Italy, does not understand the Latin names for 
the butterflies and cannot access their location in the world. She is therefore cut off from 
the “proper” view of nature according to the rich white businessman capable of 
categorizing and profiting off of it. Giardina subverts this “proper” view of nature through 
Rosa’s attempts to free the butterflies. Rosa, despite her hallucinations, sees the butterflies 
as living creatures rather than specimens. While Davidson categorizes dead samples, Rosa 
is instead wary of her own ability to destroy that freedom.  
Rosa also projects her own trauma of being separated from her mother onto the 
butterflies; this only creates a stronger connection between Rosa and nature since a 
significant part of Rosa’s trauma is due to her separation from her family and her home. 
Rosa focuses on the butterflies due to her childhood experiences with them when she 
destroyed their wings without realizing it. Rosa declares, “the butterflies speak to me. Their 
mouths are very small, but still I hear them speak. Take care not to break the wings, they 
say. They sound like mama” (68). Rosa’s projection of her mother’s voice onto the 
butterflies establishes her reverence for them, but their importance to Rosa also hints at the 
transformative power of nature thanks to the metamorphosis that butterflies undergo from 
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their larval state. The image of the butterflies and Rosa’s own actions in trying to save them 
show the fragility of life, but its power to transform and be reborn. Rosa, easily the most 
fragile character in Storming Heaven is also the most aware of the inappropriateness of 
Davidson’s categorization of nature, which stops this cycle.  
Through Rosa’s narration, the butterflies become personified into witnesses for 
some of the events in the novel. Instead of falling into the trap of prioritizing humans or 
nature, Giardina uses nature as a witness of the crimes of humans. One example of this is 
Davidson’s implied sexual abuse of Rosa. Early in her narration Rosa states that Davidson 
“brings Mama to stay with me in this place. There is a white bed for her here, in this room” 
(50). Aside from the impossibility of this because her mother is still in Italy, the emphasis 
placed on the bed and the room indicate some sort of impropriety is taking place. The color 
white is emphasized again when Davidson reaches out to touch the white chemise that 
Rosa wears while cleaning his house. The purity of whiteness contrasts with Davidson’s 
increasingly disturbing behavior towards Rosa. Later, after Rosa’s sons have been killed in 
a mine blast, Rosa describes how “Senore cries. He presses his face against my belly” 
(169). Shortly thereafter Rosa relates how the butterflies observe all of their actions: 
 He takes me to the big house. The butterflies watch what we do. They turn 
their heads this way and that. They will not shut their eyes. I shake roses at them. 
The thorns scratch Senore’s arm. The blood tastes like salt. His hands are warm, 
like the hands of the priest when he signs the cross on my forehead. 
 Rosa, he says, you forgive so easy. (169-170) 
 
The transgression that Davidson believes Rosa forgives is apparently the sexual assault, the 
responsibility for the death of her sons, or some combination of the two. The unwavering 
gaze of the butterflies catalogue Davidson’s misuse of power at the most personal level. 
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The conclusion of The Unquiet Earth continues this theme of nature “recording” or 
witnessing the crimes of humans. In The Unquiet Earth these crimes are written in the 
environmental degradation of the land when the novel culminates in the collapse of a coal 
industry controlled dam and a flood, which destroys much of the community remaining in 
the coalfields. While the company calls it an “Act of God,” Giardina’s characters, and 
Dillon in particular, had long suspected the dam was unsafe (Unquiet 338). After the flood, 
only Jackie is left from the family that Giardina has focused on throughout both Storming 
Heaven and The Unquiet Earth. Like Rosa, Jackie enters into a liminal space between life 
and death as she deals with the destruction of what was left of her family. She moves to 
Pittsburgh and dreams of her home restored to the way it used to be. This is an 
impossibility and she declares, “I can no more go back than I could dig up a corpse and 
blow life into it” (339). Jackie is left trapped in a lost past and Giardina gives no glimpse of 
improvement in her future. Instead, Giardina leaves readers with Jackie’s dreams of Dillon 
melding with the land he loved. In her dreams, Jackie sees Dillon’s “skeleton stripped and 
blackened and mired in sludge, becoming one with the bones of the mountains” (338). In 
this melding, both Dillon and the mountains are marked by the actions of the coal 
companies, yet like Rosa’s attempts to save nature, Giardina’s last image of Dillon 
emphasizes the sense of connection that humans share with the land.  
Neither Dillon nor mountains can escape the influence of the coal companies, but 
Dillon’s final act in the novel also reiterates the importance of understanding and 
respecting that bond. As the flood approaches Dillon runs to the place where he has buried 
a fox and the skull of a Japanese soldier that Rachel brought home as a souvenir from her 
time as a nurse in World War II. Early in the narrative Dillon takes the skull from Rachel 
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and goes to gives it a proper burial. Yet as he drives away in a rage he runs over one of the 
last red foxes in the mountains. Dillon buries both together and as he does so he gives a 
prayer: “O Buddha O Christ O ancestors O God. The red fox died for our sins” (60). In his 
grief over killing the fox, Dillon comes to understand the interrelation between human 
actions and the toll it can take on the land. In his prayer Dillon replaces Christ with the fox, 
yet by doing so he reiterates the human connection with the land. Even Dillon, ostensibly 
the character in The Unquiet Earth most worshipful towards the land, is capable of taking 
part in its destruction. 
The last note of The Unquiet Earth is the devastating collapse of the slurry dam and 
subsequent flood that kills many of the novel’s characters. In the novel’s final section we 
learn that the coal companies have declared the flood an “Act of God,” the legal description 
utilized in real life by coal companies during the Buffalo Creek disaster. Giardina moves 
away from the legal term through the novel’s painstaking efforts to show environmental 
degradation as distinctly connected to the actions of human beings, even those who would 
seek to preserve it like Dillon. The coal company’s phrasing shows a co-option of religion 
through the implication that humans could have done nothing to prevent the disaster. This 
claim is undercut due to Giardina’s utilization of religion throughout the two novels. In 
Giardina’s work the earth actually groans with the ghosts of the dead. As Dillon inspects 
the dam just before it bursts he describes how “a low moan swells from the water – it is the 
tormented spirit of Trace Mountain torn apart. I hear voices in the moan and I step toward 
them on the dam” (328). In Storming Heaven the characters see both heaven and hell on 
earth. Albion Freeman in Storming Heaven sees hell as made by the attitudes and decisions 
of human beings. As he describes hell, “Hit’s real. We all of us live in it sometimes” (134). 
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More powerfully, Rondal describes heaven in Storming Heaven as being the union’s march 
on Blair Mountain. As he puts it while on the march, “Heaven is this here. Hit’s all these 
men together, and you, and knowing this here is the way we was meant to do. But it only 
lasts a minute. Then hit’s gone” (262).  
God, we know, had nothing to do with the dam’s maintenance or the coal slurry it 
contained. The attempt to designate it so, both in the novel – and more importantly in 
Buffalo Creek – is simply an attempt to pass the responsibility and, after a fashion, make 
the disaster “natural.” Giardina’s work demands that we acknowledge the hubris of humans 
and the cost of that hubris through a long history marked by the interconnection of our 
relationship with the land and the region. The bleak conclusion of The Unquiet Earth 
denotes the ongoing tragedy in the Appalachian coalfields. The only escape for Jackie is to 
leave them. For the reader, and in particular the reader who has not resided in the region, all 
that is left is the awareness of his or her own escape from such tragedies. As a society, we 
are marked through our ongoing disregard of the practices that lead to the battles and 
atrocities Giardina depicts. Furthermore, as a nation we are confronted with our acceptance 
of the situation as somehow “natural” either through what we perceive as the willful 
ignorance of the local population who would choose to “live that way.” Giardina posits that 
to “live that way” is to live within the context of a catch-22. While people may be washed 
away, the scars, both on people and the land, will not fade. 
Giardina’s historicism in Storming Heaven and The Unquiet Earth forces readers to 
question their own connection with the land and to Appalachia in particular. By 
humanizing the history of Appalachia through her characters, Giardina calls attention to not 
only the historic social and environmental injustices that have plagued the region. These 
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novels also serve as a starting point to understanding how any reform can take place. 
Giardina’s novels provide a systematic critique of the sensibilities and stereotypes that have 
perpetuated those inequities. They move away from the superficial efforts found in specials 
like ABC’s “A Hidden America” which only provide a picture of poverty and a region that 
has mysteriously been left behind the rest of the country. As Giardina shows, human floods 
cannot wash away our sins, yet they will leave enduring marks both on the land and on our 
society. Giardina’s novels propagate a historicization of the interconnectivity between 
humans and the land. This, in turn, establishes the agency and respect needed before we 
can repair a damaged community. For environmental justice to begin it must first take into 
account both the environment and the agency of the people who inhabit that environment. 
Appalachia is certainly a hell of a place, in both senses of the phrase. But readers, both 
local and abroad, must interrogate themselves to begin to understand who made it that way. 
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CHAPTER V 
“A MOUTH WIDE AND DARK AS THE GRAVE”: HISTORY, FAMILY, AND THE 
FRONTIER IN WISTER’S THE VIRGINIAN AND PYNCHON’S VINELAND AND 
AGAINST THE DAY 
On the afternoon of April 20, 1914 William Snyder and his children made the 
mistake of climbing out of the pit they had dug under their tent in Ludlow Colorado. 
Outside, the Colorado National Guard and striking coal miners were engaged in a war 
that had raged since morning. For much of the day the pit had been their shelter from the 
indiscriminate gunfire that had ripped through the tent city that striking coal miners had 
erected near the town (Figure 5.1.). The immediate reason for the battle has been lost to 
history, and both sides have claimed that the other started shooting first. Whatever the 
cause, the fighting seemed to be letting up and the Snyders took the opportunity to escape 
their pit and return to the relative comfort of the tent itself. Frank Snyder, a young boy of 
eleven, went to sit in a chair and his sister joined him on the floor between his knees. 
According to his father, Frank was in the act of leaning forward to kiss or caress his sister 
when the bullet that killed him ripped through the family tent and struck Frank in the 
head (Snyder 133). In his affidavit to the Commission on Industrial Relations William 
reported, “I was standing near the front door of my tent and heard the impact of the bullet 
striking the boy’s head, and the crack of the bullet as it exploded inside of his head” 
(133).  
Elsewhere in the tent colony a strike leader named Louis Tikas was arrested and 
confronted by the militia leader, Karl Linderfelt, about who was at fault for the violence. 
According to Scott Martelle, as the argument escalated “Linderfelt grabbed his rifle by 
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the barrel and swung it hard at Tikas, striking him in the head and breaking the gunstock” 
(175). Incapacitated by this attack Tikas and two other striking miners were murdered 
moments later by the mob of militiamen that surrounded them (176). Tikas was killed by 
three shots in the back. As Tikas was murdered, the tent colony was going up in flames. 
How the fires started remains a matter of contention. Guard members claimed that they 
started thanks to sparks caused by stray bullets and fueled by explosives hidden by the 
miners in the camp. The strikers contended that that attacking militia purposefully set the 
fires. Whatever the cause, the fire was deadly (Figure 5.2.). In another pit under a tent a 
group of women and children hid: twenty-seven year old Fedlina Costa her two children, 
Onafrio age six, and Lucy, age four, Rodgerio Pedregone, age nine, Cloriva Pedregone 
age four, Frank Petrucci, age six months, Lucy Petrucci, age three, Joe Petrucci, age four, 
thirty-seven year old Patria Valdez and her children Rudolph, age nine, Eulala, age eight, 
Mary age seven, and Elvira, age three months (Martelle 223). In all, two women and 
eleven children remained hidden as the fires spread through the tents. They suffocated to 
death as the fires above them ate the oxygen in their supposed safe haven. They were not 
found until the morning after the gun battle (2). 
 
Figure 5.1. The Tents at Ludlow in the grip of winter. Photo courtesy of the Western History/Genealogy 
Department, Denver Public Library. 
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Figure 5.2. Ludlow Tent colony after the fires. Photo courtesy of the Western History/Genealogy 
Department, Denver Public Library. 
 
Collectively these atrocities have come to be known as the Ludlow Massacre. The 
battle occurred after months of intermittent violence between the striking miners and the 
mine detectives employed by the J.D. Rockefeller owned Colorado Fuel & Iron 
Company. The strike that led up to the Ludlow Massacre began on September 23, 1913 
when miners in the Southern coal fields in Colorado marched out on strike for a series of 
demands: recognition of their union by the coal company, improved pay rates, an eight 
hour work day, pay for dead work, a checkweighman elected by miners, the right to trade 
in any store they wanted, choose their own homes and doctors, the enforcement of 
Colorado mining laws, and the abolition of the mine guard system. The miners suffered 
under what Howard Zinn has described as the “feudal dominion” of the Colorado mining 
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camps (8). Of particular contention were the mine guards who dominated the region and 
constantly threatened the miners and their families with everything from verbal and 
physical abuse to sexual harassment. Ludlow and the battles that followed it in Colorado 
represent one of the most contentious and violent labor uprisings in U.S. History. 
Perhaps one of the most controversial aspects of Ludlow is its legacy as a 
massacre. As Scott Martelle notes, the deaths of the women and children in the fires of 
Ludlow does not fit the definition of “the intentional execution of a large number of 
people” (5). Instead these deaths are “most likely to have been the result of criminally 
negligent acts by the Colorado National Guard, private mine guards, and strikebreakers as 
they torched the camp” (5). Thomas Andrews has argued that the Ludlow-as-massacre 
interpretation has “assumed a key place in the martyrology of the American labor 
movement” (6). Yet Andrews also identifies a problem with focusing too closely on 
Ludlow: it plucks “a single day of killing from the stream of time, thus severing Ludlow 
from the vast and tangled web of events amid which it unfolded” (9). Andrews’s critique 
is accurate, and even applicable to this brief study of the events at Ludlow. Nevertheless, 
the power of Ludlow lies in the shock it provides to our sensibilities as a society. Though 
Ludlow has largely faded from popular consciousness, what strength it retains as a 
cultural icon resides in the infamy of the events of April 20th. Ludlow, for better or worse, 
highlights the struggles of working families and the senseless deaths of those men, 
women, and children stemming from corporate greed, government corruption, and crimes 
against the ostensible rights of our society: life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness. 
In the near-feudal Colorado coalfields, these rights were roughly nonexistent. Yet 
even from a limited look at Ludlow we can see a series of important questions regarding 
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some its defining features. The most important of these is how the issues of Ludlow 
revolve around the rhetoric of family. As the firefight began at Ludlow the male strikers 
immediately ran away from the colony. As Andrews puts it, the men sought “to draw the 
guardsmen’s fire away from Ludlow” (272). Instead, the tactic backfired, and “this 
tragically ill-conceived effort to protect the women and children still remaining in the 
colony instead left the camp at the National Guard’s mercy” (272). After the deaths at 
Ludlow this tragedy was combined with a rhetoric of family and tropes of masculinity to 
fuel the anger of the striking workers and lead to continued struggles with the National 
Guard and the coal companies. As Andrews notes: 
Strike leaders and tent colony captains sought to channel the mood among the 
rank and file of mourning, anger, and injured masculinity into a concerted military 
response. The result was a campaign of retributive violence, in which seven 
months of civil unrest and almost half a century of labor-management tumult at 
last came to a head. For ten days, the mineworkers of southern Colorado engaged 
in the fiercest, deadliest labor uprising since the Civil War (276). 
 
The rhetoric of martyrdom and family at Ludlow raises a number of knotty questions 
regarding gender roles. Much like the rhetoric surrounding the Ludlow as massacre story, 
it has the potential to relegate those involved into figures acted upon rather than figures 
imbued with their own agency and capable of influencing the course of their lives. The 
Ten Days’ War that followed Ludlow proves these points. According to Andrews, the 
miners gave as good as they got in the battles that followed Ludlow and “upwards of 
thirty people had lost their lives” (14). Rather than being mere victims, the strikers were 
clearly quite capable of influencing the direction of their lives. 
Given the strong role tropes of masculinity played in these conflicts, it is also 
important to pay particular attention to the role the women strikers played. The women in 
the camps and strikes can be seen as merely victims rather than active participants in the 
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strike. This, of course, could not be further from the truth. As with any labor conflict, 
women played an integral role in the strike and deeply influenced the course of events in 
Colorado. Perhaps the best example of this can be seen in the actions of Mother Jones. 
The gender roles at play in the work of Mother Jones present a clear indication of the 
power that the rhetoric of family had in these sorts of conflicts. In her role as “mother” of 
the miners, Mother Jones stepped in to highlight the suffering of both the workers and 
their families in her labor agitation. On January 4, 1914 this agitation took the shape of 
Mother Jones’s attempt to speak in Trinidad, Colorado.  She was detained on order of 
Colorado governor Elias Ammons and General John Chase of the National Guard. As 
Martelle points out, “neither Ammons nor Chase foresaw the inevitable: Mother Jones in 
a de facto prison cell was a flag around which the miners and the entire national labor 
movement could and would rally” (153). The result was a parade of roughly a thousand 
women protesting Mother Jones’s imprisonment (Figure 5.3.). General Chase led a 
detachment of mounted troops to bar the women’s march (Figure 5.4.). It is unclear what 
started the subsequent violence, but Chase’s troops raced “their horses through the 
crowed” and used rifle butts and flats of their swords against the crowd (154). Martell 
records that “the riders made three passes, leaving blood and bruises in their wake” (154). 
The women strikers and their supporters were integral to this incident, both in their 
agency for protest, but also in the societal reaction that resulted from the attack of the 
troops. As Martelle notes: “at a time when women nationwide were fighting for the right 
to vote . . . and society clung to the concept that the ‘fairer sex’ lived on a plane above the 
baser lives of men, the clash became an emblem of the strike. If the militia was willing to 
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ride down unarmed women and children on a public street, then what else were they 
capable of?” (155).  
 
Figure 5.3. Protesters marching to free Mother Jones. Photo courtesy of the Western History/Geneology 
Department, Denver Public Library. 
 
 
Figure 5.4. Mounted Colorado National Guardsmen dispersing demonstrators in a march to free Mother 
Jones. Photo courtesy of the Western History/Geneology Department, Denver Public Library. 
 
Martelle’s comments point to the weight these events still carry to this day. 
Whatever the time period, the sanctity of family and children remains one of the 
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symbolic cornerstones of our society and the events at Ludlow show its continued power 
over our sensibilities. Reading the description of the senseless deaths at Ludlow leaves us 
to question the course of events that led to such a tragedy. It can also lead us to question 
what led to such a blatant imbalance of social power that flies in the face the themes of 
self-empowerment and equality inherent in the American Dream – a dream, it must also 
be noted, that posits the equality of opportunity for all people. For the American Dream 
to carry this promise it must therefore also be available to all families.  
This chapter will trace the role the rhetoric of family plays in the historical fiction 
of two disparate novelists: Owen Wister and Thomas Pynchon. While Wister writes prior 
to the events in Ludlow, his approach to issues of class and family illuminates the lasting 
impact these features have in our popular consciousness. In Wister’s 1902 seminal novel 
The Virginian we find Wister’s portrayal of an inherent aristocracy in the United States 
through his construction of the history of the cowboy. According to the picture of the 
frontier that Wister paints, this aristocracy proves itself through the settling of the 
frontier. Yet Wister’s view of this aristocracy ultimately results in the death of the West 
and its opportunities for self improvement. This demise ultimately becomes caught up in 
the rhetoric of family and the continuation of racial ideals that Wister advocates, and 
results in the demise of the West. As such, family in The Virginian ends in a symbolic 
end of history, at least for the cowboy and the promise of self-improvement in his 
frontier. Pynchon takes an opposing view of family, history, and the frontier in his two 
novels Vineland and Against the Day. In particular, Pynchon turns to Ludlow to examine 
and refute the class dynamics Wister promotes. For Pynchon frontiers become 
opportunities to question our social and political customs and perhaps envision social 
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change. Rather than destroying the frontier, families perpetuate its promise through their 
continuing engagement in class warfare. Family narratives in turn become the means of 
communicating the story of events like Ludlow across generations. For Pynchon, these 
family stories provide a compelling means of presenting readers with counter narratives 
that highlight the shortcomings of common history.   
  
 “The Dawn of a Neighborhood”: Historicizing the End of the West in The Virginian 
The settling of the frontier is in many ways the inevitable conclusion of Owen 
Wister’s most famous creation, The Virginian. The demise of the West is determined 
with the first declaration about the Virginian as he ropes an unruly horse. The Virginian’s 
ability, succeeding where his peers could not, prompts one observer to declare, “that man 
knows his business” (Wister 2). In a novel espousing the importance of the West as a 
testing ground for masculinity and American ideals, the Virginian’s business necessarily 
leads him towards eastern industry and institutions that will, in Wister’s view, inevitably 
erode the frontier atmosphere that allowed the Virginian to become great. Adapting to the 
West’s demise, or at least radical alteration, is part of the Virginian’s business and allows 
for the novel’s happy ending to occur. Without his acknowledgement of the business that 
will come to rule the West, the Virginian’s triumph would be hollow, given the collapse 
of the cattle industry by 1902 and the subsequent sweeping changes to the region. As the 
Virginian puts it at the end of the novel, “I am well fixed for the new conditions. And 
when I took up my land, I chose a place where there is coal. It will not be long before the 
new railroad needs that” (369). The narrator goes on to inform us that the Virginian’s 
plans come to fruition and he becomes “an important man, with a strong grip on many 
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various enterprises” (370). In spite of the Virginian’s success, there is a wistful counter 
note to the necessity of the Virginian’s plans. This counter note clearly harkens towards 
the narrator’s early declaration that the Virginian’s story is one told in retrospect. As he 
puts it, “the cow-boy is now gone to worlds invisible” (32). By the novel’s close the 
Virginian’s business is no longer the freedom and opportunity represented in the 
unsettled west. Rather that business is the grinding industry of the East and the various 
enterprises that Wister, himself a sufferer of nerves, sought to escape by traveling out 
west in his youth.60 In short, business requires that even cow-boys, grow up into men who 
can face the destructive propensities of an industrialized world. 
Integral to this acceptance are the requirements of marriage and family that Wister 
briefly, but critically, concentrates on in the books dénouement. Wister’s depiction of the 
Virginian’s meteoric rise in class necessitates the Virginian create a family to ensure the 
continuation of such a natural aristocracy and stake claim to such an aristocracy’s right to 
steer society. Yet the maturation of the Virginian results in the destruction of both the 
land and the boy that the land allows to flourish in the first place. As such, Wister’s text 
presents readers with a paradox: the values that the Virginian symbolizes can only be 
fulfilled through the creation of a family that at once represents the destruction of the 
boyhood exuberance the novel idealizes. The novel then operates as a history, specifically 
of “Wyoming between 1874 and 1890” as Wister notes in his note to the reader (ix). 
According to Wister the cowboy “rides in his historic yesterday” and “you will no more 
see him gallop out of the unchanging silence than you will see Columbus on the 
unchanging sea sailing from Palos with his caravels” (x). Wister claims that the cowboy’s 
“wild kind has been among us, since the beginning: a young man with his temptations, a 
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 See Will for more on Wister’s medical condition and his travels in the West. 
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hero without wings” (x). In the novel, however, the flourishing of these young men is in 
many ways the antithesis of the Virginian’s progress towards marriage. Through the 
marriage plot, the novel denotes an end to a history, specifically that of the cowboy. As 
such, family marks the end of the frontier and Wister’s historical narrative. Wister’s 
portrayal of the cowboy actually necessitates the demise of the frontier as these cowboys 
must prove their manhood by overpowering and settling that frontier. The end of the 
novel then also symbolically becomes the end of the history of that frontier as it changes 
from challenging wild environment to a settled and industrialized community. 
Given that The Virginian operates more as a series of short interrelated stories 
rather than a linear story, it is useful to review the pertinent aspects of the novel’s plot. 
The novel first follows the polished eastern narrator as he first goes west and is placed 
under the care of the Virginian. Slowly the narrator and the Virginian become friends and 
the narrator’s focus moves toward relating the development of this remarkable man. The 
Virginian faces two problems in his growth. The first comes in the form of marrying the 
schoolteacher, Molly Stark Wood. The Virginian first falls in love with Molly when he 
rescues her from a stagecoach stuck in a river. From there much of his efforts at self-
improvement are motivated by Molly’s rejections of his efforts to court her. The second 
comes from the outlaw Trampas, who serves as the novel’s chief antagonist. The 
Virginian and Trampas quarrel numerous times in the text and the Virginian continually 
embarrasses Trampas. These two plots finally come together when Trampas, now a cattle 
rustler and murderer, challenges the Virginian to a gunfight on the eve of his wedding to 
Molly. Molly learns of the challenge and threatens to break off the marriage if the 
Virginian goes out to meet Trampas for a showdown. Despite his pain at losing Molly, 
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the Virginian believes that he must face Trampas or become less of a man. He 
subsequently kills Trampas in a gunfight and Molly immediately rescinds her threat. The 
novel concludes with the two getting married and setting out on a long honeymoon that 
eventually takes them back east. 
The story shows the Virginian as a man who “knows his business,” but at the 
same time he is an untamed youth who must prove his worth in order to rise in class and 
station and obtain the text’s ultimate goal of marriage and family (2). The contrast of the 
Virginian’s youth with his desired or claimed status as a fully-grown man is a feature that 
is inherent to Wister’s portrayal of cowboys in general. Nearly every male in the west, 
from the drivers of Molly’s stage coach to Wyoming, to the Virginian’s work crew on his 
trip to Chicago, are boys. The boys are “youth untamed” full of “daring, laughter, 
endurance” and something else unspeakable that smote the narrator’s “American heart” 
who are not supposed to “live long enough to get old” (24, 247). These cowboys are at 
once separated from the average boy by “special hardships and temptations,” but are at 
the same time “simply American young” that might be found anywhere in America (177).  
This duality of maturity and boyhood underlies much of the criticism surrounding 
the text and in particular the last chapter of the book, which numerous critics, Wister’s 
mother included, have derided as “superfluous” (Handley 44). The Virginian’s perfection 
and his self-guided maturation into the dapper and business savvy Easterner are in direct 
contrast to the position that Wister puts the Virginian in for the entirety of the book prior 
to the last chapter. Part of the failure of the final chapter can be found in the troubled 
relationship that Wister creates between his cowboys and the land that allows them to 
flourish. The settlement of the West and the Virginian’s part in that settlement represents 
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the primary cause for the strain at the end of the novel. By taking part in the settlement of 
the West, the Virginian destroys the unique atmosphere that allows him to exist and 
essentially predicts that the West will fall into the same tedious boredom and polished 
decadence that the Virginian at first wishes to escape, but then ultimately accepts during 
the last chapter. In Wister’s oblique portrayal of the demise of his golden West he gives 
us only generalities of the decline and the subsequent changes that occur. For instance, in 
his use of the Johnson County War as a background for the novel we are left with the 
shadow of a nuanced and troubling conflict between classes over land usage. Wister’s 
rustlers are merely criminals and profit is their only motivation, while personal honor is 
the Virginian’s.  
Within this distinction lies one of the novel’s primary attractions. As Forrest 
Robinson has pointed out it gives “dramatic endorsement to the virtues of courage, self-
reliance, fair play, and the stoical indifference to pain. We come back to these books . . . 
because they tell familiar and very gratifying stories about ourselves” (79). According to 
Robinson, stories like the Virginian’s also inadvertently challenge that which they 
endorse. When placed under pressure, Wister’s novel reveals a wealth of suppressed 
voices and hidden contexts that are covered over by the unwavering and commanding 
presence of the Virginian. This presence has been amplified and modified through a long 
tradition of cowboy protagonists that draw on The Virginian for inspiration, but there are 
still ambiguities, such as the Virginian’s happy ending. As Lee Clark Mitchell has 
suggested, readers willingly bridge these gaps in order to resist the moments of 
uncertainty left in the text by the author and as such celebrate the cowboy without 
mourning his impending extinction (66). Cowpuncher, coalmine owner, gunfighter, or 
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peaceful lover, the Virginian will persevere. Wister creates a seemingly coherent and 
complete myth of the cowboy that suggests continuation despite the fact that the cowboy 
can no longer exist as anything more than a nostalgic memory. 
Wister’s cowboy is both an untamed youth, and an inherently noble figure who 
holds the key to the future of nation. As Wister’s biorgrapher Darwin Payne notes, Wister 
believed the West provided a unique condition “where the ties of tradition did not bind” 
and where “whatever the ‘American’ might become in the future” the cowboy 
represented the first formation of that point (Payne 85). Wister was convinced that the 
“true American would be shaped not in the East with its artificial restraints, but in this 
primitive land, where the natural processes of evolution were weeding out the inferior 
man” (85). The cowboy then reigns as a figure embodied with this inherent superiority 
and the Virginian, with all his irresistible masculinity serves as the archetype for Wister’s 
racial ideology, which he lays out in his essay “The Evolution of the Cow-Puncher.” 
According to Wister, the cowboy seeks “adventure, to be out-of-doors, to find some new 
place away from the postman, to enjoy independence of spirit or mind or body,” but in 
this wild place it is only the “cardinal surviving fittest instinct” that allows the cowboy to 
thrive61 (“Evolution” 38). Wister’s comparison of the gentleman and the cowboy 
highlights a point of contention within Wister’s promotion of the cowboy in general. By 
writing a historical novel about the end of the golden age of the cowboy, Wister actually 
writes a novel that looks forward to his contemporary moment and the future. The 
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 Wister’s view of race and the cowboy also discounts the Mexican origins of the cowboy in the tradition 
of ranching and the Vaquero. According to Wister the Saxon has taken and improved on these things and 
while the cowboy did not ride with “bolder skill than the Mexicans […] he brought other and grittier 
qualities to bear upon that wild life” while taking “what was good from this small deceitful alien” 
(Evolution 42). The only race fit for this position in Wister’s opinion is the Anglo-Saxon who has “through 
the centuries [been] conqueror, invader, navigator, buccaneer, explorer colonist, [and] tiger-shooter” (38). 
The evolutionary basis of Wister’s argument is weak at best, and obviously one of the most distasteful 
aspects of his description of the cowboy. 
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question the novel inadvertently raises is how the “true American” can possibly be 
formed once the frontier is gone. 
While the wilderness of the West provides the atmosphere for the inherent 
nobility of the cowboy knights to come through, Wister believed that it could be a poor 
influence on people as well. The dual nature of the Virginian then comes in part from this 
dual nature of the West, which breeds both nobility and incompetence. As the 
embodiment of the former trait, the Virginian can not only seek a wild life in the “cow-
puncher’s play-ground” which included “battle and murder and sudden death as every-
day matters” (“Evolution” 42). The important factor in the book is the Virginian’s effort 
to grow past these dangers and the immaturity they denote and to establish himself as an 
adult. The quest for the Virginian revolves around this dual nature of the West. In The 
Virginian maturity and responsibility become intricately tied with the theme of family 
through the Virginian’s courtship of Molly. This is made explicit after the Virginian has 
displayed how “much of the devil” was in him by mixing up the babies at the country-
dance (92). The Virginian’s mixing of the babies emphasizes their interchangeability. As 
he puts it, “If they look so awful alike in the heavenly gyarden . . . I’d just hate to be the 
folks that has the cuttin’ of ‘em out o’ the general herd” (89). The Virginian’s likening 
the children to cattle brands them in some ways as commercial objects in the midst of a 
dance celebrating high profits in the cattle industry. The men, like James Westfall, first 
laugh off this “crime against society,” but then they grow “almost as thirsty for revenge” 
as their wives (92). The increase of anger comes with the emphasis on the importance of 
family as “a child had been unwrapped whom nobody could at all identify” (92). Unlike 
the cattle, the children do not carry easily identifiable brands of ownership. By mixing the 
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babies the Virginian shows both his own inadequacy for marriage, but also how 
inhospitable the frontier is for marriage as well. The Virginian’s mindset of casting the 
children as cattle flies in complete opposition of the values of family. As The Virginian 
will go on to show, success in the West will be dependent upon inherent traits.  
The fallout of the Virginian’s mixing of the babies also marks the beginning of his 
quest to win Molly’s hand in marriage by maturing and improving his social class. After 
showing the latent anxieties over identity in the West, Wister begins the novel’s most 
concrete depiction of self-identification in the shape of the Virginian’s quest. Molly 
supposes that the Virginian considers himself “a grown-up responsible man” despite the 
trick that he has played (97). While the Virginian is “filled . . . with delight” at her fierce 
chastising, the characterization of immaturity is admitted to by both parties (97). Molly 
declares that it is no “manly thing to frighten and distress women . . . for no reason at all” 
(97). Despite any claim to maturity that the Virginian might make his class remains tied 
to his immaturity and both are too low to win Molly. Even after he is promoted to 
foreman, Molly is willing to run from him so that no one “should ever say that she had 
married below her station, had been an unworthy Stark” (237). The Virginian’s quest for 
Molly is also a quest for an improvement of his class because he “felt himself to be a 
giant whom life had made ‘broad gauge,’” rather than narrow like the rest of humanity 
and that he had been “denied opportunity” to show it (104). Molly and the promise of 
family represent the ultimate opportunity for the Virginian and his marriage to her is the 
means of proving his own worth and he tells Molly: “I am not losing any chances any 
more . . . and you are the best I’ve got” (194). The Virginian’s growth must then follow 
two interrelated paths: first he must take advantage of the opportunity the frontier 
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represents to improve his class standing to be worthy of Molly. Yet to improve his 
standing he must also take part in the “improving” of the West through settlement – 
essentially destroying the very opportunities he is dependent upon. 
The Virginian’s youth and perpetual boyhood is, like that of all of Wister’s 
cowboy knights, related to the wild playground of the frontier and is directly threatened 
by the mantle of maturity that family life imposes on the land. With families come 
settlement and a sense of ruin for this playground. The most blatant symbol of this in The 
Virginian is the schoolhouse at Sunk Creek. The schoolhouse represents “the dawn of a 
neighborhood, and it brought a change into the wilderness air [and] the feel of it struck 
cold upon the free spirits of the cow-punchers” (72). The school and the children that the 
Virginian calls “little strangers” symbolize the disappearance of the wilderness that 
makes the country a place of men (72). As the cowboys look upon the schoolhouse “they 
told each other that, what with women and children and wire fences, this country would 
not long be a country for men” (72). Despite their claim of the wild as the place for men, 
the maturity of the cowboys is immediately undermined as they enter into “an old 
comrade’s” home for a meal (72). While the Virginian mocks the ex-cowboy, James 
Westfall, for working a garden, he is still able to grin “sheepishly at them . . . because 
they knew that he had not always lived in a garden” but had instead once been a cowboy 
who had the playground of the wilderness for himself (72). James is then the future for 
these cowboys and during the course of dinner the cowboys “themselves turned sheepish 
and polite” in the presence of Mrs. Westfall who controls the conversation with talk of 
teething children and “how it was time for all of them to become husbands like James” 
(72). The “bachelors of the saddle listened, always diffident,” and act not like men, but a 
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bunch of children in the presence of a friend’s mother rather than someone closer to their 
own age. The school, the women, the children, the fences, and the domesticity of the man 
in the garden entail the end of the wilderness and the playground that the cowboy has 
found in the west. While Mrs. Westfall insists that the boys all get married and start 
families of their own, the cowboys are reluctant since the end of wilderness is also the 
end of boyhood. This connection is even emphasized through the name “Westfall.” The 
fate that this family represents then comes to be the fall of the frontier itself. 
While the Virginian is destined for marriage, his growth into that marriage is 
dependent upon the opportunity in the West to display his quality rather than his equality 
with the other characters of the text. In his success with Molly in the marriage plot and in 
the evolution of his career the Virginian is forced to show his worth and is often in a state 
of battle, sometimes verbally and sometimes physically, with either Molly or the outlaw 
Trampas. This makes the two plots inseparable since they both present the Virginian’s 
efforts to establish his maturity. When the Virginian is promoted “it meant everything to 
him: recognition, higher station, better fortune . . . and – perhaps – one step nearer to the 
woman he wanted” (172). In order to achieve his desires the Virginian must first prove 
his worth in the challenging atmosphere of the West. As the Virginian puts it, to succeed 
in a task in the West “you’ve got to do it well. You’ve got to deal cyards well; you’ve got 
to steal well; and if you claim to be quick with your gun, you must be quick” (295). This 
philosophy provides an example of Wister’s distinction between quality and equality. 
According to the narrator, America “acknowledged the eternal inequality of man” so that 
everyman would have the “equal liberty to find his own level” rather than being based 
upon an innate universal of equality (108). The class structure of the quality and the 
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equality designate a “true aristocracy” where the best man wins (108). In The Virginian, 
the narrator declares Americans “had seen little men artificially held up in high places, 
and great men artificially held down in low places, and our own justice-loving hearts 
abhorred this violence to human nature.  Therefore we decreed that every man should 
thenceforth have equal liberty to find his own level” (Wister 108). This formulation 
succinctly reverses the ideal of equality to argue for a natural aristocracy. The result of 
this aristocracy is that quality must be shown before the Western man, and the Virginian 
in particular, believes himself to be anyone’s equal. The Virginian, who was equal to all 
the occasions of testing that he faced, may have “never set up for being better than 
others” (183). But the text does, and, through his victories, the Virginian elevated as 
better than Trampas, the narrator, or any other character by his ability to thrive in the 
challenging atmosphere of the West.62 
The Virginian’s decision to battle Trampas in the face of Molly’s disapproval is 
perhaps the most important moment exploring the Virginian’s natural aristocratic 
standing. The Virginian cannot explain to Molly why he must privilege his honor over 
the responsibility of his marriage. Despite the fact that the Virginian has the looming 
responsibility of marriage, he still follows through on the code of honor that signifies his 
knighthood in Wister’s view of the West.63 The duel highlights the dual nature of the 
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 Much of the critical discussion regarding this theme in The Virginian has focused on the protagonist’s 
tendency to have the right words at the right occasions. More intriguing are the moments where word fail 
the Virginian and he falls into silence. For more see Will and Melody Graulich’s “What if Wister Were a 
Woman?” 
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 As Melody Graulich points out, the Virginian is “uncharacteristically inarticulate” as he “struggles to 
define his most fundamental self” (“What if” 202). Graulich goes on to compare this inarticulateness to the 
conflict between the idea of an independent self and the socially constructed roles that create the 
Virginian’s identity. The Virginian can keep “his self-assertion intact, because . . . he is offered a spectrum 
of masculine roles, from Shorty to Trampas . . . from Steve to the narrator” who the Virginian could have 
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Virginian and his choice is one between the role of the romanticized knight and the 
responsible family man that Wister attempts to merge into a cohesive whole within the 
Virginian. The Virginian’s inability to explain himself is an indication of the instability of 
that fundamental self at this point in the text. The acceptance all the characters show for 
the duel gives an implicit endorsement of the Virginian’s actions despite the difficulty 
that it poses to the happy ending of the text. The only reason that The Virginian is able to 
continue onto a happy ending and the Virginian’s final maturation is because Molly 
renounces her threat of breaking off the marriage.  
The subsequent consummation of the marriage represents a number of difficulties 
because of this duel and the double nature of the Virginian and the West. According to 
Handley the novel is “driven to the altar of marriage” by the necessity of perpetuating 
“through marriage and procreation” Wister’s version of American democracy (40, 44). 
The honeymoon scene itself actually exemplifies the text’s aversion to culminating the 
marriage plot and symbolically ending the West.64 As the newlyweds settle in at their 
campground, the Virginian begins to question the benefits of being a man while noticing 
a small animal near their campsite: 
“I am like that fellow,” he said dreamily. “I have often done the same.” And 
stretching slowly his arms and legs, he lay full length upon his back, letting his 
head rest upon her. “If I could talk his animal language I could talk to him,” he 
pursued. “And he would say to me” ‘Come and roll on the sands. Where’s the use 
of fretting? What’s the gain in being a man? Come roll on the sands with me.’ 
That what he would say.” The Virginian paused. “But,” he continued, “the trouble 
is, I am responsible. If that could only be forgot forever by you and me!” Again 
he paused and went on, always dreamily. “Often when I have camped here, it has 
                                                                                                                                                 
been, but instead kills off “in true Darwinian fashion” in order to gain power through the act of dominance 
(202). 
 
64
 Handley’s primary concern is the way in which Wister’s overpowering ideological desire to present an 
idealistic view of the propagation of a superior species undercuts the numerous paradoxes in the 
Virginian’s relations with other men in the text, particularly Steve and the narrator. 
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made me want to become the ground, become the water, become the trees, mix 
with the whole thing. Not know myself from it. Never unmix again. Why is that?” 
(363)  
 
The Virginian envy of the animal is problematic in that both his fretting and his 
responsibilities are never made explicit in the scene. Much like the animal itself, they 
remain unspecified in the text. The animal is merely “a little wild animal” with an “alert 
head” and a “pointed black nose” (363). The Virginian’s concerns and his responsibilities 
are suggested in the context of the Virginian’s earlier conversation with Molly. His 
responsibility is directly related to his marriage and the achievement of being a fully-
grown man: namely, his care for Molly and for the future of their family. Similarly the 
gain in being a man is to enter into business in order to provide for that family. Yet every 
other aspect of the text to this point has derided that idea of gain. Subsequently, the 
Virginian wishes that responsibility “could only be forgot forever” (363). His dreamy 
speech points to the underlying dream to become nature and never unmix from it. The 
intensity of the Virginian’s attraction to become one with nature is not so much an 
abandonment of the “evolutionary fight,” as it is the culmination of the Virginian’s actual 
growth in the West (Handley 49). The Virginian’s preference for the Western playground 
and the role of the knight is here made into an innocent longing and is washed of the 
connotations of killing that it has in his duel with Trampas. The Virginian’s revelation is 
dependent upon the presence of Molly because “he first learned his love of the place 
through his love of her” (Virginian 357).  
Molly is seemingly privileged in comparison to any of the Virginian’s relations 
since she is the one who is present when the Virginian makes connections with nature in 
this way. Nevertheless, the most important of all of the Virginian’s relations in this scene 
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is the one he shares with the land that has made a man of him. Part of this relationship is 
based on the lonesome wild that the unpopulated west provides. Both the narrator and the 
Virginian express a liking for it, and the Virginian states that he “could not live without it 
now” that it has “got into [his] system” (55). The Virginian has developed a close 
relationship to the West like that of the narrator, but his honeymoon with Molly presents 
a more particular relationship to the land. As the Virginian wonders at his desire to 
become one with the land he declares that “none except the ones who understand things 
they can’t put words to” would feel the same way that he does (363). The Virginian then 
undergoes a wonderful change and becomes his most youthful when his growth would 
seemingly come to an end. The change comes “like a sunrise” that spreads over him 
when he is finished speaking and the Virginian becomes a dreamy boy rather than the 
triumphant cowboy knight who stood against his lover’s wishes and succeeded in the 
gunfight with Trampas (364). The Virginian becomes young at the moment when he 
finally achieves the status of manhood through marriage that he has constantly ascribed 
to. As Molly holds his head in her lap the omniscient narrator wonders “where had the 
man melted away to in this boy” who looked no older than nineteen (364). It takes only 
“hours upon the island” to change the Virginian and fill “his face with innocence” (364). 
In order to continue towards the end goal of marriage the Virginian is also cleansed of his 
former decision to fight Trampas and his connection to the playground is established not 
through a rejection of marriage, but through the rejuvenating quality of the open air. The 
Virginian’s wish to become one with nature is in fact an abandonment of a number of 
things ranging from sexuality, to the responsibilities of his heroic status, to the un-heroic 
mundane life that he is embarking upon, to the civilized and modern world that the island 
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is so removed. To be mixed in with the land is primarily a means of never losing a 
connection with it, but this is exactly what the rest of the Virginian’s life entails after 
marriage.  
From the very moment that the Virginian’s sojourn at the island ends the narration 
turns towards an abandonment of the privileged, but childish and unspeakable truth that 
the Virginian finds in his contact with the land. As the newlyweds return to civilization in 
the form of the settled East, the Virginian turns into a responsible man meant to pass the 
muster of a family inspection. In a matter of pages the Virginian steps off the train in 
Vermont as “merely a tall man with a usual straw hat, and Scotch homespun suit of a 
rather better cut than most in Bennington” (367). This, the narrator tells the reader, “was 
dull,” and the narrator is right (363). In comparison to the Virginian’s more colorful 
exploits, his vanquishing of the East reads like the annoying triviality of meeting the in-
laws that the narrator describes as not “the most delicious experience” but one that 
doesn’t “prove fatal” (268). Rather than actions, the reader is left with the Virginian’s 
ordeal of being inspected by Molly’s family and the Virginian’s triumph over playing the 
part of the mediocre (368).  
The failure of the last chapter stems from the suggested demise of the frontier and 
the unspoken truths of that playground. After the honeymoon is over and the Virginian 
and Molly begin traveling East, the Virginian explains his choice of “good clothes” as 
being a matter of learning and growing up from his “very young” attitude of despising an 
“Eastern man because his clothes were not Western” (367). The wisdom that the 
Virginian gains with age leads him to realize that “a Western man is a good thing. And he 
generally knows that. But he has a heap to learn. And he generally don’t know that” 
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(367). By emphasizing his growth into a dapper cowboy who “could be invited anywhere 
and hold his own” back east until “the time came when they ceased to speak of him as a 
cow-boy” at all, The Virginian discounts the rejuvenating connection with the land (367). 
The Virginian’s pleasure and rejuvenation in the wild becomes directly countered by his 
fondness “of good clothes” and his “unhidden pleasure” of seeing himself in his new 
style of dress (366-367). These events are so jarring that they even seem to discount the 
growth that the Virginian has already achieved and he has once again become the boy 
who is now infatuated with his hat and suit rather than his leather chaps and spurs. Even 
if the Virginian’s reversion to youth is read as a beginning of a new adventure and life for 
him, he remains a conflicted figure whose future prospects are not as bright as his past 
achievements. 
The Virginian’s growth into a family man in the book’s final pages also calls into 
question the nature of his future. While the Virginian may still know his business, the 
reader does not because nothing in the text leads the reader to understand or care about 
the business that the Virginian is about to take up. In truth, the Virginian’s new business 
is the destruction of the very land that allowed his innate quality to shine and which 
rejuvenated him at the opening of the chapter. If the Virginian is trying to escape 
anything by becoming one with nature it might be the knowledge of the end of the 
existence of places like the island in the west that the Virginian has seen “coming a long 
while” (369). As the Virginian puts it to Molly’s great-aunt, he is getting ready for a 
change once the time of the Cattle Kings in the West ends. It is only by asking about the 
future of Wyoming, the place that has gotten into his blood, that Molly’s great-aunt 
rouses him to talk. The Virginian’s future, though, is the degradation and destruction of 
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the land though since he plans for the settlement of the West and the destruction of the 
wild playground “when the natural pasture is eaten off,” by the cattle and when the 
ranchers have to turn “big pastures fenced” (369). Most telling of all is the Virginian’s 
foresight for the industrialization that will occur and his decision to buy land “where 
there is coal” because “it will not be long before the new railroad needs that” (369). The 
conversation about the future is ended with Molly’s aunt showing him “old things that 
she was proud of” because, as she puts it, “we, too, had something to do with making our 
country” (370). While the Virginian has had something to do with the making of the 
country, the implicit question raised by this discussion is what will happen once the 
making of the country is over and the frontier is gone. 
At the close of the text the narrator briefly relates some of the future fortunes of 
the Virginian. Judge Henry makes the Virginian his partner and Wyoming suffers from 
the “thieves [who] prevailed” and forced the “cattle owners to leave the country or be 
ruined” (370). The Virginian is saved by his foresight, and by the time industrialization in 
the form of the new railway arrives, “he was an important man, with a strong grip on 
many various enterprises” (370). Molly is provided for though she “missed the Bear 
Creek days, when she and he had ridden together” (370). In contrast to this point the two 
still share the childish promise of a yearly visit to their honeymoon spot. The island is so 
important to them that “like two children” they promised to go there “every year upon 
their wedding day, and like two children they believed that this would be possible” (371, 
365). While they are able to visit more than once, these two descriptions still indicate that 
part of the Virginian’s future is his separation from the rejuvenating land. The two are not 
children and the text emphasizes that their new lives will draw them away from that 
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symbolic childhood. Molly also worries the Virginian’s “work would kill him,” which 
counters the vision of rejuvenating properties of the land (371). The Virginian’s business, 
the business that he knows so well and so rarely fails in, destroys the connection with the 
land. The reader is also left with the implication that it will in turn destroy him. Even if 
the Virginian is not killed, the next generation the text briefly introduces will not have the 
same opportunities as the Virginian. As the narrator notes, “their eldest boy rides the 
horse Monte; and, strictly between ourselves, I think his father is going to live a long 
while” (371).  
Much like Wister’s assurances in his note to the reader that the cowboy spirit lives 
on awaiting similar opportunities, the assurance of the Virginian’s longevity falls short 
thanks to the novel’s culmination of the history of the West. Despite all the proselytizing 
that Wister engages in during the course of The Virginian about the West as the testing 
ground for a quality breed of man, all that remains is the reality of the “vanished world” 
that Wister is depicting for his readers (x). Despite Wister’s discussion of the cowboy in 
superior evolutionary terms, he still admits that the cowboy is “not compatible with 
Progress, [and] is now departed, never to return” (“Evolution” 53). Progress, and the 
taming of the West removes the aspect of wilderness from the playground, which in turn 
removes the conditions that allow the cowboy to exist. As Wister writes in his foreword, 
to step into Wyoming now and look “at the heart of the world that is the subject of my 
picture . . . you would look around you in vain for the reality” because “no journeys, save 
those which memory can take, will bring you to it now” (x). The happy ending of The 
Virginian is in essence the destruction of the morals and the ascension of the quality over 
the equality that Wister holds in such high regard. The land and the ideal of the West that 
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Wister creates are destroyed by the traits that Wister has inscribed into the Virginian.65 
As Wister puts it, “a transition has followed the horseman of the plains; a shapeless state, 
a condition of men and manners unlovely as that bald moment in the year when winter is 
gone and spring not come, and the face of Nature is ugly” (x-xi). This barren land is what 
is left to the children of the Virginian. His son may have the same horse but there is no 
guarantee that he has the same opportunity, or even the same quality as his father. 
 
Traversing History: Family Histories in Vineland and Against the Day 
At one point in Thomas Pynchon’s 2006 novel Against the Day, Kit Traverse, a 
young man from the coalmines of Colorado attending school in 1905 in Germany, finds 
himself attempting to goad Günter von Quassel, into a duel with pistols rather than 
swords because it is likely the only way that he can survive. His suggestion is met with 
dismay as Günter declares, “this cowboy . . . seems unaware that civilized beings are 
repelled by the stench of powder” (Against the Day; hereafter AtD 600). Kit is by no 
means a cowboy in any traditional sense. Neither he, nor the other cowboy-like 
characters in the novel punch, rustle, or otherwise wrangle with cattle. Perhaps the most 
telling example of this is the fact that Kit’s attempts to avoid the duel are ultimately 
successful not because he resorts to gunplay, but rather because he distracts Günter with a 
debate about mathematics. Nevertheless, Against the Day is littered with characters who 
recall the myth of the cowboy and the Western frontier we associate with that figure. 
They ride into unknown territories, pack six-shooters, and embark on quests of vengeance 
ending in shootouts. At the same time they also reflect the changing world of the early 
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 Wister takes a much more sober approach to the demise of the West in his final western story, “At the 
Sign of the Last Chance.” In it a group of old cowboys symbolically bury the West and mourn its passing. 
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twentieth century, and abandon typical cowboy tropes in favor of airplanes, machine 
guns, and anarchist rebellion against capitalist industry. Like Kit’s manipulation of 
Günter’s preconceptions, Pynchon mixes history with insinuations about the “Old West” 
and its connection to our national heritage in order to undermine the “just so” story of the 
West and replace it with an exploration of class issues. Perhaps more startling though is 
that Pynchon’s use of the cowboy nonetheless reaffirms the central tenet of this myth as a 
symbol of freedom.  
Pynchon takes the opposite social and cultural rationale from what can be found 
in Wister’s The Virginian. By comparing these two novels I do not mean to suggest that 
Pynchon directly draws upon Wister, but rather to utilize The Virginian as a measuring 
stick to examine the various methods by which Pynchon re-appropriates the cowboy and 
the ideal of a frontier from the more orthodox Westerns of Wister’s successors. More 
importantly, Pynchon uses the concept of the frontier as a place rife with possibility and 
uses it to radically question conceptions of U.S. history. For Pynchon, the cowboy figure 
becomes a vehicle of ambiguity and a less than perfect image of masculinity, morality, 
and upright citizenry. Pynchon’s pseudo-cowboys, notably the men of the Traverse 
family, are from the working class, some are unionists, and a few even declare 
themselves to be outright anarchists. By focusing on the social and economic difficulties 
present in the Progressive Era, Pynchon grafts the cowboy figure onto that of the 
anarchist laborer. Rather than inevitably riding into the metaphorical sunset, Pynchon’s 
anarchists are adapted to struggle against the limitations of freedoms that seem 
inseparable from the closing of the Western frontier. While Wister’s frontier ends with 
the arrival of families, Pynchon’s frontier uses family as the crux of a continuation of the 
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frontier. As Pynchon’s cowboy-like characters move west they continue a search for 
opportunities to escape the crushing forces of industrialized capitalism. The resulting 
characters provide Against the Day with radically questioning figures that mimic one of 
our most potent national myths, but who are able to pass on historical legacies through 
family stories long after the physical frontiers of the west have been settled. 
Against the Day’s social critique through these anarchist figures stems from a 
recuperation of historical incidents largely forgotten in popular representations of history. 
The most prominent of these incidents in the novel comes in the form of the Ludlow 
massacre and the reminder of the rhetoric of family that pervaded that incident. While the 
novel traces a bevy of narrative paths from its opening at the “White City” of the 1893 
Chicago World’s Fair through its long dénouement leading into the early 1920s, the 
novel’s climax occurs at the Ludlow Massacre. This climax fittingly brings the novel to 
another White City, this time the tent city that the striking miners had irreverently 
nicknamed the after the industrial paradise of the World’s Fair (Andrews 2). Pynchon 
emphasizes the overall importance of Ludlow and class struggle through his placement of 
his depiction of the massacre directly before his episode dealing with World War I, the 
historical incident that permeates almost all aspects and storylines of the novel. The war 
itself is most directly depicted through the actions of Pynchon’s whimsical Chums of 
Chance, a set of balloonist adventurers in the spirit of Tom Swift books. The Chums’s 
involvement in the war is even limited to their ferrying supplies to war ravaged areas and 
refugees from battlegrounds that are never clearly depicted. The effect of this 
presentation gives Ludlow a pivotal role. The nightmare of war, alluded to throughout the 
novel, becomes located not in the physical conflagration of the war, but rather in the 
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class-motivated struggle of Ludlow. Pynchon’s erasure of the First World War as a battle 
scene of international scope focuses the novel’s climatic event on the primary actors 
involved in war: working class men, women, and children who cannot escape the 
violence of these conflicts. 
 Pynchon’s emphasis on working class struggles is not readily apparent in his 
depiction of Ludlow either, since he elides the deaths in the battle and the deaths of 
innocent women and children in particular. Against the Day instead depicts only the 
battle and the determination of Pynchon’s laborer protagonists to strike back at the mine 
guards and state militia they see as responsible for the attack. Pynchon’s use of Ludlow 
points to integral themes in the novel: the representation of history through the narratives 
of family and on sympathetic redemptive portrayals of the working class. Both of these 
themes combine through the Traverse family, a family first introduced in Pynchon’s 1990 
novel Vineland. Through the Traverses, Pynchon explores the radical ideologies and 
working class hardship of the progressive era of Against the Day. The Traverses further 
serve as one of the primary means by which Pynchon redeems these radical ideologies 
and elicits sympathy for the lower classes in the novel. Pynchon’s use of the themes of 
family and continuity through family history provides a compelling and competing means 
of exploring history in the novel. One such example of the novel’s inquiry into history 
can be seen in how these characters recall the myth of the Western frontier and the 
cowboy we associate with that frontier. In doing so Pynchon’s work in Against the Day 
presents readers with historical indeterminacy. The facts of culturally famous regions 
such as the West or historically momentous occasions like World War I are at best 
indeterminate in Against the Day. Other events, such as the Ludlow Massacre, which has 
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largely been forgotten in popular culture, are prominently and accurately portrayed in the 
novel. Against the Day then emphasizes the importance and multiplicity of historical 
narratives and the need for historical narratives that lead us to question social and cultural 
assumptions regarding class, labor, and our cultural reluctance to explore more radical 
solutions for these issues.  
Pynchon’s use of family for transmitting historical narratives to future generations 
is not a new feature of his work. The importance of family histories becomes apparent 
near the end of Vineland when the novel’s young protagonist, Prairie, is finally reunited 
with her mother, Frenesi, who abandoned her when she was an infant. After a few 
awkward moments they move to “a beer and soda cooler beneath an oak tree, where they 
would sit and hang out for hours, spinning and catching strands of memory, perilously 
reconnecting” (368). As they talk, “all around them the profusion of aunts, uncles, 
cousins and cousin’s kids and so on, themselves each with a story weirder than the last, 
creatively improved over the years, came and went” (368). The family stories told at this 
reunion point to the malleability of storytelling, as these stories are spun out and made 
“weirder” through artistic improvements. These stories portray moments of reconnection 
that allow characters to learn about family history, if not understand it. More importantly, 
the storytellers and listeners are aware of the perilous nature of these connections since 
they are already imbued with the knowledge of the embellishments and alterations 
occurring from one telling to the next.  
The conveyance of family history also serves as a primary foci of Pynchon’s 2006 
novel Against the Day. Though published sixteen years apart, the novels are particularly 
connected by their approaches to historical depiction. Both novels focus on class warfare 
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and oppressive political and economic methods of social control, which are resisted by 
multiple generations of the Traverse family.66 While many critics have focused on 
Pynchon’s encyclopedic scope in his storytelling, much of this attention has centered 
around the immense effects these events have had on single characters.67 All of 
Pynchon’s novels have a particular focus on history, but the publication of Against the 
Day points once again to Pynchon’s distrust of capitalistic or nationalistic historical 
narratives embracing positivist and totalizing accounts of history. Against the Day’s 
return to the Traverse family also suggests a wider scope by which to examine Pynchon’s 
portrayal of history. In both novels the concepts of History, in the sense of the methodical 
record of events, are mediated through family narratives. The family perspective provides 
a moral grounding to these narratives and highlights the malleability of historical 
narratives. In these novels, Pynchon contextualizes his expansive view of history through 
a genealogical approach: historical problems are explained and challenged through the 
lasting ramifications of historical events on multiple generations of a family. The 
generational approach to family histories further challenges America’s reigning 
ideologies of capitalist exceptionalism by presenting readers with alternative narratives. 
These family histories foster the investigation of reigning ideologies through their 
embrace of multiplicity and abandonment of pure veracity. Simultaneously, they indicate 
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 David Dickson has described the importance of the Traverse family and their struggles in Vineland as 
representing “an important aspect in the history of American domestic politics in the twentieth century” 
(37). Dickson also notes, “the transmission of historical knowledge through family is one of the great issues 
in the world portrayed in Vineland” (37). 
 
67
 Pynchon creates a cacophony of characters and interconnected details in his novels that as Molly Hite has 
put it in regards to Gravity’s Rainbow, has the cumulative affect of making “the novel [appear] “dedicated 
to the proposition that everything is connected” (Hite 95). The most obvious example of the focus on 
individual characters would be the critical focus garnered by Tyrone Slothrop and his disintegration at the 
end of Gravity’s Rainbow. 
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the possibility for change through Pynchon’s interventions or omissions in the text that 
allow characters or even readers the opportunity to imagine new narratives. 
Pynchon’s novels are notorious for their numerous plots, subplots, and countless 
characters. Due to their often overwhelming nature, it is useful to review the salient plot 
points in these two novels. Vineland follows Prairie Wheeler’s attempt to find her 
mother, Frenesi, while she and her family struggle against governmental overreach and 
oppression led by Brock Vond, an official in the government’s drug enforcement 
agencies. Vond is chasing Prairie as a means to capture Frenesi, who escaped him after 
they had a torrid affair and Frenesi worked as a double agent in Vond’s government 
campaign against radicals in the 1960s. Frenesi’s physical attraction to Vond is 
inexplicable, but it leads her to betray her beliefs and radical friends eventually leading to 
a murder (though in a fitting twist for Pynchon, the murder victim lives on in a zombie-
like condition that’s left him addicted to television). As Prairie searches for her mother 
the narrative begins to piece together this history for readers. In the process we become 
exposed to the perspectives of a number of other characters and their recollections of 
battling capitalism and government oppression. The most important of these recollections 
come from Prairie’s grandparents and great grandparents through their troubles in the 
Hollywood blacklist and 1930s labor struggles. Throughout these descriptions, Pynchon 
reaffirms the importance of this resistance, while also noting that capitalist forces often 
overpower the meager resistance that the novel’s characters can muster. 
Pynchon’s Against the Day takes a similar approach to issues of radicalism and 
resistance. The pertinent plot threads for this study focus on the Traverse family’s 
vendetta against the capitalist Scarsdale Vibe. Webb Traverse, the family patriarch, 
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works as a coal miner who leads a double life as Kieselguhr Kid, an anarchist bomber 
who attacks capitalist infrastructure of the coal mines. Vibe learns of Webb’s activities 
and hires two men, Deuce Kindred and Sloat Fresno, to murder him. After learning of 
Webb’s murder his three sons struggle with their desire to avenge their father. Each 
wanders the globe looking for his opportunity to kill Vibe while also hiding from his 
numerous spies. Frank, the middle son, eventually finds and kills Sloat Fresno in Mexico. 
Kit, the youngest son, actually goes to college through Vibe’s patronage. Once he realizes 
that Vibe was responsible for Webb’s death and that his college tuition is an attempt to 
buy him off, Kit escapes from under the watchful eyes of Vibe’s spies and also turns 
towards a quest for revenge. Meanwhile, Webb’s only daughter, Lake, ends up falling in 
love and marrying Deuce Kindred partially because of the bitter relationship she had with 
her father. 
Through their travels the Traverses encounter a number of other characters that 
are sympathetic to the Traverses’s battle against Vibe’s capitalist forces. One, Lew 
Basnight, works as a private detective trying to capture the Kieselguhr Kid until he 
realizes his sympathies for the anarchist laborers he’s been hired to spy on. Another, 
Merle Rideout, wanders the western United States working as a photographer and 
handyman while providing help for anarchists like Webb and his sons. His adopted 
daughter, Dally, goes on a quest to find the mother that abandoned her as a child – much 
like Prairie’s quest in Vineland. Eventually she falls in love with Kit Traverse and takes 
part in an attempt on Vibe’s life. The novel’s revenge narrative eventually comes to a 
head in Ludlow Colorado when Vibe visits to inspect the coal operations in the midst of 
the strike. While Frank makes another assassination attempt, Vibe’s longtime body guard, 
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Foley Walker intervenes and kills Vibe himself. Walker, a lower class civil war veteran, 
declares that his vendetta against Vibe has been standing longer than the Traverses. From 
this anti-climax the Traverses turn towards a western migration. The novel’s dénouement 
finds many of the characters in California and the fantastic world of Hollywood. 
My examination of Pynchon’s depiction of families in these two novels is not 
meant to suggest an ultimate meaning or interpretive map to Pynchon’s work. Like the 
spinning and catching of strands of memory that occur at the Traverse family reunion, the 
Traverse family history represents one narrative strand to be followed in either novel. 
While in Vineland this thread is a primary focus, Against the Day’s numerous plotlines 
can quickly overwhelm the importance of family narratives. Yet the thematic ties 
between the two novels point towards Pynchon’s use of familial connections to create 
redeeming and moralizing interpretations of history. Foremost among these is the 
emphasis both novels place on the cultural power of Hollywood. Both novels utilize 
California as a pivotal setting. As a symbol of the terminal point of America’s western 
frontier and the home of America’s cultural machine – Hollywood – California represents 
both the primary challenge to conveying the history of class struggle as well as the most 
powerful method of reinscribing those struggles in our popular consciousness and 
relating their significance to our contemporary time. This denotes a two-fold motion that 
develops over the course of the two novels: the emphasis on the importance and 
multiplicity of historical narratives and the need for historical narratives that lead us to 
question social and cultural assumptions. Pynchon’s use of family for transmitting 
historical narratives to future generations provides a vehicle to emphasize the importance 
of history. This thread is particularly prominent in Vineland through its focus on 
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historical traumas that I will explore in detail. Against the Day continues this focus on 
family history, though it lacks the presence of a character like Prairie who ultimately 
receives this history. Nevertheless, Against the Day develops the theme of family 
histories by problematizing the nostalgic portrayal of radicalism and unionism in 
Vineland. Furthermore, Against the Day continues Vineland’s focus on California and the 
cultural machine of Hollywood – particularly in the novel’s final chapters – but 
juxtaposes the commercializing practices of Hollywood with numerous family 
reconnections. These reunions, the most important of which takes place through a 
medium similar to film, emphasize the need for narratives that suggest and contextualize 
alternative possibilities to the reigning ideologies of nationalism and capitalism in world 
history. 
Pynchon’s development of these alternative historical narratives becomes explicit 
at the end of Against the Day when the majority of the Traverse family can be found 
headed west. They are propelled by what the narrator describes as an “old faith in the 
westward vector in finding someplace, some deep penultimate town the 
capitalist/Christer gridwork hadn’t got to quite yet” (AtD 1075). The modified American 
dream the Traverses search for brings them to the Kitsap Peninsula where Jesse Traverse 
pessimistically sums up the anarchist lessons learned by the Traverse family. In response 
to a school assignment asking what it means to be an American, Jesse writes, "It means 
do what they tell you and take what they give you and don't go on strike or their soldiers 
will shoot you down" (1076). Pynchon fills this moment with its own resistance by 
modifying the sense of American belonging fostered by such school assignments. Jesse's 
essay "came back with a big A+ on it" while Jesse reports that "Mr. Becker was at the 
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Cour d'Alene back in the olden days" (1076). Rather than imbuing Jesse with a sense of 
patriotic belonging, the assignment becomes a means of connecting characters left out of 
the stereotypical ideals of the United States. The Traverse family, many of whom are 
avowed anarchists, would have a natural bond with Mr. Becker, a veteran of the mining 
strikes at Cour d'Alene, Idaho in the late 1800s. As with the Trystero mail system in 
Crying of Lot 49 or the Counterforce in Gravity's Rainbow the reversal of the assignment 
empowers, or at least connects, those who do not receive the benefits of nationalism or 
capitalism. While a cold comfort, this common experience creates an ongoing narrative 
of such efforts of resistance in the novel, ranging from anarchist bombing to the distorted 
interpretation of a school assignment. These moments of connection become a means of 
narrating and conveying knowledge about a heritage of disenfranchisement to future 
generations. 
Despite these connections we are presented with the violent truth of Jesse’s 
declaration by reading backwards through Pynchon's books. While published before 
Against the Day, Vineland presents readers with the most recent history of the Traverses. 
Vineland tells us the family end up in the eponymous town on the northern California 
coast. Jess Traverse, the family patriarch in Vineland and presumably a matured Jesse, 
has lost the use of his legs while working with the Industrial Workers of the World to 
organize loggers in Vineland.68 Jess suffers an "accident arranged by one Crocker 'Bud' 
Scantling for the Employers' Association" in which a sabotaged tree falls on Jess 
(Vineland 75). Jess is left, as his wife Eula puts it, to "piss on through" and to "be here to 
remind everybody - anytime they see a Traverse or a Becker for that matter, they'll 
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 Jesse is depicted in his early teens at the time of the Ludlow Massacre in 1915 and could certainly be 
alive during the 1930s and in 1984 to read James at the Becker Traverse family reunion. 
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remember that one tree, and who did it, and why. Hell of a lot better n' a statue in the 
park" (76). Rather than a static statue commemorating labor conflicts, Jess at least is still 
alive to speak about his life and contextualize the suffering caused by labor inequalities.69 
Though problematic, Jess’s living legacy indicates Pynchon’s avowal of the myth of the 
American dream insofar as Jess is able to continue his labor struggles to improve the 
world by telling his story.  
The importance of the myth of American promise is represented most 
significantly by the Traverses’ continuing faith in westward migration in Against the 
Day, and Vineland’s focus on California as a last refuge for hippie counter-culture. As 
Daniel Cowart has written of Vineland, “Pynchon’s setting is a representation of the 
American land” that is deeply connected to the Viking’s naming of the continent 
“Vineland” at the end of the first millennium (9). Cowart argues that Pynchon has an 
acute sense of history, which “reveals itself in the guise of that universal history called 
myth” (8). Cowart posits that the one myth Pynchon celebrates rather than deconstructs is 
that of American promise. The image of “Vineland the Good” with its connection to the 
Viking safe harbor imbues the Northern California setting with the hope of shelter and 
freedom from harm, and the strong role family holds with that hope. This is succinctly 
described through the decision Prairie’s father, Zoyd, makes in moving to Vineland for 
safety after Frenesi abandons them. Zoyd realizes, "he would, would have to, do anything 
to keep this dear small life from harm" (Vineland 321). Pynchon’s depictions of family 
do not conform to nuclear family stereotypes and each of Pynchon’s novels contains 
critiques and irreverent attitudes toward social stereotypes and standards. Nevertheless, 
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 Jess’s status as a reminder of labor inequalities may be considered cold comfort for someone severely 
injured by such conflicts. It also operates as one of the many examples of Pynchon’s focus on the 
abrogation of civil rights in the United States in Vineland. For more on this see David Thoreen. 
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the sincerity of these moments emphasizes the importance of these familial connections.70 
In its reference as a symbol of both the United States and a singular safe harbor, 
Pynchon’s Vineland becomes what Robert Hill has described as a challenge to define a 
community. Hill finds that “Vineland’s American-message suggests that wilderness lies 
in the minds of discoverers and recoverers . . . but that home is realized by 
disenfranchised commoners and valued in displaced community” (215). Vineland is a 
safe haven for a displaced family, yet also representative of America as a whole, a theme 
developed in Against the Day through the wanderings of various characters towards the 
west.  
The scope of Pynchon’s focus on the American dream is tempered by his 
emphasis on family, which in turn gives context to the historical narratives of 
disenfranchised commoners. These family histories also call into question the veracity of 
historical narratives in general. Andrew Yerkes has noted that Against the Day "bears the 
influence of a post-60's suspicion of totalisation and cold rationality, and seems intent on 
using imagination to pose historical questions that are both deep and inexplicit" (225). 
Yerkes applies Linda Hutcheon's label of historiographic metafiction to Against the Day, 
a label that is also applicable to Vineland. These narratives emphasize deep rooted and 
troubling ambiguities in our approaches to understanding history. According to 
Hutcheon, "what the postmodern writing of both history and literature has taught us is 
that both history and fiction are discourses, that both constitute systems of signification 
by which we make sense of the past" (89). The family discourses Pynchon depicts 
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 Father daughter connections as well as the theme of daughters growing up play an important role in the 
familial connections in Against the Day as well. Zoyd’s affection for Prairie is mirrored in Against the Day 
between Merle and Dally. The relations between parents and children in the Traverse family also 
emphasize the importance of these connections. 
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highlight the constructed nature of historical representations by countering the 
stereotypical positivist view of American history through historical narratives such as 
class warfare and labor struggles. These narratives are reinforced and contextualized in 
Vineland and Against the Day through their lasting effects on the Traverse family. These 
family narratives serve as a counter history to the sorts of historical views of progress and 
nationalism ensconced in popular sources such as Wister’s The Virginian.  
The exploration of these lasting effects becomes the primary purpose of the 
transmission of historical detail in Vineland, though these transmissions are always 
marked by the malleability of historical narratives. Prairie's search for her mother is 
played out for the reader through the narrative layering that reveals Prairie's forebears’ 
ongoing battles with governmental and economic powers, be they anti-drug campaigns in 
the 1980s, governmental crackdowns on counterculture in the 1960s, Hollywood 
blacklisting in the 1950s, or Wobbly agitation in the 1930s. Throughout the novel's 
varying conflicts, there is an oscillation between the family's resistance and their 
powerlessness in the face of overwhelming power. This is explicated in Vineland through 
the narrator’s focus on Prairie’s grandmother, Sasha Gates, and her history with class 
struggle during the Hollywood blacklist: 
The injustices she had seen in the streets and fields, so many, too many times 
gone unanswered - she began to see them more directly, not as world history or 
anything too theoretical, but as humans, usually male, living here on the planet, 
often well within reach, committing these crimes, major and petty, one by one 
against other living humans. Maybe we all had to submit to History, she figured, 
maybe not – but refusing to take shit from some named and specific source – well, 
it might be a different story. (Vineland 80) 
 
Sasha’s view of history is not an accurate or fair narrative of past events, but rather an 
inevitable fact of social injustice. The theoretical notion of world history cannot 
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encompass the numerous crimes she has witnessed committed by individual humans 
against other human beings. The large numbers involved in what the narrator describes as 
the "complex court dances of fuckers and fuckees" overwhelm Sasha's efforts to resist or 
understand what happened (81). The novel’s treatment of other injustices, such as those 
committed by the novel’s antagonist, Brock Vond, uphold Sasha’s vision of history.  
Sasha’s account would suggest an authoritative history that could amount to a true 
documentation of each of these crimes if not for the sheer number of stories that she has 
to compete with. Sasha directly ties the concept of history to the act of storytelling 
through the image of movie scripts. The blacklist period seemed to Sasha "only a 
continuation of the picture business as it had always been carried on, only now in 
political form" (81). The key distinction in the text regarding the blacklisting lies in the 
proliferation of stories, as everyone had a different one "to make each of them come out 
looking better and others worse" (81). As Sasha puts it, "History in this town . . . is no 
more worthy of respect than the average movie script, and it comes about in the same 
way - soon as there's one version of a story, suddenly its anybody's pigeon. Parties you 
never heard of get to come in and change it. Characters and deeds get shifted around" 
(81). The implication of this comparison places historical fact into the realm of show-
business, which looks for the most compelling story based on ulterior motives such as 
personal profit. The theoretical History that Sasha feels we must submit to is the 
conglomeration of such practices.  
It is this conglomeration that Pynchon explores with particular concern paid to 
historical authenticity. Both novels focus on how government and capitalist power 
structures veer towards totalizing systems that shape or contort historical narratives in a 
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way that disguises the malleability of history. The proliferation of narratives, as in 
Sasha’s history of the blacklisting, displays one of the dangers history faces in light of 
commercializing interests, particularly those of Hollywood. Rather than marking the 
death of History through the destruction of any sense of veracity, Pynchon instead 
focuses on critiquing the totalizing systems in both novels that utilize a false sense of 
veracity to control society. This resembles what N. Katherine Hayles describes as a snitch 
system in Vineland. These are networks of "government agents that seek to gain 
information, incarcerate dissidents, and control the population" (15). They operate by 
luring people to participate in them for their own gain.71 In Pynchon’s examination, 
however, it is not the snitch, such as Frenesi, who is castigated. Instead, the system itself 
becomes the primary evil investigated in the novel. Similarly, it is not history’s 
malleability that is Pynchon’s concern. Rather, it is those power structures that hide that 
malleability. 
Prairie's search for her missing mother and her questioning of her mother's 
motives for participating in Weed Atman's “murder” enact an investigation into these 
systems in the novel. More importantly, Frenesi’s awareness of the ramifications of her 
own acts of betrayal in service to governmental systems of control and the narratives they 
promote emphasizes the dark legacy of participating in such systems. We learn that "for 
Frenesi the past was on her case forever, the zombie at her back, the enemy no one 
wanted to see, a mouth wide and dark as the grave" (Vineland 71). History in these 
systems has the power to shamble on, haunting long after it has supposedly been put to 
rest. Further, zombie histories represent the historical veracity that seems to be absent in 
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how Us systems may become They systems of power provides another example of the insidiousness of 
these totalizing power structures. 
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Sasha’s account. In Vineland, history is signified by the unforgettable trauma caused by 
participation in historical events. The theme of zombie histories becomes even more 
prominent for Prairie during her investigations. Prairie wonders aloud to one of Frenesi’s 
closest friends, DL, how Frenesi could have worked with the novel’s antagonist, Brock 
Vond, to undermine the revolutionary politics she ostensibly cherished. In response 
Frenesi’s friend, DL, states,"I had enough trouble just accepting that she did it, I never 
figured out why. Just as well, it could've ate up my life. Maybe it did" (266). The 
description of a zombie history becomes more potent here as DL notes how her life has 
possibly been consumed by her attempts to make sense of her past.  
Intriguingly, the novel’s description of Frenesi’s zombie history occurs during a 
series of recollections about her life and family that also introduce Jess Traverse and the 
story of his “accident.” Jess is another character haunted by the past, yet he also haunts 
the text through his status as a living reminder of the labor conflicts that left him crippled. 
The culmination of Jess’s story through the Traverse family reunion at first appears to put 
zombie histories to rest. One aspect of this is the powerfully nostalgic and moral picture 
of labor history Jess presents readers. As Eric Solomon has noted, the 1930s and Jess's 
Wobblie agitation operate as a "gloried past of struggle and idealism" that stand for the 
New Deal dream of Franklin Delano Roosevelt (163). Jess's annual reading of Emerson 
from William James's The Varieties of Religious Experience suggests a moral centering 
to the novel, but Jess's crippling and the novel's deus ex machina ending which sweeps 
Brock Vond away with a well timed budget cut appear to undermine that moral. Brock 
Vond's exit from the text still resonates with Jess's reading declaring "secret retributions 
are always restoring the level, when disturbed, of divine justice" (Vineland 369). Such 
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divine justice would appear to be the case regarding Jess's satisfaction over Crocker 
"Bud" Scantling's death in an automobile collision with a logging truck, which serves as a 
boon to his faith. Obviously, Jess's attachment to the idea, or perhaps ideal, of divine 
justice cannot be read as Pynchon or his narrator declaring the presence of a higher order 
or power. Within the context of the novel, Pynchon himself would exist as such a higher 
power and such an intervention becomes less likely in light of the irony Pynchon utilizes 
in the novel’s removal of Brock Vond’s threat. Instead, Jess's desire to attach a divine 
meaning to these events conveys a particular spin on a long story of radicalism and labor 
struggles and illuminates how communities and individuals both seek to make sense of 
events. 
Jess’s conclusions, while reassuring, remain problematic, since there cannot be 
any moral centering without an interrogation of the historical constructions surrounding 
that morality. Instead, the deaths of Pynchon’s antagonist represent what Heinz Ickstadt 
has described as the “reign of chance” in Pynchon’s novels (“Plot” 393). According to 
Ickstadt, the feature common to all of Pynchon’s work is “the invasion of the fantastic – 
as intrusion of the uncanny, the terrible or the miraculous – into the realm of everyday 
experience” (“History” 220). Whether divine or chance, the structure Pynchon creates in 
Vineland allows for redemptions and retributions, even if they only exist in a fictional 
construction around events. The power of Jess’s interpretation lies in the context of his 
suffering, and the haunting zombie histories remain firmly in place in the novel. The most 
prominent example of this is Weed Atman. After his murder, Atman joins a community 
of TV addicts – the Thanatoids – in Vineland. In Vineland, Thanatoid “means ‘like death, 
only different’” (170). The Thanatoid characters exist in an undead state represented 
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through their addiction to television.72 Frenesi’s role in Weed’s death also leads him to 
haunt both Frenesi and the text. As Atman tells Prairie, there is a danger in becoming 
“obsessed with those who’ve wronged you” and that he used to seek out Frenesi to “mess 
with her” for her part in his death (365). Yet as he explains to Prairie, “lately I’ve just 
been letting her be…figuring, maybe forget, but never forgive” (365). Weed’s inability to 
forgive marks the complication for the moral culmination of Jess’s declarations. Jess is 
forever marked by his history. While characters may move to eventually forget, the 
novel’s portrayal of the family history recovers and refocuses the importance of these 
systems of control by portraying their ramifications on a family. The motion for historical 
investigation then explores not just motives, but also opportunities like Jess’s reading, 
which point toward moral imperatives. Furthermore, the moralization occurs through 
storytelling that provides a semblance of justice allowing characters like Jess and Atman 
to move on while still recording their suffering within the larger historical scope of the 
family history. 
 
“A Progressive Reduction of Choices”: The End of the West and the Promise of 
Family in Against the Day 
 While Vineland depicts the lasting problems of history and juxtaposes family 
histories against larger historical scopes, Against the Day represents Pynchon’s 
development of historical interrogation through its stronger exploration of counter 
histories and the inherent problems with them. The labor struggles of Against the Day 
and the earlier generations of the Traverse family that take part in them do not 
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automatically hold the same moral authority that Jess presents as a family patriarch 
reading from James. Instead these struggles serve as conduits in exploring historical and 
ethical questions of a snitch system as complex as those faced by Frenesi and the other 
characters of Vineland. Against the Day replaces the seemingly unified and unifying 
image of labor suggested by Jess with a depiction of contentious and often violent labor 
struggles. Despite this, the moral authority of the novel stems from the contrast of figures 
tied to labor movements with the inarguably contentious depiction of the novel's 
capitalist robber barons. Scarsdale Vibe, Against the Day's resident capitalist mogul, 
resembles Brock Vond in both his self-assurance and belief in the appropriateness of 
governmental and capitalist systems of control. Pynchon focuses on the immorality of 
their viewpoints by highlighting the destructive power of their actions on the Traverse 
family. Vibe, like Scantling or Brock Vond, eventually faces an ignoble death, but 
Pynchon’s portrayal of Vibe’s death emphasizes how the system of oppression Vibe 
represents continues unabated despite his death. 
The idea of continuation provides much of the focus for Pynchon’s use of the 
figure of the cowboy in Against the Day. Chronologically, Pynchon’s novel begins where 
Wister’s ends: with the closing of the western frontier.73 Against the Day alludes to the 
changing nature of the West and the loss of the freedom the frontier represented early in 
the novel as the Chums of Chance approach the Chicago World’s Fair of 1893. Before 
they find their way to the fair, they are first greeted by the “smell and uproar of flesh 
learning its mortality” at the stockyards (Pynchon 10). Whereas the Chums 
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had often witnessed the vast herds of cattle adrift in ever-changing cloudlike 
patterns across the Western plains, here saw that unshaped freedom being 
rationalized into movement only in straight lines and at right angles and a 
progressive reduction of choices, until the final turn through the final gate that led 
to the killing floor. (10) 
 
Pynchon’s characters struggle against the same formalization of choices and restrictions 
of freedom that doom the cattle. The Chums’s observation of the cattle also mirrors their 
observation of the novel’s other characters who are trapped in an existence bound to the 
earth. Yet the cloud-like patterns of the cattle on the plains suggest a semblance of the 
freedom that the Chums enjoy in the sky. The movement towards straight lines 
represented by the slaughterhouse does not suggest merely a reduction of freedom, but a 
rationalization of that freedom into a commodity marketplace. The cattle’s purpose and 
value, that is to become food, is only fulfilled by their arrival on the killing floor. This 
symbolic comparison of the novel’s working class characters points to a similar role 
where their primary function would be to work, and their only value would be in their 
labor. The characters must then fall into a pattern of control in their work as dictated by 
the capitalists in control of the nation’s industrial apparatus. Yet, as with the cattle, this 
industrialized purpose leads only to death. The underlying theme of all of the novel’s 
plotlines is an exploration of methods of resistance to this reduction of choice. 
 This struggle for freedom is where Pynchon’s use of cowboy mythology becomes 
most apparent, both stylistically and symbolically. Pynchon, like Wister, utilizes the 
tropes of the cowboy hero to allude to worthwhile social values. Foremost among these 
values is sympathy for and defense of the lower class. Pynchon’s anarchists are 
occasionally motivated by greed, but they are also motivated by the deeper social and 
economic issues that Wister glosses over in The Virginian. Pynchon typically locates a 
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class distinction between the “haves” and the “have nots” in his novels, or, to utilize a 
religious label he uses in his 1973 novel Gravity’s Rainbow, the elect and the preterite. 
As Paul Bové has emphasized, “Pynchon’s sympathies are always with the preterite,” 
those perceived to have been passed over by God’s grace, often simply because they are 
poor (659). In Against the Day this generally includes anyone who doesn’t have the 
capital to own a coalmine. Pynchon casts the discrepancy between these two classes in a 
harsh light through his portrayal of Scarsdale Vibe, the novel’s resident captain of 
industry and coalmine owner. Vibe is presented as wholly unsympathetic in his first 
appearance, when he shoots an old woman in the leg for telling him that she would have 
strangled him in his cradle had she been his mother.  
 While we’re left with little doubt about how Pynchon wants us to perceive 
Scarsdale Vibe, and through him capitalism, the methods of resistance used by Pynchon’s 
anarchist characters are much more open to interpretation. The struggles of the Traverse 
family are perhaps the best examples of the indeterminacy Pynchon builds into these 
characters. Webb Traverse, the patron of the family and a fierce anarchist, is murdered on 
Scarsdale Vibe’s orders. Webb’s sons seek revenge against Vibe and the men who 
murdered Webb. Nevertheless, each of them wavers in his quest for revenge, in part due 
to fear, and in part due to his distaste for killing. When Frank Traverse guns down one of 
Webb’s murderers the narrator notes, “this had been so quick, even you could say, easy. 
You could. He would soon begin to understand how it all might turn, was already, well 
before he had the godforsaken little town at his back, turning, to regret” (AtD 396). The 
Traverses exhibit an anarchist’s dilemma: a moral dilemma between trying to seek 
retribution against social ills through violent means, weighed against the desire not to 
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perpetuate a cycle of violence that can and will result in the deaths of innocent people. 
Similarly, as Webb struggles with this in trying to choose sites appropriate for bombing 
in Colorado’s coal mines he eventually realizes that “the folks most likely to end up 
dying [were] miners . . . the same folks who die when the army comes charging in” (85). 
Like Webb, each of the Traverses desperately desires to effect some sort of change on the 
world and to find some sort of exit from the labyrinth of reduced choices represented by 
the end of the frontier, but must also struggle with the ramifications of the violence that 
appears to be their only option for resistance.  
These distinctions emphasize the price paid through resistance against such 
systems, no matter their source. Key to this is Webb Traverse's unyielding support for 
unions, which eventually separates him from his family. While Webb unequivocally 
supports unions, the price that comes along with them is perhaps too large. The narrator 
notes that if Webb had "known what it cost, the total cost, spread over a lifetime, he 
wondered sometimes if he would've ever signed on" (85). At this point, the narration is 
focused on what is described as "Webb's trajectory toward the communion of toil which 
had claimed his life" (85). Importantly, this communion of toil references more than his 
work as a laborer in Colorado's coalmines; it also locates him as an anarchist bomber 
actively resisting the capitalist system he is trapped within. Despite his desire not to risk 
losing his family, that is essentially what begins to happen. As the narrator puts it: 
If dynamite was what it took, well, so be it - and if it took growing into a stranger 
to those kids . . . and then someday sooner or later losing them, their clean young 
gazes, their love and trust, the unquestioning way they spoke his name, all that 
there is to break a father's heart, well, children grow up, and that would have to be 
reckoned into the price, too, along with jail time, bullpens, beatings, lockouts, and 
the rest. The way it happens. Webb would have to set aside his feelings, not just 
the sentimental baby stuff but the terrible real ballooning of emptiness at the core 
of his body when he paused to consider all that losing them would mean. (95) 
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As in Vineland, Pynchon focuses a distinct portion of his critique of totalizing systems of 
control through the lens of family, by showing the personal costs of Webb’s resistance to 
capitalism. Webb’s rage at capitalism is focalized through his desire to improve his 
family’s opportunities in life by reforming the system. Yet sentimentalism must fall to the 
wayside in the war Webb is fighting. The loss of innocence represented by clean young 
gazes is “the way it happens” when resisting capitalist systems, just like jail time and 
other abuses are the cost of labor strikes. Nevertheless, Pynchon does not hesitate to raise 
questions about the nature of that resistance and its own totalizing nature. Against the 
Day poses a set of potentially unanswerable dilemmas for the rest of the Traverse family: 
how to carry out their own methods of resistance to capitalist systems of control, how 
best to avenge Webb's murder, and at what point the necessity of revenge is outweighed 
by the price they themselves must pay. These types of questions lead to one of the 
constants in Pynchon’s work: sympathy for those living in an inarguably unfair world. 
In Against the Day part of this sympathy concentrates on reinvigorating the 
opportunities for freedom that the Frontier represents through the text’s use of the generic 
form of the Western. In “Genre as History: Pynchon’s Genre-Poaching,” Brian McHale 
argues that Against the Day’s use of the cowboy trope represents a mediated 
historiography, in which Pynchon imitates an era’s popular genres to write the history of 
that era. McHale accurately points to Pynchon’s use of genre writing in Against the Day, 
but he points to the multiplicity of genres as being the novel’s defining feature: “each 
genre holds a distorting mirror up to historical reality. Multiply the genre mirrors, set 
them at different angles to each other, and one might stand some chance of 
approximating the historical ‘truth’ of the era that produced them” (25). McHale believes 
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this to be “Pynchon’s wager: that, multiplied and juxtaposed, an era’s genres might 
compensate for each others’ distortions and, taken all together, might jointly yield a 
complete and faithful – if also complex and elusive – representation of the historical 
whole” (25). In regard to the Western, McHale rightly asserts that Pynchon presents a 
revisionist history that restores “the hardships, the class conflict, the profanity, the 
sexuality, and the unglamorous violence that the genre conventionally edits out” (23). 
While this denotes a revisionist and seemingly more accurate portrayal of the Frontier, 
Pynchon does not abandon the power of the myth created by generic conventions, since 
he still makes the West, in the form of Vineland and the Traverses’ wanderings, hold safe 
havens imbued with myth. Furthermore, the ramifications of these impersonations do not 
end when Pynchon switches generic focus. When a cowboy-like character such as Kit 
Traverse moves into another genre, such as the spy novel or imperial romance that 
McHale identifies Kit with, he remains marked by his previous generic tropes, as his 
confrontation with Günter shows. Pynchon’s use of generic forms to represent history 
points out the constructed nature of those historical narratives while retaining the 
importance of history as a means of conveying historical and cultural truths. 
The novel enacts this through its declaration of the death of the western frontier 
and its adoption of a symbolic frontier deeply connected to the family quests found 
throughout Pynchon’s work. Against the Day’s declaration of the end of the West comes 
as one of the novel’s minor characters, Professor Vanderjuice, gives a long obituary for 
the mythical West. As he puts it, “the Western frontier we all thought we knew from song 
and story was no longer on the map but gone, absorbed – a dead duck” (52). As he flies 
with the Chums over the stockyards Vanderjuice continues: 
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Here’s where the Trail comes to its end at last, along with the American Cowboy 
who used to live on it and by it. No matter how virtuous he’s kept his name, how 
many evildoers he’s managed to get by undamaged, how he’s done by his horses, 
what girls he has chastely kissed, serenaded by guitar, or gone out and raised 
hallelujah with, it’s all back there in the traildust now and none of it matters, for 
down there you’ll find the wet convergence and finale of his drought-struck tale 
and thankless calling, Buffalo Bill’s Wild West Show stood on its head – 
spectators invisible and silent, nothing commemorated, the only weapons in view 
being Blitz Instruments and Wackett Punches to knock the animals out with . . . 
and the rodeo clowns jabber on in some incomprehensible lingo not to distract the 
beast but rather to heighten and maintain its attention to the single task at hand, 
bringing it down to those last few gates, the studding-devices waiting inside, the 
butchering and blood just beyond the last chute – and the cowboy with him. (53) 
 
Vanderjuice’s speech brings the cowboy West to the point of a dark parody of itself by 
confining the song and story of the West, with its cowboy heroes, to the slaughterhouse. 
Buffalo Bill’s Wild West Show here is inverted into industrialized death as both the cattle 
and the cowboys are left to uncommemorated death.  
Yet Vanderjuice’s long speech is also parodied through his focus on the idealized 
image of these heroes of the West. The song and story of Vanderjuice’s West are the 
virtuous cowboys serenading their girls.  As the novel continues, readers are presented 
with the revisionist history that McHale identifies. The West here is first identified as 
Merle and his daughter Dally leave the White City heading west. As they leave Chicago 
they “began to catch sight of refugees from the ‘national’ exhibits which had lined the 
Midway Plaisance, all these non-midwestern varieties of human” (69). Dally, a young 
child in this episode, “assumed these wanderers had all been banished for no good reason 
from the White City” (69). The West here is a diverse image filled with exiles from the 
projected perfection of the Columbian Exposition. The fiction of the West, or the Fair, is 
overridden in the text as Merle and Dally “pushed out into morning fields that went 
rolling all the way to every horizon, the Inner American Sea” (71). For Dally, the fictions 
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presented by the West come “to seem more like the memory of some previous life, 
deformed, disguised, stretches of it missing” (69-70). These fictions are replaced with the 
reality of the fairground, which faced “the man-made bad times that had come upon 
Chicago and the nation” (70). The result becomes a West that, while still fantastic, 
becomes more focused on Merle’s wandering and his efforts to support his adopted 
daughter as a traveling scientist and photographer. 
The economic realities of the West become more pronounced as Merle and Dally 
are introduced to Webb Traverse. Webb approaches Merle to discuss chemicals that he 
uses for explosives. The two become embroiled in an economic and political 
conversation about an Anti-Philospher’s Stone that could undermine capitalism by 
destroying gold rather than producing it. Though the conversation is built upon myth, 
Webb’s introduction to the text begins to present a different image to the West. For 
instance, Merle begins to get the feeling that “maybe his and Dally’s long road out here 
was not the result of any idle drift but more of a secret imperative, like the force of 
gravity, from all the silver he’d been developing out into pictures he’d been taking over 
these years – as if silver were alive, with a soul and a voice, and he’d been working for it 
as much as it for him” (80). Merle’s movement west to Colorado here becomes tied to a 
fantastic sort of silver speculation. Rather than speculation on the price of silver, Merle 
becomes tied into an anti-capitalist speculation. For Merle, silver is no longer merely a 
commodity. Instead, silver metaphorically comes alive as a controlling entity in his life. 
As the text continues, though, Merle’s fantastic vision of silver is undermined by the 
presence of the capitalist forces that are more accurately behind Merle’s journey. Merle 
and Dally’s movement west is directly followed by an episode detailing Webb’s own 
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movement west and his anarchist battle against capitalism. In light of Webb’s efforts to 
support his family, Merle’s journey west becomes stained by the need for income and his 
sympathies for Webb’s ideological battle.  
Despite these issues, the next episode focuses on Webb and is imbued with faith 
in westward movement and towards a frontier free from the crushing forces of capitalism. 
For Webb this freedom comes in the form of a dream: 
Webb would find himself standing at some divide, facing west into a great flow of 
promise, something like wind, something like light, free of the damaged hopes 
and pestilent smoke east of here – sacrificial smoke, maybe, but not ascending to 
Heaven, only high enough to be breathed in, to sicken and cut short countless 
lives, to change the color of the daylight and deny to walkers of the night the stars 
they remembered from younger times. He would wake to the day and its dread 
(86). 
 
Webb’s dream highlights the destructive powers of capitalism in the form of the pestilent 
smoke. Industrialism, with its environmental degradation, here sickens and kills countless 
workers while promise still lies west. This passage points toward the motivations behind 
Webb’s subsequent struggles with his anarchist’s dilemma. Webb’s bombings do not 
yield a clear political or social end so much as they seek to develop this promised dream 
to escape the pestilent and destructive powers of capitalism.  
As Pynchon’s anarchist laborers struggle to obtain this obscure promise, their 
efforts are permeated with the pervading sense of the inevitability of the First World War 
and through it another iteration of a zombie sense of history, though this time for readers. 
Each of the Traverse family’s attempts at revolution, reform, or resistance must contend 
with the historical facts that readers are already aware of while reading. The inevitability 
of the war becomes heightened through the novel's time traveling characters. One in 
particular, Ryder Thorn, warns the Chums of Chance about the devastation facing the 
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world. As Ryder states, "you have no idea what you're heading into. This world you take 
to be 'the' world will die, and descend into Hell, and all history after that will belong 
properly to the history of Hell . . . Flanders will be the mass grave of History" (554). 
Pynchon effectively mirrors the actions and knowledge of readers with Ryder and his 
fellow time travelers and in doing so fills the text with self-reflexive moments for 
readers. As readers approach a novel littered with historical references, they also 
approach it with their own knowledge of history and its mass graves. The resulting 
distinction can be summed up later in the novel when history is described as "Time's 
pathology" (828). As Marianne Dekoven has noted, "Uppercase Time is a great power for 
Pynchon, never fully comprehensible or even representable . . . lowercase history, on the 
other hand is more a thing than a pathology, perhaps a pathological thing, infected, 
colonized, and distorted by human actions upon or within it" (335). The pathology here 
occurs as readers overlay the Traverse family history with the world history they know.  
In Against the Day this pathology of history takes the shape of the constant 
reminders of World War I. Yet the structure of the novel presents readers with a 
reminder, much like Jess’s storytelling in Vineland, that the zombie at our backs might 
not be the one we can readily identify. The novel projects a world and moves to capture 
perspectives that are not necessarily prescribed by the historical hindsight about World 
War I. Against the Day emphasizes these insights by the way Pynchon frames the Ludlow 
Massacre. While one side of the frame comes from its supplanting of World War I as the 
principal conflict in the novel, the other comes from the culmination of the quest for 
revenge against Scarsdale Vibe for his role in Webb’s murder. The episode in Ludlow 
begins with Vibe giving a speech to fellow capitalists about the use of labor figures like 
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the Traverses. As Vibe puts it: “of course we use them . . . Why not? They are good for 
little else. How likely are they to grow to their full manhood, become educated, engender 
families, further the culture or the race? We take what we can while we may” (1000). 
Vibe’s assessment sets up the situation in Ludlow without actually progressing into the 
details of life in the camp. Yet his speech also highlights the familial situation facing the 
Traverses. Jesse, now a young man, also plays a large role in the Ludlow episode. 
Pynchon’s concentration on Jesse serves to emphasize Vibe’s commentary. Rather than 
simply destroying workingmen, Vibe’s speech brings the focus of the class warfare in 
Ludlow on to whole families, and children in particular.  
In this respect, Jesse operates once again as a character embodying the legacy of 
class conflict in Pynchon’s work, since his growth into adulthood begins with his 
struggles at Ludlow. Notably, Jesse’s wanderings at Ludlow provides the most detailed 
descriptions of what the striking miners faced, such as the Death Special, an armored car 
with machine guns. Later, during the fighting, Jesse is captured briefly by a national 
guardsman who recognizes him from Jesse’s visit to see the Death Special. Like the 
confrontation between Linderfelt and Tikas, the guard and Jesse confront each other over 
the violence. The guard asks “you been shootin at us today, ain’t you son?” only to have 
Jesse respond “you been shootin at me” (1015). Unlike the confrontation between 
Linderfelt and Tikas in real life, the guard releases Jesse telling him “I’m really fuckin 
tired. I’m hungry. Ain’t none of us been paid since we come down this miserable place” 
(1015). Pynchon’s sympathetic portrayal of the guardsman here points beyond the 
combatants at Ludlow and towards the underlying class divisions that caused the 
massacre in the first place. At the end of the episode Jesse acts as the future hope for the 
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fighting strikers as Frank asks him to protect the women and children fleeing the tents. 
Once again Pynchon emphasizes the family and generational aspect of the conflict 
through the presence of the babies and Jesse’s role as their protector, even if it is a means 
for Frank to get Jesse away from the fighting. 
 Vibe’s speech early in the episode also highlights how the struggle of Ludlow will 
be lost to history, thanks to the predominance of capital. In his speech, Vibe describes a 
Colorado that is the playground of the wealthy seeking vacation homes and winter 
recreations. In light of this capitalist recreation Vibe asks “who will be left anymore to 
remember the jabbering Union scum, the frozen corpses whose names, false in any case, 
have gone forever unrecorded?” (1001). Vibe himself does not live to see the conflict, 
since his bodyguard, Foley Walker, betrays and kills him shortly before it occurs. The 
order of events here highlights the fact that the death of one captain of industry does 
nothing to curtail the oppression of laborers in a capitalist society. As the Traverse’s 
quest for vengeance comes to an anticlimax, the middle Traverse brother, Frank, moves 
on to Ludlow only to witness the continuation of the class warfare that has consumed his 
family. Even during the massacre the narrative voice emphasizes that history will forget 
Ludlow, or at least the Ludlow that the striking workers knew. As the bullets fly, 
“sometimes they connected, and strikers, and children, and their mothers, and even 
troopers and camp guards, took bullets or fought flames, and fell in battle” (1016). This 
list of the casualties is as close as Pynchon comes to specifically describing those who 
died in the battle. Yet as the Traverses escape the camp to the relative safety of the 
surrounding countryside, the narrative voice simply states “but it happened, each 
casualty, one by one, in light that history would be blind to. The only accounts would be 
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the militia’s” (1016). The focus on light in the sentence, a motif throughout the novel, 
draws attention to the role of Against the Day itself. As the episode closes, readers are 
once again reminded of the sympathetic light in which the novel presents the victims of 
Ludlow.  
The novel then projects a world and moves to capture perspectives that are not 
necessarily prescribed by the historical hindsight about World War I. Pynchon’s choice to 
follow the footsteps of those far removed from political or military power provides 
insight into tragedies, both large and small, overshadowed by the war, and into possible 
alternatives to the history we know.74 As such, Pynchon places the emphasis of the 
novel’s depiction of warfare on class conflict in the coalmines of Colorado rather than the 
nationalistic battles in the fields of Flanders. These portrayals point towards different and 
compelling methods of interpreting history that acknowledge the malleability of history. 
Like Vineland, they also account for the lasting suffering for those disenfranchised from 
the benefits of totalizing systems of control.  
 
Contextualizing History: The Role of Family Narratives 
It is in light of the overbearing presence of World War I that the novel’s emphasis 
on California and Hollywood as a setting becomes most prominent. In Vineland, the 
depiction of California culminates as a safe haven for the Traverse family, albeit one shot 
through with ambiguity and chance.75 The conclusion of Prairie’s search for her mother 
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 As Steven Weisenburger has argued this takes the form of tracing the histories of those who are not 
compatible within totalizing systems. In reference to Gravity’s Rainbow, Weisenburg argues these 
characters “remain closer to the realities of the individual events to which they bear witness, beyond the 
clutches of abstract systems” (154). This also follows the focus Lukács discusses as a defining feature of 
the historical novel 
 
75
 For more on the ambiguities of the Vineland’s ending see Elaine Safer. 
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leaves her longing for Brock Vond to take her away from the family reunion. Yet the 
novel ends with Desmond, Prairie’s dog, running to her and thinking “he must be home” 
(Vineland 385). Desmond’s evocation of home is colored through Prairie’s longing for 
something more meaningful than the anticlimax of her reunion with her mother and 
confrontation with Brock Vond. Prairie’s disappointment is connected to her appreciation 
of storytelling, particularly that of television, which promises narrative fulfillment with 
each episode. While Vineland, California, and the United States are marked as home 
through Desmond’s simple assessment, that home is underscored with its own problems 
that do not live up to the stereotypical narrative expectations of TV or the ideal of the 
American dream. 
The close of Against the Day extends this disconnect between fantasy and reality, 
but with a purpose distinctly more redemptive than that of Vineland’s zombie histories. 
Pynchon emphasizes the symbolism of California as a focal point for fantasy through 
Hollywood in the early 1920s, while also noting the cooptation and adulteration of 
history in Hollywood productions. Pynchon's use of parody is certainly present through 
his portrayal of Lew Basnight’s career in Hollywood as a private investigator. Pynchon 
depicts Lew’s detective agency as a parody of Charlie’s Angels complete with three 
receptionists / hired guns / stunt women who help him on cases. Pynchon’s anachronistic 
allusion for readers emphasizes Lew’s proximity to show business in his move west. 
Once in Los Angeles, Lew finds himself with other lawmen who are “hiring on up the 
hill as script consultants for the shadow-factories relentlessly turning those wild ancient 
days into harmless packages of flickering entertainment” (AtD 1041). Pynchon’s allusion 
to television returns to the critique of television explored in Vineland through instances of 
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unfulfilled desire, such as Prairie’s longing for Brock Vond. As with Sasha’s description 
of Hollywood’s ability to commodify history, the 1920s version of Hollywood Pynchon 
creates for Lew also has the ability to destroy historical veracity through the proliferation 
of “harmless” narratives. 
Lew’s symbolic immersion into these harmless reproductions as a parody of 
Charlie’s Angels is undercut through the emphasis Pynchon places on the continuation of 
the struggles of those wild ancient days. During Lew’s investigation into a missing 
person case he finds himself at a Hollywood party whose participants are politically 
radical. Lew slowly begins to realize that these were the “folks that once long ago he’d 
spent his life chasing” before he came to sympathize with them (1057). With this comes 
another realization that “what everybody here had in common was having survived some 
cataclysm none of them spoke about directly – a bombing, a massacre perhaps at the 
behest of the U.S. government” (1058). These radicals and their discussion of revolution 
at the party continue the theme of radicalism and alternative viewpoints past the Ludlow 
Massacre and the calamity of the war.  
This continuation is further accentuated through the numerous family 
reconnections that occur in the novel’s closing chapters and the contrast they play with 
the one Traverse who is disowned by the family. Lew’s investigation leads him to 
Webb’s daughter, Lake, who has betrayed the Traverse family by marrying one of 
Webb’s murderers, Deuce Kindred. Lake’s marriage is a broken one, to the extent that 
Deuce shows no interest in her extramarital affairs. More importantly, Lake and Deuce 
are childless despite Lake’s deep longing for a child. Lake is haunted “with the sort of 
recurring dream a long-suffering movie heroine would expect to wake from to find 
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herself pregnant at last” (1057). Lake’s inability to conceive a child marks her as exactly 
the opposite of that movie heroine. This also severs the transmission of family histories, 
since without a child she will be left without anyone to communicate her stories. The 
power of this severing is also emphasized through its juxtaposition with the large number 
of family reunions that occur around Lake’s episode, including Chick Counterfly’s 
reunion with his father, Merle Rideout’s reunion with Dally’s mother, Erlys, and the 
reunion of Reef and Frank Traverse along with their respective families.  
The most fantastic of these family reunions occurs in part through a radical 
version of Vineland’s use of film, specifically Frenesi’s films shot with her radical film 
group, 24fps, as a means of conveying family history to Prairie. At the end of Against the 
Day, Merle Rideout and Roswell Bounce discover a way to set photographs free from 
being mere static images via a machine called an Integroscope. The inventors are able to 
take a photograph and set it in motion, like film or television, yet with the significant 
difference that they can "integrate it...and release it back into action...even back to life" in 
a procedure so powerful "you could watch somebody go on to live a completely different 
life" (1036, 1050). As Merle comments to Integroscope viewers "it looks like one of them 
wonders of science...I just wish it could be more, 's all" (1061). The miracle of science 
here, of course, closely resembles the miracle of fiction in its ability to trace or display 
alternative histories.  
Yet this miracle is undercut with the frustration caused as viewers attempt to 
interpret those alternative histories without any sort of contextualization. Lew discovers 
this as he watches an alternative version of his ex-wife’s life on the Integroscope, but 
cannot comprehend the images he sees. Lew observes his ex-wife’s visage changing 
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through time. He is left with “each year’s face tumbling upon the next in a breathtaking 
fall” because he has no context for those images (1060). History without 
contextualization operates in a similar manner. Pynchon’s work does not naively suggest 
that narratives solve historical problems. He also does not create the Integroscope as a 
mere celebration of simulacra. Contextualization instead allows for the chance for 
connections and comfort, as Merle finds out when he fires up the Integroscope to view 
his adopted daughter Dally. As he is watching, he is able to hear her relate the story of 
her life when he realizes that she is speaking at a radio station in Paris, and that he is able 
to pick the station up in Los Angeles. What Merle’s use of the Integrescope gains that 
Lew’s lacks is the framework provided through the narration of a family story. The 
novel’s final moments latch on to such moments of chance, but in doing so they 
emphasize the important role the mediums of film and television can play in the 
communication of history when given the proper context. 
The Integroscope's resemblance to film and its use in relating a history, and 
particularly a personal familial history, echoes Prairie's observation of her mother's 24fps 
films, but it also indicates the assumed power those films held. The purpose of the films 
was to display the truth, yet as Frenesi's betrayal of the group goes on to show, that truth 
– and indeed history – is infinitely malleable. By focusing on the malleable narratives of 
history, though, Pynchon is capable of pointing towards the investigation of historical 
narratives. Pynchon creates a secondary code of history in his novels, in which each 
instance of recollection is shot through with alternatives to capitalistic or nationalistic 
historical narratives.76 Rather than simply moralizing the past, Pynchon populates both of 
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 In my formulation of this secondary code of history I am drawing from Brian McHale’s discussion of 
Pynchon’s ontological redemption of television in Vineland. As McHale describes it, TV in Vineland 
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these novels with families filled with figures like Jess Traverse, who act as constant 
reminders of who did what and why. Such reminders do more than merely haunt the text. 
Their existence points towards moments of investigation that can lead to an 
understanding of when change is possible.77 
In Vineland and Against the Day, Pynchon embraces at least the ability to imagine 
resistance to social and economic class inequalities through an exploration of historical 
precedents and the creation of alternative narratives – and through them opportunities. 
These narratives are fictions, but the problem with these alternatives is not their imagined 
nature. The problem is rather the infallibility of the historical narratives that preclude the 
possibility of change, imagined or real. Unsurprisingly, the location where such histories 
take hold in both novels is California, itself a symbolically golden land of alternatives 
and opportunities where we are often led to believe anything is possible within the 
fictional realms of film and television. The close of Against the Day embraces this theme, 
particularly through the novel’s fantastic teleportation of Kit Traverse to be with his wife 
Dally. The narrator speaks directly to the readers before the couple are reunited declaring, 
“may we imagine for them a vector, passing through the invisible, the ‘imaginary,’ the 
unimaginable, carrying them safely into this postwar Paris . . . a vector through the night 
into a morning of hosed pavements, birds heard everywhere but unseen, bakery smells, 
                                                                                                                                                 
“constitutes a kind of secondary language, a code supplementary to the linguistic codes of American 
English, functional analogously, perhaps, to the way classical mythological allusion functioned in 
Renaissance and Neoclassical literary discourses” (Constructing 120).  
 
77
 This movement towards moments of chance and opportunities for change returns Pynchon to a theme he 
developed in Gravity’s Rainbow. Slothrop’s dispersal into symbols of preterite suffering only comes after 
he “became a crossroad” in the Zone and begins to abandon his quest to understand his connection to the 
V2 rocket (Gravity’s Rainbow 626). Slothrop’s crossroads also reflects a crossroads that his ancestor 
William Slothrop is said to represent which could have “been the fork in the road America never took, the 
singular point she jumped the wrong way from?” (555). The motif of questioning in Gravity’s Rainbow is 
extended through Pynchon’s portrayal of alternative histories and the investigation of history in both 
Vineland and Against the Day.  
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filtered green light, a courtyard still in shade…” (1082-1083). The fate of Kit and Dally’s 
marriage, which prior to this reunion was strained, remains open at the close of the text. 
At first the narrator’s call appears as a question or a request through the use of the word 
“may,” but the sentence goes on to be a statement ending in an ellipsis. We are thus led to 
imagine what cannot be said, even in a novel as encyclopedic as Against the Day. As 
readers, we may imagine this fate, just as we have imagined the rest of the novel in a 
partnership with the author through the interpretive act of reading.  
The instigation of this imagining directly leads the novel to its final act of 
imagination with the Chums of Chance. The Chums’ airship, now the size of a city, is 
described as a place "where any wish that can be made is at least addressed, if not always 
granted. For every wish to come true would mean that in the known Creation, good 
unsought and uncompensated would have evolved somehow, to become at least more 
accessible to us" (1085). Addressing all possible wishes is to address individualized 
perspectives of history and to understand that a motion toward good requires nuanced 
perspectives rather than totalizing systems of control. Even in Pynchon's most fantastic 
moments, granting each wish is impossible. Nevertheless, such narratives provide the 
opportunity for imagining such resistance, and, perhaps with a little grace, enacting 
change. The contextualization and mediation of these opportunities through family 
history provides malleability to the historical process. While this malleability can be shot 
through with its own problems, it is an improvement over the static narratives that do not 
allow such opportunities for change. As Eula says, it's a "hell of a lot better ‘n a statue in 
the park" (Vineland 76).  
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CHAPTER VI 
CONCLUSION: TELLING TRUTHS 
“I am not afraid of the pen, or the scaffold, or the sword. I will tell the truth wherever I 
please.” – Mother Jones. 
 
“When you protect the things you believe in with your body, it changes you for good. It 
radicalizes you for good.” – University of California Davis Student Dominic Gutierrez. 
 
I close this discussion of representations of labor in historical fiction after 1945, 
by turning to a brief examination of postmodern theory and the development of the 
historical novel. One of the most intriguing features of historical fiction is its ability to 
interrogate and counter some of the most troubling aspects of our current society. As 
Fredric Jameson has declared in his introduction to Postmodernism or, The Cultural 
Logic of Late Capitalism, “it is safest to grasp the concept of the postmodern as an 
attempt to think the present historically in an age that has forgotten how to think 
historically in the first place” (ix). As my examination suggests, the postmodern historical 
fiction of Thomas Pynchon represents the most developed example of these counter 
historical tendencies in fiction sympathetic to class and labor issues thanks to its 
hyperawareness of the pitfalls facing historical knowledge. Jameson’s critique of 
postmodern historicism then represents a conundrum for this project. My other case 
studies represent time periods and styles not entirely caught up in postmodern theory. In 
fact, they can be said to represent attempts at the historical authenticity that Jameson 
laments losing in literature. Following Jameson’s reasoning, the development of counter 
narrative concerns in American historical fiction would remain undercut by his assertion 
that postmodern theory has led us to a junction in which history itself cannot be 
expressed. Jameson’s work on postmodernism is, in part, a reaction to critics I have 
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turned to in this project, including Foucault, White, and Jenkins. While apt, Jameson 
nevertheless bases his historical formulations on a Marxist interpretation of history. For 
Jameson, postmodernism’s effacement of depth in the favor of superficial “surface” 
concerns immobilizes us: “if we do not achieve some general sense of a cultural 
dominant, then we fall back into a view of present history as sheer heterogeneity, random 
difference, a coexistence of a host of distinct forces whose effectivity is undecidable” (6). 
In this formulation we are left unable to effectively examine our current condition 
through art or theory because our tools for doing so become relative. This study has 
seemingly done little to assuage Jameson’s concerns here. While I may open this study 
with the events at UC Davis, my own concerns with totalizing conceptions of history 
prevents me from drawing a clear line from the Wobblies to the Occupy movement at UC 
Davis, much less between the artistic representations of these groups and their motives. I 
am left instead with mere echoes rather than the declaration of a zeitgeist or 
narratological pattern. These concerns have also led to my decision to posit contingent 
readings based on individual case studies as opposed to drawing distinct connections 
between the various strains of class and labor sensitive literature I have examined.  
 The limitations of these contingent readings lead to a series of representative 
problems in regard to historical fiction and its ability to represent reality or pose 
significant critiques towards the experience of class and labor in our society. Jameson 
argues that “real history” can no longer function as the subject of historical fiction under 
postmodernism: “we are now . . . in ‘intertextuality’ as a deliberate, built-in feature of the 
aesthetic effect and as the operator of a new connotation of ‘pastness’ and 
pseudohistorical depth, in which history of aesthetic styles displaces ‘real’ history” (20). 
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In his examination of E. L. Doctorow’s Ragtime Jameson identifies Doctorow as clearly 
separating his fictional and historical characters in such a manner that highlights the 
superficiality of our conceptions of history. As such, readers are unable to accept these 
characters without becoming aware of their preexisting notions of history and 
characterization. For Jameson the results are dire for the historical novel:  
This historical novel can no longer set out to represent the historical past; it can 
only ‘represent’ our ideas and stereotypes about that past (which thereby at once 
becomes ‘pop history’) . . . it can no longer gaze directly on some putative real 
world, at some reconstruction of a past history which was once itself a present . . . 
If there is any realism left here, it is a ‘realism’ that is meant to derive from the 
shock of grasping that confinement and of slowly becoming aware of a new and 
original historical situation in which we are condemned to seek History by way of 
our own pop images and simulacra of that history, which itself remains forever 
out of reach. (25) 
 
This analysis of historical fiction is disturbing on a number of levels: first, postmodern 
histories, such as Pynchon’s in Against the Day, lose any connection they might have to 
reality and lived experience in the past or present. Second, the acceptance of postmodern 
theories of history suggests that even the other texts in this study – though they claim a 
connection with the reality of history – fail in their endeavors to represent History in 
Jameson’s totalizing and progressive sense. 
 Despite the historiographic problems Jameson points to, other critics have noted 
shortcomings in Jameson’s critique of postmodernist concerns with history. Foremost 
among these would be Linda Hutcheon’s formulation of historiographic metafiction. 
Rather than pointing to postmodernism as destroying history, Hutcheon identifies 
postmodernism as distinctly interested in history. While it does not offer “genuine 
historicity” as Jameson desires, Hutcheon argues that: 
What postmodernism does is to contest the very possibility of our ever being able 
to know the ‘ultimate objects’ of the past. It teaches and enacts the recognition of 
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the fact that the social, historical, and existential ‘reality’ of the past is discursive 
reality when it is used as the referent of art, and so the only ‘genuine historicity’ 
becomes that which would openly acknowledge its own discursive contingent 
identity . . . even the most self-conscious and parodic of contemporary works do 
not try to escape, but indeed foreground, the historical, social, ideological 
contexts in which they have existed and continue to exist. (24-25) 
 
The discursive nature of history then becomes the primary thematic focal point for 
postmodern historical fiction. The truth of the past cannot be separated from discourses 
about it because we have no pure access to that past. Postmodern depictions of history in 
turn confront this paradox by interrogating the discourse of history through metafiction. 
As she puts it, “it is part of the postmodernist stand to confront the paradoxes of 
fictive/historical representation, the particular/the general, and the present/the past. And 
this confrontation is itself contradictory, for it refuses to recuperate or dissolve either side 
of the dichotomy, yet it is more than willing to exploit both” (106). Postmodern historical 
fiction “suggests that to re-write or to re-present the past in fiction and in history is, in 
both cases, to open it up to the present, to prevent it from being conclusive and 
teleological” (110). Rather than trivializing history, Hutcheon argues that postmodern 
historical novels politicize history through their “metafictional rethinking of the 
epistemological and ontological relations between history and fiction” (121).  
Under this rubric, critical investigations into historical fiction such as this study 
must then turn towards questioning the discourse of history in both postmodern iterations 
as well as previous stylistic and philosophical schools. One method of doing this is to 
identify the politicization of the past through historical representations and the paradoxes 
they yield of fiction/history and present/past as I have attempted to do in this study. 
Nevertheless, it is useful to examine this tactic in action with direct reference to 
Jameson’s critiques of postmodernism. One avenue for such an investigation in regard to 
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E.L. Doctorow’s Ragtime (1974) would be to look at its historical declarations as well as 
the underlying historical features that undermine those declarations. As Hutcheon has 
already pointed out, the novel’s opening pages present a historic tone that is quickly 
destabilized. The narrator describes the United States in 1902, declaring: 
Teddy Roosevelt was President. The population customarily gathered in great 
numbers either out of doors for parades, public concerts, fish fries, political 
picnics, social outings, or indoors in meeting halls, vaudeville theatres, operas, 
ballrooms. There seemed to be no entertainment that did not involve great swarms 
of people. Trains and steamers and trolleys moved them from one place to 
another. That was the style, that was the way people lived. Women were stouter 
then. They visited the fleet carrying white parasols. Everyone wore white in 
summer. Tennis racquets were hefty and the racquet faces elliptical. There was a 
lot of sexual fainting. There were no Negroes. There were no immigrants. (3-4) 
 
Doctorow here quickly establishes a general milieu of 1902 through a series of seemingly 
disconnected minutia of the period. While readers are presented with the style of dress 
and the recreational pastimes of the era, often a distinguishing feature of historical novels 
in comparison to traditional histories, they are quickly presented with an apparent 
deception that calls into question the veracity of the narrative voice relating this history. 
Negroes and immigrants are seemingly erased by this voice. It is only a page later that the 
narrator describes Evelyn Nesbit’s meeting with Emma Goldman and the revelation that 
“apparently there were Negroes. There were immigrants” (5). The narrative voice in 
Ragtime will go on to detail the lives of Negroes and immigrants, but the nature of this 
revelation hints at the discursive underpinnings of the text’s historicism. From the first 
pages we are presented with a narrator who can relate misleading perspectives to us in the 
depiction of this historical milieu.  
Notably, the “revelation” of the existence of Negroes and immigrants in 1902 
America comes about through the encounter of two of the text’s historical figures. One of 
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Jameson’s most effective critiques of Ragtime is of its use of historical figures and 
figures that are named only through titles such as father, mother, younger brother and so 
on:  
I would argue that the designation of both types of characters – historical names 
and capitalized family roles – operates powerfully and systematically to reify all 
these characters and to make it impossible for us to receive their representation 
without the prior interception of already acquired knowledge or doxa – something 
which lends the text to an extraordinary sense of déjà vu and a peculiar familiarity 
one is tempted to associate with Freud’s ‘return of the repressed’ in ‘The 
Uncanny’ rather than with any solid historiographic formation on the reader’s 
part. (24)  
 
Jameson’s description of these effects is an intriguing and, I believe, accurate one, yet 
they also raise significant issues in regards to the text’s use of history. Doctorow’s use of 
Emma Goldman in the novel does not correspond with Goldman’s history, yet she also 
serves as the text’s introduction into solid historiographic formations. In short, she 
reveals both to Evelyn Nesbit and the text itself the fact that there were Negroes and 
immigrants in America. 
The naming of historical characters anchors the text in a discourse of the “real,” 
but it also highlights the inherent differences between historicism and historical fiction. 
History, as a discipline, is capable of building depictions of famous historical figures, 
such as Nesbit and Goldman, specifically because their fame or social importance leads 
to a more intense recording of their lives. On the other hand, the mass of human beings 
from the past exist in an impenetrable haze that leaves the details of their lives lost to us. 
We have no access to them, their lives, or their interiorities. Doctorow’s use of titles 
points to this since their stories are not part of the popular history that Ragtime highlights 
and undermines. They are literally named in the text as types of middle class or 
immigrant individuals who did exist in 1902. They are a conglomeration of features 
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rather than a specific projection – be it one based on historical deduction or fictional 
creation. This is more readily apparent in the novel’s depiction of Mameh, Tateh and The 
Little Girl than in the novel’s other narrative strands. Tateh’s eventual success as an 
entrepreneur allows him to name himself as “The Baron Ashkenzay.” The eventual 
combination of the white middle class family with the flourishing immigrant family 
suggests a successful history wherein some more powerful historiographic formulation 
may be possible.  
More telling is the fate of Mameh, who is ostracized from both her family and 
somewhat excised from the lives of the other characters as a whole. The fate of Mameh 
comes about when the Little Girl is forced to stop working and attend school. In order to 
make money, Mameh sells her sewing, but is quickly taken advantage of due to her 
desperation to support the family:  
The owner invited her into his office. He looked at the piece goods carefully and 
said she had done well. He counted out the money, adding a dollar more than she 
deserved. This he explained was because she was such a good-looking woman. 
He smiled. He touched Mameh’s breast. Mameh fled, taking the dollar. The next 
time the same thing happened. She told Tateh she was doing more work. She 
became accustomed to the hands of her employer. One day with two weeks’ rent 
due she let the man have his way on a cutting table. He kissed her face and tasted 
the salt of her tears. (18) 
 
Mameh all but disappears from the text at this point. As we learn when Evelyn Nesbit 
finds Tateh and the Little Girl, Tateh has “driven [Mameh] from his home and mourns 
her as we mourn the dead” (43). Just as Tateh is physically marked by his action (his hair 
turns white) the text is marked by Mameh’s disappearance. While she has a limited 
presence in the novel she remains integral to the plot. Her actions to support her family 
by suffering the sexual abuse of her employer serve as reminders of the pitfalls facing 
immigrants and the lower classes in 1902. The metafictional elements of Ragtime point 
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out that any representation of such abuse functions as a fictional representation only 
because we have no direct access to the real suffering of these elided historical 
individuals.   
At the same time, Mameh’s disappearance from the text emphasizes the role of 
motherhood as a historical discourse in the novel. Evelyn’s turn towards radicalism is 
instigated by her desire to care for the Little Girl as she attempts and fails to fill Mameh’s 
role. Tateh’s attempts to protect the Little Girl are often unsuccessful in no small part due 
to his driving Mameh away in the first place. His attempt to send the Little Girl away 
during the IWW-led Lawrence Textile Strike mirrors, in some ways, his exiling of 
Mameh. It also ultimately fails to work, since the Lawrence authorities attack the strikers 
at the train station as they send their children away. Tateh’s entire motivation lies in 
protecting the Little Girl. Though he seems successful at the end of the text, underlying 
his entire struggle is the abuse and sexist dismissal of Mameh from the family. Finally, 
Mother’s increasingly powerful role in her family and her agency in caring for Sarah and 
Coalhouse Walker’s son highlight the discrepancies in the empowerment of women 
during the progressive era. In a full account of the text all of Mother’s actions must be 
read in light of her privileged social position and against those of another mother, 
Mameh, who is cut off practically before her role in the text can begin. 
 Jameson is correct in his critique that Mameh and the other titled characters are 
reified, yet this purposeful reification is meant to question the solid historiographic 
formations that Jameson notes as missing from Ragtime. Mameh’s exile from the text 
highlights this motion precisely because she cannot play the role denoted by her title and 
calls into question not only our representation of history, but also all of the “already 
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acquired knowledge or doxa” that are associated with those titles. This questioning 
motion does not discount the ramifications of those representations of history. In fact, 
they are highlighted through a juxtaposition like that of Mameh and Mother. Ragtime 
presents a quite solid historiographic formation in its intense questioning of historical 
knowledge and the role of the narrative voice in depicting and prioritizing particular 
perspectives. According to Jameson: 
The kind of reading this novel imposes makes it virtually impossible for us to 
reach and thematize those official ‘subjects’ which float above the text but cannot 
be integrated into our reading of the sentences. In that sense, the novel not only 
resists interpretation, it is organized systematically and formally to short-circuit 
an older type of social and historical interpretation which it perpetually holds out 
and withdraws. When we remember that the theoretical critique and repudiation 
of interpretation as such is a fundamental component of poststrucutalist theory, it 
is difficult not to conclude that Doctorow has somehow deliberately built this very 
tension, this very contradiction into the flow of his sentences. (23) 
 
Again, Jameson is correct in his identification of the novel’s postmodern stylistic 
concerns and Doctorow’s deployment of postmodern tropes. Yet these floating subjects 
are not meant to merely remove or withdraw from older types of social and historical 
interpretation. Taking Jameson’s metaphor further points to a different, more versatile 
approach. In the form of a verb, to short-circuit something means to obstruct the 
appropriate path of an electrical charge. This action nevertheless results in that electrical 
current following a new path and discharging somewhere. In Jameson’s terms perhaps 
the machinery of these older interpretative frames no longer function, but the interpretive 
charge – the search for meaning inherent in the novel’s representation and investigation 
of historical discourse – continues along new paths.  
Despite his critique, Jameson identifies one of these pathways: “no one with left 
sympathies can read these splendid novels without a poignant distress that is an authentic 
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way of confronting our own current political dilemmas in the present” (25). As he goes 
on to note, “what is culturally interesting, however, is that [Doctorow] has had to convey 
this great theme formally (since the waning of the content is very precisely his subject) 
and, more than that, has had to elaborate his work by way of that very cultural logic of 
the postmodern which is itself the mark and symptom of his dilemma” (25). While a 
powerful formulation, the formal aspects of Ragtime and its subject matter are indelibly 
connected. Jameson describes Doctorow as “the epic poet of the disappearance of the 
American radical past, of the suppression of older traditions and moments of the 
American radical tradition” (24). The sympathy Doctorow instills in readers for these 
traditions creates a new path forward rather than a simple reinforcement or rejuvenation 
of this radicalism. The formal postmodern elements in Ragtime force us to confront how 
we construct these traditions. Rather than a radical tradition built out of a homogeneous 
whole, Ragtime’s radical elements are built out of a set of heterogenic subjects: Tateh, 
Coalhouse Walker, Younger Brother, Emma Goldman, and even Mameh. What ties this 
tradition together is the novel’s projection of sympathy for radical, class, and labor issues 
rather than an interconnected reinforcement of similar radical political or ideological 
tenents. This desire to tie these elements together represents the solid historiographic 
formation that Jameson desires. Yet the only means available for such an integration 
comes through a projection of interconnectivity in the novel, in the historical elements 
chosen by the author, in the reader’s “already aquired knowledge or doxa,” or in a 
cotemporary political or social context. The text illuminates the subjective nature of this 
projection as well as its basis in the desire for solid and truthful past. As Ragtime shows 
though its narrative voice, its juxtaposition of various roles, and the nature of historical 
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information we receive (there were negroes, there were immigrants) no single 
historiographic formation can attest to the infinite nature of the past. No tradition is all 
encompassing. No interpretation is complete. 
The contingent nature of this knowledge does not nullify the effect it can have on 
readers in the present or the ability readers have to interpret these traditions and act in the 
present. The opening of this project attests to this motion. While I can draw connections 
between the radical discourses in Ragtime with the Occupy movement at UC Davis, I 
cannot directly relate them to each other. Any historiographic connection I may draw 
between them is ultimately contingent upon my own historical perception of radicalism 
and current events. Nevertheless, on an ethical level, I am compelled to examine the 
incident at UC Davis in this light and to historicize it as a means of making ethical 
decisions about society in the present. The nature of this motion finds its impetus in the 
two epigraphs that I used to open this chapter. While time may heal the wounds of the 
students and community members who were pepper sprayed at UC Davis, they remain 
indelibly marked by their experiences. As Dominic Gutierrez notes in the epigraph at the 
start for this chapter, they have been “changed for good . . . radicalized for good.” 
Examining these experiences, both on a personal level as well as a social level, means 
looking for contingent answers to those wh-questions: what happened, why did it happen, 
and who was responsible? While I cannot speak for all labor movements or victims of an 
unfair class system, like the texts in this study, I can draw connections between disparate 
movements, time periods and representations of class, labor, and radicalism in an effort to 
cast light on the incident and to guard against its replication in the future. This leads to 
my other epigraph from Mother Jones. In response to outside pressure that she silence her 
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advocacy for workers rights she declared “I am not afraid of the pen, or the scaffold, or 
the sword. I will tell the truth wherever I please.” The truth she speaks of may be 
contingent and better described as a truth among many. But it is no less crucial that we 
turn to history while mindful of the contingent nature of that discourse and tell truths. The 
authors and works in this study have each attempted this very motion in order to tell 
truths about unfair working and living conditions. No matter what the dangers from pen, 
scaffold, sword, or theory we must continue this interpretive investigation and rise to the 
challenge of telling truths. 
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